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 1                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.  We'll
  


 2   call this joint meeting of the Water Planning
  


 3   Council and the State Water Plan Steering
  


 4   Committee to order for Tuesday, September 6, 2016.
  


 5                  I'm Jack Betkoski, Chairman of the
  


 6   group.  The first order of business this afternoon
  


 7   will be the approval of the June 29, 2016 Joint
  


 8   WPC steering committee meeting transcript.
  


 9                  Would you like a motion to approve?
  


10                  DAVE LeVASSEUR:  So moved.
  


11                  LORI MATHIEU:  Second.
  


12                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Motion made and
  


13   seconded, that the Steering Committee transcript
  


14   for June 29th be approved.  Any questions or
  


15   comments?
  


16                  If not, all those in favor signify
  


17   by saying, aye.
  


18                  THE COUNCIL:  Aye.
  


19                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  The transcript
  


20   is approved.
  


21                  We have a pretty extensive agenda
  


22   this afternoon.  We're going to start off with the
  


23   update on the -- is anyone on the phone?
  


24                  CHRIS CLARK:  Yes, Chris Clark.
  


25                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Anyone else on
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 1   the phone?  Someone else just joined us.
  


 2                  SUSAN SAYRE:  This is Susan Sayre
  


 3   calling in from Smith College.
  


 4                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Good afternoon.
  


 5                  Okay.  What don't we go around the
  


 6   room and then we'll see if anybody else is on the
  


 7   phone.
  


 8                  DAVE LeVASSEUR:  Dave LaVasseur,
  


 9   Office of Policy and Management.
  


10                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Betsey
  


11   Wingfield, Department of Energy and Environmental
  


12   Protection.  Mike Sullivan will be joining us
  


13   shortly.
  


14                  VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  Virginia DeLima,
  


15   science and technical committee.
  


16                  BART HALLORAN:  Bart Halloran.  I'm
  


17   from the MDC.  I'm on the Steering Committee.
  


18                  LARRY BINGAMAN:  Larry Bingaman
  


19   with the regional water authority and I'm on the
  


20   Steering Committee and the policy subcommittee.
  


21                  MARGARET MINER:  Margaret Miner,
  


22   Rivers Alliance of Connecticut, Steering Committee
  


23   and the advisory group to the Water Planning
  


24   Council.
  


25                  ANDREW LORD:  Andrew Lord,
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 1   Connecticut Association of Water Pollution Control
  


 2   Authorities, Steering Committee.
  


 3                  GENE LIKENS:  Gene Likens, steering
  


 4   committee scientist.
  


 5                  MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  Maureen
  


 6   Westbrook, Steering Committee, in my capacity as
  


 7   Water Planning Council advisory committee cochair
  


 8   with Margaret, and on the policy committee as
  


 9   well.
  


10                  SAM GOLD:  Sam Gold, River COG,
  


11   steering committee.
  


12                  ROBERT MOORE:  Bob Moore, policy
  


13   committee.
  


14                  LORI MATHIEU:  Lori Mathieu,
  


15   Department of Public Health.
  


16                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  And would those
  


17   on the phone once again identify themselves.
  


18                  CHRIS CLARK:  Chris Clark, Mohegan
  


19   tribe.
  


20                  SUSAN SAYRE:  This is Susan Sayre
  


21   from Smith College.  I'm on the Steering
  


22   Committee.
  


23                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Anyone else?
  


24                  (No response.)
  


25                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  If not, good
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 1   afternoon to everyone.  Now we will have an update
  


 2   on the statewide water plan in terms of where we
  


 3   are as of today and the agenda for the stakeholder
  


 4   meeting coming later on this month, the roles
  


 5   committee.
  


 6                  Good afternoon.
  


 7                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  Good afternoon.
  


 8   Allow me to introduce ourselves.  Kirk Westphal
  


 9   with CDM Smith.
  


10                  MIKE JENNINGS:  Mike Jennings from
  


11   the New England Interstate Water Pollution Control
  


12   Commission.
  


13                  ELAINE SISTARE:  Elaine Sistare
  


14   with CDM Smith.
  


15                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  Thank you for
  


16   having us here today.  We had a meeting with the
  


17   Water Planning Council last week to discuss the
  


18   upcoming workshop.  I'd like to continue that
  


19   discussion today and try to see what we can do to
  


20   nail down a date for that workshop.
  


21                  There are also some preparatory
  


22   materials that we sent out.  Mike distributed
  


23   those today.  Some of you may have seen those
  


24   already.  It's not critical for the sake of this
  


25   discussion, and we'll ask that you put some
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 1   thought into those materials prior to the
  


 2   workshop, in some cases get back to us before the
  


 3   workshop so we have time to finalize those
  


 4   documents.
  


 5                  But the first thing I wanted to
  


 6   talk about was the agenda, the time of the agenda.
  


 7   We had distributed a draft agenda that we revised
  


 8   with the help of the planning council for this
  


 9   first workshop.  I'll walk through it very
  


10   briefly.
  


11                  It will be facilitated by Claire
  


12   Baldwin, whom some of you have met.  She's a
  


13   professional facilitator working with CDM Smith.
  


14   We will spend the majority of time during the
  


15   workshop refining the goals for the water plan and
  


16   the issues that the plan will address.  There will
  


17   be some nuances to some of those that we'll get
  


18   into some detail with.
  


19                  But we will stepwise provide a
  


20   little bit of background on the project and where
  


21   we are, a little bit of an update.  We will
  


22   collaboratively define the goals and objectives
  


23   for the water plan.  And we'll review the planning
  


24   process as it's been laid out in the scope, what
  


25   each workshop will do and what each workshop will
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 1   not do.
  


 2                  We'll talk about the scale of the
  


 3   plan, the issues that will be addressed by the
  


 4   plan and then the issues themselves, of course.
  


 5   And talk a little bit during the workshop about
  


 6   which issues should receive the most attention as
  


 7   we prepare for phase two just in terms of data
  


 8   needs and preparatory work and which ones are in
  


 9   pretty good shape to begin with in terms of the
  


10   data that support them.
  


11                  There will be two periods of public
  


12   comment during this workshop, one after we discuss
  


13   the goals.  That will be one of the first elements
  


14   of the workshop.  And defining and discussing the
  


15   goals and the issues, and that will be addressed
  


16   in the workshop.
  


17                  There will be a period for public
  


18   comment following that and then at the end of the
  


19   workshop after we discuss the planning process in
  


20   more detail there will be a period of comment for
  


21   that from the public.
  


22                  The planning council in the
  


23   discussion last week decided that the Steering
  


24   Committee would serve as a representative body of
  


25   stakeholders from this workshop, but there will be
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 1   support of that as well as it's currently laid
  


 2   out.  There will be, as I said, facilitated
  


 3   discussions then with this group of stakeholders,
  


 4   the Steering Committee, of the goals and on the
  


 5   issues and the objectives of the state plan.
  


 6                  The Steering Committee consists of
  


 7   the chairs of the other working and standing
  


 8   committees, and we've asked each chair of these
  


 9   other committees, the policy committee, the
  


10   science and technical committee and the advisory
  


11   group to, not only represent themselves and their
  


12   respective organizations, but all of the interests
  


13   within their groups.
  


14                  And in that vein the committee
  


15   members will be invited to attend the workshop and
  


16   provide advice, answer questions as needed as
  


17   directed by their chairs during this workshop.
  


18                  Of course, anybody from the public
  


19   is open and welcome to attend, and we encourage
  


20   that as there will be two periods of public
  


21   comment.  Anybody can offer suggestions, ask
  


22   questions, raise issues and we'll reinforce during
  


23   the workshop that there will be three subsequent
  


24   public meetings in which we discuss the outcomes
  


25   of the workshop and really focus even more time on
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 1   collecting comments from anybody who wants to have
  


 2   some input into the plan, and answering questions
  


 3   in more detail.
  


 4                  That's an overview of the workshop.
  


 5   We have set aside the date right now of
  


 6   September 29th from eight o'clock until
  


 7   twelve o'clock.  The date I think, Mike you can
  


 8   talk about that a little bit.  We sent out a poll
  


 9   to try to maximize the attendance on that date.
  


10   We do want to try to finalize that quickly, but
  


11   maybe you can address that a little bit.
  


12                  MIKE JENNINGS:  Yes, I did send a
  


13   Doodle poll out that was what you guys would like,
  


14   and I got eleven responses.  And unfortunately,
  


15   there were two responses that could not do the
  


16   morning of the 29th, and that's the information
  


17   that I have.
  


18                  We wanted to focus on not going out
  


19   to other dates initially because we had a hold on
  


20   a facility to have that meeting in the morning.
  


21   So I wanted to see if we could just make that one
  


22   work.
  


23                  So there are two folks so far of
  


24   the eleven that had indicated that they can't.
  


25   Those two folks were David Sutherland and
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 1   Elizabeth Barton.  In Elizabeth Barton's
  


 2   communication you mentioned you were out of the
  


 3   country as well.
  


 4                  So that adds in some additional
  


 5   challenge to making that meeting happen.  And I
  


 6   didn't ask for additional details, but that is
  


 7   probably a bigger block of calendar that you may
  


 8   or may not be able to come.
  


 9                  BETH BARTON:  Until the 7th.
  


10                  MIKE JENNINGS:  Of October, yeah.
  


11                  So that's the information we have.
  


12                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Mr. Bingaman
  


13   can't make that day either.
  


14                  MIKE JENNINGS:  He did not respond
  


15   to the Doodle, so that's what I have in terms of
  


16   responses.
  


17                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  But how many
  


18   invitations?  So we have eleven out of how many
  


19   invitations?
  


20                  MIKE JENNINGS:  It went to the
  


21   Steering Committee and the Water Planning Council.
  


22   I don't have everyone from the Water Planning
  


23   Council, but it seems as though everybody could
  


24   make it based on the call that we had earlier last
  


25   week.  So I think you have all the Water Planning
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 1   Council folks.
  


 2                  And then Bart Halloran, Mike
  


 3   Sullivan, Kirk, Dave LeVasseur, Elin Katz,
  


 4   Margaret Miner, Virginia DeLima, Maureen
  


 5   Westbrook, Sam Gold, Chris Clark indicated that
  


 6   they could make the morning of the 29th.
  


 7                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  I will throw it
  


 8   up for discussion?  Anyone from the Steering
  


 9   Committee or the Council wish to --
  


10                  ROBERT MOORE:  I thought I
  


11   responded, but I'd like to make it.
  


12                  SUSAN SAYRE:  Susan Sayre on the
  


13   phone.  I haven't responded because I'm not sure
  


14   whether I will be able to make it work with my
  


15   teaching schedule in the fall, but I will try.
  


16                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.  Thank
  


17   you.
  


18                  GENE LIKENS:  I didn't respond, but
  


19   I can't make it.  Sorry.
  


20                  LORI MATHIEU:  I think it's
  


21   important to have as many Steering Committee
  


22   members there as present.  Ideally we would like
  


23   to have all of that there.  So if it means
  


24   changing the 29th, I'm in favor of that.
  


25                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  I agree.
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 1                  What kind of window do we have in
  


 2   terms of time to not impact the other workshops?
  


 3   Can we push it off to --
  


 4                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  There will be the
  


 5   three public meetings that follow this workshop as
  


 6   well as the completion of the analysis that we'll
  


 7   be doing in phase one, and the finalization of the
  


 8   white papers, which will absorb and report back on
  


 9   some of the information that we glean during the
  


10   workshop.
  


11                  So if it goes much more than
  


12   another week or two out we'll start to be pressed
  


13   for time.  And I know that on our end Sue Morea
  


14   has a conflict that first week in October and
  


15   wouldn't be able to attend.
  


16                  So from our point of view the 29th
  


17   is fairly optimal, but I understand that
  


18   attendance is the primary issue.
  


19                  DAVE LeVASSEUR:  Maybe what we
  


20   should do is find some other dates in that range
  


21   and do a multiple date Doodle pole to everybody to
  


22   see if we could get optimum participation.  And
  


23   then we'll worry about the logistics of finding a
  


24   facility after the fact.
  


25                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Let me ask you
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 1   about that?
  


 2                  DAVE LeVASSEUR:  I don't know,
  


 3   because I think that was not going to be available
  


 4   again until sometime in October.  So we may have
  


 5   to look elsewhere, but if it's more important to
  


 6   have everybody there.
  


 7                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Sam?
  


 8                  SAM GOLD:  Just one comment.  That
  


 9   following Monday and Tuesday is the Jewish new
  


10   year.  So check the calendar.
  


11                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  And that's the
  


12   first week in October, I think, and that week
  


13   doesn't work well for us.  So I think what we'd
  


14   suggest is a Doodle pole with dates in the second
  


15   week of October.  I think you'll be back by then
  


16   and we'll avoid the holiday and we'll see what
  


17   happens.
  


18                  My experience with these as we --
  


19   while a hundred percent is a good goal, it's
  


20   rarely achievable.  But let's see how close we can
  


21   get.
  


22                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  I think what we
  


23   should do is, going along with what Undersecretary
  


24   LaVasseur said, is come up with three dates and
  


25   then wherever we get the most that's what it's
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 1   going to be, because we'll never get a meeting
  


 2   scheduled.
  


 3                  MIKE JENNINGS:  Right.  I think we
  


 4   want to put a back end on how far those dates go
  


 5   out and I think we're looking at the second week
  


 6   in October, is my understanding.
  


 7                  It won't be any sooner than that,
  


 8   but if it starts getting later than that my
  


 9   understanding is that's going to start causing
  


10   problems with other public meetings.  So I can
  


11   tomorrow morning send another Doodle pole to
  


12   everyone who got the initial one with options for
  


13   a.m. or p.m. of the week of the second week in
  


14   October.
  


15                  And we'll see, and probably have to
  


16   go with whichever one allows the most
  


17   participation with that.
  


18                  SAM GOLD:  There's only three days
  


19   in that week.  It's either the Tuesday, the
  


20   Thursday or the Friday, because Monday is a
  


21   holiday.  And then Wednesday Yom Kippur, the
  


22   Jewish holiday.
  


23                  VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  Should we be
  


24   looking at the week prior to the 29th?
  


25                  MIKE JENNINGS:  I'm not sure
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 1   that -- well, that the word could get circulated
  


 2   wide enough at that point and you guys can speak
  


 3   to that.
  


 4                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  There's that issue
  


 5   for sure, Mike.  But I think there's documents we
  


 6   want to try to finalize before the workshop to
  


 7   make them available to people that will require
  


 8   more time than that would allow.
  


 9                  VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  And also granted,
  


10   Beth is out that entire week, but another day in
  


11   the week of the 29th might be available for most
  


12   of the other folks, too.  I don't think we should
  


13   exclude that week.
  


14                  MIKE JENNINGS:  I could put that in
  


15   as well.
  


16                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  And the 6th and
  


17   7th, are those still dates -- I didn't realize
  


18   Beth wouldn't be available -- but for
  


19   consideration?
  


20                  BETH BARTON:  We were missing
  


21   people?
  


22                  MIKE JENNINGS:  Yeah, the CDM
  


23   folks.
  


24                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  Why don't we choose
  


25   maybe a date the week of the 29th, and then two or
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 1   three dates the second week in October and see
  


 2   what we can get from that?
  


 3                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.
  


 4                  LORI MATHIEU:  That works for me.
  


 5                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Is that
  


 6   acceptable to everyone?
  


 7                  MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  The calendar is
  


 8   the hardest thing.
  


 9                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  I mean,
  


10   personally I'm in the middle of a big rate case
  


11   plus a merger.  So we'll do our best to work with
  


12   the schedule.  Okay?
  


13                  So you want to give a little
  


14   update?
  


15                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  Yeah, A few other
  


16   things.  We have some things that will be posted
  


17   for review very shortly, and ask that you as this
  


18   Steering Committee, and in some cases, the policy
  


19   groups, and in some cases, the technical group
  


20   become familiar with these things.
  


21                  We'll be talking about those in the
  


22   committee meetings later this week as well, but
  


23   become familiar with them before the workshop.
  


24                  The two things -- the three things
  


25   I wanted to discuss today briefly are sort of a
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 1   reframing, a suggested reframing of the 17
  


 2   objectives that were in the statute and in the RFP
  


 3   for this, this project.  Not a rewriting, but a
  


 4   different way to look at them that we have found
  


 5   to be very useful in the past.  I'll talk little
  


 6   bit about that and ask people to think about that
  


 7   in preparation for the workshop.
  


 8                  I also have prepared a memorandum
  


 9   that some of you have probably seen on some
  


10   suggested roles and responsibilities for each of
  


11   the committees as we move forward.  That doesn't
  


12   really change or revise their charters, but
  


13   capitalizes on the strength of each committee and
  


14   focuses a lot of their energy right directly into
  


15   the plan.  So we'll talk about that.
  


16                  And also we have available now a
  


17   draft fact sheet for the state plan, which I'll
  


18   talk about briefly and ask for some comments on.
  


19   But the first thing I'd like to chat about is the
  


20   17 objectives that are in the state plan.
  


21                  Some of you have this spreadsheet
  


22   that was sent out in the attachment this morning,
  


23   Mike.  Some of you don't.  That's okay.  Check
  


24   your e-mail when you can.  There's a spreadsheet
  


25   that will look like this for you.  Some of you
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 1   have it.
  


 2                  What I've done here is just tried
  


 3   to reframe things a little bit because as I've
  


 4   been working on the plan so far and talking with
  


 5   people and working with the committees, what seems
  


 6   to come up as a central theme are the issues, the
  


 7   number of issues that we have to resolve, how far
  


 8   along each issue has progressed and what can be
  


 9   done to resolve each issue.
  


10                  And as I look through the list of
  


11   17 "issues," for lack of a better word last week,
  


12   I realized that some of them really are issues
  


13   that need to be dealt with, and others are
  


14   opportunities to address the issues.  And often
  


15   when we have done statewide planning or
  


16   large-scale regional planning or integrated
  


17   planning we like to separate these things into the
  


18   how and the why.
  


19                  Why is it that we're trying to
  


20   solve the problems, and how can we actually do
  


21   that?  And when those get confused it becomes
  


22   difficult to make progress.
  


23                  The easiest example that I like to
  


24   use is two people who come to a meeting with an
  


25   objective.  And one person's objective is to
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 1   maximize the streamflow in a river.  The other
  


 2   person's objective is to secure a withdrawal
  


 3   permit from the river.  And on the surface you
  


 4   could say that those objectives are conflicting
  


 5   and they never reach agreement.
  


 6                  But through facilitation we can
  


 7   find that their common objective is for the river
  


 8   to satisfy all of it's designated uses, and it's
  


 9   very hard to disagree with that.  And then the
  


10   question becomes how do you do that?
  


11                  And when we focus on the how after
  


12   defining the why, focus on the alternatives for
  


13   achieving the objectives after the objectives are
  


14   clearly defined, it becomes a whole lot easier to
  


15   find common ground and to find alternatives that
  


16   address multiple objectives.
  


17                  This is something we've done all
  


18   over the country, and to be honest, it's never let
  


19   us down.  We've always been able to find areas of
  


20   common ground when we can segregate the how and
  


21   the why.  Discussions become very difficult when
  


22   that distinction is not made.
  


23                  And so what I've attempted to do
  


24   here is identify those issues within the 17, the
  


25   list of 17 that really help define the problem, or
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 1   the problems, the why are we here and what are we
  


 2   trying to solve, and then the others that define
  


 3   potential actions that can be taken to deal with
  


 4   those problems.
  


 5                  And I think it's important to keep
  


 6   that distinction very clear.  We'll talk more
  


 7   about that in the workshop, and I'll talk some
  


 8   more about that at the committee meetings later
  


 9   this week.
  


10                  But I wanted to introduce people to
  


11   this concept today as it's sort of a different way
  


12   of looking at all of these issues, because they're
  


13   a little bit different in their character.  Some
  


14   of them are problems and some of them are
  


15   solutions.  And it's impossible to solve the
  


16   problems without understanding which ones they are
  


17   and which ones offer some potential solutions.
  


18                  So it's a very effective way that
  


19   we have found to make progress, to find common
  


20   ground, and to determine what the benefits of
  


21   these alternatives might be, because they can be
  


22   measured against very clear objectives.  Okay?
  


23                  So I find many comments on that at
  


24   this time, but again, really what I'm asking is
  


25   that people take a look at this, think about it
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 1   with their own thoughts and come to the workshop
  


 2   prepared to think about things in this framework,
  


 3   the how versus the why.
  


 4                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Any comments
  


 5   for Kirk?
  


 6                  (No response.)
  


 7                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  All right.  That's
  


 8   all I was hoping to do today is just introduce the
  


 9   concept.  You'll be hearing a lot more of that
  


10   from us as we move forward.  And this is not any
  


11   type of official document.  This is a brain dump
  


12   that I have of my thoughts.
  


13                  LORI MATHIEU:  I have a question.
  


14   In any way do you think that you're changing the
  


15   meaning of the original intent of the statute by
  


16   laying it out this way?
  


17                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  I hope not.  I hope
  


18   not.  As I read through it a number of times I
  


19   realized that a number of the objectives are aimed
  


20   at solving a particular problem.  And a number of
  


21   the objectives are aimed at defining a way that a
  


22   solution could be implemented.
  


23                  And they're both processes that
  


24   have to happen.  They're both goals, worthy goals,
  


25   but they're very different in how they can be
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 1   measured.  For example, the issue of climate
  


 2   change is a problem.  It's an issue.
  


 3                  There are ways that this needs to
  


 4   be dealt with, and some of the ways involve a lot
  


 5   of the potential alternatives in this.  Should we
  


 6   incentivize reclaimed water?  Should we
  


 7   incentivize class B water for non-potable use?
  


 8   Should we try to do these things that could help
  


 9   provide a buffer against the impacts of climate
  


10   change?  But it's important to look at those
  


11   things as two different types of issues.
  


12                  And so I think it's just a context
  


13   of how each particular line item in the statute is
  


14   considered in the plan.  Is it an issue that needs
  


15   to be dealt with?  Or is it a potential solution
  


16   to one or more of the issues that are there?
  


17                  So I don't think it changes the
  


18   intent of the statute.  I think it changes the
  


19   context in the way we might look at the list
  


20   itself.  But that's the kind of feedback that I'd
  


21   like, is as people read through this, if it does
  


22   in fact change the intent or the overall theme of
  


23   the statute, that's something we need to adjust.
  


24                  But that wasn't the goal here in my
  


25   mind.  This was just to try a different way to
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 1   look at it and see if we can make some progress
  


 2   that way by first agreeing on what the goals are.
  


 3                  And again, this is really in
  


 4   support and preparation for the workshop, to be
  


 5   thinking clearly about what the goals are, what
  


 6   problems need to be solved and what means that we
  


 7   have at our disposal to solve them.
  


 8                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Maureen?
  


 9                  MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  On the last
  


10   comment you had the information gathering and
  


11   sharing, kind of, but yet some of that gets back
  


12   to defining the problem.  So do you see that?
  


13   Sequentially, or it that kind of to be determined?
  


14                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  That's a great
  


15   question.  I think that is to be determined, and
  


16   that was sort of the default for where I place
  


17   things that didn't really fit in my mind as a
  


18   specific problem or a specifics solution, but
  


19   something that would aid the process along.
  


20                  And the gathering of information
  


21   and that sort of thing, something we need to do to
  


22   develop a comprehensive plan, but that in itself
  


23   isn't necessarily a problem -- or maybe it is.
  


24                  Maybe the lack of information is a
  


25   clear problem and the plan needs to elevate the
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 1   attention on that and find a solution to it.  So
  


 2   that's just my initial pass at where that might
  


 3   belong in the overall scheme of things, but that's
  


 4   wide open for discussion.  And I offer this just
  


 5   in preparation for the workshop so we can be
  


 6   thinking of things in this context.
  


 7                  I think it's useful for discussion
  


 8   and it helps to avoid people coming to a workshop
  


 9   like this with objectives that really are
  


10   solutions to one problem.
  


11                  MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  I can see that.
  


12   Thank you.
  


13                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Further
  


14   comment?  Yes.
  


15                  BETH BARTON:  I think the breakout
  


16   strikes me as making sense from an organizational
  


17   perspective.  I guess one word of -- I don't want
  


18   to complicate matters, but one sensitivity in
  


19   looking through it is that it seems to lay things
  


20   out within the four corners of the statute,
  


21   whereas I would like to suggest that as you go
  


22   through this you have to look outside of the
  


23   statute.
  


24                  For example, where it talks about
  


25   under the second item under the issues, talking
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 1   about balancing and lists a few things in the
  


 2   notes, while there are many other policies beyond
  


 3   the policies that are referenced within the
  


 4   context of that statute that I think were also
  


 5   part of the challenge or inherent in doing that
  


 6   balancing.
  


 7                  And in the second one we're talking
  


 8   about actions, and that there is a reference to
  


 9   modifications to laws and regs, but filtered
  


10   throughout there are things that I think but up
  


11   against local zoning.  And so that would just be
  


12   an observation generally about, not the concept of
  


13   breaking it out -- I can see where that make
  


14   sense, but just a sensitivity.
  


15                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  Yeah, I agree
  


16   completely.  And I think that's part of what makes
  


17   this important, is to -- in the second column
  


18   there where we're talking about potential
  


19   alternatives, different actions or policies that
  


20   could be implemented, there will be constraints on
  


21   a lot of those.
  


22                  And part of the discussion about
  


23   how far to go or what to recommend in the plan.
  


24   For each of these issues we'll consider all of
  


25   those obstacles, hurdles, constraints, whatever
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 1   they may be to determine their overall
  


 2   effectiveness.
  


 3                  So this is not a complete framing
  


 4   of the plan.  It's just a different way to look at
  


 5   the different elements of the statute.  And I
  


 6   also, in the first column, didn't limit myself to
  


 7   just the elements that I found in the statute.
  


 8   The last one, and an other.  Number 18, if you
  


 9   will?
  


10                  But there's room for one more, and
  


11   that's, again what the workshop will be aimed at
  


12   is defining what all the objectives are and what
  


13   all the potential means that you have as a State
  


14   to deal with what the water issues in the State
  


15   are, and those would be the alternatives.
  


16                  So I don't mean this to be
  


17   exclusive or comprehensive, just a reframing, if
  


18   you will.
  


19                  LARRY BINGAMAN:  On your item
  


20   number eight, so to speak, in the first part
  


21   there, on that item the water supply plans in
  


22   other states that were successful were those that
  


23   had ongoing funding mechanisms.
  


24                  Will this item take into account
  


25   some recommendations for that particular issue as
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 1   well?
  


 2                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  For ongoing
  


 3   funding?
  


 4                  LARRY BINGAMAN:  Yeah.  That will
  


 5   be important I think in order to keep the plan to
  


 6   keep up to date and a viable document moving
  


 7   forward.
  


 8                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  I agree completely.
  


 9   And I think one of our tasks in the second phase
  


10   of this work is to make some very explicit
  


11   recommendation on that.  And based on our
  


12   experience in other states and based of the
  


13   resources that are available here in Connecticut,
  


14   that will be a part of the plan.
  


15                  LARRY BINGAMAN:  Okay.  Will that
  


16   be a separate item or will that be included in
  


17   that bill?
  


18                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  That could very
  


19   easily be included in this list of issues to
  


20   resolve in the plan.  Again, I didn't try to be
  


21   comprehensive in terms of all of the issues facing
  


22   the State.  This is just a breakdown of the 17
  


23   that were specifically listed in the statute.
  


24                  But the goal of the workshop is to
  


25   sort of agree or modify this framework and add to
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 1   it all the issues that need to be dealt with.
  


 2                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Any further
  


 3   comment?
  


 4                  MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  Just one other.
  


 5   I notice on your information gathering and sharing
  


 6   their needs to be, I think, some sort of ongoing
  


 7   process of keeping the public informed on the plan
  


 8   even after it's developed, what's going on with
  


 9   it, any revisions and the like.  So that would be
  


10   maybe almost a number 19, maybe.
  


11                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  And that could fit
  


12   in almost any of these categories.  Right?  But I
  


13   think, again that will come out of the workshop
  


14   and is part of our scope for that to make
  


15   recommendations on that.
  


16                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Any further
  


17   comment?
  


18                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  Good feedback.  And
  


19   again, just asking people to think about that
  


20   framework as we prepare for the workshop.  It's
  


21   not set in stone, but have we found it to be a
  


22   very effective way to move forward.
  


23                  The next thing I wanted to talk
  


24   about just briefly today, and I'll follow-up with
  


25   the committees later this week, the meeting with
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 1   the science and technical committee meeting
  


 2   tomorrow, I believe the policy committee meeting
  


 3   on Thursday.
  


 4                  But I've been attending these
  


 5   meetings now, and so has Elaine and Mike and
  


 6   others for several months now.  And we've
  


 7   identified some strengths in each of these
  


 8   settings that we'd like to try to channel directly
  


 9   into the plan.
  


10                  And so we've proposed a list of
  


11   tasks and responsibilities, and some of these have
  


12   been discussed in concept with the committees
  


13   already, but some tasks for these committees to
  


14   focus on as we move forward that will channel
  


15   their strength directly into the plan.
  


16                  And let me just read off what they
  


17   are and then I'd welcome some comment on this.
  


18   And certainly we'll follow up with the committees
  


19   later this week.
  


20                  But for the policy workgroup we
  


21   have proposed three specific tasks for this group,
  


22   in addition to everything else that they're
  


23   already doing.  So this is not a
  


24   recharacterization of their roles or
  


25   responsibilities.  This is an attempt to channel
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 1   them.
  


 2                  Review the policy white papers.  In
  


 3   this first phase there will be four papers that
  


 4   define really the state of the State in terms of
  


 5   water management.  What are the current management
  


 6   options?  What's the current management structure?
  


 7   What are the conflicts and challenges associated
  


 8   with water management in Connecticut?
  


 9                  Those are prepared now in draft
  


10   form.  We're doing a little bit of reviewing of
  


11   those, but we hope to make those available this
  


12   week before the policy committee meeting and begin
  


13   discussing those during the meeting.
  


14                  And we're really looking for that
  


15   group to provide some substantive feedback on the
  


16   comprehensiveness of those papers.  Do they
  


17   establish a good baseline from which the plan can
  


18   then take its shape?  And really get some good
  


19   feedback on those.
  


20                  We also -- and Mike will be sending
  


21   those to you probably tomorrow.  They're in draft
  


22   form.  They're working documents and that's the
  


23   intent.  We'd like to get some feedback and
  


24   improve them with you.
  


25                  Last time we met with the policy
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 1   group we talked about the efforts that had been
  


 2   made to date to draft language that could
  


 3   hopefully address a lot of the issues that are
  


 4   listed in the plan with some consensus.  And I
  


 5   think one of the actions that the group took after
  


 6   that meeting was to consolidate that, that list
  


 7   and prepare it for discussion at the next meeting.
  


 8                  We'd like to ask that that continue
  


 9   and that we as a group, as a policy group work on
  


10   identifying those paragraphs or pages, or whatever
  


11   they may be, specific issues that had broad
  


12   consensus and worked on refining that language,
  


13   worked on focusing in on the issues that really
  


14   garnered some broad consensus during the past few
  


15   years as they've been discussed, and maybe away
  


16   from trying to define very clear language on all
  


17   of the other issues.  And we can sort of talk
  


18   about that with the policy group tomorrow.
  


19                  That's the kind of thing that I
  


20   think really capitalizes on the strength of that
  


21   group.  We've been talking about all of these
  


22   issues.  They've been drafting language that could
  


23   find its way into the plan.  And what we'd like
  


24   them to help us to do is identify those issues
  


25   that really had enough discussion to garner some
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 1   preliminary consensus and focus on that, whether
  


 2   it's two or three or seven issues.  It doesn't
  


 3   matter.
  


 4                  Really focus on those, and
  


 5   advancing those sort of outside of the context of
  


 6   the workshop.  So by the time we do have the
  


 7   workshops on those, they're further along.  Okay?
  


 8                  The science and technical
  


 9   workgroup, we talked about these two
  


10   responsibilities already.  One is to review -- and
  


11   this will start tomorrow from, Virginia -- review
  


12   the data summary that we'll have prepared as well
  


13   as the data gaps.
  


14                  And I think what we perceive as a
  


15   consultant as a data gap, we may find some
  


16   surprises that there are additional data sources
  


17   out there that can help fill some of these gaps,
  


18   or we just have to agree as a collective body that
  


19   there are some data gaps.  And let's make the best
  


20   use of what we do have.
  


21                  But we want to have a strong
  


22   consensus on what data are available and what data
  


23   are not so that we're proceeding without having to
  


24   come back and add things in later.  So that's one,
  


25   I think, important role that that committee can
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 1   take.
  


 2                  The other one, and we've discussed
  


 3   this for the last two meetings with the science
  


 4   and technical group, is to help us identify areas
  


 5   in the State where our regional scale, the
  


 6   regional scale of basins, the 43 basins or 44
  


 7   basins in the state that we're looking at in our
  


 8   data collection effort and in our data summary
  


 9   efforts are sometimes going to be too coarse to
  


10   evaluate the effectiveness of different
  


11   alternatives of specific issues.
  


12                  And there will be cases where we
  


13   need to dig in a little further and increase the
  


14   resolution, and look at maybe a local utility, or
  


15   look at a local reach of a river to determine what
  


16   the impacts of climate change might be, or what
  


17   the impacts of in-stream flow regulations might
  


18   be.
  


19                  And so we've asked this group to
  


20   help us identify those areas where we may need to
  


21   zoom in and do some case study desktop analysis to
  


22   determine the effectiveness of some of the
  


23   alternatives so that decisions can be made in a
  


24   more informed fashion.
  


25                  And one of the challenges there is
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 1   defining areas that, not only help indicate the
  


 2   effectiveness of that locality, but who's results
  


 3   can be transferred to other parts of the states.
  


 4   And that's where I think we can really tap into
  


 5   the strength of the science and technical group to
  


 6   help us identify where we can test the decisions
  


 7   that come out of these workshops as broadly and
  


 8   comprehensive as possible.
  


 9                  VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  A question
  


10   related to that.  At what point in the process?
  


11   As we discussed at last meeting, I think that kind
  


12   of identifying case study areas is most effective
  


13   if we already know what the issue is or the policy
  


14   is that is being looked at.
  


15                  So that to me says that this is
  


16   probably part of phase two, rather than phase one.
  


17   Is that how you see it as well?
  


18                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  That's how I see it
  


19   as well, Virginia.  Yeah, I think there probably
  


20   will be a few case studies that we look at in
  


21   phase one as we're putting our water inventories
  


22   together just to make sure that the water budget
  


23   in the basins are making make sense, and we really
  


24   do account for all the local use of water.
  


25                  But primarily it's phase two where
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 1   we're looking at the impacts of different
  


 2   decisions on the water availability for all the
  


 3   different uses that it's designated for.
  


 4                  The water Planning Advisory
  


 5   Council -- this is an idea that we floated during
  


 6   its last meeting -- really can begin to look at a
  


 7   part of the plan that's not currently well
  


 8   specified, we touched on in a little bit in our
  


 9   scope, but begin discussing it in some more detail
  


10   in the last advisory group meeting, and that is
  


11   guidelines for local implementation.
  


12                  There will be a lot a very
  


13   broad-based policy language in this plan,
  


14   statewide language aimed at applying everywhere.
  


15   But how does that translate into local action?
  


16   And two good examples of that are climate change
  


17   and drought management.
  


18                  The plan will have some language
  


19   that addressed those issues, but how do you
  


20   translate that to local action?  Right now the
  


21   State drought plan produces statewide indices of
  


22   drought, and that then triggers different actions.
  


23                  But it affects -- the drought
  


24   conditions may be universal throughout the state,
  


25   or even region to region, but that doesn't mean
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 1   that the response actions at each utility, at each
  


 2   municipality would be the same.  That depends on
  


 3   the size of storage, whether it's surface water or
  


 4   groundwater, the time of year that you're in, what
  


 5   your demand levels are, very specific things.
  


 6                  And so one of the things I think
  


 7   that that group can really, really focus on is
  


 8   taking some of these issues as they emerge and
  


 9   developing some guidelines for translating these
  


10   policies from the plan into local guidance, not
  


11   necessarily bylaws, but guidance into how to
  


12   implement these broader statewide policies.
  


13                  And then for the Steering Committee
  


14   itself, this group today, one of the things that's
  


15   come up a number of times in discussion is, what
  


16   are the roles of all of these groups going
  


17   forward?  And we're trying to capitalize on the
  


18   strengths and the backgrounds and the experience
  


19   of everybody in these committees as we developed
  


20   the plan.  What next?  What happens next?
  


21                  One of the responsibilities that we
  


22   have in the plan is to recommend a water
  


23   management structure going forward to implement
  


24   the plan, or to oversee the successful completion
  


25   of the tasks that it lays before us.  And I think
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 1   that the Steering Committee as part of its ongoing
  


 2   efforts can help us in the State for that.
  


 3                  It can help define what the roles
  


 4   of itself as a body can be going forward to
  


 5   implement the plan, to work with legislators, to
  


 6   continue the outreach to stakeholders.
  


 7                  I think this is probably the group
  


 8   that's best suited to help think about that
  


 9   probably more in phase two than in phase one, but
  


10   what does the structure of water management in
  


11   Connecticut look like once the plan is on paper
  


12   and it's submitted as a draft?
  


13                  How can the committees that are
  


14   standing best support that?  Are there additional
  


15   activities that need to happen?  That's something
  


16   that I think could add some very meaningful
  


17   discussions in this group.
  


18                  So this, this document is just a
  


19   series of recommendations.  I would be open to
  


20   hearing any thoughts that people have, and
  


21   certainly we'll discuss this with the committees
  


22   themselves.  But if anybody has any questions or
  


23   thoughts or concerns about this, I'd be very happy
  


24   to hear your thoughts.
  


25                  These were just our perceptions of
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 1   how each committee can really channel its
  


 2   strengths right directly into the plan.
  


 3                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  We might want
  


 4   to hear from Virginia or Bob?
  


 5                  ROBERT MOORE:  I think it makes
  


 6   sense of what you're proposing because we're at a
  


 7   point where we don't want to conflict with the
  


 8   direction of the planning documents.  And so
  


 9   really to focus in on your agenda makes more sense
  


10   than trying to go off on other issues.
  


11                  So I think we welcome that
  


12   direction and I think, as you said, we did produce
  


13   a list of issues that we've discussed.  Some of
  


14   them probably can be resolved fully by those
  


15   actions.
  


16                  So I think it's a good idea and I
  


17   don't have any problem, you know, bringing the
  


18   committee along on that direction.  And I think
  


19   we're trying to figure out what our role was after
  


20   we got started in the planning and I think it's a
  


21   good role.
  


22                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Thank you, Bob.
  


23                  VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  I'm good with it.
  


24                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Very good.
  


25                  SUSAN SAYRE:  Susan Sayre on the
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 1   phone.  I just wanted to ask sort of clarifying
  


 2   question about the relationship with this Steering
  


 3   Committee.  Am I interpreting it correctly that
  


 4   you are imagining as other steering committees
  


 5   have thoughts on some of those things that we task
  


 6   the subcommittees with, maybe be using the
  


 7   subcommittee as kind of an aggregating?  Like, we
  


 8   would pass that information along to the
  


 9   subcommittees?
  


10                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  I'm not quite sure
  


11   I understand the question.
  


12                  SUSAN SAYRE:  Well, as an example
  


13   on the policy committee responsibilities you
  


14   talked a lot about those white papers.  I imagine
  


15   that being something that a lot of the Steering
  


16   Committee members might have an interest in
  


17   providing some feedback on.
  


18                  And are you imagining the idea
  


19   being that that would be funneled through the
  


20   policy steering committee, then -- or, sorry.
  


21   Policy subcommittee, then?
  


22                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  Now I understand
  


23   your question.  I'm sorry.
  


24                  Yeah, the white papers are
  


25   certainly not anything that we'll keep under wraps
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 1   and isolate in one committee.  Anybody will have
  


 2   the opportunity to review those.  And it may be
  


 3   that what you're saying is that needs -- the
  


 4   finalization of those papers needs a champion
  


 5   outside of CDM Smith.  And what we're proposing is
  


 6   that the policy group be that champion for that
  


 7   white paper.
  


 8                  But certainly by collecting
  


 9   information from anybody on the Steering
  


10   Committee, of the science and technical committee,
  


11   anybody else who has some input on those.
  


12                  So those would be available to all,
  


13   but I think we would like to suggest that for the
  


14   purposes of streamlining things that somebody take
  


15   responsibility for collecting and aggregating the
  


16   input.
  


17                  MARGARET MINER:  So I think part of
  


18   her question was, where somebody who isn't, let's
  


19   say, on the policy committee, if they have
  


20   comments, do they deliver that to Bob?  Or do they
  


21   deliver it to you -- well, maybe simultaneously?
  


22   Where should that go?
  


23                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  That's maybe
  


24   something that we can talk about later in the week
  


25   at the policy meeting about how is it most
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 1   effective to collect the input.  I haven't thought
  


 2   that all the way through, yet, Margaret.  And it's
  


 3   a good question.
  


 4                  ROBERT MOORE:  We can certainly
  


 5   address that Thursday.
  


 6                  MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  And I had a
  


 7   similar question about the role of the advisory
  


 8   committee with respect to the white papers,
  


 9   because we're there on behalf of the advisory
  


10   committee, but presumably have to have time to get
  


11   through those folks.
  


12                  So this contemplates that as a way
  


13   to do that.  Right?
  


14                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  Right.
  


15                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Larry?
  


16                  LARRY BINGAMAN:  I have a question.
  


17   This may be premature, but do you see an ongoing
  


18   role for these groups after the plan is completed?
  


19                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  It would be too
  


20   early for me to say that at this point.  I think
  


21   everybody probably has some ideas about ongoing
  


22   roles.
  


23                  And it may look completely
  


24   different when it comes to implementing the plan's
  


25   recommendations, because some of what will be in
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 1   the plan will be recommended legislation.  And
  


 2   some of what will be in the plan will be
  


 3   recommendations for further study and further data
  


 4   collection and further collaboration to help
  


 5   resolve things that aren't resolved yet.
  


 6                  And my suspicion is that the role
  


 7   of the committees will be best served in those
  


 8   areas where we do recommend some further study or
  


 9   some further action and further collaboration.
  


10   And that's probably where the responsibilities
  


11   will be doled out to the committees.
  


12                  But who accepts what and does what
  


13   I think is probably too early to say.
  


14                  LARRY BINGAMAN:  Thank you.  That
  


15   makes sense, though.
  


16                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Bart?
  


17                  BART HALLORAN:  I had two
  


18   questions.  First, when you say that you're going
  


19   to be distributing these white papers this week,
  


20   to whom are you distributing?
  


21                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  Good question.  We
  


22   will distribute them to Mike, and Mike will then
  


23   probably distribute them.  I haven't honestly
  


24   thought that far ahead yet.
  


25                  But my guess is that we -- if it's
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 1   agreeable that the policy committee sort of
  


 2   shepherds them through and collects the comments,
  


 3   it may not matter who they get distributed to.  I
  


 4   think everybody in this -- the board will have the
  


 5   oppurtunity to see that.
  


 6                  So maybe, Mike, I don't know what
  


 7   your idea is here, but could we distribute them to
  


 8   the chairs of all of the committees and have them
  


 9   distribute to their membership?
  


10                  MIKE JENNINGS:  That would be the
  


11   easiest thing from my point of view, but I'm not
  


12   sure if that's how materials are normally
  


13   distributed to those groups.  So I have not either
  


14   thought that far ahead as well and am open to --
  


15                  VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  Do you have a
  


16   master list of interested participants?
  


17                  MIKE JENNINGS:  I have been
  


18   accumulating lists.  I'm still working on
  


19   accumulating committee lists of e-mails and things
  


20   like that as this is the first opportunity to
  


21   distribute information has come in.
  


22                  So I do not -- I will often send it
  


23   into Tyra and Gail and they'll send it out to
  


24   their groups if we're looking for the larger
  


25   group.  But as you know, my most recent experience
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 1   with this was trying to send an e-mail just to the
  


 2   Steering Committee, I had to go out and sort of
  


 3   search that out and make sure that it was going
  


 4   just to the right audience.
  


 5                  So I am not building a larger group
  


 6   yet of people to do that with.  What I would do is
  


 7   ask someone that may already have that to pass
  


 8   that information along and be more the point of
  


 9   connection between the people that want to
  


10   distribute it and where it's going.
  


11                  ROBERT MOORE:  I would just suggest
  


12   we send to the Steering Committee all those white
  


13   papers.  Just make them available.  It's easier
  


14   than trying to figure out who didn't get it.  I
  


15   would just send it to everybody.
  


16                  MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  People on the
  


17   Steering Committee have those roles as chairs in
  


18   other places.
  


19                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  And then they can
  


20   pass them along.
  


21                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Betsey, did I
  


22   see your hand?
  


23                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Are we done?  Is
  


24   that acceptable to everyone?  Did we get to a
  


25   resolution on that?  I would like to hear from
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 1   Maureen and Margaret as to the proposed role for
  


 2   the Water Planning Council Advisory Group and if
  


 3   that's acceptable to them.
  


 4                  MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  I missed the
  


 5   last meeting myself.  Was this discussed at the
  


 6   last meeting in August?
  


 7                  MARGARET MINER:  I don't believe
  


 8   so.  You want to know if we discussed our role
  


 9   with the planning as it goes forward?
  


10                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  My question is,
  


11   as the proposal was laid out by CDM Smith, is it
  


12   acceptable to the advisory group?  My
  


13   understanding was it was discussed based on what I
  


14   thought I understood Kirk say.
  


15                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  We talked about it
  


16   very, very briefly in sort of a concept that could
  


17   be discussed further.  So it was introduced, but
  


18   not discussed in detail.
  


19                  MARGARET MINER:  Then Virginia, you
  


20   were there.  Did you agree that we didn't actually
  


21   talk about whether it's acceptable or how we would
  


22   vote on that?  I think not because --
  


23                  VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  If we discussed
  


24   it, I blanked it out.
  


25                  MARGARET MINER:  I don't think we
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 1   discussed it.
  


 2                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  No.  The actual
  


 3   implementation wasn't discussed, but in my closing
  


 4   remarks I mentioned that this was a possible
  


 5   opportunity for the advisory group to take on a
  


 6   different role and that we continue to talk about
  


 7   that.  It certainly wasn't discussed in terms of
  


 8   its acceptability.
  


 9                  VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  Thank you.  I
  


10   think reframing as I understand or scanning this
  


11   quickly and listening to you, Kirk, it's, the role
  


12   would be the reality check.  Can this work?  Can
  


13   this be implemented?  Can we pull it off?
  


14                  And I think that's a very valid
  


15   role for the advisory role to be playing.
  


16                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  That's a great way
  


17   to cast it.
  


18                  MARGARET MINER:  We would love to
  


19   do that.
  


20                  BART HALLORAN:  It strikes me as
  


21   you're laying this out, I understand the roles of
  


22   these various committees, but it also doesn't seem
  


23   to me that the Steering Committee is doing much
  


24   steering.
  


25                  You know, it seems like an ill
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 1   defined role.  Normally I would expect these
  


 2   various committees to report sort of back up the
  


 3   chain of command to the Steering Committee and the
  


 4   Steering Committee and Water Planning, but that
  


 5   isn't clearly outlined, at least to me.
  


 6                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  And again, I wasn't
  


 7   trying to recast the existing roles and
  


 8   responsibilities of any of these committees, but
  


 9   to really add what they're doing already by
  


10   focusing their energies on these specific
  


11   activities.
  


12                  So I think the Steering Committee
  


13   would continue in its capacity to take reports
  


14   from the other committees and make recommendations
  


15   and certainly help us formulate the workshops.
  


16                  I think that's maybe another
  


17   unspoken role of the Steering Committee here is
  


18   that as we prepare for each of the workshops to
  


19   help us formulate the materials and participants
  


20   and things like that -- I didn't lay that out
  


21   clearly as a task.  I kind of see that as one of
  


22   your ongoing roles already.
  


23                  ROBERT MOORE:  Bart, I thought that
  


24   as you're bringing forth these proposed policies
  


25   that the Steering Committee would act on them as a
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 1   whole to accept them or support them, or provide,
  


 2   you know, some options.
  


 3                  And then the Steering Committee
  


 4   would then deliver that final recommendation to
  


 5   the Water Planning Council for their adoption.  So
  


 6   I assume that the policy committee would generate
  


 7   this issue, the issues, bring those to be full
  


 8   Steering Committee and then the full Steering
  


 9   Committee would act on them.
  


10                  LORI MATHIEU:  I would agree with
  


11   Bob.  And I think maybe what this needs is a
  


12   flowchart, you know, some visual to show how that
  


13   would be laid out.
  


14                  And Kirk, I appreciate you putting
  


15   this document together.  I think it just helps us
  


16   be more organized.
  


17                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  I love flowcharts.
  


18   I know not everybody does.
  


19                  LORI MATHIEU:  Everybody loves a
  


20   flowchart.
  


21                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  I would be happy to
  


22   do that.
  


23                  LORI MATHIEU:  And also just a
  


24   comment on the white papers.  I would like to see
  


25   the white papers, any documents that are generated
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 1   out of this group to be widely circulated and not
  


 2   given to one group or another group.
  


 3                  I think it should be widely
  


 4   available, widely circulated.  You know, the
  


 5   people that have been writing to all of us here,
  


 6   I've received over 250 letters concerning the need
  


 7   to be transparent and to broadly communicate.  I
  


 8   think we need to be that, very transparent and
  


 9   broadly communicate.
  


10                  So however we can get the word out
  


11   of what is being generated out of this group, in a
  


12   broad sense, I think that we're all better off for
  


13   that.
  


14                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  I'll ask a
  


15   follow-up question.  Is there a difference in your
  


16   minds as to distribution of documents that are in
  


17   process, which is where the white papers are now
  


18   where we're looking for some feedback to finalize
  


19   them, versus when they're final?
  


20                  I think when they're final we want
  


21   to post them on websites to make them available
  


22   to, you know, however many thousands of people
  


23   want to read them.
  


24                  But during the review process to be
  


25   streamlined, I think we're proposing that they be
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 1   reviewed by standing committees and filtered up,
  


 2   the comments filtered up to the policy committee.
  


 3   Is that in line with what you're thinking?
  


 4                  LORI MATHIEU:  I think so.  As long
  


 5   as the public knows what we're doing, and as long
  


 6   as that is publicly available on our website and
  


 7   our website is kept up to date.
  


 8                  So that's really very important to
  


 9   me, and to my department.  So that if I get a
  


10   question from anyone I should be able to go to our
  


11   website and say, look at our website.
  


12                  Here is the work of the Council.
  


13   Here's the work for the state water plan.  Here's
  


14   the progress we have made.  Here are some draft
  


15   documents that are open for public input and
  


16   comment.  I think that's very important.
  


17                  MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  But to that
  


18   point, I guess, when you just said once they're,
  


19   quote, final, Laura said, they're draft documents.
  


20   So I think that's inconsistent there.  I'm not
  


21   sure where.
  


22                  LORI MATHIEU:  I think once the
  


23   documents come through a certain point where we're
  


24   all comfortable to share, that's still a draft.  I
  


25   would hate to stamp something, final.  And then
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 1   give it to the public and say, you have absolutely
  


 2   no option for input ever.
  


 3                  Because you know, you've got to
  


 4   remember the only people in this room are just the
  


 5   people in this room.  And there's a lot of people
  


 6   out there very interested in what we're doing and
  


 7   how we're doing it, and they probably have good
  


 8   thoughts that might help us along the way.
  


 9                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  And the white
  


10   papers are ultimately chapters in the plan.  And I
  


11   think none of them become final until the plan
  


12   becomes final, and they'll all be working
  


13   documents throughout that process.
  


14                  But I do think we need to get them
  


15   to the point, as you say, Lori, where you as a
  


16   collective body are comfortable with what they
  


17   say.  And the challenge for all of us, I'd like to
  


18   be able to stand up at the workshop in three
  


19   weeks, or four weeks, or five weeks, whenever, and
  


20   say that we have draft white papers that are
  


21   available now.
  


22                  So the review process will be quick
  


23   and streamlined and hopefully everybody can
  


24   support that, but we'll talk about that, too, at
  


25   the policy meeting on Thursday.  But I think we're
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 1   on the same page there.
  


 2                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.  Further
  


 3   comment?
  


 4                  VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  I'm not sure you
  


 5   are on the same page.  I agree with Lori that the
  


 6   earlier in the process that we get input from the
  


 7   general public the more headache it will save
  


 8   ourselves in the overall process.
  


 9                  If we had something that was
  


10   reviewed essentially internally and not to a
  


11   point, where I understood you to say, we were
  


12   comfortably sharing it with other folks.  That
  


13   still, there are ideas that come in and valid
  


14   questions.  That still leaves us somewhat
  


15   scrambling.
  


16                  I think -- I certainly understand
  


17   the challenge of getting, Lori says, 250 e-mails.
  


18   I hesitate to say that if those came to me and to
  


19   Bob and to Maureen and Margaret that we would
  


20   handle that piece of it.  I'm not sure I want to
  


21   do that.  But -- and because I get that logistics,
  


22   if they were to come to you or some other people,
  


23   that it could be overwhelming.
  


24                  But I'm concerned of after the fact
  


25   even if something isn't final, even if it's sort
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 1   of final draft, after the fact scuttling of work
  


 2   that has been done.
  


 3                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  And I understand
  


 4   that concern.  Let me lay out how I think this
  


 5   could work just in the next few months using just
  


 6   one white paper as an example.  If we make this
  


 7   available to this group tomorrow and ask for
  


 8   comments from this group and the committees within
  


 9   two weeks so that it is at a point where we feel
  


10   comfortable sharing it.
  


11                  And you'll see in some of them
  


12   there will be probably some questions to you.  You
  


13   know, have we phrased this correctly?  So there
  


14   will be a little bit of a discussion internally.
  


15                  In two weeks can we get it to the
  


16   point where we can stand in front of the workshop
  


17   participants and say, this is now at a point where
  


18   we could share this broadly and then post it on
  


19   our website?
  


20                  It wouldn't become -- it wouldn't
  


21   change its form until we submitted the draft
  


22   report for this phase, which is sort of the
  


23   preliminary basis of the plans, or the skeleton of
  


24   the plan.  And any comments that we received
  


25   between those two dates, the time we post them for
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 1   anybody to see in a few weeks, and the time in
  


 2   November or December when we submit our phase one
  


 3   report, we'll have time to assimilate public
  


 4   comments on those papers and anything else.
  


 5                  How we do that, the process hasn't
  


 6   been defined yet, and we can talk about that a
  


 7   little bit, but I think there will be time for
  


 8   that.  I want to make sure that we understand that
  


 9   there will be time to take those suggestions and
  


10   adapt the papers as necessary.
  


11                  But I think you'll see that as you
  


12   read them for the first time you'll see things
  


13   that you may not want to just broadly distribute
  


14   yet, or there are questions that we have to you as
  


15   committee members that need to be addressed before
  


16   we post them.
  


17                  So I think there's this two-week
  


18   period where we can get them in line with each
  


19   other and then post them for much broader comment,
  


20   and incorporate those comments through some
  


21   process that we'll somehow define between then and
  


22   the time that we deliver the draft report.  Does
  


23   that make sense?
  


24                  VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  Sure.
  


25                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  It's not going to
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 1   be easy.  I mean, we're asking for some very quick
  


 2   turnaround time on some hefty, not necessarily
  


 3   thick, but they're dense.  There's full material.
  


 4   Some quick turnaround time on these things, and
  


 5   how we collect comments from what may be hundreds
  


 6   of people, we don't know that yet, but we'll
  


 7   figure that out.
  


 8                  BART HALLORAN:  Can I ask?  Are we
  


 9   going to be following the Uniform Administrative
  


10   Procedure Act, you know, formal notice, 30 days
  


11   for people to comment, that type of thing?
  


12                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  I think that's up
  


13   to you as a committee how you do that.
  


14                  BART HALLORAN:  Well I mean, that
  


15   is what the WUCCs are doing.  So, I don't know why
  


16   you wouldn't.
  


17                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  I don't see a
  


18   reason not to.
  


19                  MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  At what stage,
  


20   though, are you suggesting that?
  


21                  BART HALLORAN:  After you agree
  


22   somehow internally.
  


23                  LARRY BINGAMAN:  I think related to
  


24   that point, and also how people know that there's
  


25   documents on the website in order to review.
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 1   What's the notification process?  Is there going
  


 2   to be a banner on the headline, new documents
  


 3   available?
  


 4                  So people could claim that they
  


 5   didn't know, even to follow the administrative
  


 6   act.  So I think that's something that needs to be
  


 7   taken into account and thought through.
  


 8                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Sam?
  


 9                  SAM GOLD:  And what kind of mailing
  


10   list will this be sent out to?  What kind of
  


11   mailing list did we have to send out notice of
  


12   this.
  


13                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  That I don't know.
  


14   That's something we would look to you for in the
  


15   different committees.
  


16                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Margaret?
  


17                  MARGARET MINER:  Yes, the earlier
  


18   the better.  And the WUCC process is I don't think
  


19   the model that we should be following here.
  


20                  I understand that if you have a
  


21   document that's in the hands of agencies and being
  


22   publicly discussed, at a certain point it becomes
  


23   a public document.  You can make a formal finding
  


24   that it is in the public interest to keep this
  


25   back, which certainly if you're buying a piece of
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 1   real estate might be important, but I think the
  


 2   sooner that these documents can go up for people
  


 3   to look at.
  


 4                  One thing that's important is for
  


 5   people to see exactly who is arguing for what
  


 6   changes and what policies have dropped off.  If
  


 7   they are up on your website the whole world isn't
  


 8   going to go and look at your website.
  


 9                  Another issue is that the WUCCs
  


10   people have been told they should not show the
  


11   document they have to anyone.  I certainly hope
  


12   that whatever we get, or I get, I can show to
  


13   people I know would be interested.  Probably the
  


14   easiest way would be to send it to them, or put it
  


15   up on my website.
  


16                  So at a certain point the draft
  


17   becomes presumptively, I think, public.  And
  


18   whatever, and that should be pretty early, in my
  


19   view.
  


20                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  And our goal is to
  


21   have that happen before the workshop.
  


22                  MARGARET MINER:  Yes.  That didn't
  


23   answer all my questions, but thank you.
  


24                  ROBERT MOORE:  I think it's
  


25   important for what she said, to have them come at
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 1   least, you know, one of the committees to make
  


 2   sure there's not errors, because a chance of
  


 3   trying to correct errors after the fact is very
  


 4   difficult.
  


 5                  And we ought to have an opportunity
  


 6   to, I mean, you're going to write your
  


 7   interpretation of what the issue is and maybe you
  


 8   may have forgotten a statute.  You may have
  


 9   forgotten a regulation that's out there.  You
  


10   didn't see it, and it would be good to have for
  


11   the review.
  


12                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  I'm quite sure that
  


13   you'll find things to correct as you review these,
  


14   and that's the purpose of this two-week review
  


15   process with the committee.
  


16                  So that things are not introduced
  


17   to the public that are in error or incomplete and
  


18   that generally included the thoughts and
  


19   observations of the different committee members,
  


20   but within two weeks before the workshop to have
  


21   them posted for public consumption.
  


22                  MARGARET MINER:  I agree that there
  


23   should be an opportunity to correct errors before
  


24   it's posted, obvious errors that you could correct
  


25   in ten days?
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 1                  ROBERT MOORE:  You're not going to
  


 2   get them all.
  


 3                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.  Further
  


 4   comment on this?  Does everybody understand what
  


 5   we're doing here?  So when you propose these white
  


 6   papers, my understanding is that they'll go to the
  


 7   policy and science and technology committee, be
  


 8   vetted and then it's going to come to the Steering
  


 9   Committee before it goes out to the public?
  


10                  DAVE LeVASSEUR:  I think it's going
  


11   to go to the Steering Committee, and it's up to
  


12   the individual committees to get them out of their
  


13   membership for review.
  


14                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.
  


15                  MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  And policy is
  


16   going to compile it?  Is that what I heard?
  


17                  DAVE LeVASSEUR:  Correct.
  


18                  MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  Who will take
  


19   the lead on consolidating that and then it comes
  


20   back to the Steering Committee for the final
  


21   blessing before it goes out.  Is that how?
  


22                  LORI MATHIEU:  I think this needs a
  


23   flowchart.
  


24                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  It needs a
  


25   flowchart.  It also needs, you know, dropdead
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 1   dates, too, because nothing is ever going to
  


 2   happen if people don't comment by a certain period
  


 3   of time, that's it.  It's going to move on.
  


 4   Because you know, we can't set up dates for
  


 5   meetings, let alone review papers.
  


 6                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  Right.  I agree.
  


 7   And that's what we'll work through.  Bob, on
  


 8   Thursday the policy meeting is, what is that
  


 9   process and what are the dates?
  


10                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.  Anything
  


11   further?
  


12                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  There's one last
  


13   thing that I'll ask for a review on as well.
  


14                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  And I can tell
  


15   you right off the bat, you have us P-U-R-C.  It's
  


16   P-U-R-A.
  


17                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  Yeah.  You beat me
  


18   to that.  I was going to say, they're not going to
  


19   let me out of the building before I correct that
  


20   typo.
  


21                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  PERC.
  


22                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  PERC instead of
  


23   PURA, I apologize for that.  There are a couple of
  


24   other changes to be made as well.
  


25                  But this is a fact sheet that we
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 1   hope to post also before the workshop.  We hope to
  


 2   bring copies to the workshop that anybody can
  


 3   take.  And hope that people will distribute these
  


 4   to their own networks and readerships, but in the
  


 5   meantime we would like some comment on this.
  


 6                  Is it a comprehensive?  Is it
  


 7   sending the right message?  Did we miss anything?
  


 8   Did we overemphasize or underemphasize anything in
  


 9   particular?  I'm happy to take some comments
  


10   today, but I know it's probably early.  Some of
  


11   you haven't even seen this yet.
  


12                  So I guess we would ask that in
  


13   order to be ready to have these for in the
  


14   distribution in the workshop, that maybe somebody
  


15   on the Steering Committee take responsibility for
  


16   collecting comments on this in the next two weeks
  


17   and getting them back to us through Mike.
  


18                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.  So why
  


19   don't we -- if anybody has any comments on the
  


20   Steering Committee, get those back to Mike within
  


21   two weeks.
  


22                  LORI MATHIEU:  My one comment, the
  


23   second paragraph where it says, the state water
  


24   plan is not intended.  Can we make that more of a
  


25   positive statement, just turn that sentence
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 1   around?
  


 2                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  So it is intended?
  


 3                  LORI MATHIEU:  It is, what it is
  


 4   intended, and that's the second part of the
  


 5   sentence.  You know, it is intended as a
  


 6   framework.  I don't like the words "not intended."
  


 7                  Other than that, I like the
  


 8   graphics.
  


 9                  MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  Visually it's
  


10   very nice.
  


11                  DAVE LeVASSEUR:  It looks like a
  


12   flowchart.
  


13                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  It's just a weird
  


14   flowchart.  One of the things that we specifically
  


15   talked about is the photographs and trying to make
  


16   sure we've captured as broad a range of water
  


17   users and water uses as possible.  And it's
  


18   impossible to get everything, but if there are
  


19   different ways we can cast that we would be wide
  


20   open to suggestions.  Or if there are some better
  


21   photographs that others have that might show
  


22   things more clearly.
  


23                  ROBERT MOORE:  Just make sure
  


24   they're in the state.
  


25                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.  Any
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 1   other questions for our consultants?
  


 2                  (No response.)
  


 3                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Thank you very
  


 4   much.  Appreciate you being here and the work you
  


 5   do.
  


 6                  Next we'll go to the Water Planning
  


 7   Council advisory group update.  Maureen or
  


 8   Margaret?
  


 9                  MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  Since I
  


10   confessed I wasn't there I'm going to leave it to
  


11   Margaret to give the update.
  


12                  MARGARET MINER:  We had a meeting
  


13   with Kirk Westphal, which I think is basically
  


14   some of what you've heard here today.  And we did
  


15   not consider whether to approve the process or the
  


16   plan.  I think people are still digesting it.
  


17                  We did spend a fair amount of time
  


18   discussing the drought plan -- which Virginia, are
  


19   you presenting that today?  Okay -- which will be
  


20   presented to you today.  And I do not recall that
  


21   we got in much else.  Those two parts of the
  


22   meeting were lengthy.
  


23                  The drought, by the way, is still
  


24   giving us a lot of problems in terms of
  


25   streamflow.  I always ask people that were at the
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 1   meeting, did I miss anything important that comes
  


 2   to mind?
  


 3                  We did discuss the work groups.  I
  


 4   can tell you that the watershed lands workgroup
  


 5   has been trying to get a meeting.  We did have a
  


 6   small meeting.  The chairs are Karen Burnaska and
  


 7   I.  We had drafted an intention to ask the
  


 8   Department of Public Health for some more explicit
  


 9   guidelines on what criteria they use to approve or
  


10   disapprove proposed beneficial projects, in
  


11   particular, clean energy projects on class one and
  


12   class two land.
  


13                  And we would love to expand that a
  


14   little if we're talking about it long-term to
  


15   class one and class-two-like lands.  Other
  


16   watershed events, we'd love to see those better
  


17   protected.  But the main goal of that meeting was
  


18   to discuss that, those protections for class one
  


19   and class-two land with respect to the clean
  


20   energy projects.
  


21                  I'm sure you've all been reading
  


22   the newspapers and seeing some of the disputes
  


23   over what should be done on prime farmland, what
  


24   should be done on farmlands where there's
  


25   easements, what should be done on class one,
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 1   class-two lands with solar panels, winds, rock
  


 2   mining and a little bit of small hydro and biomass
  


 3   being issues.
  


 4                  So we look forward to -- Lori
  


 5   offered to talk with us and meet with us and we're
  


 6   looking forward to that and in everybody's
  


 7   interests to have these guidelines be as explicit
  


 8   as possible.
  


 9                  That they are an application
  


10   approving agency also, so there is always a bit of
  


11   a tension between of having a guideline or a
  


12   policy and commenting on specific applications,
  


13   but I think that can be worked out quite
  


14   satisfactorily.
  


15                  The science workgroup, Virginia,
  


16   you can report if you want, but I don't think
  


17   there was -- really we focused on the drought.
  


18   The green industry has not been back to us in a
  


19   while and they had reached a certain point.
  


20                  I did speak with a couple of the
  


21   agricultural people there about attending the
  


22   meeting, about the possibility of different kinds
  


23   of water storage for farms during these droughts.
  


24   One of the issues there involves federal rules for
  


25   interrogation of vegetables, which appear to set
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 1   in some cases standards that would be almost
  


 2   beyond what our small farms in Connecticut could
  


 3   do.  But that's the context in which we'll have to
  


 4   discuss some of that.
  


 5                  And small systems, I think we did
  


 6   not have any news on the small systems front.
  


 7   That is, of course, a very important topic in the
  


 8   WUCC discussions where it is a separate issue.  If
  


 9   I missed anything --
  


10                  TARA DOWNES:  I think towards the
  


11   conclusion of the meeting Mr. Zagorsky spoke and
  


12   talked to the group about the Tilcon New Britain.
  


13                  MARGARET MINER:  Oh, I thought you
  


14   said Gregorski -- and Zagorsky.  Yes, at the very
  


15   end of the meeting -- thanks Tara, Paul Zagorsky
  


16   from New Britain came in and he is one of the
  


17   local advocates there who does not support the
  


18   proposal to do rock mining in New Britain owned
  


19   land, Plainville.  That also has received a great
  


20   deal of press.
  


21                  He brought in copies of the statute
  


22   and some of the documents relating to that, and
  


23   handed them out.  He was very good about not
  


24   exceeding his time, which we gave him six minutes,
  


25   I think, so that he just had time to put
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 1   everything together.
  


 2                  I will say Mr. Sikorsky has
  


 3   impressed me as being remarkably well up on the
  


 4   fact and on the policy and on the law.  So he
  


 5   appears not to have a political agenda and he has
  


 6   at least -- I did, of course, ask people if they
  


 7   knew him.  And so far nobody said, oh, he is a
  


 8   horrible.  In fact, quite the opposite.
  


 9                  So that I'm sure will keep coming
  


10   up in the Water Planning Council and the Water
  


11   Planning Council advisory group.  There is a
  


12   League of Women Voters forum coming up on, I
  


13   think, November 2nd.  So you can expect that
  


14   project to take some of your attention over the
  


15   course of the fall.
  


16                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Thank you,
  


17   Margaret.
  


18                  MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  And just a
  


19   footnote on the small systems stuff.  If I have
  


20   this right on my calendar, there's a meeting
  


21   Thursday at 9:30 in the docket.  Is that still on?
  


22                  TARA DOWNES:  Yes.
  


23                  MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  So that docket,
  


24   that's taken that kind of out of the advisory
  


25   group, the generic docket on the acquisition
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 1   process and small systems, 9:30 on Thursday
  


 2   morning before the policy meeting at 1.
  


 3                  MARGARET MINER:  I should add, and
  


 4   some were here.  I think we publicized it, but
  


 5   PURA has created a docket on the New Britain
  


 6   Project.
  


 7                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Yes, we have.
  


 8                  MARGARET MINER:  And I think we've
  


 9   got that up on our website and people are
  


10   interested in it.  And I always could use a lesson
  


11   on how to use a docket effectively, but I'm doing
  


12   my homework and trying to get the word out that
  


13   the docket is there.
  


14                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Thank you.
  


15                  Lori, is there a question?
  


16                  LORI MATHIEU:  Yeah.  A couple of
  


17   questions.  Margaret, my door is always open for
  


18   anyone to come talk about water company lands.
  


19                  MARGARET MINER:  Good.
  


20                  LORI MATHIEU:  I know we're going
  


21   to be, so I appreciate that.  I know that Eric
  


22   McPhee from my staff -- who is in the room, Eric
  


23   McPhee.  I actually have three of my members of my
  


24   staff, Rachel Noweck and Kate Keenan, and Eric
  


25   McPhee.  So I look forward to the meeting.
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 1                  Just in general, though, water
  


 2   company land law is meant to be broadly protective
  


 3   for the use for public water supply, period.  For
  


 4   public health protection.
  


 5                  Back in the 1980s when the laws
  


 6   were rewritten it was meant to be extremely
  


 7   protective, and as you and I know over the years
  


 8   things have changed.  Statutes have changed.  And
  


 9   so I look forward to our conversation, but I just
  


10   wanted to say that it wasn't meant for commercial
  


11   uses, for outside commercial purposes.
  


12                  So anyway, my second question, when
  


13   you say, small systems, do you mean small water
  


14   systems, or small wastewater systems, or both?
  


15                  MARGARET MINER:  Well I meant,
  


16   small water systems.  And that's right, we didn't
  


17   discuss them because there was a meeting coming
  


18   up, which I think told us -- I'm always interested
  


19   in discussing small wastewater systems, and I feel
  


20   that that probably should be addressed in the
  


21   water plan, but that is not what I was referring
  


22   to when I said small systems.
  


23                  LORI MATHIEU:  Okay.  Thank you.
  


24                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Any other
  


25   questions for the Water Planning Council advisory
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 1   group?
  


 2                  (No response.)
  


 3                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  If not, we'll
  


 4   move on.  Thank you both very much.  We appreciate
  


 5   the work that you do.
  


 6                  Move on to drought report,
  


 7   Virginia.
  


 8                  VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  Okay.  On Friday
  


 9   you should have all received the Friday's version
  


10   of the drought plan.  It is my hope that at
  


11   today's meeting the Water Planning Council will
  


12   endorse this so that some of the provisions can
  


13   actually be put into effect.
  


14                  As Kirk mentioned earlier, the
  


15   current plan talks about statewide drought
  


16   designations.  That's actually not the way it's
  


17   been implemented over the past several drafts that
  


18   we've had, but still that's something that is
  


19   officially the policy at this point.  And we all
  


20   recognize that designations should be more
  


21   regional where they're appropriate.
  


22                  In that document, I don't know if
  


23   you had a chance to look at it.  I can summarize
  


24   the changes that have been made from the existing
  


25   document very quickly, that being the primary one.
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 1   Also we added a planning and preparedness section
  


 2   of things that should be in place, commonsense
  


 3   things that should be in place even before we're
  


 4   thinking about a drought so that when something
  


 5   like that happens it's much easier to deal with.
  


 6                  Also we added an additional stage
  


 7   which we call heightened awareness, which is
  


 8   basically a heads up to official folks, agencies,
  


 9   water companies and whatnot.  It's not a public
  


10   dissemination, but it's rather, things are going
  


11   on here.  We better start paying attention and
  


12   getting some of our ducks in a row.
  


13                  We also changed the names of the
  


14   stages, and that's actually something that would
  


15   be a question, a discussion of this group because
  


16   there's yet another proposed change that's
  


17   happened sort of amongst a few of us.
  


18                  If you think about it for a moment,
  


19   the existing names that the water industry uses of
  


20   drought advisory, drought warning, watch, an
  


21   emergency, basically came out of the weather
  


22   service and with very short term events,
  


23   tornadoes, hurricanes.
  


24                  And when you have a drought watch,
  


25   that's saying that it hasn't happened yet.  It
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 1   could happen in the future, and yet we often use
  


 2   the term as if it's a moderate drought.  And so
  


 3   using those terms that have started with a
  


 4   completely different type of event really doesn't
  


 5   make any sense at all.  But I mean, that's what
  


 6   we've been using for years.
  


 7                  We changed the terms in this
  


 8   drought plan so that they wouldn't conflict with
  


 9   what the water industry might be saying because it
  


10   is going to be very common that a particular
  


11   industry's situation could be very different than
  


12   the regional situation in that area.  MDC is the
  


13   obvious example.
  


14                  They have a large amount of
  


15   storage, and MDC customers may be doing just fine,
  


16   whereas in the same geographic area small systems
  


17   or private wells may be really, really dry.  And
  


18   so the public is going to be getting conflicting
  


19   messages and we felt that if those conflicting
  


20   messages were using the same terms, that would be
  


21   even more confusing.
  


22                  So we also based it on some of the
  


23   experience that the interagency drought workgroup
  


24   that has met periodically when conditions are very
  


25   dry -- was very leery about using the word,
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 1   "drought."  And so that term does not get used
  


 2   until we're in essentially stage three, the
  


 3   moderate drought.
  


 4                  That left us coming up with
  


 5   heightened awareness, below normal, and some other
  


 6   sort of hokey definitions.  And there's some talk
  


 7   about maybe we should use the term "drought
  


 8   advisory" for the below normal, but that's not
  


 9   what's in it at this moment.
  


10                  We also realize that some of the
  


11   criteria used by the interagency drought workgroup
  


12   are more defensible than others, either in terms
  


13   of the accuracy of those data or in terms of the
  


14   geographic distribution.  And so the streamflow
  


15   information from the USGS and the groundwater
  


16   information from the USGS are both geographically
  


17   well distributed and also a very high quality
  


18   information, as opposed to some of the other, take
  


19   fire danger for instance.
  


20                  That is very, very quick to change,
  


21   and can change from one area of the state to the
  


22   other.  One day to the next can be very different.
  


23   And so we felt that we should designate primary
  


24   criteria and secondary criteria.  The secondary
  


25   criteria certainly would be part of the
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 1   discussion, but they wouldn't be given as much
  


 2   weight.  It's essentially a weighting process.
  


 3                  So what we designate as the primary
  


 4   criteria were streamflow, groundwater
  


 5   anticipation.  And then at the suggestion of
  


 6   Rivers Alliance we included the U.S. Drought
  


 7   Monitor, which is what the news channels use as
  


 8   part of that because it is so much in the public
  


 9   domain.
  


10                  That tends to be a little, what
  


11   would the term be?  Dramatic, indicating the stage
  


12   of drought that might be more than what those
  


13   people in the interagency drought workgroup would
  


14   have designated for Connecticut, but that is
  


15   included as one of the criteria for the primary
  


16   criteria.
  


17                  All those criteria are guidelines
  


18   for the group.  We have a lot of very experienced
  


19   and knowledgeable people at the table when the
  


20   group meets.  And so they are expected and
  


21   encouraged to use professional judgment.  So the
  


22   various numerical criteria that are put in are
  


23   guidelines.
  


24                  And just as an example, you could
  


25   have a guideline that said no more than -- or that
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 1   you would need three months of below normal
  


 2   groundwater levels to be in a particular stage.
  


 3   But it could be that you were six months of not
  


 4   quite as severe a situation, or one month of a
  


 5   very much more severe situation.  And so those
  


 6   kinds of situations need to be considered as well.
  


 7                  I've used the example with this
  


 8   group before.  There's one time several years ago
  


 9   when we were talking about a drought where we
  


10   hadn't met the groundwater criteria for declaring
  


11   a drought advisory, and yet groundwater levels
  


12   were dropping faster than I had ever seen them
  


13   drop.  And the way the existing plan was written,
  


14   that was not able to be a consideration.  So
  


15   that's one of the reasons why we've added this
  


16   kind of flexibility.
  


17                  We've also streamlined the proposed
  


18   actions in the various tables in the group so that
  


19   they're easier to read.  We've grouped them by
  


20   responsible party, whether it be state agency or
  


21   municipalities, local and regional folks or
  


22   whether it be the water industry.  And also it
  


23   assumed that everything that you may have done for
  


24   an earlier stage you would continue doing.
  


25                  So we've taken them out of all the
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 1   repetition.  And also just stressing that this
  


 2   document will need to be updated.  As things
  


 3   changed we proposed that that be done as part of
  


 4   the water planning process in general.
  


 5                  So those are the changes that were
  


 6   made.  This process has been going on.  Denise
  


 7   Savageau from Greenwich and I have been sharing
  


 8   it, I think it's been four or five years.  And
  


 9   we've gotten a lot of input from a lot of folks
  


10   and had some very good comments and suggestions
  


11   made along the line.  So I think everybody here
  


12   has probably had an opportunity to give feedback
  


13   as they chose.
  


14                  In the cover letter that
  


15   accompanied the document that was sent out on
  


16   Friday there were three concerns that the group
  


17   doing the revision brought up.  One of which I
  


18   would actually like to see addressed today.
  


19                  And that is, it was pointed out to
  


20   us that the interagency drought workgroup which
  


21   has representatives from -- and it's all state
  


22   agencies, from the Department of Agriculture, from
  


23   OPM, the Department of Health, DEEP, and the
  


24   Department of Emergency Services and Public
  


25   Protection, including the Division of Emergency
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 1   Management and Homeland Security.  They're sort of
  


 2   represented in two pieces there, as are PURA and
  


 3   the environmental side of DEEP.
  


 4                  That group is the decision making
  


 5   group in terms of making a recommendation for a
  


 6   drought declaration and then they get technical
  


 7   assistance from some federal agencies, the USGS
  


 8   and the weather service.
  


 9                  But at no point that I was able to
  


10   find was that group officially designated as
  


11   having the responsibility for making those, those
  


12   recommendations.  For those of you who have been
  


13   around I actually spoke with Sid Albertson who
  


14   talked with John Ridesi to try and find the
  


15   history of the whole thing.  For those people who
  


16   aren't familiar with the names, those names go
  


17   back decades in OPM in water and drought planning.
  


18                  So the workgroup request, that the
  


19   WPC officially designate the interagency drought
  


20   workgroup as the entity responsible for making
  


21   drought stage recommendations to the governor's
  


22   office or to agency's commissioners as
  


23   appropriate.  And so as I said, that's one I would
  


24   like to address today.
  


25                  The other recommendations are sort
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 1   of more technical and would be dealt with in a
  


 2   longer-term discussion and might be changes to the
  


 3   plan in it's next revision.
  


 4                  Jack, is that something you would
  


 5   be willing to deal with today?
  


 6                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  You're really
  


 7   putting us on the spot here, aren't you?  I don't
  


 8   think we're prepared to adopt the whole report
  


 9   today.  I mean, this is like years of work.
  


10                  First of all, first and foremost,
  


11   thank you and the committee for all the work that
  


12   you've done on this, but it's voluminous in terms
  


13   of what we have here.  So I'm certainly unprepared
  


14   to vote on it today.
  


15                  And I'll turn to my colleagues in
  


16   the Council to add their thoughts.
  


17                  But in terms of your request, I
  


18   think we do that now.  Don't we?  In terms of when
  


19   there's a drought don't you make a recommendation?
  


20                  VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  We do, but there
  


21   is concern that it could be challenged because the
  


22   group has never been formally given that
  


23   responsibility.
  


24                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.
  


25                  LORI MATHIEU:  What I understand
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 1   there is, it's a plan.  We are advising the
  


 2   governor's office.  I don't believe there's a
  


 3   specific statute that gives us the authority, and
  


 4   it's something we'd have to look into and review
  


 5   carefully.
  


 6                  But Jack, I agree with you with
  


 7   just getting this information on Friday.  And your
  


 8   letter, Virginia, thank you for all your work.
  


 9   And Denise, thank you for all your work.  You put
  


10   a lot of years into this.
  


11                  I know there's been a lot of people
  


12   commenting on this internally, but I think it
  


13   deserves, you know, it deserves a lot of attention
  


14   and it deserves a good detailed review by the six
  


15   agencies that are involved, and a lot more
  


16   discussion to make sure that the changes that
  


17   you're proposing make sense for the six agencies.
  


18                  You know, I take it very seriously.
  


19   I been involved for a decade or so, and involved
  


20   in the first draft of this plan.  I think it has
  


21   served the State very well.  It's not perfect.
  


22   There is no perfect plan, but I take the
  


23   responsibility very seriously when we work
  


24   together as six agencies to give the governor some
  


25   advice as to what to say and how to say it about a
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 1   drought.
  


 2                  So I think changing this is not an
  


 3   overnight deal.  I think it's a very big effort
  


 4   that needs to be taken seriously.  And I think
  


 5   there needs to be more comment from, again I'll
  


 6   say the same thing I said previously, from all
  


 7   stakeholders and all parties involved.  Affected
  


 8   towns, we affect councils of governments.  We
  


 9   affect every water utility that produces a water
  


10   supply plan.
  


11                  So my recommendation is to
  


12   carefully take it back, carefully consider it and
  


13   maybe work it through the drought work plan
  


14   workgroup that we have representing our six
  


15   agencies and start from there.
  


16                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  David?
  


17                  DAVE LeVASSEUR:  As the chairman of
  


18   the interagency drought workgroup, I concur.  I'd
  


19   like to see the individual state agencies and,
  


20   quite frankly, a lot of the folks that attended
  


21   every single meeting have an opportunity to look
  


22   at it, some of whom haven't been in on the
  


23   discussions.
  


24                  And I think that at that point I
  


25   think we then need to look at the public comment.
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 1   And I was going to make the suggestion,
  


 2   Mr. Chairman, that perhaps it would be useful to
  


 3   set up a public docket for this plan going
  


 4   forward, since that's the format we've been using
  


 5   for a number of our initiatives over the years.
  


 6                  And certainly, the public and
  


 7   stakeholders are familiar with the docket system
  


 8   and I think would feel comfortable utilizing that
  


 9   system going forward.
  


10                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  We could
  


11   absolutely do that.
  


12                  VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  Let me just add
  


13   to this.  Well first of all, I didn't clearly
  


14   separate my two requests.  The very specific
  


15   request that I made last applies to the
  


16   interagency drought workgroup as they are
  


17   implementing the current plan.
  


18                  That group has never had the
  


19   authority to make the recommendations that it has
  


20   been making for decades, and there was concern
  


21   raised that that was inappropriate and it should
  


22   have that authority.  So that applies to the
  


23   existing plan as well.
  


24                  That was the very specific request
  


25   that I made at the end, and that was something
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 1   that that group could be blessed to have the
  


 2   authority that they've been actually doing.
  


 3                  DAVE LeVASSEUR:  And Virginia, I
  


 4   understand that.  I'm not sure we have the
  


 5   authority to do that.  I don't know if that
  


 6   authority comes from us, comes from the governor's
  


 7   office.  And quite frankly to not have an
  


 8   opportunity to review this at all because I was
  


 9   out of the office Friday, I think we need research
  


10   that before we can even move forward on that
  


11   request.
  


12                  VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  Okay.
  


13                  And then the other request in terms
  


14   of the plan as a whole, I do want to repeat that
  


15   this has been endorsed by the water planning
  


16   advisory group.  And as you know, there is wide
  


17   representation on that.
  


18                  We have had local input to it.
  


19   We've had agency input to it through the advisory
  


20   group in addition to the workgroup that actually
  


21   worked on this.  And so there has been many
  


22   opportunities for a wider public to comment
  


23   through the representation on the advisory group.
  


24                  I had a long talk, for instance,
  


25   last week with two people on the advisory group,
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 1   one representing the farm industry, one
  


 2   representing local health departments.  So you
  


 3   know, those individuals have weighed in on behalf
  


 4   of their constituencies.
  


 5                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Commissioner
  


 6   Sullivan, would you like to weigh in?
  


 7                  MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  No, I haven't
  


 8   read the report yet.  I'm looking forward to it.
  


 9                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Would you be in
  


10   agreement to defer, defer acting on it?
  


11                  MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  Yes.
  


12                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.
  


13                  VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  Just in terms of
  


14   the overwhelming volume of it, it's really 14
  


15   pages of reading.
  


16                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.  But I
  


17   think we're all in agreement that we're going
  


18   to -- and I think it warrants a good part of the
  


19   Water Planning Council meeting to really kind of
  


20   go through it and then we can come up with
  


21   recommendations.
  


22                  I have no problem with getting this
  


23   on our PURA docket system, if that's acceptable to
  


24   everyone in terms of letting the public know.
  


25                  Yes?
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 1                  LARRY BINGAMAN:  I certainly would
  


 2   support that.  Putting this on a docket would
  


 3   certainly be a good way to get public comment.
  


 4   I'm also concerned that we're jumping ahead here
  


 5   with a significant policy decision while we're
  


 6   just in the beginning stages of putting together a
  


 7   state water supply plan as well.
  


 8                  And the other thing is, is that I
  


 9   think in order to have an effective drought plan
  


10   you need to have some mechanism such as a
  


11   municipal ordinance that can be adopted by all
  


12   towns.  And I know there's a draft in here,
  


13   Virginia.  And this is a terrific job and a lot of
  


14   great work.
  


15                  But I was in Massachusetts for four
  


16   years and we had to have mandatory water use
  


17   restrictions every summer, and we did not have the
  


18   enforcement authority to implement that.  The
  


19   towns didn't want to put any resources into it and
  


20   the water utilities were not able to do it as
  


21   well.
  


22                  And it was an absolute nightmare
  


23   trying to enforce water use restrictions during
  


24   the summer months.  So I think that's an important
  


25   issue that we need to think through on this as
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 1   well, as well as making it part of the whole state
  


 2   water supply plan.
  


 3                  VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  Larry, I agree
  


 4   with you wholeheartedly and I know I was very
  


 5   disappointed with the water plan legislation which
  


 6   only said that they recommend that and didn't
  


 7   mandate it.  Because I think you're absolutely
  


 8   right.  Without that authority this is
  


 9   meaningless.
  


10                  LARRY BINGAMAN:  It's a paper
  


11   tiger.  You know, so we need to really think that
  


12   through and determine how we're going to crack
  


13   that nut.
  


14                  MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  And I will just
  


15   echo, certainly this has been through the advisory
  


16   group and it's had many integrations I think
  


17   starting to go way back from Denise, and I think
  


18   it is considerable progress from where we've been.
  


19                  I think the flexibility, we've
  


20   questioned for a long time whether, you know, the
  


21   construction works.  You know, technically it's a
  


22   statewide decision.  This allows for those more
  


23   localized decisions and is more responsive to a
  


24   lot of those things.
  


25                  I think even the concept of that
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 1   heightened awareness, I wasn't on the committee,
  


 2   but as I read in preparation for this, I mean,
  


 3   that's the one we kind of go from zero to boom,
  


 4   all of a sudden.  Right?  You know, absent that.
  


 5                  So I think there's a lot of good
  


 6   things in here.  I don't disagree that the folks
  


 7   who actually implemented need some eyes on it, and
  


 8   the other agencies that are not involved in the
  


 9   planning council are a part of that.  And the
  


10   advisory group, I hadn't really thought about
  


11   their role here.
  


12                  But you know, I think it's
  


13   certainly a big step from where we've been and
  


14   recognized to be kind of a continuum process here.
  


15   We've been working with one for ten years that we
  


16   knew had some deficiencies as the next step.  It
  


17   may need more to follow, but I think I give them a
  


18   line of credit for what they've done.
  


19                  And they really did do a lot to
  


20   reach out to those other stakeholders to get their
  


21   input.  So -- and discussions with ag I know got
  


22   another layer that was kind of at the end here,
  


23   but I know you were able to accommodate that,
  


24   Virginia, so I appreciate that.
  


25                  I think the advisory group is
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 1   comfortable with it, but understand the next step
  


 2   of review is important.
  


 3                  LORI MATHIEU:  Jack, if I could?
  


 4   Just another comment?  I think what's important
  


 5   for the health department to review, and review
  


 6   with water companies carefully are
  


 7   responsibilities in overseeing the water supply
  


 8   planning in total, the WUCC and individual water
  


 9   supply plans.
  


10                  And Virginia, to your point that we
  


11   want to make sure that there's no confusion when
  


12   we have differing labels for triggers within water
  


13   supply plans, and differing labels at the state
  


14   level.  What does that really mean?
  


15                  And what does it mean to say half
  


16   of the state is in this, and half of the state is
  


17   in that?  And 10 percent here and 10 percent
  


18   there?  And we have to be clear with people when
  


19   we make these messages and the plan needs to guide
  


20   us in that direction.
  


21                  And so to Larry, to your point just
  


22   thinking it even further, I think maybe this plan
  


23   revision needs to wait after we get done with the
  


24   state water plan, because there is no legislation
  


25   to give us the authority, which I really don't
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 1   think that there is.  But I think it's under broad
  


 2   authority of the governor to designate us all to
  


 3   do this work and develop a plan.  That's what I
  


 4   recall.
  


 5                  The Governor has pretty broad
  


 6   authority in so making us all responsible for
  


 7   this.  And I think any change to this broad plan
  


 8   probably should wait until the state plan is
  


 9   complete.  Just thinking out loud, but that's my
  


10   thought anyway.  Because it's a big responsibility
  


11   and it's a lot to change.  And that would not want
  


12   to just launch into a change at this point in
  


13   time.
  


14                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Margaret?
  


15                  MARGARET MINER:  Yes, I understand
  


16   that.  I would hope and I think you have the
  


17   flexibility to adopt some of the important changes
  


18   if one is to look at declaring regional water
  


19   stresses and water shortages, as opposed to State,
  


20   and I think the governor would have to understand
  


21   that.
  


22                  And also the attention to private
  


23   wells.  I'm in a part of the state that has some
  


24   small water systems and private wells, and both
  


25   are in trouble right now.
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 1                  LORI MATHIEU:  And I would agree
  


 2   with that.  It's very difficult to get that
  


 3   information and I think one of the things getting
  


 4   out to the more broad group for comment is to
  


 5   gather that information.
  


 6                  We sit in a room and we talk to
  


 7   each other and say, who has information from local
  


 8   health directors?  Who has information on private
  


 9   wells?  You know, and couple this, go around and
  


10   say this or that.  And it's hard to get that
  


11   information from people, because it would be great
  


12   to know there's 150 wells that have gone dry.
  


13                  There's information from well
  


14   drillers.  There's a lot more information that's
  


15   necessary to make the right decision and we have
  


16   in the past issued regional droughts.  So if I
  


17   recall that correctly, Dave, I think we have said
  


18   in certain parts of the state we are issuing a
  


19   drought, where over in other parts because it
  


20   clearly -- that's what's going on this year as
  


21   well.
  


22                  VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  Thank you, Lori.
  


23   You reminded me of something that I didn't
  


24   mention.  Another thing that has been put into
  


25   this plan is that the value of that ancillary
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 1   data, that it's not just these eight criteria.
  


 2                  But rather if there's indication
  


 3   that well drillers are being asked to deepen
  


 4   wells, or this sort of nonnumeric qualitative
  


 5   ancillary data that those are recognized as being
  


 6   an important component of the decision-making
  


 7   process.
  


 8                  MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  So Jack, just
  


 9   for the same reason that I didn't want to vote on
  


10   this, I'm not sure I'm willing to sign off on the
  


11   idea that we ought to wait until the state water
  


12   plan is done to do it either.
  


13                  Now I'm particularly interested in
  


14   reading this now, Virginia.  If it generated this
  


15   much discussion it's going to be worth the read.
  


16   So I'd rather us have a chance to actually look at
  


17   the document, run through it.  Then, like, talk at
  


18   the next Water Planning Council meeting about what
  


19   we want to do.
  


20                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  I agree with
  


21   you.  I don't know if we necessarily have to wait
  


22   until the plan is completed.  So let's read it and
  


23   discuss it at our next meeting, if that's
  


24   acceptable to everyone.
  


25                  LORI MATHIEU:  I would agree with
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 1   Dave's comment about opening up a docket.  Is that
  


 2   something we would agree?
  


 3                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Mr. Neeley is
  


 4   in back of the room there.  Mr. Neeley?
  


 5                  NICK NEELEY:  Your wish is my
  


 6   command.
  


 7                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Thank you,
  


 8   Nick.  Okay.  Very good.  Thank you, again.  We'll
  


 9   move down to policy.  Anything further on the
  


10   policy?
  


11                  ROBERT MOORE:  Just briefly.  Just
  


12   briefly, at our last meeting Lori brought up a
  


13   bunch of good issues about, you know, where we're
  


14   going.  And I think we kind of redirected, and the
  


15   response that we're getting out of Kirk will focus
  


16   on the issues that were raised.
  


17                  But we did produce a list of all
  


18   the issues that we have talked about.  I don't
  


19   know if everybody has gotten a copy of that, but
  


20   it's a list of two pages we have talked about.
  


21   Some of which we know we've got concurrence on,
  


22   which we've kind of worked on language.
  


23                  And they range from using the state
  


24   plan of conservation and development to some of
  


25   the water quality and some of the adoption of the
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 1   current plans like Long Island Sound and a few
  


 2   things, and an in-depth agricultural water use
  


 3   plan which is probably the one that's most
  


 4   finalized in terms of development of a consistent
  


 5   policy.
  


 6                  So we have that list.  I don't know
  


 7   if Kirk got that, but we will get it on Thursday.
  


 8                  VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  It just went to
  


 9   the policy subcommittee.
  


10                  ROBERT MOORE:  Well, we'll get that
  


11   out to everybody else.  I don't know if you've
  


12   seen that.
  


13                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  You want to
  


14   give it to Rob, and he'll make it part of the
  


15   record?
  


16                  VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  I think Bob, the
  


17   premise was we wanted the policy committee to see
  


18   it on Thursday before it had water distribution.
  


19                  ROBERT MOORE:  Well, he can have
  


20   it.  I mean, it's just an issue.  Just the list of
  


21   what we brought.  Most everything on there I've
  


22   brought before this committee at one time or
  


23   another.
  


24                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.  Keep it.
  


25   That's okay.
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 1                  ROBERT MOORE:  Most everything on
  


 2   that list is something I've talked about at this
  


 3   meeting in some form or another.  And again, we're
  


 4   meeting on Thursday.  We'll give you more reports
  


 5   at the next meeting.
  


 6                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Thank you very
  


 7   much.  Appreciate that.
  


 8                  ROBERT MOORE:  I did have one
  


 9   question on the drought, since I have the
  


10   microphone.  What are you going to do about this
  


11   year?
  


12                  Nevermind.  I mean, I was just
  


13   trying to say that, you know, you have this
  


14   committee and I know that you're working on it.
  


15   And there's somewhat of a dry spell that we're
  


16   going through.
  


17                  DAVE LeVASSEUR:  We're actually
  


18   meeting this Thursday.
  


19                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Virginia,
  


20   anything further on science and technology?
  


21                  VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  No.
  


22                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Mike Sullivan,
  


23   proposal to update the diversion regulations.
  


24                  MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  I was going to
  


25   wait until Maureen got back.
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 1                  So one of the things I wanted to do
  


 2   was use this opportunity just a little bit earlier
  


 3   than I normally would do this, but the Steering
  


 4   Committee doesn't get together as a whole all that
  


 5   often.  So I wanted to take advantage of the forum
  


 6   that I had.
  


 7                  I've basically made the decision to
  


 8   proceed with a change in the water diversion regs,
  


 9   the permitting regs and I wanted to just kind of
  


10   take this opportunity to kind of outline our
  


11   thinking on the need for that and just kind of
  


12   highlight that as an issue for everybody in the
  


13   room.
  


14                  This kind of started with my
  


15   decision to go out and visit each one of the WUCCs
  


16   and kind of see what this animal really is and how
  


17   it's moving along.  It was great.  It was really
  


18   interesting.  I went to the west, the central and
  


19   the east.  All are kind of moving along at
  


20   slightly different tempos, but they're all moving
  


21   quickly.
  


22                  And so the speed of the WUCC
  


23   process I think is commendable and I think people
  


24   are doing exactly what -- like their tasks are
  


25   that were laid out for them.  But it does create
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 1   some concern for me from DEEP's perspective solely
  


 2   from the point of view of the linkage between
  


 3   DEEP's diversion permitting regulations and what's
  


 4   called exclusive service areas that are covered by
  


 5   the WUCC process.
  


 6                  Given the direct linkage between
  


 7   those two I was kind of grappling with, like, one
  


 8   of two courses of action to take.  I mean, should
  


 9   I try to slow down the WUCC process, because I was
  


10   concerned about that linkage?  I wasn't inclined
  


11   to do that at all.  I know the WUCCs are very
  


12   important to DPH, and so I thought it would be
  


13   much better for me to kind of look at the
  


14   decoupling the linkage between DEEP's diversion
  


15   permitting process and the exclusive service areas
  


16   in the future.
  


17                  So we can do that by regulatory
  


18   change, and I'm pretty sure that that's what I'm
  


19   going to be proposing.  But I wanted to kind of
  


20   highlight it for everybody in the room, get some,
  


21   like, initial feedback to that.
  


22                  First I was going to ask Betsey to
  


23   kind of run through in a little bit more detail
  


24   why we feel we need to do that at this particular
  


25   time, and then I'm happy to open it up for
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 1   questions.
  


 2                  So Betsey?
  


 3                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Thank you, Mike.
  


 4                  So we have one screen.  Hopefully
  


 5   most people can see it.
  


 6                  Okay.  So the Water Diversion
  


 7   Policy Act was passed in 1982, so almost a third
  


 8   of a century ago.  And really what the Water
  


 9   Diversion Policy Act regulates is water coming out
  


10   of streams and rivers, and it looks at the impacts
  


11   associated with it.
  


12                  It was back at a time when the
  


13   Legislature used to put forward legislative
  


14   findings and pontificate on what was important and
  


15   why it was important.  And I think the legislative
  


16   findings for the diversion act are very important.
  


17                  What I really get out of this is
  


18   it's focused on sources and it's looking to
  


19   balance the needs of out-of-stream uses with
  


20   in-stream uses, and making sure that the State
  


21   proceeds in a manner which is mindful of that as
  


22   we move forward and develop, and do a whole series
  


23   of things.
  


24                  So specifically what it does is it
  


25   requires a permit for new withdrawals from surface
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 1   water or groundwater greater than 50,000 gallons a
  


 2   day.  It also addresses modification of
  


 3   instantaneous flow and alteration, but we're
  


 4   really focused on that withdrawal piece when we're
  


 5   talking about the connections back to it for
  


 6   exclusive service areas.
  


 7                  The other thing it does is it
  


 8   grandfathers existing water diversions through
  


 9   what's called a registered process.  And if you
  


10   look at the number of permitted and registered
  


11   consumptive diversions, so out-of-stream uses,
  


12   there are about 1600 of them in the state.
  


13   Eighty-four percent of those are registrations, so
  


14   the lion's share.
  


15                  And registered diversions, as I
  


16   said, are grandfathered, which means they're
  


17   continued to be permitted or allowed indefinitely.
  


18   And there were five characteristics of
  


19   registrations that the law required that people
  


20   tell us when they registered those diversions, the
  


21   location, the capacity, the frequency, the rate
  


22   and then that fifth characteristic is really
  


23   important.  It was description of the water use
  


24   and the water system where it was used.
  


25                  And very often we found those
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 1   registrations were based on recent memory and
  


 2   maximum volume that can be conceivably used.
  


 3   Sometimes they're sustainable.  Sometimes they're
  


 4   not.  I think what's important, and the
  


 5   Legislature looked at this issue and said, you
  


 6   know, the registrations are the registrations, and
  


 7   there is no additional environmental consideration
  


 8   or review at the time those registrations were
  


 9   made.
  


10                  And contrast that with diversion
  


11   permitting.  And for those permits that require
  


12   greater than 50,000 gallons a day and go through a
  


13   process, there were a whole series of policy
  


14   considerations the agency is directed to consider
  


15   and the applicant needs to put forward, including
  


16   what are the existing and projected water supply
  


17   needs?  What will the impact be on wetlands
  


18   habitat?  Waste assimilation?  Agriculture?  A
  


19   broad policy assortment of things that we're
  


20   talking about as part of the state water plan.
  


21                  Obviously looking at the economic
  


22   development and job creations associated with both
  


23   the proposed diversion, and importantly the
  


24   necessity of the diversion and an alternatives
  


25   analysis, is there any other way to meet that next
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 1   increment of supply or that out-of-stream use
  


 2   other than this specific diversion, and looking at
  


 3   the impacts on fish and wildlife, and clearly the
  


 4   interests of all affected municipalities?
  


 5                  Diversion permits go through our
  


 6   traditional public process of notice, opportunity
  


 7   for hearing.  So back in 1990 we adopted
  


 8   regulations to go along with the diversion act.
  


 9   And we need to put those regulations in the
  


10   context at the time.
  


11                  So this was over a quarter century
  


12   ago and the circumstances in the State were
  


13   different, but we put in specific exemptions in
  


14   those regulations that basically provide for
  


15   expanded water treatment for use of registered
  


16   diversions.  And we were trying to accommodate use
  


17   of a water supplier in a registered diversion
  


18   within an entity service area.
  


19                  And the way the regulations define
  


20   that service area is the service area identified
  


21   in the registration, one of those five
  


22   characteristics, or an exclusive service area
  


23   established under the WUCC statute, or the water
  


24   utility coordinating committee.
  


25                  So we all know, and we've been
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 1   talking about this, that diversions impact
  


 2   streamflow, both building a dam and taking out
  


 3   water behind it, and also groundwater diversions.
  


 4   When you begin to pump whether a stratified direct
  


 5   or a bedrock aquifer, you are intercepting
  


 6   potentially water headed to a stream.  You also
  


 7   may be drawing water out of that stream into your
  


 8   well, and addressing that.  And it's those impacts
  


 9   that we're concerned about.
  


10                  When we worked together on the
  


11   streamflow regulations we addressed the issue of
  


12   consumptive diversions, registered diversions from
  


13   behind dams with large impoundments and required
  


14   downstream releases.  So that piece has been
  


15   addressed in this environmental component, but for
  


16   registered versions for direct withdrawal, or for
  


17   withdrawal from groundwater that impacts
  


18   streamflow they can operate without regard to
  


19   environmental impact.
  


20                  And we've seen some circumstances
  


21   where we've ended up with some very bad
  


22   environmental impacts associated with these
  


23   activities.  Registrations have impact.  I think
  


24   most of you have heard about Coppermine Brook in
  


25   Bristol.  Two water suppliers both drawing off of
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 1   groundwater wells, and we have a dry stream
  


 2   trench.
  


 3                  We've been watching the stream for
  


 4   most of the summer.  It's been dry.  There's been
  


 5   a lot of streams across the state that have been
  


 6   dry, but this one in particular.  And DEP has been
  


 7   really working to identify dry streams and
  


 8   impairments caused by dry streams statewide.
  


 9                  And so this sort of yellow color
  


10   gives you a sense of distribution.  We believe the
  


11   ones that just turned pink are potentially
  


12   impacted by registered diversions.  So the problem
  


13   is broad, but the problem associated with the
  


14   registered diversions and potential impact on dry
  


15   streams is broad also.
  


16                  As Mike mentioned, DPH is moving
  


17   forward with the water utility coordinating
  


18   process.  This is fundamentally about who serves
  


19   where.  It's different than the sources of water
  


20   and where the water is going to come from, but it
  


21   is moving forward and the ESAs as assigned will be
  


22   moving forward.
  


23                  But for the assigned ESAs I want to
  


24   take you through what we're concerned about.  So
  


25   as consolidation moves forward in the State -- and
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 1   this was something we didn't envision back when
  


 2   the regulations were adopted in 1990 -- are there
  


 3   potential impacts to registered diversions and
  


 4   additional use of those registered diversions?
  


 5   And I want to focus us in.
  


 6                  So these are the areas that are
  


 7   presently assigned.  The gray areas are the areas
  


 8   that are not, but as I understand it they will be
  


 9   assigned through the water utility coordinating
  


10   committees that are ongoing.  And these are our
  


11   large groundwater supply level wells and these are
  


12   actually the level A mapping areas.
  


13                  Some of these are registered.  Some
  


14   of them permitted, but it's the registered ones
  


15   we're specifically concerned about.  And there is
  


16   consolidation that's happening.  And I'm going to
  


17   use Aquarion as an example of recent
  


18   consolidation.
  


19                  So we've zoomed in on Western
  


20   Connecticut.  And that sort of medium blue color
  


21   is New Milford I believe.  And through a series of
  


22   acquisitions --
  


23                  SAM GOLD:  That's Newtown.
  


24                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Newtown, thank
  


25   you.  Thanks, Sam.
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 1                  Basically, Aquarion's exclusive
  


 2   service area has grown and is now all of that
  


 3   medium blue.  When you overlay the aquifer
  


 4   protection areas on that, what it means is that --
  


 5   so this is a permitted diversion and this is a
  


 6   registered diversion, and these are registered
  


 7   diversions.
  


 8                  So under the existing regulations
  


 9   one can move water from here all the way up to
  


10   here utilizing one source without requiring a
  


11   permit.  It might be that moving water from south
  


12   to north is acceptable and that environmental
  


13   conditions in both the donor basin and the
  


14   receptor basin are acceptable, but if it's a
  


15   blanket, because your ESA has gotten bigger and
  


16   you can move that water, there is no review and
  


17   there is no public process associated with that.
  


18                  When you look forward in terms of
  


19   potential future consolidation, and I have no
  


20   inside message on what Aquarion's plans are, but I
  


21   want you to focus on that medium blue area also
  


22   and what we've highlighted in yellow.
  


23                  So I think everyone knows that
  


24   Aquarion also has service down in the lower part
  


25   of Fairfield County.  We're not really focused on
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 1   that, but look at that gray area that's up in the
  


 2   northwest corner of the state.  It's up in
  


 3   Salisbury, Kent, Cornwall, Litchfield -- I'm
  


 4   missing two.
  


 5                  But the point is, if Aquarion was
  


 6   to acquire an ESA for every place where there is a
  


 7   yellow service area, under the existing diversion
  


 8   regulations they could legally move water from any
  


 9   of those areas within all of that existing service
  


10   area.
  


11                  And we don't know what the
  


12   environmental impacts of that would be.  So the
  


13   outcome of the WUCC process has the potential to
  


14   cause adverse events.  It's not a given, but it is
  


15   possible.  So the continuing water system
  


16   consolidation, which may be a very good public
  


17   policy outcome, and ESA expansions of the WUCC
  


18   process may worsen in-stream conditions in some
  


19   locations.
  


20                  And the proposed timing of the WUCC
  


21   process necessitates decoupling the ESAs from that
  


22   expanded use of diversions before the state water
  


23   plan is completed, because if we get our job done,
  


24   have the state water plan done next year, if there
  


25   is a recommendation to address it, it would take
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 1   quite some time to sort of play out.
  


 2                  So what we're proposing, as Mike
  


 3   said, is to decouple future ESAs from un-permitted
  


 4   expansion of the utilization of registrations.  So
  


 5   really what we're saying is that if you are
  


 6   serving an area now utilizing existing
  


 7   authorizations, you can continue to do that.
  


 8                  But if you want to move water in
  


 9   the future, to a future ESA then you need a permit
  


10   to do that.  There are a whole series of
  


11   mechanisms in place to provide permits.  We have
  


12   general permits that we work with industry on to
  


13   address some of these circumstances.  We are going
  


14   to notice to reissue those general permits in the
  


15   near future because they are at the end of their
  


16   lifespan.
  


17                  But the point is diversion
  


18   permitting will get back to fundamentally what the
  


19   diversion act provides for, which is an
  


20   opportunity to review the socioeconomic, the
  


21   environmental and public involvement of the
  


22   impacts of moving water from a donor basin to
  


23   another location, sort of what was envisioned.
  


24                  So in hindsight, we look at our
  


25   regs 25 years later.  We think they're just not
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 1   keeping up with the times and that the change
  


 2   we're proposing is to catch up with what's
  


 3   actually going on, on the ground, while being
  


 4   respectful of the growth that has happened since
  


 5   those regulations were in place and at that time.
  


 6                  So here's the proposed change to
  


 7   the diversion regulations.  It's fairly simple.
  


 8   It goes straight at that specific exemption and
  


 9   it's the only one that we are proposing.  And what
  


10   it does is changes the definition of service area
  


11   to mean the area served by the water system as in
  


12   that, in a permanent registration, or in a water
  


13   supply plan that's on record and approved by the
  


14   commissioner of public health on or before
  


15   October 1, 2016.
  


16                  So that premise is, if you're
  


17   serving there now you can to do that with
  


18   registered water or permitted water.  If in the
  


19   future you're expanding into a new ESA you're
  


20   going to need a permit to that, maybe a general
  


21   permit, maybe another consideration.
  


22                  MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  Can you go
  


23   back, please?
  


24                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So this is
  


25   really the heart of it and I'd be glad to leave it
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 1   on that slide and take questions.  So it's our
  


 2   intent to go to notice with this proposed change.
  


 3                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  I'm sure the
  


 4   water company is going be thrilled.
  


 5                  MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  First Jack,
  


 6   thanks for giving us the time to kind of lay this
  


 7   out there for people.  I mean, again, one of the
  


 8   goals here is not to revisit the past.  I mean,
  


 9   we're looking to make this, this change for the
  


10   future after October 1st.
  


11                  The other reason why I wanted to,
  


12   like, kind of rush to get this out to you guys is
  


13   this really, in my view, I know we have some
  


14   differences sometimes about the scope of the state
  


15   water plan, but certainly at the heart of it, it's
  


16   at the very least a water allocation kind of set
  


17   of concerns, and this is exactly that.
  


18                  And so this is something that, one,
  


19   you ought to be aware of; two, you ought to be
  


20   thinking about; and three, like, get us any
  


21   feedback you want either now or, like, in the
  


22   future.
  


23                  My expectation would be for those
  


24   of you that are not involved in the regulation of
  


25   adoption process, like, we go through notice.
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 1   There's public hearing.  We respond publicly to
  


 2   the comments that we receive and then ultimately
  


 3   it gets sent to the legislative regulations review
  


 4   committee.
  


 5                  So you're not going to see us go to
  


 6   notice tomorrow, but I would hope, like, sometime
  


 7   in the next month to be doing that.  So I just
  


 8   wanted to give everybody kind of a heads up on
  


 9   that.
  


10                  I'm happy to answer any questions
  


11   you might have now, or if you think about things
  


12   in the next couple of days, just give me or Betsey
  


13   a call, or Denise.
  


14                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Thank you
  


15   Michael and Betsey.  Maureen -- Oh, I'm sorry.
  


16                  ELIN KATZ:  Thank you.  I just want
  


17   to make sure I understand the scope of the problem
  


18   as you've defined it in your mind.
  


19                  So going back to the Aquarion
  


20   example.  So if Aquarion, you know, they have
  


21   their existing diversion permits potentially
  


22   grandfathered, and then they buy another company.
  


23   Then their diversion permit essentially
  


24   encompasses the entire territory that they now
  


25   have?  That's what I'm understanding from the way
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 1   you've described it.
  


 2                  So that gives them the ability to
  


 3   move water within their entire ESA.
  


 4                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So if they have
  


 5   an exclusive service area and it's served by a
  


 6   registered diversion and they then acquire an
  


 7   adjacent exclusive service area, it's our
  


 8   reading -- and I know that there are others who do
  


 9   not read it this way, and Margaret is about ready
  


10   to raise her hand -- that under this exemption
  


11   that's in the diversion regs is that they do not
  


12   need a permit for moving that water from one
  


13   exclusive service area to an adjacent exclusive
  


14   service area.
  


15                  ELIN KATZ:  Okay.  Thank you.
  


16                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So as you expand
  


17   and make bigger exclusive service areas, that
  


18   water can be utilized more fully than originally
  


19   envisioned under the registration in different
  


20   areas.
  


21                  ELIN KATZ:  Now you're saying
  


22   there's potential different interpretations of the
  


23   statute language, or the regulations.  Has that
  


24   been tested in any way, or is this the
  


25   Department's interpretation?
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 1                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  This is
  


 2   definitely the Department's interpretation.  The
  


 3   environmental advocates have told us at various
  


 4   points in time that that really should require a
  


 5   permit.
  


 6                  We believe the regs are fairly
  


 7   straightforward, which is one of the reasons for
  


 8   the straightforward change.
  


 9                  ELIN KATZ:  And when were these
  


10   regs passed?
  


11                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  1990, a quarter
  


12   century ago.
  


13                  ELIN KATZ:  So we've been talking
  


14   about this issue?
  


15                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  We have.
  


16                  ELIN KATZ:  For at least 20 years?
  


17                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  We have.
  


18                  ELIN KATZ:  You know, to see the
  


19   challenges around registered diversions.
  


20                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Margaret?
  


21                  MARGARET MINER:  On this question
  


22   of the merged ESAs, I've probably been talking
  


23   about it since 2010.  I would like to say that I
  


24   went to meetings in Newtown at that time when the
  


25   ESAs had merged, spoke to the state legislators,
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 1   spoke to Aquarion.  Aquarion itself thought it
  


 2   needed a permit.
  


 3                  This language, this problem does
  


 4   not exist in statute.  It only exists in the
  


 5   regulation, and I certainly agree the regulation
  


 6   needs some clarification, but there were certainly
  


 7   plenty of people down there including lawyers who
  


 8   thought that a permit was needed in this kind of
  


 9   case.
  


10                  That what the statute meant and
  


11   what everybody had understood was, you get to use
  


12   your registered diversion within your ESA, the ESA
  


13   that you registered when you did your
  


14   registration, not any future ESA that you might
  


15   accumulate.
  


16             It's a common -- it seems to be
  


17   consistent with the statute.  I agree the language
  


18   in the regulations is ambiguous, but as Betsey
  


19   said, that there's been at least some legal
  


20   disagreement on how to interpret it.
  


21             So I regard this very welcome -- and
  


22   thank you -- change.  I personally regard it as a
  


23   clarification of a problem that is going to get
  


24   worse and that -- well, the clarification is
  


25   needed, but I think the kind of clarification
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 1   being sought is completely consistent with
  


 2   statute.  No statute change is needed and is
  


 3   consistent with most people's understanding of
  


 4   what the registrations provided as a privilege.
  


 5             So that's just my comment and I can send
  


 6   you, oh, maybe 125 e-mails that I've sent Betsey
  


 7   on the subject if you want more information.
  


 8                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Lori?
  


 9                  LORI MATHIEU:  Thanks for your
  


10   presentation.  Thanks, Mike, for attending the
  


11   WUCC meetings.  I really appreciate that.
  


12                  I think our commissioners should
  


13   meet because I think there's some overlapping
  


14   authorities.  And Kirk, you probably should take
  


15   some notes on this.
  


16                  This is probably exactly why we're
  


17   all here.  There's overlapping authorities.
  


18   There's overlapping agendas.  There's, as I spoke
  


19   at Bob's meeting, in the policy meeting there's
  


20   certain biases and everybody has their biases.
  


21   They have their own agendas.  They work for
  


22   different commissioners, but we all work for the
  


23   same governor.
  


24                  So I would appreciate that if our
  


25   commissioners would get together and talk about
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 1   this, because as we run ahead with the WUCC
  


 2   process on our two-year window of time we haven't
  


 3   been silent as to what we've planned to do since
  


 4   2009, 2008.  And now that we're spending over a
  


 5   half million dollars in the health department's
  


 6   funding, and there's a lot of people involved in
  


 7   the WUCC process moving this forward, it just
  


 8   seems to me an interesting time to propose this.
  


 9                  And the interference with the WUCC
  


10   process, the overlapping with the WUCC process,
  


11   the dual responsibilities that there are, who's
  


12   really in charge of where water goes and comes I
  


13   think needs to be talked about at the highest
  


14   level.
  


15                  And I would ask before you move
  


16   forward with public notice that we have a chance
  


17   for our commissioners to sit down and talk about
  


18   this, about how this should move forward.  Because
  


19   it is a serious issue.  I take this as a concern
  


20   for the WUCC process in general and how it impacts
  


21   water supply plans that have been done for 30
  


22   years.
  


23                  I see minimum streamflow affecting
  


24   safe yield, not only existing safe yield, but
  


25   future safe yield.  So if we want to put it all on
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 1   the table, let's do that, because I think we
  


 2   should.  I think it just would serve our State
  


 3   well if we actually put all of our issues on the
  


 4   table, because we've gone into it now three times
  


 5   on minimum streamflow and we really haven't
  


 6   received a comprehensive response.
  


 7                  So I think I'm glad that you went
  


 8   to the WUCC meetings because they are very
  


 9   professionally run.  Eric McPhee and his team are
  


10   doing an excellent job.  We spent a tremendous
  


11   amount of time setting this up, and you see that.
  


12   It's well run.  It's well organized.
  


13                  And yes, it's going to be done on
  


14   time because of the help of all the utilities in
  


15   the room and the council of governments that have
  


16   pledged their time in the process.  So there's a
  


17   lot of energy out there on the WUCC, and I would
  


18   like to be able to work together and not against
  


19   each other.
  


20                  I see that there is overlapping
  


21   authorities here.  Deep, OPM and PURA as well as
  


22   the Health Department have a role in the review
  


23   and approval of exclusive service areas.  In our
  


24   statutes there is a role for DEEP to comment on
  


25   where exclusive service areas are assigned or not.
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 1                  So there's a significant role there
  


 2   that has yet to play out.  So I think that should
  


 3   be discussed between agencies and commissioners so
  


 4   that we have an understanding of each other's
  


 5   processes and what we're both trying to accomplish
  


 6   while we've hired CDM Smith to move forward with
  


 7   the state water plan.
  


 8                  Because I think this gets to the
  


 9   heart of some of the very major concerns between
  


10   our two agencies, and I'm glad it came out.  I'm
  


11   glad, because, Kirk, you're seeing this play out
  


12   right in front of you.  Right?  It's a good thing,
  


13   because I think now is the time to put it all on
  


14   the table and see where it can go.
  


15                  But I think our commissioners
  


16   should meet and talk about it.
  


17                  MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  Well, I think
  


18   just if I can follow up on that Jack.  I'm sure
  


19   that the Commissioner Klee would be happy to talk
  


20   any time about any issues.  I do think that if
  


21   we're going to be talking about that, then we're
  


22   going to be talking about the WUCC process
  


23   generally as well and the speed with which it
  


24   goes.
  


25                  I mean, if one thing is up for
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 1   discussion, then everything is up for discussion.
  


 2   This is my attempt to accommodate the speed with
  


 3   which you're proceeding with the WUCC process and
  


 4   still achieve the level of environmental
  


 5   protection that I feel that we need for those
  


 6   streams.  So I'm happy to have that discussion any
  


 7   time.
  


 8                  LORI MATHIEU:  And we can put a
  


 9   streamflow on the table as well.  Thank you.
  


10                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Any further
  


11   comment on this?  Larry?
  


12                  LARRY BINGAMAN:  I'm concerned.
  


13   I'll say I made the point before, but I'm
  


14   concerned about putting these sort of major policy
  


15   positions out here which kind of almost seem like
  


16   a one-off situation.
  


17                  And we have a process that we're
  


18   just beginning to develop a state water supply
  


19   plan.  It's really supposed to address these kinds
  


20   of issues.  So I'm concerned.  I'm surprised about
  


21   this.  I haven't heard anything about it.  This is
  


22   the first time I've been exposed to it and I
  


23   really have some concerns here as well.
  


24                  Also you know, talked about whether
  


25   or not basins are over allocated or not or whether
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 1   we have enough water to supply the needs of the
  


 2   state in Public Act PA04-185 that required the
  


 3   Department of Environmental -- Energy and
  


 4   Environmental Protection to develop a forum in
  


 5   which it would begin the process of utilities
  


 6   reporting what their actual consumption is in
  


 7   diversions.
  


 8                  I think that would be useful data
  


 9   and I think those are the kinds of things that
  


10   would be important to focus on first, because that
  


11   information will help us develop a good, solid
  


12   data driven state water supply plan.  So I'm
  


13   really surprised and had some concerns about this
  


14   kind of policy change.
  


15                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Maureen?
  


16                  MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  Certainly, I
  


17   echo those concerns of Larry's.  And you know,
  


18   this kind of question as a practical matter, even
  


19   how would this go forward?  I mean, there's
  


20   conflicting policies here about, you know,
  


21   consolidation of small systems and serving those
  


22   customers in those communities that don't have a
  


23   water supply.  And then something like this could
  


24   potentially be a significant barrier to that.
  


25                  And I honestly don't even know as I
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 1   read this what is the service area in the water
  


 2   supply plan that this would be?  If I have to have
  


 3   a main extension tomorrow, is it, you know, do I
  


 4   claim a whole town?  I mean, how do you delineate
  


 5   that as a practical matter even to see how this
  


 6   would work?  Did you know the answer as you make
  


 7   this change?
  


 8                  DENISE RUZICKA:  Well, the intent
  


 9   was to say what you have now you would continue to
  


10   have.
  


11                  MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  As in the
  


12   street I serve on, or a town I serve in?
  


13                  DENISE RUZICKA:  The street you
  


14   serve on, unless you registered an entire town.
  


15                  MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  So if a main
  


16   extension comes up tomorrow because there's an
  


17   economic development project that is well within a
  


18   community I serve --
  


19                  DENISE RUZICKA:  And you registered
  


20   that entire town, and many people registered an
  


21   entire town, then it's part of your registration.
  


22                  MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  I think that in
  


23   essence is putting a stop on a whole lot of
  


24   things --
  


25                  DENISE RUZICKA:  I think it
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 1   actually leaves it pretty well open.  I also point
  


 2   out that the general permits allow for
  


 3   interconnections of up to a million gallons a day
  


 4   as well as use of backup wells and a variety of
  


 5   other things.  We've really cleaned up the
  


 6   backlog.  Permitting is going much smoother than
  


 7   it had in previous decades, all the problems that
  


 8   we've put behind us.
  


 9                  But it's just a question of saying
  


10   where can that water go, or can that water be used
  


11   until it depletes that stream and then we look at
  


12   the use of that registered water.  If you're
  


13   talking about a sustainable use of the supply,
  


14   then where it goes is not going to be problematic.
  


15                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  And we would
  


16   also welcome if you have suggestions, Maureen.
  


17   What we really are concerned about is ESAs
  


18   growing, the utilization of that water growing to
  


19   the point that there is more environmental impact
  


20   associated with that.
  


21                  So if you don't believe our
  


22   language has hit that sweet spot which we're
  


23   trying to hit, which is basically what we're doing
  


24   is saying you can serve using that registered
  


25   water what you have today and what you registered
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 1   for, and what a reasonable expectation is.  But
  


 2   what you can't do is then take that next increment
  


 3   to go into a new ESA.  That's what we're striving
  


 4   for.
  


 5                  MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  I understand
  


 6   the striving, but I, just as a practical matter, I
  


 7   just don't see how you can do with where we are
  


 8   today with water supply plans, and even where the
  


 9   status of approved water supply plans is today.
  


10                  And just, again I understand the
  


11   big reach, the concern there, but just the
  


12   day-to-day operations and the ability to serve
  


13   customers, I just don't know how you can do it
  


14   with that.
  


15                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So how do you
  


16   suggest the big reach which you're most concerned
  


17   about?
  


18                  MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  I don't have an
  


19   answer for that.  I think you address it through
  


20   the state water plan, which is what we're all here
  


21   for if you look at the whole picture, not to take
  


22   one issue aside.
  


23                  I mean, we've said all along, is it
  


24   really the problem that we -- I mean, that's the
  


25   data question we've had since the beginning.  Have
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 1   we defined there's really a problem?
  


 2                  Yes, it's the percentage of
  


 3   quantities and all that other stuff in your chart,
  


 4   but does that represent a significant real issue
  


 5   that has to be addressed strictly through the
  


 6   registrations?  Or are there other state policy
  


 7   issues that can support that without a single
  


 8   issue?
  


 9                  MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  That's where I'm
  


10   concerned.  Is the horse galloping out of the
  


11   barn?  And then a gap in the state water plan is
  


12   adopted, then okay.  Now deal with this particular
  


13   issue.
  


14                  If the WUCC are, like, continuing
  


15   to move forward at the speed with which they're
  


16   going, that decision point has gone.  And that's
  


17   what I'd like you to just kind of think about.  I
  


18   mean, if you've got a better solution for us to
  


19   that, I'm happy to hear it.  But that was the
  


20   impetus for my thinking that we needed to do this
  


21   now.
  


22                  DENISE RUZICKA:  Another way to
  


23   think about it, is that the WUCCs really assign.
  


24   Who has the intent to serve this area?  Who says,
  


25   hey, I want to serve that area?  The diversion
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 1   processes then becomes the permitting process to
  


 2   say environmental review for the allocation of
  


 3   supply to actually serve in that area.
  


 4                  LORI MATHIEU:  And I suggest a
  


 5   review of the WUCC statutes because, again under
  


 6   the ESA process there is a time for DEEP to review
  


 7   draft exclusive service area assignments under
  


 8   each one of the three WUCC areas.
  


 9                  So at that point in time there can
  


10   be a time for comment.  There is a time for
  


11   comment with each state agency reviewing that.  So
  


12   there already is a process in place under current
  


13   state law to review that.
  


14                  Now under the way the WUCC works is
  


15   once there's assigned ESAs each one of those
  


16   utilities with that assigned ESA has to go back
  


17   and revise their water supply plan.  And these
  


18   utilities have spent hundreds of thousands of
  


19   dollars invested over 30 years, you know,
  


20   reviewing those plans and updating them, keeping
  


21   them up to date.  And all four state agencies have
  


22   a chance to review and comment on those as well.
  


23                  So under current state law there
  


24   are two mechanisms for DEEP to be involved in the
  


25   review of exclusive service areas and existing
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 1   service areas.  So I mean, that's one of the
  


 2   things that I think we need to lay out and talk
  


 3   about between our commissioner's office, is I
  


 4   think that there are some overlapping dual role
  


 5   responsibilities.
  


 6                  And I think everything we're
  


 7   talking about here is something we should be
  


 8   talking about in developing the state water plan.
  


 9   So I just want to make sure I make that clear.
  


10                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Margaret?
  


11                  MARGARET MINER:  Of the question of
  


12   the speed of WUCCs and the implications of the
  


13   ESAs.  In the Statute Public Act 14-163 that
  


14   created the state water planning mechanism there
  


15   is also added, and it was added as a precaution, a
  


16   precaution that I did not think at the time was
  


17   absolutely necessary, but I now appreciate there
  


18   was added language that in the WUCC process there
  


19   are a number of key environmental factors that
  


20   have to go into their assessment including aquatic
  


21   habitat, flood problems and so forth.
  


22                  That language was put in that the
  


23   WUCCs had various levels of planning all the way
  


24   up to a complete statewide plan.  But the
  


25   coordinated water system plan for each WUCC is
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 1   about the levels up.  And it's in that part of the
  


 2   statute that it says this plan must make
  


 3   consideration of these environmental factors.
  


 4                  We have maintained and many have
  


 5   maintained, that I think will be writing the
  


 6   WUCCs, that they have said we look at the
  


 7   environmental implications after we do the ESAs.
  


 8   And we're saying no, that doesn't make sense.
  


 9                  How do you know if the sources that
  


10   you're applying to different service areas are
  


11   actually adequate for those service areas?  And
  


12   numerous other related environmental issues.
  


13                  The idea -- and the WUCCs have
  


14   said, and we believe, oh, well.  We could go back
  


15   and change things.  Well, it's not going to be
  


16   that easy.  There's going to be very little desire
  


17   once ESAs are set to go back and look at a
  


18   situation like Coppermine Brook or Southbury,
  


19   Woodbury, stressed watersheds, and change things
  


20   around because of the environmental impacts.
  


21                  We think if it was not for this
  


22   race to get it done that it would be clear that it
  


23   makes more sense to do that analysis which the
  


24   statute requires before ESAs are assigned, or as
  


25   part of the assessment of the waters in the
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 1   region.
  


 2                  So that language was put in
  


 3   especially to protect against a WUCC process that
  


 4   somehow in the state planning process and the WUCC
  


 5   process the environment was not attended to.
  


 6   That's what it's there for.  And I think that
  


 7   would slow it down.  That makes it undesirable,
  


 8   but would also make it more effective and
  


 9   credible.
  


10                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Attorney
  


11   Halloran to weigh in here.
  


12                  BART HALLORAN:  Thank you.
  


13                  First, as somebody who's just spent
  


14   the last month going over the water supply
  


15   assessment for the WUCCs, which we are beginning
  


16   to distribute now, there's an awful lot of work
  


17   that's going into trying to figure out what water
  


18   there actually is and how it's being used in the
  


19   WUCCs.
  


20                  It strikes me that this is not a
  


21   problem that is unique to Connecticut.  We've
  


22   hired consultants for this water planning.  If
  


23   this isn't part of water planning I don't know
  


24   what is.
  


25                  I would say that the DEEP should be
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 1   commended, though, for bringing this out in this
  


 2   way.  I think this is far preferable to what
  


 3   happened last year with the Senate and nobody
  


 4   getting a chance to comment and serious
  


 5   implications on registrations.
  


 6                  But this is an issue that doesn't
  


 7   seem to me to be defined as of yet.  It's an issue
  


 8   that exists as it is today if somebody buys
  


 9   another water company.  That's not an MDC issue,
  


10   but it is an issue of other companies right now,
  


11   and this won't do anything to solve that.
  


12                  But secondly, it's not clear what
  


13   the environmental impacts, or if in fact there is
  


14   an environmental problem from those things
  


15   happening and these diversions, these hypothetical
  


16   diversions happening in the future.  We also have
  


17   no idea what the ESAs are going to be that were
  


18   approved by the WUCCs, and we're assuming that
  


19   there will be some kind of consolidation, which we
  


20   absolutely don't know of.
  


21                  And I think that we also need to
  


22   consider the economic impacts of something like
  


23   this.  I understand that the diversion process is
  


24   better now, but it is still a timely process, and
  


25   necessarily so because people get to have input
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 1   into it.
  


 2                  And if you're going to actually
  


 3   have a situation where the extension of a water
  


 4   main to a new customer could trigger, in an
  


 5   already established ESA, could trigger a diversion
  


 6   application, that's a serious economic impact to
  


 7   the State of Connecticut which already has enough
  


 8   economic problems.
  


 9                  So while I applaud you for bringing
  


10   up this issue, I think there's a lot of work to be
  


11   done to this.  And I would think that the water
  


12   planning steering committee, all the various
  


13   subcommittees of this should weigh in on that and
  


14   we should have a process that works this out.  And
  


15   I really think that we're trying to solve a
  


16   problem before it exists, which is dangerous.
  


17                  Thank you.
  


18                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Consumer
  


19   Counsel Katz.
  


20                  ELIN KATZ:  Yeah I think it's good
  


21   that we highlighted this issue and the challenges
  


22   and what are obviously, you know, some contentious
  


23   issues in this process.
  


24                  But I am concerned that this
  


25   discussion could really derail the work of this
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 1   committee if we spend too much time on this today
  


 2   or in the future.  I'm just not sure this is the
  


 3   forum to resolve the problems.  I think they've
  


 4   been identified, but it strikes me this is
  


 5   almost -- this probably isn't the forum to resolve
  


 6   what DEEP should or shouldn't be proposing in its
  


 7   legislative agenda and the interaction with other
  


 8   parts of it.
  


 9                  If others see it differently, I'd
  


10   be interested, but it just seems beyond the scope
  


11   of the Steering Committee as a forum to resolve
  


12   it.
  


13                  MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  Well, I can say
  


14   a couple things about that.  This Steering
  


15   Committee won't resolve it.  This is, like, my
  


16   authority as, you know, the representative of
  


17   DEEP.  And we decide what we are going to, or not
  


18   going to do in terms of the regulatory adoption
  


19   process.
  


20                  But I think one of the values of
  


21   this group, and it's a very diverse group, is
  


22   that, like, for some of these issues -- I mean, it
  


23   doesn't have to be a resolution, but it's valuable
  


24   to me and I think it's valuable to all of us to
  


25   hear what you have to think about issues.
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 1                  And this clearly is one I think
  


 2   that, you know, I would want to know what you have
  


 3   to think and whether or not, like, how do you feel
  


 4   about it?
  


 5                  I mean, we're going to hear from a
  


 6   lot of people, anyways.  I mean, I agree with
  


 7   Bart.  The nice thing about this kind of process
  


 8   is the regulatory adoption process is a very
  


 9   public process with, like, a great opportunity for
  


10   people to kind of weigh in.  It's not going to
  


11   happen like in the still of the night and it still
  


12   requires legislative approval at the end.
  


13                  I mean, that's the essence of how
  


14   state government has set up its regulation
  


15   adoption process.  So I think we're going to have
  


16   that kind of input.  We want to have it, but at
  


17   the same time you folks have devoted, you know, a
  


18   considerable amount of time to this.
  


19                  You've come to a lot of meetings.
  


20   There are important issues that we're not always
  


21   going to agree on, but we need to bring those to
  


22   you to talk about.  I mean, it's just -- I don't
  


23   know how else to do this.
  


24                  And I don't expect, you know, it
  


25   would have to be a dreamland to think that we're
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 1   going to get a bunch of, you know, utilities,
  


 2   environmentalists, business folks, you know,
  


 3   consumer folks, all together.  And like,
  


 4   everything is going to be, you know, agreed upon
  


 5   without some discussion or debate or argument.
  


 6                  I mean, I do think that this is an
  


 7   important issue.  I do think that we legitimately
  


 8   have a concern about if one part of the process is
  


 9   going to move quickly and the other part is not,
  


10   what does that mean in terms of, like, my ability
  


11   to make sure that I'm achieving the mission of my
  


12   agency?
  


13                  And so not to say that we're always
  


14   right and if you've got a different way of
  


15   thinking about it, or a different way of solving
  


16   this particular problem, I'd be happy to hear
  


17   about it.  But the issue, even if it seems
  


18   hypothetical to some, it seems real to us and we
  


19   would rather err on the side of caution on this
  


20   and act, than not.
  


21                  But I mean, that's why, you know, I
  


22   push people to be ready to, you know, give you
  


23   guys something to think about because I wanted you
  


24   to think about it seriously.  So --
  


25                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Yes, Attorney
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 1   Barton.
  


 2                  BETH BARTON:  At the risk of
  


 3   sounding like a lawyer, but having listened to the
  


 4   exchange between Denise and Maureen I think that
  


 5   there is additional language in seven that should
  


 6   be redlined.
  


 7                  I think that in a water supply plan
  


 8   for a revision submitted in accordance with is
  


 9   also in the language, which becomes important it
  


10   seems to me especially if you're going to have --
  


11   and I don't have a particular dog in this fight,
  


12   but especially if you're going to have a cutoff
  


13   like October 1, 2016.
  


14                  Is the message that these people
  


15   should be rushing around and getting their water
  


16   supply plans revised over the next few weeks
  


17   because this may come to pass?  But that was, at
  


18   least according to the version I have in front of
  


19   me, and I think there's only been one, that's not
  


20   in the regulation right now.
  


21                  DENISE RUZICKA:  So my
  


22   understanding is that the water supply plans
  


23   include your existing service area and a proposed
  


24   future service area as part of a water supply
  


25   plan.  Those are both service areas.  Correct?  So
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 1   it's contained within your existing water supply.
  


 2                  MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  To answer that
  


 3   question I had earlier, it would not just be your
  


 4   existing service area, it would be proposed
  


 5   service area in the water's pipeline.
  


 6                  DENISE RUZICKA:  I thought the term
  


 7   was "future."  I'm not sure about the terminology
  


 8   anymore.  I've been out of the agency a little
  


 9   while.
  


10                  MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  But back to
  


11   your point, in the beginning of that sentence, is
  


12   it new, too?  Right?
  


13                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  The red is new.
  


14                  BETH BARTON:  Service area
  


15   established under Section 25-33G of the General
  


16   statutes, period.
  


17                  MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  So the area
  


18   water supply plan or revisions submitted is new?
  


19                  BETH BARTON:  Right.
  


20                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Your point is
  


21   the red is not correct.
  


22                  MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  The red is not
  


23   correct.
  


24                  BETH BARTON:  It's also subpart A.
  


25   That's an aside.
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 1                  MARGARET MINER:  I wanted to add
  


 2   that in various discussions, including in the
  


 3   Water Planning Council advisory group, the exact
  


 4   meaning of ESAs is not always clear because there
  


 5   are ESAs established under, what I call, the WUCC
  


 6   statute.  But there are also basically ESAs
  


 7   established by charters and other places in the
  


 8   statute.
  


 9                  So it's often not clear what kind
  


10   of ESA we're talking about, although it's clear
  


11   now that the WUCC statute is proceeding with its
  


12   version of the ESAs.  I've often thought from the
  


13   water company point of view that they should, you
  


14   know, or from DPH, you should refer to those other
  


15   statutes also that set ESAs.
  


16                  As long as we're putting everything
  


17   on the table, we've asked I think every WUCC, and
  


18   we'll ask again, what is the legal standing of the
  


19   ESA?  Are they enforceable?  And I usually put it
  


20   in terms of, are they more or less enforceable
  


21   than a water supply plan?
  


22                  And I really am not sure.  There's
  


23   some basic legal questions that to my mind are
  


24   still kind of open, or I haven't seen anything
  


25   written and that's one of them.  So to add that
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 1   complication let me talk about ESA.  We're not
  


 2   always talking about the same basis for the ESA,
  


 3   and then what you can actually enforce is another
  


 4   question.  And you know, so just that advisory.
  


 5                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.  Any
  


 6   further --
  


 7                  MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  Just one final
  


 8   point, Beth, on the date.  I mean, part of the
  


 9   objectives here as well was to have this be for
  


10   the future, not to change the rules that people
  


11   have been operating off of.  And my thought was,
  


12   well, you know, we go to a notice by October 1st,
  


13   or whenever it is.  Like, at least there's a date
  


14   which people knew about it.
  


15                  And you know, maybe that's the
  


16   wrong date.  I don't know, but it would seem to me
  


17   that we needed to start, like, somewhere so to
  


18   make it clear that anything that had happened
  


19   prior to that date was not going to be changed.
  


20                  BETH BARTON:  I appreciate that.
  


21   And again, I don't work in this area like
  


22   everybody here -- well, not everybody.  A lot of
  


23   people here do day in and day out, but it just
  


24   didn't seem to make sense to me.  You previously
  


25   said an exclusive service area established under a
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 1   particular statute 25-33G.
  


 2                  And now it's an exclusive service
  


 3   area established in the water supply plan.  And
  


 4   Denise is suggesting that could be very broad, but
  


 5   even that breadth, the way I read the language
  


 6   that's been added had to have been reflected as of
  


 7   October 1, 2016.
  


 8                  And if they didn't prepare their
  


 9   water supply plans, including any potentially
  


10   anticipated exclusive service area, it presumably
  


11   doesn't include them.  I'm just trying to figure
  


12   out how practically that would work.
  


13                  DENISE RUZICKA:  Beth, if you don't
  


14   mind, I'll be giving you a call.
  


15                  BETH BARTON:  I always take your
  


16   calls.
  


17                  MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  That's why it's
  


18   very important to have a lawyer on the Steering
  


19   Committee.
  


20                  MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  And the other
  


21   part, Beth, to that, even if we ran around and did
  


22   them now, there are plans that have been pending
  


23   review and approval for years already.  So it's
  


24   not a matter of, is the utility going to get in
  


25   there and change it, but what is the status of
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 1   ones that have been in there in process for months
  


 2   or years, or however long they've been there as
  


 3   submitted plans, but not approved?  So there's a
  


 4   big gaping hole there.
  


 5                  DENISE RUZICKA:  Water supply
  


 6   plans?
  


 7                  MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  Yeah.
  


 8                  DENISE RUZICKA:  A backlog of water
  


 9   supply plans?
  


10                  MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  There's water
  


11   supply plans pending review in varying degrees of
  


12   tenure, but --
  


13                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  But I think the
  


14   important part is what we're trying to do is set
  


15   the bar as of today or at some point in the near
  


16   future.  If there's a different way to do it and
  


17   there are suggestions we would welcome those
  


18   suggestions.
  


19                  ROBERT MOORE:  Jack?
  


20                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Yes, and yours
  


21   is going to be the last comment on the subject.
  


22                  ROBERT MOORE:  I'm glad I'm not the
  


23   person responsible for diversions any longer,
  


24   which you know, Kerry would be from 1982 to
  


25   recently.  But there are going to be issues that
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 1   come up during this next year in the water supply
  


 2   planning process that may require us to act.
  


 3                  I can't tell you what they are, but
  


 4   there might be, other than this diversion issue,
  


 5   there might be issues on registrations.  There
  


 6   might be other issues that require legislative
  


 7   action.  We may pursue funding issues.
  


 8                  There's a variety of issues that
  


 9   could rise up out of this thing.  Approval of the
  


10   drought plan, that shouldn't have to wait until
  


11   we're completely done with the water supply plan.
  


12   I think if this committee and others think that
  


13   they are necessary to act on them there may be
  


14   times we have vetted that enough through the
  


15   planning process that it might be appropriate to
  


16   act on it.  And not only this, but maybe other
  


17   issues that come up during the time period.
  


18                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.  To be
  


19   continued, I'm sure.  And if anybody knows
  


20   anything about how regs are approved, it doesn't
  


21   happen overnight.  Okay?  And that's a nice segue
  


22   into streamflow regs.
  


23                  Would you like to give us an update
  


24   on that?
  


25                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So the update is
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 1   that the notice for final classification of the
  


 2   south-central basin was published in the
  


 3   Connecticut Law Journal this morning.  So that's a
  


 4   stat for our second major basin.
  


 5                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Very good.
  


 6                  Anything else from streamflow?
  


 7                  WUCC update.  Things are moving
  


 8   along very nicely.  Aren't they?
  


 9                  LORI MATHIEU:  I have a really very
  


10   sarcastic comment to make.
  


11                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  No.  No.  No.
  


12                  LORI MATHIEU:  Then I have a second
  


13   sarcastic -- anyway, where are we?  The WUCCs are
  


14   moving ahead very nicely.  As you've heard, the
  


15   process is moving ahead as planned.
  


16                  We're in, as Bart mentioned, that
  


17   each one of the WUCCs is ready to release the
  


18   draft assessment for public comment fairly soon.
  


19   We are moving ahead.  Milone & MacBroom is doing a
  


20   marvelous job.  There's many people in the
  


21   audience here that are participating in those
  


22   meetings.
  


23                  I think my staff and the staff of
  


24   the water companies and the council of governments
  


25   who have pledged your time are doing an excellent
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 1   body of work.
  


 2                  And again, I'll say one more
  


 3   comment since I have the mic that there is a
  


 4   process to review exclusive areas and that is
  


 5   under the current statute.  And that it would
  


 6   really be interesting to look at that statute and
  


 7   to take that time to work together on comments
  


 8   about exclusive service areas.
  


 9                  Because Betsey, as you asked there,
  


10   is an option and opportunity to review ESAs
  


11   between the agencies during that time under
  


12   statute.
  


13                  So anyway, Eric, is there anything
  


14   to add to the WUCC update?
  


15                  ERIC McPHEE:  Not other than the
  


16   assessments are -- each WUCC is operating
  


17   individually, so they may be staggered in terms of
  


18   when they are released.
  


19                  LORI MATHIEU:  Dave is in the
  


20   audience.  Dave, if you want to say anything, MMI?
  


21                  DAVID MURPHY:  Nothing to add.  We
  


22   are excited to get the preliminary assessments out
  


23   especially so we can give them to CDM Smith.
  


24                  LORI MATHIEU:  Great.  Yes, and we
  


25   should talk later about the request for
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 1   information.  So Jack, thank you.
  


 2                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  I'd just like an
  


 3   opportunity to respond to Lori's point.  I think
  


 4   the question of who should serve the ESA is very
  


 5   different than where the water to serve that ESA
  


 6   should come from, which is why we think the
  


 7   disconnect makes sense.
  


 8                  It's not a question, who serves.
  


 9   It is a question of potentially what that source
  


10   is, and my instinct is that in many of these
  


11   circumstances there will not be enough information
  


12   on the table to evaluate the appropriateness of
  


13   movement of water if that's what's anticipated in
  


14   some of these things.  So I see that there is a
  


15   significant difference.
  


16                  LORI MATHIEU:  And that's the value
  


17   of the comments from DEEP during the ESA process,
  


18   is if it's inappropriate to assign that area,
  


19   that's the value of your comments at the time.
  


20   And that can be worked on, discussed and part of
  


21   the WUCC process.
  


22                  So thank you.
  


23                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.  Anything
  


24   else on the WUCC process?
  


25                  If not, we're going to go over to
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 1   public comment?  Any public comment?  You people
  


 2   have been so nice and quiet back there this
  


 3   afternoon.  Anybody have anything to say?
  


 4                  You've seen a lot of activity.
  


 5   Nobody has any?  You've got comments up here.
  


 6   George Logan, you awake back there?  You want to
  


 7   comment, George.  You wouldn't know George is a
  


 8   candidate for the Senate.
  


 9                  Identify yourself please, sir.
  


10                  GEORGE LOGAN:  Good afternoon,
  


11   everyone.  My name is George Logan, Director of
  


12   Environmental Management and Government Relations
  


13   for Aquarion Water Company.
  


14                  You know, my comment mainly has to
  


15   do with the proposed changes to the diversion
  


16   regulations.  You know, Aquarion Water Company
  


17   serves a population of over 600,000 people in 50
  


18   communities throughout Connecticut.
  


19                  You know, any changes to the
  


20   existing diversion regs, particularly as proposed,
  


21   could have a devastating impact in terms of the
  


22   planning that has gone on to date.  You know, even
  


23   putting a date of October 1st is not helpful at
  


24   all.
  


25                  Because when you look at planning,
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 1   particularly when it comes to water systems and
  


 2   design, the planning process has begun years ago,
  


 3   many years ago.  And the amount of effort and
  


 4   dollars that have been dedicated to the planning
  


 5   that is going on is tremendous.
  


 6                  When you look at the state water
  


 7   plan, the whole reason for Aquarion and the other
  


 8   utilities and for all of us to come together was
  


 9   to solve these types of issues, you know, the
  


10   issue of attempting to do this through this means
  


11   or mechanism puts us in a bad position.
  


12                  Because obviously Aquarion, for
  


13   example, as the largest private water utility in
  


14   Connecticut now is going to have to defend
  


15   ourselves.  And we're not very pleased with the
  


16   way the language is -- proposed changes to the
  


17   regulations are written.
  


18                  You know, hopefully there will be
  


19   more dialogue on this.  Hopefully the
  


20   commissioners will get together and find some way
  


21   of incorporating this into the existing process
  


22   that we are all involved in.
  


23                  I would also say, you know, in a
  


24   broader context or picture of things, when you
  


25   look at the State of Connecticut in terms of where
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 1   we are, in terms of our fiscal health, in terms of
  


 2   attractiveness for businesses, it terms of jobs,
  


 3   in terms of this, you know, these types of
  


 4   changes, these types of regulations are precisely
  


 5   what has given Connecticut the sort of reputation
  


 6   that we have.
  


 7                  Again, we have a process that we've
  


 8   all seemed to buy into.  I think it's a good
  


 9   process.  Aquarion thinks it's a good process.
  


10   Hopefully we can find a way to incorporate the
  


11   concerns of each of the individual agencies, each
  


12   individual utilities, environmental groups in a
  


13   way where the state water plan will, you know,
  


14   correct and solve these types of issues.
  


15                  But if the WUCC process is going to
  


16   fast for DEEP and if the state water planning
  


17   process is going to slow for DPH, I think it
  


18   behooves us all to just figure out a way to make
  


19   it work now while we're all together.  Because if
  


20   this disintegrates and dissolves it will be the
  


21   next generation's problem to deal with, because
  


22   this is our chance to resolve these problems here
  


23   and now, right now.
  


24                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Thank you,
  


25   George.  Thank you.  Any other public comment this
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 1   afternoon?
  


 2                  LISA CHAARMUT:  Hi.  I'm Alicia
  


 3   Lisa Charamut with the Connecticut River Watershed
  


 4   Council.
  


 5                  It's good that you have a loud
  


 6   voice, George.  I was able to hear you, but I knew
  


 7   the mic wasn't on.
  


 8                  I feel like I do need to step
  


 9   forward as a representative of the environmental
  


10   community, because there are a lot of people
  


11   sitting around this table that represent water
  


12   utilities.
  


13                  I'm disappointed that my letter to
  


14   the Water Planning Council didn't make it to the
  


15   Steering Committee and the Water Planning Council
  


16   where one of the issues I wanted to bring forward
  


17   was the potential for undue influence of the WUCCs
  


18   on the water planning process.  Now we're hearing
  


19   so much of, we can't do this before the water plan
  


20   is finished.
  


21                  Well, then why don't we stop the
  


22   WUCC process until the water plan is finished?
  


23   Really, I mean, it's essentially -- you can't make
  


24   that argument, that we can't do this until the
  


25   water plan is done.  This is a very concerning
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 1   issue for many of us.
  


 2                  You know, we fight for the
  


 3   in-stream flows as much as we can.  Our resources
  


 4   are limited and we have essentially a very large
  


 5   trade organization with a lot of influence on this
  


 6   process.
  


 7                  I commend DEP for bringing this
  


 8   forward.  This is a concern we've all had for a
  


 9   long time.  We're a small voice, a voice without a
  


10   lot of resources.  And so I ask that everybody
  


11   really think about this before you come up against
  


12   it hard.
  


13                  Thank you.
  


14                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Thank you.
  


15                  Any other public comment?
  


16                  EILEEN FIELDING:  I don't mean to
  


17   take your time repeating things that have already
  


18   been said by members of the environmental
  


19   community.  As representing the Farmington River
  


20   watershed Association, of course we --
  


21                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Excuse me, your
  


22   name and title for the record, please?
  


23                  EILEEN FIELDING:  Eileen Fielding,
  


24   Farmington River Watershed Association.
  


25                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  I know who you
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 1   are, but for our transcriber.  Thank you.
  


 2                  EILEEN FIELDING:  You didn't catch
  


 3   Alicia, so I though I'd get away with it.  What I
  


 4   would like to do by way of public comment here is
  


 5   just salute DEP for kicking this football out onto
  


 6   the field.
  


 7                  Whether or not what they've
  


 8   proposed today is actually going to be the
  


 9   solution, I think it is time to get this
  


10   discussion started, get everybody's attention and
  


11   get everybody really working on this.  And if this
  


12   is the way it had to get started, fine.  If it has
  


13   to be discussed and modified, that's great.  I
  


14   think it's just good that we're no longer
  


15   pretending this problem doesn't exist.
  


16                  Thank you.
  


17                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Thank you very
  


18   much.
  


19                  I saw another -- yes, please?
  


20                  JUDY ALLEN:  My name is Judy Allen
  


21   and I don't represent anyone.
  


22                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.  Nice to
  


23   have you here.
  


24                  JUDY ALLEN:  I've come away with
  


25   far more questions than I have comments.  This is
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 1   really interesting.  And I just want to emphasize
  


 2   the need for transparency and public input.
  


 3                  And I'm really concerned about some
  


 4   of the WUCC process and whether those water supply
  


 5   plans are going to be available to the public in
  


 6   any way, even parts of them and how much.  And who
  


 7   gets a chance to see what's in them and how that
  


 8   gets applied to this whole process?
  


 9                  That's just a concern to me,
  


10   because I know that so many of the plans are being
  


11   protected by federal security laws and things like
  


12   that.  I don't think the entire plan needs to be
  


13   withheld from the public, so transparency.
  


14                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Thank you very
  


15   much.
  


16                  Anyone further?  Any other public
  


17   comment this afternoon?  Any other public comment?
  


18                  (No response.)
  


19                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  If not, before
  


20   we conclude the meeting for today I want to talk
  


21   about our next meeting.  Our next meeting we had
  


22   scheduled for the Steering Committee was actually
  


23   for October, the beginning of October, but I'm
  


24   going to suggest the next Steering Committee
  


25   meeting be November 1st.
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 1                  November 1st will be next Steering
  


 2   Committee meeting.  And the October meeting I'm
  


 3   going to hold off to schedule, because we have to
  


 4   get our workshop scheduled and I've got a conflict
  


 5   for the next once.
  


 6                  So we'll get back to you on that,
  


 7   but it will be sometime in October when it will be
  


 8   the next Water Planning Council meeting.  Not a
  


 9   joint meeting.  Just a Water Planning Council
  


10   meeting, because we promised to people that are
  


11   involved with the Tilcon project that we would get
  


12   an update to them in October.
  


13                  So we're supposed to get an update
  


14   from the mayor's office in October regarding that
  


15   project and of course we'll have a few other
  


16   things to talk about.  So the next steering
  


17   committee we'll have more to talk about at that
  


18   time, November 1st.
  


19                  Thank you, all for taking the time
  


20   to be with us this afternoon.  I think we've
  


21   broken the record in terms meeting, length of
  


22   meeting.  A good turnout on the part of the
  


23   Steering Committee.  Appreciate everybody taking
  


24   time out of their schedules to be here, the
  


25   planning council, to be here, and those of you
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 1   from the public that are here today as well.
  


 2                  Motion to adjourn?
  


 3                  DAVE LeVASSEUR:  So moved.
  


 4                  CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Second.
  


 5                  All those in favor?
  


 6                  THE COUNCIL:  Aye.
  


 7                  (Whereupon, the above proceedings
  


 8   were concluded at 2:48 p.m.)
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� 1                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.  We'll

 2  call this joint meeting of the Water Planning

 3  Council and the State Water Plan Steering

 4  Committee to order for Tuesday, September 6, 2016.

 5                 I'm Jack Betkoski, Chairman of the

 6  group.  The first order of business this afternoon

 7  will be the approval of the June 29, 2016 Joint

 8  WPC steering committee meeting transcript.

 9                 Would you like a motion to approve?

10                 DAVE LeVASSEUR:  So moved.

11                 LORI MATHIEU:  Second.

12                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Motion made and

13  seconded, that the Steering Committee transcript

14  for June 29th be approved.  Any questions or

15  comments?

16                 If not, all those in favor signify

17  by saying, aye.

18                 THE COUNCIL:  Aye.

19                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  The transcript

20  is approved.

21                 We have a pretty extensive agenda

22  this afternoon.  We're going to start off with the

23  update on the -- is anyone on the phone?

24                 CHRIS CLARK:  Yes, Chris Clark.

25                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Anyone else on
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� 1  the phone?  Someone else just joined us.

 2                 SUSAN SAYRE:  This is Susan Sayre

 3  calling in from Smith College.

 4                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Good afternoon.

 5                 Okay.  What don't we go around the

 6  room and then we'll see if anybody else is on the

 7  phone.

 8                 DAVE LeVASSEUR:  Dave LaVasseur,

 9  Office of Policy and Management.

10                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Betsey

11  Wingfield, Department of Energy and Environmental

12  Protection.  Mike Sullivan will be joining us

13  shortly.

14                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  Virginia DeLima,

15  science and technical committee.

16                 BART HALLORAN:  Bart Halloran.  I'm

17  from the MDC.  I'm on the Steering Committee.

18                 LARRY BINGAMAN:  Larry Bingaman

19  with the regional water authority and I'm on the

20  Steering Committee and the policy subcommittee.

21                 MARGARET MINER:  Margaret Miner,

22  Rivers Alliance of Connecticut, Steering Committee

23  and the advisory group to the Water Planning

24  Council.

25                 ANDREW LORD:  Andrew Lord,
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� 1  Connecticut Association of Water Pollution Control

 2  Authorities, Steering Committee.

 3                 GENE LIKENS:  Gene Likens, steering

 4  committee scientist.

 5                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  Maureen

 6  Westbrook, Steering Committee, in my capacity as

 7  Water Planning Council advisory committee cochair

 8  with Margaret, and on the policy committee as

 9  well.

10                 SAM GOLD:  Sam Gold, River COG,

11  steering committee.

12                 ROBERT MOORE:  Bob Moore, policy

13  committee.

14                 LORI MATHIEU:  Lori Mathieu,

15  Department of Public Health.

16                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  And would those

17  on the phone once again identify themselves.

18                 CHRIS CLARK:  Chris Clark, Mohegan

19  tribe.

20                 SUSAN SAYRE:  This is Susan Sayre

21  from Smith College.  I'm on the Steering

22  Committee.

23                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Anyone else?

24                 (No response.)

25                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  If not, good
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� 1  afternoon to everyone.  Now we will have an update

 2  on the statewide water plan in terms of where we

 3  are as of today and the agenda for the stakeholder

 4  meeting coming later on this month, the roles

 5  committee.

 6                 Good afternoon.

 7                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  Good afternoon.

 8  Allow me to introduce ourselves.  Kirk Westphal

 9  with CDM Smith.

10                 MIKE JENNINGS:  Mike Jennings from

11  the New England Interstate Water Pollution Control

12  Commission.

13                 ELAINE SISTARE:  Elaine Sistare

14  with CDM Smith.

15                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  Thank you for

16  having us here today.  We had a meeting with the

17  Water Planning Council last week to discuss the

18  upcoming workshop.  I'd like to continue that

19  discussion today and try to see what we can do to

20  nail down a date for that workshop.

21                 There are also some preparatory

22  materials that we sent out.  Mike distributed

23  those today.  Some of you may have seen those

24  already.  It's not critical for the sake of this

25  discussion, and we'll ask that you put some
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� 1  thought into those materials prior to the

 2  workshop, in some cases get back to us before the

 3  workshop so we have time to finalize those

 4  documents.

 5                 But the first thing I wanted to

 6  talk about was the agenda, the time of the agenda.

 7  We had distributed a draft agenda that we revised

 8  with the help of the planning council for this

 9  first workshop.  I'll walk through it very

10  briefly.

11                 It will be facilitated by Claire

12  Baldwin, whom some of you have met.  She's a

13  professional facilitator working with CDM Smith.

14  We will spend the majority of time during the

15  workshop refining the goals for the water plan and

16  the issues that the plan will address.  There will

17  be some nuances to some of those that we'll get

18  into some detail with.

19                 But we will stepwise provide a

20  little bit of background on the project and where

21  we are, a little bit of an update.  We will

22  collaboratively define the goals and objectives

23  for the water plan.  And we'll review the planning

24  process as it's been laid out in the scope, what

25  each workshop will do and what each workshop will
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 2                 We'll talk about the scale of the

 3  plan, the issues that will be addressed by the

 4  plan and then the issues themselves, of course.

 5  And talk a little bit during the workshop about

 6  which issues should receive the most attention as

 7  we prepare for phase two just in terms of data

 8  needs and preparatory work and which ones are in

 9  pretty good shape to begin with in terms of the

10  data that support them.

11                 There will be two periods of public

12  comment during this workshop, one after we discuss

13  the goals.  That will be one of the first elements

14  of the workshop.  And defining and discussing the

15  goals and the issues, and that will be addressed

16  in the workshop.

17                 There will be a period for public

18  comment following that and then at the end of the

19  workshop after we discuss the planning process in

20  more detail there will be a period of comment for

21  that from the public.

22                 The planning council in the

23  discussion last week decided that the Steering

24  Committee would serve as a representative body of

25  stakeholders from this workshop, but there will be
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 2  out.  There will be, as I said, facilitated

 3  discussions then with this group of stakeholders,

 4  the Steering Committee, of the goals and on the

 5  issues and the objectives of the state plan.

 6                 The Steering Committee consists of

 7  the chairs of the other working and standing

 8  committees, and we've asked each chair of these

 9  other committees, the policy committee, the

10  science and technical committee and the advisory

11  group to, not only represent themselves and their

12  respective organizations, but all of the interests

13  within their groups.

14                 And in that vein the committee

15  members will be invited to attend the workshop and

16  provide advice, answer questions as needed as

17  directed by their chairs during this workshop.

18                 Of course, anybody from the public

19  is open and welcome to attend, and we encourage

20  that as there will be two periods of public

21  comment.  Anybody can offer suggestions, ask

22  questions, raise issues and we'll reinforce during

23  the workshop that there will be three subsequent

24  public meetings in which we discuss the outcomes

25  of the workshop and really focus even more time on
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� 1  collecting comments from anybody who wants to have

 2  some input into the plan, and answering questions

 3  in more detail.

 4                 That's an overview of the workshop.

 5  We have set aside the date right now of

 6  September 29th from eight o'clock until

 7  twelve o'clock.  The date I think, Mike you can

 8  talk about that a little bit.  We sent out a poll

 9  to try to maximize the attendance on that date.

10  We do want to try to finalize that quickly, but

11  maybe you can address that a little bit.

12                 MIKE JENNINGS:  Yes, I did send a

13  Doodle poll out that was what you guys would like,

14  and I got eleven responses.  And unfortunately,

15  there were two responses that could not do the

16  morning of the 29th, and that's the information

17  that I have.

18                 We wanted to focus on not going out

19  to other dates initially because we had a hold on

20  a facility to have that meeting in the morning.

21  So I wanted to see if we could just make that one

22  work.

23                 So there are two folks so far of

24  the eleven that had indicated that they can't.

25  Those two folks were David Sutherland and
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 2  communication you mentioned you were out of the

 3  country as well.

 4                 So that adds in some additional

 5  challenge to making that meeting happen.  And I

 6  didn't ask for additional details, but that is

 7  probably a bigger block of calendar that you may

 8  or may not be able to come.

 9                 BETH BARTON:  Until the 7th.

10                 MIKE JENNINGS:  Of October, yeah.

11                 So that's the information we have.

12                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Mr. Bingaman

13  can't make that day either.

14                 MIKE JENNINGS:  He did not respond

15  to the Doodle, so that's what I have in terms of

16  responses.

17                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  But how many

18  invitations?  So we have eleven out of how many

19  invitations?

20                 MIKE JENNINGS:  It went to the

21  Steering Committee and the Water Planning Council.

22  I don't have everyone from the Water Planning

23  Council, but it seems as though everybody could

24  make it based on the call that we had earlier last

25  week.  So I think you have all the Water Planning
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 2                 And then Bart Halloran, Mike

 3  Sullivan, Kirk, Dave LeVasseur, Elin Katz,

 4  Margaret Miner, Virginia DeLima, Maureen

 5  Westbrook, Sam Gold, Chris Clark indicated that

 6  they could make the morning of the 29th.

 7                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  I will throw it

 8  up for discussion?  Anyone from the Steering

 9  Committee or the Council wish to --

10                 ROBERT MOORE:  I thought I

11  responded, but I'd like to make it.

12                 SUSAN SAYRE:  Susan Sayre on the

13  phone.  I haven't responded because I'm not sure

14  whether I will be able to make it work with my

15  teaching schedule in the fall, but I will try.

16                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.  Thank

17  you.

18                 GENE LIKENS:  I didn't respond, but

19  I can't make it.  Sorry.

20                 LORI MATHIEU:  I think it's

21  important to have as many Steering Committee

22  members there as present.  Ideally we would like

23  to have all of that there.  So if it means

24  changing the 29th, I'm in favor of that.

25                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  I agree.
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� 1                 What kind of window do we have in

 2  terms of time to not impact the other workshops?

 3  Can we push it off to --

 4                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  There will be the

 5  three public meetings that follow this workshop as

 6  well as the completion of the analysis that we'll

 7  be doing in phase one, and the finalization of the

 8  white papers, which will absorb and report back on

 9  some of the information that we glean during the

10  workshop.

11                 So if it goes much more than

12  another week or two out we'll start to be pressed

13  for time.  And I know that on our end Sue Morea

14  has a conflict that first week in October and

15  wouldn't be able to attend.

16                 So from our point of view the 29th

17  is fairly optimal, but I understand that

18  attendance is the primary issue.

19                 DAVE LeVASSEUR:  Maybe what we

20  should do is find some other dates in that range

21  and do a multiple date Doodle pole to everybody to

22  see if we could get optimum participation.  And

23  then we'll worry about the logistics of finding a

24  facility after the fact.

25                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Let me ask you
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� 1  about that?

 2                 DAVE LeVASSEUR:  I don't know,

 3  because I think that was not going to be available

 4  again until sometime in October.  So we may have

 5  to look elsewhere, but if it's more important to

 6  have everybody there.

 7                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Sam?

 8                 SAM GOLD:  Just one comment.  That

 9  following Monday and Tuesday is the Jewish new

10  year.  So check the calendar.

11                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  And that's the

12  first week in October, I think, and that week

13  doesn't work well for us.  So I think what we'd

14  suggest is a Doodle pole with dates in the second

15  week of October.  I think you'll be back by then

16  and we'll avoid the holiday and we'll see what

17  happens.

18                 My experience with these as we --

19  while a hundred percent is a good goal, it's

20  rarely achievable.  But let's see how close we can

21  get.

22                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  I think what we

23  should do is, going along with what Undersecretary

24  LaVasseur said, is come up with three dates and

25  then wherever we get the most that's what it's
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 2  scheduled.

 3                 MIKE JENNINGS:  Right.  I think we

 4  want to put a back end on how far those dates go

 5  out and I think we're looking at the second week

 6  in October, is my understanding.

 7                 It won't be any sooner than that,

 8  but if it starts getting later than that my

 9  understanding is that's going to start causing

10  problems with other public meetings.  So I can

11  tomorrow morning send another Doodle pole to

12  everyone who got the initial one with options for

13  a.m. or p.m. of the week of the second week in

14  October.

15                 And we'll see, and probably have to

16  go with whichever one allows the most

17  participation with that.

18                 SAM GOLD:  There's only three days

19  in that week.  It's either the Tuesday, the

20  Thursday or the Friday, because Monday is a

21  holiday.  And then Wednesday Yom Kippur, the

22  Jewish holiday.

23                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  Should we be

24  looking at the week prior to the 29th?

25                 MIKE JENNINGS:  I'm not sure
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� 1  that -- well, that the word could get circulated

 2  wide enough at that point and you guys can speak

 3  to that.

 4                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  There's that issue

 5  for sure, Mike.  But I think there's documents we

 6  want to try to finalize before the workshop to

 7  make them available to people that will require

 8  more time than that would allow.

 9                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  And also granted,

10  Beth is out that entire week, but another day in

11  the week of the 29th might be available for most

12  of the other folks, too.  I don't think we should

13  exclude that week.

14                 MIKE JENNINGS:  I could put that in

15  as well.

16                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  And the 6th and

17  7th, are those still dates -- I didn't realize

18  Beth wouldn't be available -- but for

19  consideration?

20                 BETH BARTON:  We were missing

21  people?

22                 MIKE JENNINGS:  Yeah, the CDM

23  folks.

24                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  Why don't we choose

25  maybe a date the week of the 29th, and then two or
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 2  what we can get from that?

 3                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.

 4                 LORI MATHIEU:  That works for me.

 5                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Is that

 6  acceptable to everyone?

 7                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  The calendar is

 8  the hardest thing.

 9                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  I mean,

10  personally I'm in the middle of a big rate case

11  plus a merger.  So we'll do our best to work with

12  the schedule.  Okay?

13                 So you want to give a little

14  update?

15                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  Yeah, A few other

16  things.  We have some things that will be posted

17  for review very shortly, and ask that you as this

18  Steering Committee, and in some cases, the policy

19  groups, and in some cases, the technical group

20  become familiar with these things.

21                 We'll be talking about those in the

22  committee meetings later this week as well, but

23  become familiar with them before the workshop.

24                 The two things -- the three things

25  I wanted to discuss today briefly are sort of a
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� 1  reframing, a suggested reframing of the 17

 2  objectives that were in the statute and in the RFP

 3  for this, this project.  Not a rewriting, but a

 4  different way to look at them that we have found

 5  to be very useful in the past.  I'll talk little

 6  bit about that and ask people to think about that

 7  in preparation for the workshop.

 8                 I also have prepared a memorandum

 9  that some of you have probably seen on some

10  suggested roles and responsibilities for each of

11  the committees as we move forward.  That doesn't

12  really change or revise their charters, but

13  capitalizes on the strength of each committee and

14  focuses a lot of their energy right directly into

15  the plan.  So we'll talk about that.

16                 And also we have available now a

17  draft fact sheet for the state plan, which I'll

18  talk about briefly and ask for some comments on.

19  But the first thing I'd like to chat about is the

20  17 objectives that are in the state plan.

21                 Some of you have this spreadsheet

22  that was sent out in the attachment this morning,

23  Mike.  Some of you don't.  That's okay.  Check

24  your e-mail when you can.  There's a spreadsheet

25  that will look like this for you.  Some of you
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 2                 What I've done here is just tried

 3  to reframe things a little bit because as I've

 4  been working on the plan so far and talking with

 5  people and working with the committees, what seems

 6  to come up as a central theme are the issues, the

 7  number of issues that we have to resolve, how far

 8  along each issue has progressed and what can be

 9  done to resolve each issue.

10                 And as I look through the list of

11  17 "issues," for lack of a better word last week,

12  I realized that some of them really are issues

13  that need to be dealt with, and others are

14  opportunities to address the issues.  And often

15  when we have done statewide planning or

16  large-scale regional planning or integrated

17  planning we like to separate these things into the

18  how and the why.

19                 Why is it that we're trying to

20  solve the problems, and how can we actually do

21  that?  And when those get confused it becomes

22  difficult to make progress.

23                 The easiest example that I like to

24  use is two people who come to a meeting with an

25  objective.  And one person's objective is to
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 2  person's objective is to secure a withdrawal

 3  permit from the river.  And on the surface you

 4  could say that those objectives are conflicting

 5  and they never reach agreement.

 6                 But through facilitation we can

 7  find that their common objective is for the river

 8  to satisfy all of it's designated uses, and it's

 9  very hard to disagree with that.  And then the

10  question becomes how do you do that?

11                 And when we focus on the how after

12  defining the why, focus on the alternatives for

13  achieving the objectives after the objectives are

14  clearly defined, it becomes a whole lot easier to

15  find common ground and to find alternatives that

16  address multiple objectives.

17                 This is something we've done all

18  over the country, and to be honest, it's never let

19  us down.  We've always been able to find areas of

20  common ground when we can segregate the how and

21  the why.  Discussions become very difficult when

22  that distinction is not made.

23                 And so what I've attempted to do

24  here is identify those issues within the 17, the

25  list of 17 that really help define the problem, or
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 2  trying to solve, and then the others that define

 3  potential actions that can be taken to deal with

 4  those problems.

 5                 And I think it's important to keep

 6  that distinction very clear.  We'll talk more

 7  about that in the workshop, and I'll talk some

 8  more about that at the committee meetings later

 9  this week.

10                 But I wanted to introduce people to

11  this concept today as it's sort of a different way

12  of looking at all of these issues, because they're

13  a little bit different in their character.  Some

14  of them are problems and some of them are

15  solutions.  And it's impossible to solve the

16  problems without understanding which ones they are

17  and which ones offer some potential solutions.

18                 So it's a very effective way that

19  we have found to make progress, to find common

20  ground, and to determine what the benefits of

21  these alternatives might be, because they can be

22  measured against very clear objectives.  Okay?

23                 So I find many comments on that at

24  this time, but again, really what I'm asking is

25  that people take a look at this, think about it
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 2  prepared to think about things in this framework,

 3  the how versus the why.

 4                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Any comments

 5  for Kirk?

 6                 (No response.)

 7                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  All right.  That's

 8  all I was hoping to do today is just introduce the

 9  concept.  You'll be hearing a lot more of that

10  from us as we move forward.  And this is not any

11  type of official document.  This is a brain dump

12  that I have of my thoughts.

13                 LORI MATHIEU:  I have a question.

14  In any way do you think that you're changing the

15  meaning of the original intent of the statute by

16  laying it out this way?

17                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  I hope not.  I hope

18  not.  As I read through it a number of times I

19  realized that a number of the objectives are aimed

20  at solving a particular problem.  And a number of

21  the objectives are aimed at defining a way that a

22  solution could be implemented.

23                 And they're both processes that

24  have to happen.  They're both goals, worthy goals,

25  but they're very different in how they can be
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� 1  measured.  For example, the issue of climate

 2  change is a problem.  It's an issue.

 3                 There are ways that this needs to

 4  be dealt with, and some of the ways involve a lot

 5  of the potential alternatives in this.  Should we

 6  incentivize reclaimed water?  Should we

 7  incentivize class B water for non-potable use?

 8  Should we try to do these things that could help

 9  provide a buffer against the impacts of climate

10  change?  But it's important to look at those

11  things as two different types of issues.

12                 And so I think it's just a context

13  of how each particular line item in the statute is

14  considered in the plan.  Is it an issue that needs

15  to be dealt with?  Or is it a potential solution

16  to one or more of the issues that are there?

17                 So I don't think it changes the

18  intent of the statute.  I think it changes the

19  context in the way we might look at the list

20  itself.  But that's the kind of feedback that I'd

21  like, is as people read through this, if it does

22  in fact change the intent or the overall theme of

23  the statute, that's something we need to adjust.

24                 But that wasn't the goal here in my

25  mind.  This was just to try a different way to
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 2  that way by first agreeing on what the goals are.

 3                 And again, this is really in

 4  support and preparation for the workshop, to be

 5  thinking clearly about what the goals are, what

 6  problems need to be solved and what means that we

 7  have at our disposal to solve them.

 8                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Maureen?

 9                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  On the last

10  comment you had the information gathering and

11  sharing, kind of, but yet some of that gets back

12  to defining the problem.  So do you see that?

13  Sequentially, or it that kind of to be determined?

14                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  That's a great

15  question.  I think that is to be determined, and

16  that was sort of the default for where I place

17  things that didn't really fit in my mind as a

18  specific problem or a specifics solution, but

19  something that would aid the process along.

20                 And the gathering of information

21  and that sort of thing, something we need to do to

22  develop a comprehensive plan, but that in itself

23  isn't necessarily a problem -- or maybe it is.

24                 Maybe the lack of information is a

25  clear problem and the plan needs to elevate the
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 2  that's just my initial pass at where that might

 3  belong in the overall scheme of things, but that's

 4  wide open for discussion.  And I offer this just

 5  in preparation for the workshop so we can be

 6  thinking of things in this context.

 7                 I think it's useful for discussion

 8  and it helps to avoid people coming to a workshop

 9  like this with objectives that really are

10  solutions to one problem.

11                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  I can see that.

12  Thank you.

13                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Further

14  comment?  Yes.

15                 BETH BARTON:  I think the breakout

16  strikes me as making sense from an organizational

17  perspective.  I guess one word of -- I don't want

18  to complicate matters, but one sensitivity in

19  looking through it is that it seems to lay things

20  out within the four corners of the statute,

21  whereas I would like to suggest that as you go

22  through this you have to look outside of the

23  statute.

24                 For example, where it talks about

25  under the second item under the issues, talking
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 2  notes, while there are many other policies beyond

 3  the policies that are referenced within the

 4  context of that statute that I think were also

 5  part of the challenge or inherent in doing that

 6  balancing.

 7                 And in the second one we're talking

 8  about actions, and that there is a reference to

 9  modifications to laws and regs, but filtered

10  throughout there are things that I think but up

11  against local zoning.  And so that would just be

12  an observation generally about, not the concept of

13  breaking it out -- I can see where that make

14  sense, but just a sensitivity.

15                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  Yeah, I agree

16  completely.  And I think that's part of what makes

17  this important, is to -- in the second column

18  there where we're talking about potential

19  alternatives, different actions or policies that

20  could be implemented, there will be constraints on

21  a lot of those.

22                 And part of the discussion about

23  how far to go or what to recommend in the plan.

24  For each of these issues we'll consider all of

25  those obstacles, hurdles, constraints, whatever
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 2  effectiveness.

 3                 So this is not a complete framing

 4  of the plan.  It's just a different way to look at

 5  the different elements of the statute.  And I

 6  also, in the first column, didn't limit myself to

 7  just the elements that I found in the statute.

 8  The last one, and an other.  Number 18, if you

 9  will?

10                 But there's room for one more, and

11  that's, again what the workshop will be aimed at

12  is defining what all the objectives are and what

13  all the potential means that you have as a State

14  to deal with what the water issues in the State

15  are, and those would be the alternatives.

16                 So I don't mean this to be

17  exclusive or comprehensive, just a reframing, if

18  you will.

19                 LARRY BINGAMAN:  On your item

20  number eight, so to speak, in the first part

21  there, on that item the water supply plans in

22  other states that were successful were those that

23  had ongoing funding mechanisms.

24                 Will this item take into account

25  some recommendations for that particular issue as
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 2                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  For ongoing

 3  funding?

 4                 LARRY BINGAMAN:  Yeah.  That will

 5  be important I think in order to keep the plan to

 6  keep up to date and a viable document moving

 7  forward.

 8                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  I agree completely.

 9  And I think one of our tasks in the second phase

10  of this work is to make some very explicit

11  recommendation on that.  And based on our

12  experience in other states and based of the

13  resources that are available here in Connecticut,

14  that will be a part of the plan.

15                 LARRY BINGAMAN:  Okay.  Will that

16  be a separate item or will that be included in

17  that bill?

18                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  That could very

19  easily be included in this list of issues to

20  resolve in the plan.  Again, I didn't try to be

21  comprehensive in terms of all of the issues facing

22  the State.  This is just a breakdown of the 17

23  that were specifically listed in the statute.

24                 But the goal of the workshop is to

25  sort of agree or modify this framework and add to
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 2                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Any further

 3  comment?

 4                 MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  Just one other.

 5  I notice on your information gathering and sharing

 6  their needs to be, I think, some sort of ongoing

 7  process of keeping the public informed on the plan

 8  even after it's developed, what's going on with

 9  it, any revisions and the like.  So that would be

10  maybe almost a number 19, maybe.

11                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  And that could fit

12  in almost any of these categories.  Right?  But I

13  think, again that will come out of the workshop

14  and is part of our scope for that to make

15  recommendations on that.

16                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Any further

17  comment?

18                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  Good feedback.  And

19  again, just asking people to think about that

20  framework as we prepare for the workshop.  It's

21  not set in stone, but have we found it to be a

22  very effective way to move forward.

23                 The next thing I wanted to talk

24  about just briefly today, and I'll follow-up with

25  the committees later this week, the meeting with
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 2  tomorrow, I believe the policy committee meeting

 3  on Thursday.

 4                 But I've been attending these

 5  meetings now, and so has Elaine and Mike and

 6  others for several months now.  And we've

 7  identified some strengths in each of these

 8  settings that we'd like to try to channel directly

 9  into the plan.

10                 And so we've proposed a list of

11  tasks and responsibilities, and some of these have

12  been discussed in concept with the committees

13  already, but some tasks for these committees to

14  focus on as we move forward that will channel

15  their strength directly into the plan.

16                 And let me just read off what they

17  are and then I'd welcome some comment on this.

18  And certainly we'll follow up with the committees

19  later this week.

20                 But for the policy workgroup we

21  have proposed three specific tasks for this group,

22  in addition to everything else that they're

23  already doing.  So this is not a

24  recharacterization of their roles or

25  responsibilities.  This is an attempt to channel
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 2                 Review the policy white papers.  In

 3  this first phase there will be four papers that

 4  define really the state of the State in terms of

 5  water management.  What are the current management

 6  options?  What's the current management structure?

 7  What are the conflicts and challenges associated

 8  with water management in Connecticut?

 9                 Those are prepared now in draft

10  form.  We're doing a little bit of reviewing of

11  those, but we hope to make those available this

12  week before the policy committee meeting and begin

13  discussing those during the meeting.

14                 And we're really looking for that

15  group to provide some substantive feedback on the

16  comprehensiveness of those papers.  Do they

17  establish a good baseline from which the plan can

18  then take its shape?  And really get some good

19  feedback on those.

20                 We also -- and Mike will be sending

21  those to you probably tomorrow.  They're in draft

22  form.  They're working documents and that's the

23  intent.  We'd like to get some feedback and

24  improve them with you.

25                 Last time we met with the policy
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 2  made to date to draft language that could

 3  hopefully address a lot of the issues that are

 4  listed in the plan with some consensus.  And I

 5  think one of the actions that the group took after

 6  that meeting was to consolidate that, that list

 7  and prepare it for discussion at the next meeting.

 8                 We'd like to ask that that continue

 9  and that we as a group, as a policy group work on

10  identifying those paragraphs or pages, or whatever

11  they may be, specific issues that had broad

12  consensus and worked on refining that language,

13  worked on focusing in on the issues that really

14  garnered some broad consensus during the past few

15  years as they've been discussed, and maybe away

16  from trying to define very clear language on all

17  of the other issues.  And we can sort of talk

18  about that with the policy group tomorrow.

19                 That's the kind of thing that I

20  think really capitalizes on the strength of that

21  group.  We've been talking about all of these

22  issues.  They've been drafting language that could

23  find its way into the plan.  And what we'd like

24  them to help us to do is identify those issues

25  that really had enough discussion to garner some
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 2  it's two or three or seven issues.  It doesn't

 3  matter.

 4                 Really focus on those, and

 5  advancing those sort of outside of the context of

 6  the workshop.  So by the time we do have the

 7  workshops on those, they're further along.  Okay?

 8                 The science and technical

 9  workgroup, we talked about these two

10  responsibilities already.  One is to review -- and

11  this will start tomorrow from, Virginia -- review

12  the data summary that we'll have prepared as well

13  as the data gaps.

14                 And I think what we perceive as a

15  consultant as a data gap, we may find some

16  surprises that there are additional data sources

17  out there that can help fill some of these gaps,

18  or we just have to agree as a collective body that

19  there are some data gaps.  And let's make the best

20  use of what we do have.

21                 But we want to have a strong

22  consensus on what data are available and what data

23  are not so that we're proceeding without having to

24  come back and add things in later.  So that's one,

25  I think, important role that that committee can
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 2                 The other one, and we've discussed

 3  this for the last two meetings with the science

 4  and technical group, is to help us identify areas

 5  in the State where our regional scale, the

 6  regional scale of basins, the 43 basins or 44

 7  basins in the state that we're looking at in our

 8  data collection effort and in our data summary

 9  efforts are sometimes going to be too coarse to

10  evaluate the effectiveness of different

11  alternatives of specific issues.

12                 And there will be cases where we

13  need to dig in a little further and increase the

14  resolution, and look at maybe a local utility, or

15  look at a local reach of a river to determine what

16  the impacts of climate change might be, or what

17  the impacts of in-stream flow regulations might

18  be.

19                 And so we've asked this group to

20  help us identify those areas where we may need to

21  zoom in and do some case study desktop analysis to

22  determine the effectiveness of some of the

23  alternatives so that decisions can be made in a

24  more informed fashion.

25                 And one of the challenges there is
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 2  effectiveness of that locality, but who's results

 3  can be transferred to other parts of the states.

 4  And that's where I think we can really tap into

 5  the strength of the science and technical group to

 6  help us identify where we can test the decisions

 7  that come out of these workshops as broadly and

 8  comprehensive as possible.

 9                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  A question

10  related to that.  At what point in the process?

11  As we discussed at last meeting, I think that kind

12  of identifying case study areas is most effective

13  if we already know what the issue is or the policy

14  is that is being looked at.

15                 So that to me says that this is

16  probably part of phase two, rather than phase one.

17  Is that how you see it as well?

18                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  That's how I see it

19  as well, Virginia.  Yeah, I think there probably

20  will be a few case studies that we look at in

21  phase one as we're putting our water inventories

22  together just to make sure that the water budget

23  in the basins are making make sense, and we really

24  do account for all the local use of water.

25                 But primarily it's phase two where
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 2  decisions on the water availability for all the

 3  different uses that it's designated for.

 4                 The water Planning Advisory

 5  Council -- this is an idea that we floated during

 6  its last meeting -- really can begin to look at a

 7  part of the plan that's not currently well

 8  specified, we touched on in a little bit in our

 9  scope, but begin discussing it in some more detail

10  in the last advisory group meeting, and that is

11  guidelines for local implementation.

12                 There will be a lot a very

13  broad-based policy language in this plan,

14  statewide language aimed at applying everywhere.

15  But how does that translate into local action?

16  And two good examples of that are climate change

17  and drought management.

18                 The plan will have some language

19  that addressed those issues, but how do you

20  translate that to local action?  Right now the

21  State drought plan produces statewide indices of

22  drought, and that then triggers different actions.

23                 But it affects -- the drought

24  conditions may be universal throughout the state,

25  or even region to region, but that doesn't mean
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 2  municipality would be the same.  That depends on

 3  the size of storage, whether it's surface water or

 4  groundwater, the time of year that you're in, what

 5  your demand levels are, very specific things.

 6                 And so one of the things I think

 7  that that group can really, really focus on is

 8  taking some of these issues as they emerge and

 9  developing some guidelines for translating these

10  policies from the plan into local guidance, not

11  necessarily bylaws, but guidance into how to

12  implement these broader statewide policies.

13                 And then for the Steering Committee

14  itself, this group today, one of the things that's

15  come up a number of times in discussion is, what

16  are the roles of all of these groups going

17  forward?  And we're trying to capitalize on the

18  strengths and the backgrounds and the experience

19  of everybody in these committees as we developed

20  the plan.  What next?  What happens next?

21                 One of the responsibilities that we

22  have in the plan is to recommend a water

23  management structure going forward to implement

24  the plan, or to oversee the successful completion

25  of the tasks that it lays before us.  And I think
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 2  efforts can help us in the State for that.

 3                 It can help define what the roles

 4  of itself as a body can be going forward to

 5  implement the plan, to work with legislators, to

 6  continue the outreach to stakeholders.

 7                 I think this is probably the group

 8  that's best suited to help think about that

 9  probably more in phase two than in phase one, but

10  what does the structure of water management in

11  Connecticut look like once the plan is on paper

12  and it's submitted as a draft?

13                 How can the committees that are

14  standing best support that?  Are there additional

15  activities that need to happen?  That's something

16  that I think could add some very meaningful

17  discussions in this group.

18                 So this, this document is just a

19  series of recommendations.  I would be open to

20  hearing any thoughts that people have, and

21  certainly we'll discuss this with the committees

22  themselves.  But if anybody has any questions or

23  thoughts or concerns about this, I'd be very happy

24  to hear your thoughts.

25                 These were just our perceptions of
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 2  strengths right directly into the plan.

 3                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  We might want

 4  to hear from Virginia or Bob?

 5                 ROBERT MOORE:  I think it makes

 6  sense of what you're proposing because we're at a

 7  point where we don't want to conflict with the

 8  direction of the planning documents.  And so

 9  really to focus in on your agenda makes more sense

10  than trying to go off on other issues.

11                 So I think we welcome that

12  direction and I think, as you said, we did produce

13  a list of issues that we've discussed.  Some of

14  them probably can be resolved fully by those

15  actions.

16                 So I think it's a good idea and I

17  don't have any problem, you know, bringing the

18  committee along on that direction.  And I think

19  we're trying to figure out what our role was after

20  we got started in the planning and I think it's a

21  good role.

22                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Thank you, Bob.

23                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  I'm good with it.

24                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Very good.

25                 SUSAN SAYRE:  Susan Sayre on the
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 2  question about the relationship with this Steering

 3  Committee.  Am I interpreting it correctly that

 4  you are imagining as other steering committees

 5  have thoughts on some of those things that we task

 6  the subcommittees with, maybe be using the

 7  subcommittee as kind of an aggregating?  Like, we

 8  would pass that information along to the

 9  subcommittees?

10                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  I'm not quite sure

11  I understand the question.

12                 SUSAN SAYRE:  Well, as an example

13  on the policy committee responsibilities you

14  talked a lot about those white papers.  I imagine

15  that being something that a lot of the Steering

16  Committee members might have an interest in

17  providing some feedback on.

18                 And are you imagining the idea

19  being that that would be funneled through the

20  policy steering committee, then -- or, sorry.

21  Policy subcommittee, then?

22                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  Now I understand

23  your question.  I'm sorry.

24                 Yeah, the white papers are

25  certainly not anything that we'll keep under wraps
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 2  the opportunity to review those.  And it may be

 3  that what you're saying is that needs -- the

 4  finalization of those papers needs a champion

 5  outside of CDM Smith.  And what we're proposing is

 6  that the policy group be that champion for that

 7  white paper.

 8                 But certainly by collecting

 9  information from anybody on the Steering

10  Committee, of the science and technical committee,

11  anybody else who has some input on those.

12                 So those would be available to all,

13  but I think we would like to suggest that for the

14  purposes of streamlining things that somebody take

15  responsibility for collecting and aggregating the

16  input.

17                 MARGARET MINER:  So I think part of

18  her question was, where somebody who isn't, let's

19  say, on the policy committee, if they have

20  comments, do they deliver that to Bob?  Or do they

21  deliver it to you -- well, maybe simultaneously?

22  Where should that go?

23                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  That's maybe

24  something that we can talk about later in the week

25  at the policy meeting about how is it most
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 2  that all the way through, yet, Margaret.  And it's

 3  a good question.

 4                 ROBERT MOORE:  We can certainly

 5  address that Thursday.

 6                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  And I had a

 7  similar question about the role of the advisory

 8  committee with respect to the white papers,

 9  because we're there on behalf of the advisory

10  committee, but presumably have to have time to get

11  through those folks.

12                 So this contemplates that as a way

13  to do that.  Right?

14                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  Right.

15                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Larry?

16                 LARRY BINGAMAN:  I have a question.

17  This may be premature, but do you see an ongoing

18  role for these groups after the plan is completed?

19                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  It would be too

20  early for me to say that at this point.  I think

21  everybody probably has some ideas about ongoing

22  roles.

23                 And it may look completely

24  different when it comes to implementing the plan's

25  recommendations, because some of what will be in
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 2  some of what will be in the plan will be

 3  recommendations for further study and further data

 4  collection and further collaboration to help

 5  resolve things that aren't resolved yet.

 6                 And my suspicion is that the role

 7  of the committees will be best served in those

 8  areas where we do recommend some further study or

 9  some further action and further collaboration.

10  And that's probably where the responsibilities

11  will be doled out to the committees.

12                 But who accepts what and does what

13  I think is probably too early to say.

14                 LARRY BINGAMAN:  Thank you.  That

15  makes sense, though.

16                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Bart?

17                 BART HALLORAN:  I had two

18  questions.  First, when you say that you're going

19  to be distributing these white papers this week,

20  to whom are you distributing?

21                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  Good question.  We

22  will distribute them to Mike, and Mike will then

23  probably distribute them.  I haven't honestly

24  thought that far ahead yet.

25                 But my guess is that we -- if it's
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 2  shepherds them through and collects the comments,

 3  it may not matter who they get distributed to.  I

 4  think everybody in this -- the board will have the

 5  oppurtunity to see that.

 6                 So maybe, Mike, I don't know what

 7  your idea is here, but could we distribute them to

 8  the chairs of all of the committees and have them

 9  distribute to their membership?

10                 MIKE JENNINGS:  That would be the

11  easiest thing from my point of view, but I'm not

12  sure if that's how materials are normally

13  distributed to those groups.  So I have not either

14  thought that far ahead as well and am open to --

15                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  Do you have a

16  master list of interested participants?

17                 MIKE JENNINGS:  I have been

18  accumulating lists.  I'm still working on

19  accumulating committee lists of e-mails and things

20  like that as this is the first opportunity to

21  distribute information has come in.

22                 So I do not -- I will often send it

23  into Tyra and Gail and they'll send it out to

24  their groups if we're looking for the larger

25  group.  But as you know, my most recent experience
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 2  Steering Committee, I had to go out and sort of

 3  search that out and make sure that it was going

 4  just to the right audience.

 5                 So I am not building a larger group

 6  yet of people to do that with.  What I would do is

 7  ask someone that may already have that to pass

 8  that information along and be more the point of

 9  connection between the people that want to

10  distribute it and where it's going.

11                 ROBERT MOORE:  I would just suggest

12  we send to the Steering Committee all those white

13  papers.  Just make them available.  It's easier

14  than trying to figure out who didn't get it.  I

15  would just send it to everybody.

16                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  People on the

17  Steering Committee have those roles as chairs in

18  other places.

19                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  And then they can

20  pass them along.

21                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Betsey, did I

22  see your hand?

23                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Are we done?  Is

24  that acceptable to everyone?  Did we get to a

25  resolution on that?  I would like to hear from
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 2  the Water Planning Council Advisory Group and if

 3  that's acceptable to them.

 4                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  I missed the

 5  last meeting myself.  Was this discussed at the

 6  last meeting in August?

 7                 MARGARET MINER:  I don't believe

 8  so.  You want to know if we discussed our role

 9  with the planning as it goes forward?

10                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  My question is,

11  as the proposal was laid out by CDM Smith, is it

12  acceptable to the advisory group?  My

13  understanding was it was discussed based on what I

14  thought I understood Kirk say.

15                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  We talked about it

16  very, very briefly in sort of a concept that could

17  be discussed further.  So it was introduced, but

18  not discussed in detail.

19                 MARGARET MINER:  Then Virginia, you

20  were there.  Did you agree that we didn't actually

21  talk about whether it's acceptable or how we would

22  vote on that?  I think not because --

23                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  If we discussed

24  it, I blanked it out.

25                 MARGARET MINER:  I don't think we
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 2                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  No.  The actual

 3  implementation wasn't discussed, but in my closing

 4  remarks I mentioned that this was a possible

 5  opportunity for the advisory group to take on a

 6  different role and that we continue to talk about

 7  that.  It certainly wasn't discussed in terms of

 8  its acceptability.

 9                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  Thank you.  I

10  think reframing as I understand or scanning this

11  quickly and listening to you, Kirk, it's, the role

12  would be the reality check.  Can this work?  Can

13  this be implemented?  Can we pull it off?

14                 And I think that's a very valid

15  role for the advisory role to be playing.

16                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  That's a great way

17  to cast it.

18                 MARGARET MINER:  We would love to

19  do that.

20                 BART HALLORAN:  It strikes me as

21  you're laying this out, I understand the roles of

22  these various committees, but it also doesn't seem

23  to me that the Steering Committee is doing much

24  steering.

25                 You know, it seems like an ill
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� 1  defined role.  Normally I would expect these

 2  various committees to report sort of back up the

 3  chain of command to the Steering Committee and the

 4  Steering Committee and Water Planning, but that

 5  isn't clearly outlined, at least to me.

 6                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  And again, I wasn't

 7  trying to recast the existing roles and

 8  responsibilities of any of these committees, but

 9  to really add what they're doing already by

10  focusing their energies on these specific

11  activities.

12                 So I think the Steering Committee

13  would continue in its capacity to take reports

14  from the other committees and make recommendations

15  and certainly help us formulate the workshops.

16                 I think that's maybe another

17  unspoken role of the Steering Committee here is

18  that as we prepare for each of the workshops to

19  help us formulate the materials and participants

20  and things like that -- I didn't lay that out

21  clearly as a task.  I kind of see that as one of

22  your ongoing roles already.

23                 ROBERT MOORE:  Bart, I thought that

24  as you're bringing forth these proposed policies

25  that the Steering Committee would act on them as a
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� 1  whole to accept them or support them, or provide,

 2  you know, some options.

 3                 And then the Steering Committee

 4  would then deliver that final recommendation to

 5  the Water Planning Council for their adoption.  So

 6  I assume that the policy committee would generate

 7  this issue, the issues, bring those to be full

 8  Steering Committee and then the full Steering

 9  Committee would act on them.

10                 LORI MATHIEU:  I would agree with

11  Bob.  And I think maybe what this needs is a

12  flowchart, you know, some visual to show how that

13  would be laid out.

14                 And Kirk, I appreciate you putting

15  this document together.  I think it just helps us

16  be more organized.

17                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  I love flowcharts.

18  I know not everybody does.

19                 LORI MATHIEU:  Everybody loves a

20  flowchart.

21                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  I would be happy to

22  do that.

23                 LORI MATHIEU:  And also just a

24  comment on the white papers.  I would like to see

25  the white papers, any documents that are generated
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� 1  out of this group to be widely circulated and not

 2  given to one group or another group.

 3                 I think it should be widely

 4  available, widely circulated.  You know, the

 5  people that have been writing to all of us here,

 6  I've received over 250 letters concerning the need

 7  to be transparent and to broadly communicate.  I

 8  think we need to be that, very transparent and

 9  broadly communicate.

10                 So however we can get the word out

11  of what is being generated out of this group, in a

12  broad sense, I think that we're all better off for

13  that.

14                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  I'll ask a

15  follow-up question.  Is there a difference in your

16  minds as to distribution of documents that are in

17  process, which is where the white papers are now

18  where we're looking for some feedback to finalize

19  them, versus when they're final?

20                 I think when they're final we want

21  to post them on websites to make them available

22  to, you know, however many thousands of people

23  want to read them.

24                 But during the review process to be

25  streamlined, I think we're proposing that they be
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� 1  reviewed by standing committees and filtered up,

 2  the comments filtered up to the policy committee.

 3  Is that in line with what you're thinking?

 4                 LORI MATHIEU:  I think so.  As long

 5  as the public knows what we're doing, and as long

 6  as that is publicly available on our website and

 7  our website is kept up to date.

 8                 So that's really very important to

 9  me, and to my department.  So that if I get a

10  question from anyone I should be able to go to our

11  website and say, look at our website.

12                 Here is the work of the Council.

13  Here's the work for the state water plan.  Here's

14  the progress we have made.  Here are some draft

15  documents that are open for public input and

16  comment.  I think that's very important.

17                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  But to that

18  point, I guess, when you just said once they're,

19  quote, final, Laura said, they're draft documents.

20  So I think that's inconsistent there.  I'm not

21  sure where.

22                 LORI MATHIEU:  I think once the

23  documents come through a certain point where we're

24  all comfortable to share, that's still a draft.  I

25  would hate to stamp something, final.  And then
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� 1  give it to the public and say, you have absolutely

 2  no option for input ever.

 3                 Because you know, you've got to

 4  remember the only people in this room are just the

 5  people in this room.  And there's a lot of people

 6  out there very interested in what we're doing and

 7  how we're doing it, and they probably have good

 8  thoughts that might help us along the way.

 9                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  And the white

10  papers are ultimately chapters in the plan.  And I

11  think none of them become final until the plan

12  becomes final, and they'll all be working

13  documents throughout that process.

14                 But I do think we need to get them

15  to the point, as you say, Lori, where you as a

16  collective body are comfortable with what they

17  say.  And the challenge for all of us, I'd like to

18  be able to stand up at the workshop in three

19  weeks, or four weeks, or five weeks, whenever, and

20  say that we have draft white papers that are

21  available now.

22                 So the review process will be quick

23  and streamlined and hopefully everybody can

24  support that, but we'll talk about that, too, at

25  the policy meeting on Thursday.  But I think we're
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 2                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.  Further

 3  comment?

 4                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  I'm not sure you

 5  are on the same page.  I agree with Lori that the

 6  earlier in the process that we get input from the

 7  general public the more headache it will save

 8  ourselves in the overall process.

 9                 If we had something that was

10  reviewed essentially internally and not to a

11  point, where I understood you to say, we were

12  comfortably sharing it with other folks.  That

13  still, there are ideas that come in and valid

14  questions.  That still leaves us somewhat

15  scrambling.

16                 I think -- I certainly understand

17  the challenge of getting, Lori says, 250 e-mails.

18  I hesitate to say that if those came to me and to

19  Bob and to Maureen and Margaret that we would

20  handle that piece of it.  I'm not sure I want to

21  do that.  But -- and because I get that logistics,

22  if they were to come to you or some other people,

23  that it could be overwhelming.

24                 But I'm concerned of after the fact

25  even if something isn't final, even if it's sort
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� 1  of final draft, after the fact scuttling of work

 2  that has been done.

 3                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  And I understand

 4  that concern.  Let me lay out how I think this

 5  could work just in the next few months using just

 6  one white paper as an example.  If we make this

 7  available to this group tomorrow and ask for

 8  comments from this group and the committees within

 9  two weeks so that it is at a point where we feel

10  comfortable sharing it.

11                 And you'll see in some of them

12  there will be probably some questions to you.  You

13  know, have we phrased this correctly?  So there

14  will be a little bit of a discussion internally.

15                 In two weeks can we get it to the

16  point where we can stand in front of the workshop

17  participants and say, this is now at a point where

18  we could share this broadly and then post it on

19  our website?

20                 It wouldn't become -- it wouldn't

21  change its form until we submitted the draft

22  report for this phase, which is sort of the

23  preliminary basis of the plans, or the skeleton of

24  the plan.  And any comments that we received

25  between those two dates, the time we post them for
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� 1  anybody to see in a few weeks, and the time in

 2  November or December when we submit our phase one

 3  report, we'll have time to assimilate public

 4  comments on those papers and anything else.

 5                 How we do that, the process hasn't

 6  been defined yet, and we can talk about that a

 7  little bit, but I think there will be time for

 8  that.  I want to make sure that we understand that

 9  there will be time to take those suggestions and

10  adapt the papers as necessary.

11                 But I think you'll see that as you

12  read them for the first time you'll see things

13  that you may not want to just broadly distribute

14  yet, or there are questions that we have to you as

15  committee members that need to be addressed before

16  we post them.

17                 So I think there's this two-week

18  period where we can get them in line with each

19  other and then post them for much broader comment,

20  and incorporate those comments through some

21  process that we'll somehow define between then and

22  the time that we deliver the draft report.  Does

23  that make sense?

24                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  Sure.

25                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  It's not going to
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� 1  be easy.  I mean, we're asking for some very quick

 2  turnaround time on some hefty, not necessarily

 3  thick, but they're dense.  There's full material.

 4  Some quick turnaround time on these things, and

 5  how we collect comments from what may be hundreds

 6  of people, we don't know that yet, but we'll

 7  figure that out.

 8                 BART HALLORAN:  Can I ask?  Are we

 9  going to be following the Uniform Administrative

10  Procedure Act, you know, formal notice, 30 days

11  for people to comment, that type of thing?

12                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  I think that's up

13  to you as a committee how you do that.

14                 BART HALLORAN:  Well I mean, that

15  is what the WUCCs are doing.  So, I don't know why

16  you wouldn't.

17                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  I don't see a

18  reason not to.

19                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  At what stage,

20  though, are you suggesting that?

21                 BART HALLORAN:  After you agree

22  somehow internally.

23                 LARRY BINGAMAN:  I think related to

24  that point, and also how people know that there's

25  documents on the website in order to review.
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 2  to be a banner on the headline, new documents

 3  available?

 4                 So people could claim that they

 5  didn't know, even to follow the administrative

 6  act.  So I think that's something that needs to be

 7  taken into account and thought through.

 8                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Sam?

 9                 SAM GOLD:  And what kind of mailing

10  list will this be sent out to?  What kind of

11  mailing list did we have to send out notice of

12  this.

13                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  That I don't know.

14  That's something we would look to you for in the

15  different committees.

16                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Margaret?

17                 MARGARET MINER:  Yes, the earlier

18  the better.  And the WUCC process is I don't think

19  the model that we should be following here.

20                 I understand that if you have a

21  document that's in the hands of agencies and being

22  publicly discussed, at a certain point it becomes

23  a public document.  You can make a formal finding

24  that it is in the public interest to keep this

25  back, which certainly if you're buying a piece of
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� 1  real estate might be important, but I think the

 2  sooner that these documents can go up for people

 3  to look at.

 4                 One thing that's important is for

 5  people to see exactly who is arguing for what

 6  changes and what policies have dropped off.  If

 7  they are up on your website the whole world isn't

 8  going to go and look at your website.

 9                 Another issue is that the WUCCs

10  people have been told they should not show the

11  document they have to anyone.  I certainly hope

12  that whatever we get, or I get, I can show to

13  people I know would be interested.  Probably the

14  easiest way would be to send it to them, or put it

15  up on my website.

16                 So at a certain point the draft

17  becomes presumptively, I think, public.  And

18  whatever, and that should be pretty early, in my

19  view.

20                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  And our goal is to

21  have that happen before the workshop.

22                 MARGARET MINER:  Yes.  That didn't

23  answer all my questions, but thank you.

24                 ROBERT MOORE:  I think it's

25  important for what she said, to have them come at
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� 1  least, you know, one of the committees to make

 2  sure there's not errors, because a chance of

 3  trying to correct errors after the fact is very

 4  difficult.

 5                 And we ought to have an opportunity

 6  to, I mean, you're going to write your

 7  interpretation of what the issue is and maybe you

 8  may have forgotten a statute.  You may have

 9  forgotten a regulation that's out there.  You

10  didn't see it, and it would be good to have for

11  the review.

12                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  I'm quite sure that

13  you'll find things to correct as you review these,

14  and that's the purpose of this two-week review

15  process with the committee.

16                 So that things are not introduced

17  to the public that are in error or incomplete and

18  that generally included the thoughts and

19  observations of the different committee members,

20  but within two weeks before the workshop to have

21  them posted for public consumption.

22                 MARGARET MINER:  I agree that there

23  should be an opportunity to correct errors before

24  it's posted, obvious errors that you could correct

25  in ten days?
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 2  get them all.

 3                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.  Further

 4  comment on this?  Does everybody understand what

 5  we're doing here?  So when you propose these white

 6  papers, my understanding is that they'll go to the

 7  policy and science and technology committee, be

 8  vetted and then it's going to come to the Steering

 9  Committee before it goes out to the public?

10                 DAVE LeVASSEUR:  I think it's going

11  to go to the Steering Committee, and it's up to

12  the individual committees to get them out of their

13  membership for review.

14                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.

15                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  And policy is

16  going to compile it?  Is that what I heard?

17                 DAVE LeVASSEUR:  Correct.

18                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  Who will take

19  the lead on consolidating that and then it comes

20  back to the Steering Committee for the final

21  blessing before it goes out.  Is that how?

22                 LORI MATHIEU:  I think this needs a

23  flowchart.

24                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  It needs a

25  flowchart.  It also needs, you know, dropdead
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� 1  dates, too, because nothing is ever going to

 2  happen if people don't comment by a certain period

 3  of time, that's it.  It's going to move on.

 4  Because you know, we can't set up dates for

 5  meetings, let alone review papers.

 6                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  Right.  I agree.

 7  And that's what we'll work through.  Bob, on

 8  Thursday the policy meeting is, what is that

 9  process and what are the dates?

10                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.  Anything

11  further?

12                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  There's one last

13  thing that I'll ask for a review on as well.

14                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  And I can tell

15  you right off the bat, you have us P-U-R-C.  It's

16  P-U-R-A.

17                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  Yeah.  You beat me

18  to that.  I was going to say, they're not going to

19  let me out of the building before I correct that

20  typo.

21                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  PERC.

22                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  PERC instead of

23  PURA, I apologize for that.  There are a couple of

24  other changes to be made as well.

25                 But this is a fact sheet that we
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� 1  hope to post also before the workshop.  We hope to

 2  bring copies to the workshop that anybody can

 3  take.  And hope that people will distribute these

 4  to their own networks and readerships, but in the

 5  meantime we would like some comment on this.

 6                 Is it a comprehensive?  Is it

 7  sending the right message?  Did we miss anything?

 8  Did we overemphasize or underemphasize anything in

 9  particular?  I'm happy to take some comments

10  today, but I know it's probably early.  Some of

11  you haven't even seen this yet.

12                 So I guess we would ask that in

13  order to be ready to have these for in the

14  distribution in the workshop, that maybe somebody

15  on the Steering Committee take responsibility for

16  collecting comments on this in the next two weeks

17  and getting them back to us through Mike.

18                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.  So why

19  don't we -- if anybody has any comments on the

20  Steering Committee, get those back to Mike within

21  two weeks.

22                 LORI MATHIEU:  My one comment, the

23  second paragraph where it says, the state water

24  plan is not intended.  Can we make that more of a

25  positive statement, just turn that sentence
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 2                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  So it is intended?

 3                 LORI MATHIEU:  It is, what it is

 4  intended, and that's the second part of the

 5  sentence.  You know, it is intended as a

 6  framework.  I don't like the words "not intended."

 7                 Other than that, I like the

 8  graphics.

 9                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  Visually it's

10  very nice.

11                 DAVE LeVASSEUR:  It looks like a

12  flowchart.

13                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  It's just a weird

14  flowchart.  One of the things that we specifically

15  talked about is the photographs and trying to make

16  sure we've captured as broad a range of water

17  users and water uses as possible.  And it's

18  impossible to get everything, but if there are

19  different ways we can cast that we would be wide

20  open to suggestions.  Or if there are some better

21  photographs that others have that might show

22  things more clearly.

23                 ROBERT MOORE:  Just make sure

24  they're in the state.

25                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.  Any
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� 1  other questions for our consultants?

 2                 (No response.)

 3                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Thank you very

 4  much.  Appreciate you being here and the work you

 5  do.

 6                 Next we'll go to the Water Planning

 7  Council advisory group update.  Maureen or

 8  Margaret?

 9                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  Since I

10  confessed I wasn't there I'm going to leave it to

11  Margaret to give the update.

12                 MARGARET MINER:  We had a meeting

13  with Kirk Westphal, which I think is basically

14  some of what you've heard here today.  And we did

15  not consider whether to approve the process or the

16  plan.  I think people are still digesting it.

17                 We did spend a fair amount of time

18  discussing the drought plan -- which Virginia, are

19  you presenting that today?  Okay -- which will be

20  presented to you today.  And I do not recall that

21  we got in much else.  Those two parts of the

22  meeting were lengthy.

23                 The drought, by the way, is still

24  giving us a lot of problems in terms of

25  streamflow.  I always ask people that were at the
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� 1  meeting, did I miss anything important that comes

 2  to mind?

 3                 We did discuss the work groups.  I

 4  can tell you that the watershed lands workgroup

 5  has been trying to get a meeting.  We did have a

 6  small meeting.  The chairs are Karen Burnaska and

 7  I.  We had drafted an intention to ask the

 8  Department of Public Health for some more explicit

 9  guidelines on what criteria they use to approve or

10  disapprove proposed beneficial projects, in

11  particular, clean energy projects on class one and

12  class two land.

13                 And we would love to expand that a

14  little if we're talking about it long-term to

15  class one and class-two-like lands.  Other

16  watershed events, we'd love to see those better

17  protected.  But the main goal of that meeting was

18  to discuss that, those protections for class one

19  and class-two land with respect to the clean

20  energy projects.

21                 I'm sure you've all been reading

22  the newspapers and seeing some of the disputes

23  over what should be done on prime farmland, what

24  should be done on farmlands where there's

25  easements, what should be done on class one,
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� 1  class-two lands with solar panels, winds, rock

 2  mining and a little bit of small hydro and biomass

 3  being issues.

 4                 So we look forward to -- Lori

 5  offered to talk with us and meet with us and we're

 6  looking forward to that and in everybody's

 7  interests to have these guidelines be as explicit

 8  as possible.

 9                 That they are an application

10  approving agency also, so there is always a bit of

11  a tension between of having a guideline or a

12  policy and commenting on specific applications,

13  but I think that can be worked out quite

14  satisfactorily.

15                 The science workgroup, Virginia,

16  you can report if you want, but I don't think

17  there was -- really we focused on the drought.

18  The green industry has not been back to us in a

19  while and they had reached a certain point.

20                 I did speak with a couple of the

21  agricultural people there about attending the

22  meeting, about the possibility of different kinds

23  of water storage for farms during these droughts.

24  One of the issues there involves federal rules for

25  interrogation of vegetables, which appear to set
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� 1  in some cases standards that would be almost

 2  beyond what our small farms in Connecticut could

 3  do.  But that's the context in which we'll have to

 4  discuss some of that.

 5                 And small systems, I think we did

 6  not have any news on the small systems front.

 7  That is, of course, a very important topic in the

 8  WUCC discussions where it is a separate issue.  If

 9  I missed anything --

10                 TARA DOWNES:  I think towards the

11  conclusion of the meeting Mr. Zagorsky spoke and

12  talked to the group about the Tilcon New Britain.

13                 MARGARET MINER:  Oh, I thought you

14  said Gregorski -- and Zagorsky.  Yes, at the very

15  end of the meeting -- thanks Tara, Paul Zagorsky

16  from New Britain came in and he is one of the

17  local advocates there who does not support the

18  proposal to do rock mining in New Britain owned

19  land, Plainville.  That also has received a great

20  deal of press.

21                 He brought in copies of the statute

22  and some of the documents relating to that, and

23  handed them out.  He was very good about not

24  exceeding his time, which we gave him six minutes,

25  I think, so that he just had time to put
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 2                 I will say Mr. Sikorsky has

 3  impressed me as being remarkably well up on the

 4  fact and on the policy and on the law.  So he

 5  appears not to have a political agenda and he has

 6  at least -- I did, of course, ask people if they

 7  knew him.  And so far nobody said, oh, he is a

 8  horrible.  In fact, quite the opposite.

 9                 So that I'm sure will keep coming

10  up in the Water Planning Council and the Water

11  Planning Council advisory group.  There is a

12  League of Women Voters forum coming up on, I

13  think, November 2nd.  So you can expect that

14  project to take some of your attention over the

15  course of the fall.

16                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Thank you,

17  Margaret.

18                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  And just a

19  footnote on the small systems stuff.  If I have

20  this right on my calendar, there's a meeting

21  Thursday at 9:30 in the docket.  Is that still on?

22                 TARA DOWNES:  Yes.

23                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  So that docket,

24  that's taken that kind of out of the advisory

25  group, the generic docket on the acquisition
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� 1  process and small systems, 9:30 on Thursday

 2  morning before the policy meeting at 1.

 3                 MARGARET MINER:  I should add, and

 4  some were here.  I think we publicized it, but

 5  PURA has created a docket on the New Britain

 6  Project.

 7                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Yes, we have.

 8                 MARGARET MINER:  And I think we've

 9  got that up on our website and people are

10  interested in it.  And I always could use a lesson

11  on how to use a docket effectively, but I'm doing

12  my homework and trying to get the word out that

13  the docket is there.

14                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Thank you.

15                 Lori, is there a question?

16                 LORI MATHIEU:  Yeah.  A couple of

17  questions.  Margaret, my door is always open for

18  anyone to come talk about water company lands.

19                 MARGARET MINER:  Good.

20                 LORI MATHIEU:  I know we're going

21  to be, so I appreciate that.  I know that Eric

22  McPhee from my staff -- who is in the room, Eric

23  McPhee.  I actually have three of my members of my

24  staff, Rachel Noweck and Kate Keenan, and Eric

25  McPhee.  So I look forward to the meeting.
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 2  company land law is meant to be broadly protective

 3  for the use for public water supply, period.  For

 4  public health protection.

 5                 Back in the 1980s when the laws

 6  were rewritten it was meant to be extremely

 7  protective, and as you and I know over the years

 8  things have changed.  Statutes have changed.  And

 9  so I look forward to our conversation, but I just

10  wanted to say that it wasn't meant for commercial

11  uses, for outside commercial purposes.

12                 So anyway, my second question, when

13  you say, small systems, do you mean small water

14  systems, or small wastewater systems, or both?

15                 MARGARET MINER:  Well I meant,

16  small water systems.  And that's right, we didn't

17  discuss them because there was a meeting coming

18  up, which I think told us -- I'm always interested

19  in discussing small wastewater systems, and I feel

20  that that probably should be addressed in the

21  water plan, but that is not what I was referring

22  to when I said small systems.

23                 LORI MATHIEU:  Okay.  Thank you.

24                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Any other

25  questions for the Water Planning Council advisory
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� 1  group?

 2                 (No response.)

 3                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  If not, we'll

 4  move on.  Thank you both very much.  We appreciate

 5  the work that you do.

 6                 Move on to drought report,

 7  Virginia.

 8                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  Okay.  On Friday

 9  you should have all received the Friday's version

10  of the drought plan.  It is my hope that at

11  today's meeting the Water Planning Council will

12  endorse this so that some of the provisions can

13  actually be put into effect.

14                 As Kirk mentioned earlier, the

15  current plan talks about statewide drought

16  designations.  That's actually not the way it's

17  been implemented over the past several drafts that

18  we've had, but still that's something that is

19  officially the policy at this point.  And we all

20  recognize that designations should be more

21  regional where they're appropriate.

22                 In that document, I don't know if

23  you had a chance to look at it.  I can summarize

24  the changes that have been made from the existing

25  document very quickly, that being the primary one.
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 2  of things that should be in place, commonsense

 3  things that should be in place even before we're

 4  thinking about a drought so that when something

 5  like that happens it's much easier to deal with.

 6                 Also we added an additional stage

 7  which we call heightened awareness, which is

 8  basically a heads up to official folks, agencies,

 9  water companies and whatnot.  It's not a public

10  dissemination, but it's rather, things are going

11  on here.  We better start paying attention and

12  getting some of our ducks in a row.

13                 We also changed the names of the

14  stages, and that's actually something that would

15  be a question, a discussion of this group because

16  there's yet another proposed change that's

17  happened sort of amongst a few of us.

18                 If you think about it for a moment,

19  the existing names that the water industry uses of

20  drought advisory, drought warning, watch, an

21  emergency, basically came out of the weather

22  service and with very short term events,

23  tornadoes, hurricanes.

24                 And when you have a drought watch,

25  that's saying that it hasn't happened yet.  It
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� 1  could happen in the future, and yet we often use

 2  the term as if it's a moderate drought.  And so

 3  using those terms that have started with a

 4  completely different type of event really doesn't

 5  make any sense at all.  But I mean, that's what

 6  we've been using for years.

 7                 We changed the terms in this

 8  drought plan so that they wouldn't conflict with

 9  what the water industry might be saying because it

10  is going to be very common that a particular

11  industry's situation could be very different than

12  the regional situation in that area.  MDC is the

13  obvious example.

14                 They have a large amount of

15  storage, and MDC customers may be doing just fine,

16  whereas in the same geographic area small systems

17  or private wells may be really, really dry.  And

18  so the public is going to be getting conflicting

19  messages and we felt that if those conflicting

20  messages were using the same terms, that would be

21  even more confusing.

22                 So we also based it on some of the

23  experience that the interagency drought workgroup

24  that has met periodically when conditions are very

25  dry -- was very leery about using the word,
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� 1  "drought."  And so that term does not get used

 2  until we're in essentially stage three, the

 3  moderate drought.

 4                 That left us coming up with

 5  heightened awareness, below normal, and some other

 6  sort of hokey definitions.  And there's some talk

 7  about maybe we should use the term "drought

 8  advisory" for the below normal, but that's not

 9  what's in it at this moment.

10                 We also realize that some of the

11  criteria used by the interagency drought workgroup

12  are more defensible than others, either in terms

13  of the accuracy of those data or in terms of the

14  geographic distribution.  And so the streamflow

15  information from the USGS and the groundwater

16  information from the USGS are both geographically

17  well distributed and also a very high quality

18  information, as opposed to some of the other, take

19  fire danger for instance.

20                 That is very, very quick to change,

21  and can change from one area of the state to the

22  other.  One day to the next can be very different.

23  And so we felt that we should designate primary

24  criteria and secondary criteria.  The secondary

25  criteria certainly would be part of the
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� 1  discussion, but they wouldn't be given as much

 2  weight.  It's essentially a weighting process.

 3                 So what we designate as the primary

 4  criteria were streamflow, groundwater

 5  anticipation.  And then at the suggestion of

 6  Rivers Alliance we included the U.S. Drought

 7  Monitor, which is what the news channels use as

 8  part of that because it is so much in the public

 9  domain.

10                 That tends to be a little, what

11  would the term be?  Dramatic, indicating the stage

12  of drought that might be more than what those

13  people in the interagency drought workgroup would

14  have designated for Connecticut, but that is

15  included as one of the criteria for the primary

16  criteria.

17                 All those criteria are guidelines

18  for the group.  We have a lot of very experienced

19  and knowledgeable people at the table when the

20  group meets.  And so they are expected and

21  encouraged to use professional judgment.  So the

22  various numerical criteria that are put in are

23  guidelines.

24                 And just as an example, you could

25  have a guideline that said no more than -- or that
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� 1  you would need three months of below normal

 2  groundwater levels to be in a particular stage.

 3  But it could be that you were six months of not

 4  quite as severe a situation, or one month of a

 5  very much more severe situation.  And so those

 6  kinds of situations need to be considered as well.

 7                 I've used the example with this

 8  group before.  There's one time several years ago

 9  when we were talking about a drought where we

10  hadn't met the groundwater criteria for declaring

11  a drought advisory, and yet groundwater levels

12  were dropping faster than I had ever seen them

13  drop.  And the way the existing plan was written,

14  that was not able to be a consideration.  So

15  that's one of the reasons why we've added this

16  kind of flexibility.

17                 We've also streamlined the proposed

18  actions in the various tables in the group so that

19  they're easier to read.  We've grouped them by

20  responsible party, whether it be state agency or

21  municipalities, local and regional folks or

22  whether it be the water industry.  And also it

23  assumed that everything that you may have done for

24  an earlier stage you would continue doing.

25                 So we've taken them out of all the
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� 1  repetition.  And also just stressing that this

 2  document will need to be updated.  As things

 3  changed we proposed that that be done as part of

 4  the water planning process in general.

 5                 So those are the changes that were

 6  made.  This process has been going on.  Denise

 7  Savageau from Greenwich and I have been sharing

 8  it, I think it's been four or five years.  And

 9  we've gotten a lot of input from a lot of folks

10  and had some very good comments and suggestions

11  made along the line.  So I think everybody here

12  has probably had an opportunity to give feedback

13  as they chose.

14                 In the cover letter that

15  accompanied the document that was sent out on

16  Friday there were three concerns that the group

17  doing the revision brought up.  One of which I

18  would actually like to see addressed today.

19                 And that is, it was pointed out to

20  us that the interagency drought workgroup which

21  has representatives from -- and it's all state

22  agencies, from the Department of Agriculture, from

23  OPM, the Department of Health, DEEP, and the

24  Department of Emergency Services and Public

25  Protection, including the Division of Emergency
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� 1  Management and Homeland Security.  They're sort of

 2  represented in two pieces there, as are PURA and

 3  the environmental side of DEEP.

 4                 That group is the decision making

 5  group in terms of making a recommendation for a

 6  drought declaration and then they get technical

 7  assistance from some federal agencies, the USGS

 8  and the weather service.

 9                 But at no point that I was able to

10  find was that group officially designated as

11  having the responsibility for making those, those

12  recommendations.  For those of you who have been

13  around I actually spoke with Sid Albertson who

14  talked with John Ridesi to try and find the

15  history of the whole thing.  For those people who

16  aren't familiar with the names, those names go

17  back decades in OPM in water and drought planning.

18                 So the workgroup request, that the

19  WPC officially designate the interagency drought

20  workgroup as the entity responsible for making

21  drought stage recommendations to the governor's

22  office or to agency's commissioners as

23  appropriate.  And so as I said, that's one I would

24  like to address today.

25                 The other recommendations are sort
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� 1  of more technical and would be dealt with in a

 2  longer-term discussion and might be changes to the

 3  plan in it's next revision.

 4                 Jack, is that something you would

 5  be willing to deal with today?

 6                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  You're really

 7  putting us on the spot here, aren't you?  I don't

 8  think we're prepared to adopt the whole report

 9  today.  I mean, this is like years of work.

10                 First of all, first and foremost,

11  thank you and the committee for all the work that

12  you've done on this, but it's voluminous in terms

13  of what we have here.  So I'm certainly unprepared

14  to vote on it today.

15                 And I'll turn to my colleagues in

16  the Council to add their thoughts.

17                 But in terms of your request, I

18  think we do that now.  Don't we?  In terms of when

19  there's a drought don't you make a recommendation?

20                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  We do, but there

21  is concern that it could be challenged because the

22  group has never been formally given that

23  responsibility.

24                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.

25                 LORI MATHIEU:  What I understand
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� 1  there is, it's a plan.  We are advising the

 2  governor's office.  I don't believe there's a

 3  specific statute that gives us the authority, and

 4  it's something we'd have to look into and review

 5  carefully.

 6                 But Jack, I agree with you with

 7  just getting this information on Friday.  And your

 8  letter, Virginia, thank you for all your work.

 9  And Denise, thank you for all your work.  You put

10  a lot of years into this.

11                 I know there's been a lot of people

12  commenting on this internally, but I think it

13  deserves, you know, it deserves a lot of attention

14  and it deserves a good detailed review by the six

15  agencies that are involved, and a lot more

16  discussion to make sure that the changes that

17  you're proposing make sense for the six agencies.

18                 You know, I take it very seriously.

19  I been involved for a decade or so, and involved

20  in the first draft of this plan.  I think it has

21  served the State very well.  It's not perfect.

22  There is no perfect plan, but I take the

23  responsibility very seriously when we work

24  together as six agencies to give the governor some

25  advice as to what to say and how to say it about a
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 2                 So I think changing this is not an

 3  overnight deal.  I think it's a very big effort

 4  that needs to be taken seriously.  And I think

 5  there needs to be more comment from, again I'll

 6  say the same thing I said previously, from all

 7  stakeholders and all parties involved.  Affected

 8  towns, we affect councils of governments.  We

 9  affect every water utility that produces a water

10  supply plan.

11                 So my recommendation is to

12  carefully take it back, carefully consider it and

13  maybe work it through the drought work plan

14  workgroup that we have representing our six

15  agencies and start from there.

16                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  David?

17                 DAVE LeVASSEUR:  As the chairman of

18  the interagency drought workgroup, I concur.  I'd

19  like to see the individual state agencies and,

20  quite frankly, a lot of the folks that attended

21  every single meeting have an opportunity to look

22  at it, some of whom haven't been in on the

23  discussions.

24                 And I think that at that point I

25  think we then need to look at the public comment.
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 2  Mr. Chairman, that perhaps it would be useful to

 3  set up a public docket for this plan going

 4  forward, since that's the format we've been using

 5  for a number of our initiatives over the years.

 6                 And certainly, the public and

 7  stakeholders are familiar with the docket system

 8  and I think would feel comfortable utilizing that

 9  system going forward.

10                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  We could

11  absolutely do that.

12                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  Let me just add

13  to this.  Well first of all, I didn't clearly

14  separate my two requests.  The very specific

15  request that I made last applies to the

16  interagency drought workgroup as they are

17  implementing the current plan.

18                 That group has never had the

19  authority to make the recommendations that it has

20  been making for decades, and there was concern

21  raised that that was inappropriate and it should

22  have that authority.  So that applies to the

23  existing plan as well.

24                 That was the very specific request

25  that I made at the end, and that was something
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� 1  that that group could be blessed to have the

 2  authority that they've been actually doing.

 3                 DAVE LeVASSEUR:  And Virginia, I

 4  understand that.  I'm not sure we have the

 5  authority to do that.  I don't know if that

 6  authority comes from us, comes from the governor's

 7  office.  And quite frankly to not have an

 8  opportunity to review this at all because I was

 9  out of the office Friday, I think we need research

10  that before we can even move forward on that

11  request.

12                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  Okay.

13                 And then the other request in terms

14  of the plan as a whole, I do want to repeat that

15  this has been endorsed by the water planning

16  advisory group.  And as you know, there is wide

17  representation on that.

18                 We have had local input to it.

19  We've had agency input to it through the advisory

20  group in addition to the workgroup that actually

21  worked on this.  And so there has been many

22  opportunities for a wider public to comment

23  through the representation on the advisory group.

24                 I had a long talk, for instance,

25  last week with two people on the advisory group,
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� 1  one representing the farm industry, one

 2  representing local health departments.  So you

 3  know, those individuals have weighed in on behalf

 4  of their constituencies.

 5                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Commissioner

 6  Sullivan, would you like to weigh in?

 7                 MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  No, I haven't

 8  read the report yet.  I'm looking forward to it.

 9                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Would you be in

10  agreement to defer, defer acting on it?

11                 MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  Yes.

12                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.

13                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  Just in terms of

14  the overwhelming volume of it, it's really 14

15  pages of reading.

16                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.  But I

17  think we're all in agreement that we're going

18  to -- and I think it warrants a good part of the

19  Water Planning Council meeting to really kind of

20  go through it and then we can come up with

21  recommendations.

22                 I have no problem with getting this

23  on our PURA docket system, if that's acceptable to

24  everyone in terms of letting the public know.

25                 Yes?
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� 1                 LARRY BINGAMAN:  I certainly would

 2  support that.  Putting this on a docket would

 3  certainly be a good way to get public comment.

 4  I'm also concerned that we're jumping ahead here

 5  with a significant policy decision while we're

 6  just in the beginning stages of putting together a

 7  state water supply plan as well.

 8                 And the other thing is, is that I

 9  think in order to have an effective drought plan

10  you need to have some mechanism such as a

11  municipal ordinance that can be adopted by all

12  towns.  And I know there's a draft in here,

13  Virginia.  And this is a terrific job and a lot of

14  great work.

15                 But I was in Massachusetts for four

16  years and we had to have mandatory water use

17  restrictions every summer, and we did not have the

18  enforcement authority to implement that.  The

19  towns didn't want to put any resources into it and

20  the water utilities were not able to do it as

21  well.

22                 And it was an absolute nightmare

23  trying to enforce water use restrictions during

24  the summer months.  So I think that's an important

25  issue that we need to think through on this as
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� 1  well, as well as making it part of the whole state

 2  water supply plan.

 3                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  Larry, I agree

 4  with you wholeheartedly and I know I was very

 5  disappointed with the water plan legislation which

 6  only said that they recommend that and didn't

 7  mandate it.  Because I think you're absolutely

 8  right.  Without that authority this is

 9  meaningless.

10                 LARRY BINGAMAN:  It's a paper

11  tiger.  You know, so we need to really think that

12  through and determine how we're going to crack

13  that nut.

14                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  And I will just

15  echo, certainly this has been through the advisory

16  group and it's had many integrations I think

17  starting to go way back from Denise, and I think

18  it is considerable progress from where we've been.

19                 I think the flexibility, we've

20  questioned for a long time whether, you know, the

21  construction works.  You know, technically it's a

22  statewide decision.  This allows for those more

23  localized decisions and is more responsive to a

24  lot of those things.

25                 I think even the concept of that
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� 1  heightened awareness, I wasn't on the committee,

 2  but as I read in preparation for this, I mean,

 3  that's the one we kind of go from zero to boom,

 4  all of a sudden.  Right?  You know, absent that.

 5                 So I think there's a lot of good

 6  things in here.  I don't disagree that the folks

 7  who actually implemented need some eyes on it, and

 8  the other agencies that are not involved in the

 9  planning council are a part of that.  And the

10  advisory group, I hadn't really thought about

11  their role here.

12                 But you know, I think it's

13  certainly a big step from where we've been and

14  recognized to be kind of a continuum process here.

15  We've been working with one for ten years that we

16  knew had some deficiencies as the next step.  It

17  may need more to follow, but I think I give them a

18  line of credit for what they've done.

19                 And they really did do a lot to

20  reach out to those other stakeholders to get their

21  input.  So -- and discussions with ag I know got

22  another layer that was kind of at the end here,

23  but I know you were able to accommodate that,

24  Virginia, so I appreciate that.

25                 I think the advisory group is
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� 1  comfortable with it, but understand the next step

 2  of review is important.

 3                 LORI MATHIEU:  Jack, if I could?

 4  Just another comment?  I think what's important

 5  for the health department to review, and review

 6  with water companies carefully are

 7  responsibilities in overseeing the water supply

 8  planning in total, the WUCC and individual water

 9  supply plans.

10                 And Virginia, to your point that we

11  want to make sure that there's no confusion when

12  we have differing labels for triggers within water

13  supply plans, and differing labels at the state

14  level.  What does that really mean?

15                 And what does it mean to say half

16  of the state is in this, and half of the state is

17  in that?  And 10 percent here and 10 percent

18  there?  And we have to be clear with people when

19  we make these messages and the plan needs to guide

20  us in that direction.

21                 And so to Larry, to your point just

22  thinking it even further, I think maybe this plan

23  revision needs to wait after we get done with the

24  state water plan, because there is no legislation

25  to give us the authority, which I really don't
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� 1  think that there is.  But I think it's under broad

 2  authority of the governor to designate us all to

 3  do this work and develop a plan.  That's what I

 4  recall.

 5                 The Governor has pretty broad

 6  authority in so making us all responsible for

 7  this.  And I think any change to this broad plan

 8  probably should wait until the state plan is

 9  complete.  Just thinking out loud, but that's my

10  thought anyway.  Because it's a big responsibility

11  and it's a lot to change.  And that would not want

12  to just launch into a change at this point in

13  time.

14                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Margaret?

15                 MARGARET MINER:  Yes, I understand

16  that.  I would hope and I think you have the

17  flexibility to adopt some of the important changes

18  if one is to look at declaring regional water

19  stresses and water shortages, as opposed to State,

20  and I think the governor would have to understand

21  that.

22                 And also the attention to private

23  wells.  I'm in a part of the state that has some

24  small water systems and private wells, and both

25  are in trouble right now.
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 2  with that.  It's very difficult to get that

 3  information and I think one of the things getting

 4  out to the more broad group for comment is to

 5  gather that information.

 6                 We sit in a room and we talk to

 7  each other and say, who has information from local

 8  health directors?  Who has information on private

 9  wells?  You know, and couple this, go around and

10  say this or that.  And it's hard to get that

11  information from people, because it would be great

12  to know there's 150 wells that have gone dry.

13                 There's information from well

14  drillers.  There's a lot more information that's

15  necessary to make the right decision and we have

16  in the past issued regional droughts.  So if I

17  recall that correctly, Dave, I think we have said

18  in certain parts of the state we are issuing a

19  drought, where over in other parts because it

20  clearly -- that's what's going on this year as

21  well.

22                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  Thank you, Lori.

23  You reminded me of something that I didn't

24  mention.  Another thing that has been put into

25  this plan is that the value of that ancillary
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� 1  data, that it's not just these eight criteria.

 2                 But rather if there's indication

 3  that well drillers are being asked to deepen

 4  wells, or this sort of nonnumeric qualitative

 5  ancillary data that those are recognized as being

 6  an important component of the decision-making

 7  process.

 8                 MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  So Jack, just

 9  for the same reason that I didn't want to vote on

10  this, I'm not sure I'm willing to sign off on the

11  idea that we ought to wait until the state water

12  plan is done to do it either.

13                 Now I'm particularly interested in

14  reading this now, Virginia.  If it generated this

15  much discussion it's going to be worth the read.

16  So I'd rather us have a chance to actually look at

17  the document, run through it.  Then, like, talk at

18  the next Water Planning Council meeting about what

19  we want to do.

20                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  I agree with

21  you.  I don't know if we necessarily have to wait

22  until the plan is completed.  So let's read it and

23  discuss it at our next meeting, if that's

24  acceptable to everyone.

25                 LORI MATHIEU:  I would agree with
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 2  something we would agree?

 3                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Mr. Neeley is

 4  in back of the room there.  Mr. Neeley?

 5                 NICK NEELEY:  Your wish is my

 6  command.

 7                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Thank you,

 8  Nick.  Okay.  Very good.  Thank you, again.  We'll

 9  move down to policy.  Anything further on the

10  policy?

11                 ROBERT MOORE:  Just briefly.  Just

12  briefly, at our last meeting Lori brought up a

13  bunch of good issues about, you know, where we're

14  going.  And I think we kind of redirected, and the

15  response that we're getting out of Kirk will focus

16  on the issues that were raised.

17                 But we did produce a list of all

18  the issues that we have talked about.  I don't

19  know if everybody has gotten a copy of that, but

20  it's a list of two pages we have talked about.

21  Some of which we know we've got concurrence on,

22  which we've kind of worked on language.

23                 And they range from using the state

24  plan of conservation and development to some of

25  the water quality and some of the adoption of the
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 2  things, and an in-depth agricultural water use

 3  plan which is probably the one that's most

 4  finalized in terms of development of a consistent

 5  policy.

 6                 So we have that list.  I don't know

 7  if Kirk got that, but we will get it on Thursday.

 8                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  It just went to

 9  the policy subcommittee.

10                 ROBERT MOORE:  Well, we'll get that

11  out to everybody else.  I don't know if you've

12  seen that.

13                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  You want to

14  give it to Rob, and he'll make it part of the

15  record?

16                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  I think Bob, the

17  premise was we wanted the policy committee to see

18  it on Thursday before it had water distribution.

19                 ROBERT MOORE:  Well, he can have

20  it.  I mean, it's just an issue.  Just the list of

21  what we brought.  Most everything on there I've

22  brought before this committee at one time or

23  another.

24                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.  Keep it.

25  That's okay.
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 2  that list is something I've talked about at this

 3  meeting in some form or another.  And again, we're

 4  meeting on Thursday.  We'll give you more reports

 5  at the next meeting.

 6                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Thank you very

 7  much.  Appreciate that.

 8                 ROBERT MOORE:  I did have one

 9  question on the drought, since I have the

10  microphone.  What are you going to do about this

11  year?

12                 Nevermind.  I mean, I was just

13  trying to say that, you know, you have this

14  committee and I know that you're working on it.

15  And there's somewhat of a dry spell that we're

16  going through.

17                 DAVE LeVASSEUR:  We're actually

18  meeting this Thursday.

19                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Virginia,

20  anything further on science and technology?

21                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  No.

22                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Mike Sullivan,

23  proposal to update the diversion regulations.

24                 MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  I was going to

25  wait until Maureen got back.
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� 1                 So one of the things I wanted to do

 2  was use this opportunity just a little bit earlier

 3  than I normally would do this, but the Steering

 4  Committee doesn't get together as a whole all that

 5  often.  So I wanted to take advantage of the forum

 6  that I had.

 7                 I've basically made the decision to

 8  proceed with a change in the water diversion regs,

 9  the permitting regs and I wanted to just kind of

10  take this opportunity to kind of outline our

11  thinking on the need for that and just kind of

12  highlight that as an issue for everybody in the

13  room.

14                 This kind of started with my

15  decision to go out and visit each one of the WUCCs

16  and kind of see what this animal really is and how

17  it's moving along.  It was great.  It was really

18  interesting.  I went to the west, the central and

19  the east.  All are kind of moving along at

20  slightly different tempos, but they're all moving

21  quickly.

22                 And so the speed of the WUCC

23  process I think is commendable and I think people

24  are doing exactly what -- like their tasks are

25  that were laid out for them.  But it does create
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 2  from the point of view of the linkage between

 3  DEEP's diversion permitting regulations and what's

 4  called exclusive service areas that are covered by

 5  the WUCC process.

 6                 Given the direct linkage between

 7  those two I was kind of grappling with, like, one

 8  of two courses of action to take.  I mean, should

 9  I try to slow down the WUCC process, because I was

10  concerned about that linkage?  I wasn't inclined

11  to do that at all.  I know the WUCCs are very

12  important to DPH, and so I thought it would be

13  much better for me to kind of look at the

14  decoupling the linkage between DEEP's diversion

15  permitting process and the exclusive service areas

16  in the future.

17                 So we can do that by regulatory

18  change, and I'm pretty sure that that's what I'm

19  going to be proposing.  But I wanted to kind of

20  highlight it for everybody in the room, get some,

21  like, initial feedback to that.

22                 First I was going to ask Betsey to

23  kind of run through in a little bit more detail

24  why we feel we need to do that at this particular

25  time, and then I'm happy to open it up for
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 2                 So Betsey?

 3                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Thank you, Mike.

 4                 So we have one screen.  Hopefully

 5  most people can see it.

 6                 Okay.  So the Water Diversion

 7  Policy Act was passed in 1982, so almost a third

 8  of a century ago.  And really what the Water

 9  Diversion Policy Act regulates is water coming out

10  of streams and rivers, and it looks at the impacts

11  associated with it.

12                 It was back at a time when the

13  Legislature used to put forward legislative

14  findings and pontificate on what was important and

15  why it was important.  And I think the legislative

16  findings for the diversion act are very important.

17                 What I really get out of this is

18  it's focused on sources and it's looking to

19  balance the needs of out-of-stream uses with

20  in-stream uses, and making sure that the State

21  proceeds in a manner which is mindful of that as

22  we move forward and develop, and do a whole series

23  of things.

24                 So specifically what it does is it

25  requires a permit for new withdrawals from surface
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 2  day.  It also addresses modification of

 3  instantaneous flow and alteration, but we're

 4  really focused on that withdrawal piece when we're

 5  talking about the connections back to it for

 6  exclusive service areas.

 7                 The other thing it does is it

 8  grandfathers existing water diversions through

 9  what's called a registered process.  And if you

10  look at the number of permitted and registered

11  consumptive diversions, so out-of-stream uses,

12  there are about 1600 of them in the state.

13  Eighty-four percent of those are registrations, so

14  the lion's share.

15                 And registered diversions, as I

16  said, are grandfathered, which means they're

17  continued to be permitted or allowed indefinitely.

18  And there were five characteristics of

19  registrations that the law required that people

20  tell us when they registered those diversions, the

21  location, the capacity, the frequency, the rate

22  and then that fifth characteristic is really

23  important.  It was description of the water use

24  and the water system where it was used.

25                 And very often we found those
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 2  maximum volume that can be conceivably used.

 3  Sometimes they're sustainable.  Sometimes they're

 4  not.  I think what's important, and the

 5  Legislature looked at this issue and said, you

 6  know, the registrations are the registrations, and

 7  there is no additional environmental consideration

 8  or review at the time those registrations were

 9  made.

10                 And contrast that with diversion

11  permitting.  And for those permits that require

12  greater than 50,000 gallons a day and go through a

13  process, there were a whole series of policy

14  considerations the agency is directed to consider

15  and the applicant needs to put forward, including

16  what are the existing and projected water supply

17  needs?  What will the impact be on wetlands

18  habitat?  Waste assimilation?  Agriculture?  A

19  broad policy assortment of things that we're

20  talking about as part of the state water plan.

21                 Obviously looking at the economic

22  development and job creations associated with both

23  the proposed diversion, and importantly the

24  necessity of the diversion and an alternatives

25  analysis, is there any other way to meet that next
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 2  other than this specific diversion, and looking at

 3  the impacts on fish and wildlife, and clearly the

 4  interests of all affected municipalities?

 5                 Diversion permits go through our

 6  traditional public process of notice, opportunity

 7  for hearing.  So back in 1990 we adopted

 8  regulations to go along with the diversion act.

 9  And we need to put those regulations in the

10  context at the time.

11                 So this was over a quarter century

12  ago and the circumstances in the State were

13  different, but we put in specific exemptions in

14  those regulations that basically provide for

15  expanded water treatment for use of registered

16  diversions.  And we were trying to accommodate use

17  of a water supplier in a registered diversion

18  within an entity service area.

19                 And the way the regulations define

20  that service area is the service area identified

21  in the registration, one of those five

22  characteristics, or an exclusive service area

23  established under the WUCC statute, or the water

24  utility coordinating committee.

25                 So we all know, and we've been
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 2  streamflow, both building a dam and taking out

 3  water behind it, and also groundwater diversions.

 4  When you begin to pump whether a stratified direct

 5  or a bedrock aquifer, you are intercepting

 6  potentially water headed to a stream.  You also

 7  may be drawing water out of that stream into your

 8  well, and addressing that.  And it's those impacts

 9  that we're concerned about.

10                 When we worked together on the

11  streamflow regulations we addressed the issue of

12  consumptive diversions, registered diversions from

13  behind dams with large impoundments and required

14  downstream releases.  So that piece has been

15  addressed in this environmental component, but for

16  registered versions for direct withdrawal, or for

17  withdrawal from groundwater that impacts

18  streamflow they can operate without regard to

19  environmental impact.

20                 And we've seen some circumstances

21  where we've ended up with some very bad

22  environmental impacts associated with these

23  activities.  Registrations have impact.  I think

24  most of you have heard about Coppermine Brook in

25  Bristol.  Two water suppliers both drawing off of
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 2  trench.

 3                 We've been watching the stream for

 4  most of the summer.  It's been dry.  There's been

 5  a lot of streams across the state that have been

 6  dry, but this one in particular.  And DEP has been

 7  really working to identify dry streams and

 8  impairments caused by dry streams statewide.

 9                 And so this sort of yellow color

10  gives you a sense of distribution.  We believe the

11  ones that just turned pink are potentially

12  impacted by registered diversions.  So the problem

13  is broad, but the problem associated with the

14  registered diversions and potential impact on dry

15  streams is broad also.

16                 As Mike mentioned, DPH is moving

17  forward with the water utility coordinating

18  process.  This is fundamentally about who serves

19  where.  It's different than the sources of water

20  and where the water is going to come from, but it

21  is moving forward and the ESAs as assigned will be

22  moving forward.

23                 But for the assigned ESAs I want to

24  take you through what we're concerned about.  So

25  as consolidation moves forward in the State -- and
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 2  the regulations were adopted in 1990 -- are there

 3  potential impacts to registered diversions and

 4  additional use of those registered diversions?

 5  And I want to focus us in.

 6                 So these are the areas that are

 7  presently assigned.  The gray areas are the areas

 8  that are not, but as I understand it they will be

 9  assigned through the water utility coordinating

10  committees that are ongoing.  And these are our

11  large groundwater supply level wells and these are

12  actually the level A mapping areas.

13                 Some of these are registered.  Some

14  of them permitted, but it's the registered ones

15  we're specifically concerned about.  And there is

16  consolidation that's happening.  And I'm going to

17  use Aquarion as an example of recent

18  consolidation.

19                 So we've zoomed in on Western

20  Connecticut.  And that sort of medium blue color

21  is New Milford I believe.  And through a series of

22  acquisitions --

23                 SAM GOLD:  That's Newtown.

24                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Newtown, thank

25  you.  Thanks, Sam.
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� 1                 Basically, Aquarion's exclusive

 2  service area has grown and is now all of that

 3  medium blue.  When you overlay the aquifer

 4  protection areas on that, what it means is that --

 5  so this is a permitted diversion and this is a

 6  registered diversion, and these are registered

 7  diversions.

 8                 So under the existing regulations

 9  one can move water from here all the way up to

10  here utilizing one source without requiring a

11  permit.  It might be that moving water from south

12  to north is acceptable and that environmental

13  conditions in both the donor basin and the

14  receptor basin are acceptable, but if it's a

15  blanket, because your ESA has gotten bigger and

16  you can move that water, there is no review and

17  there is no public process associated with that.

18                 When you look forward in terms of

19  potential future consolidation, and I have no

20  inside message on what Aquarion's plans are, but I

21  want you to focus on that medium blue area also

22  and what we've highlighted in yellow.

23                 So I think everyone knows that

24  Aquarion also has service down in the lower part

25  of Fairfield County.  We're not really focused on
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� 1  that, but look at that gray area that's up in the

 2  northwest corner of the state.  It's up in

 3  Salisbury, Kent, Cornwall, Litchfield -- I'm

 4  missing two.

 5                 But the point is, if Aquarion was

 6  to acquire an ESA for every place where there is a

 7  yellow service area, under the existing diversion

 8  regulations they could legally move water from any

 9  of those areas within all of that existing service

10  area.

11                 And we don't know what the

12  environmental impacts of that would be.  So the

13  outcome of the WUCC process has the potential to

14  cause adverse events.  It's not a given, but it is

15  possible.  So the continuing water system

16  consolidation, which may be a very good public

17  policy outcome, and ESA expansions of the WUCC

18  process may worsen in-stream conditions in some

19  locations.

20                 And the proposed timing of the WUCC

21  process necessitates decoupling the ESAs from that

22  expanded use of diversions before the state water

23  plan is completed, because if we get our job done,

24  have the state water plan done next year, if there

25  is a recommendation to address it, it would take
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 2                 So what we're proposing, as Mike

 3  said, is to decouple future ESAs from un-permitted

 4  expansion of the utilization of registrations.  So

 5  really what we're saying is that if you are

 6  serving an area now utilizing existing

 7  authorizations, you can continue to do that.

 8                 But if you want to move water in

 9  the future, to a future ESA then you need a permit

10  to do that.  There are a whole series of

11  mechanisms in place to provide permits.  We have

12  general permits that we work with industry on to

13  address some of these circumstances.  We are going

14  to notice to reissue those general permits in the

15  near future because they are at the end of their

16  lifespan.

17                 But the point is diversion

18  permitting will get back to fundamentally what the

19  diversion act provides for, which is an

20  opportunity to review the socioeconomic, the

21  environmental and public involvement of the

22  impacts of moving water from a donor basin to

23  another location, sort of what was envisioned.

24                 So in hindsight, we look at our

25  regs 25 years later.  We think they're just not
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� 1  keeping up with the times and that the change

 2  we're proposing is to catch up with what's

 3  actually going on, on the ground, while being

 4  respectful of the growth that has happened since

 5  those regulations were in place and at that time.

 6                 So here's the proposed change to

 7  the diversion regulations.  It's fairly simple.

 8  It goes straight at that specific exemption and

 9  it's the only one that we are proposing.  And what

10  it does is changes the definition of service area

11  to mean the area served by the water system as in

12  that, in a permanent registration, or in a water

13  supply plan that's on record and approved by the

14  commissioner of public health on or before

15  October 1, 2016.

16                 So that premise is, if you're

17  serving there now you can to do that with

18  registered water or permitted water.  If in the

19  future you're expanding into a new ESA you're

20  going to need a permit to that, maybe a general

21  permit, maybe another consideration.

22                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  Can you go

23  back, please?

24                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So this is

25  really the heart of it and I'd be glad to leave it
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 2  intent to go to notice with this proposed change.

 3                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  I'm sure the

 4  water company is going be thrilled.

 5                 MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  First Jack,

 6  thanks for giving us the time to kind of lay this

 7  out there for people.  I mean, again, one of the

 8  goals here is not to revisit the past.  I mean,

 9  we're looking to make this, this change for the

10  future after October 1st.

11                 The other reason why I wanted to,

12  like, kind of rush to get this out to you guys is

13  this really, in my view, I know we have some

14  differences sometimes about the scope of the state

15  water plan, but certainly at the heart of it, it's

16  at the very least a water allocation kind of set

17  of concerns, and this is exactly that.

18                 And so this is something that, one,

19  you ought to be aware of; two, you ought to be

20  thinking about; and three, like, get us any

21  feedback you want either now or, like, in the

22  future.

23                 My expectation would be for those

24  of you that are not involved in the regulation of

25  adoption process, like, we go through notice.
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 2  the comments that we receive and then ultimately

 3  it gets sent to the legislative regulations review

 4  committee.

 5                 So you're not going to see us go to

 6  notice tomorrow, but I would hope, like, sometime

 7  in the next month to be doing that.  So I just

 8  wanted to give everybody kind of a heads up on

 9  that.

10                 I'm happy to answer any questions

11  you might have now, or if you think about things

12  in the next couple of days, just give me or Betsey

13  a call, or Denise.

14                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Thank you

15  Michael and Betsey.  Maureen -- Oh, I'm sorry.

16                 ELIN KATZ:  Thank you.  I just want

17  to make sure I understand the scope of the problem

18  as you've defined it in your mind.

19                 So going back to the Aquarion

20  example.  So if Aquarion, you know, they have

21  their existing diversion permits potentially

22  grandfathered, and then they buy another company.

23  Then their diversion permit essentially

24  encompasses the entire territory that they now

25  have?  That's what I'm understanding from the way
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 2                 So that gives them the ability to

 3  move water within their entire ESA.

 4                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So if they have

 5  an exclusive service area and it's served by a

 6  registered diversion and they then acquire an

 7  adjacent exclusive service area, it's our

 8  reading -- and I know that there are others who do

 9  not read it this way, and Margaret is about ready

10  to raise her hand -- that under this exemption

11  that's in the diversion regs is that they do not

12  need a permit for moving that water from one

13  exclusive service area to an adjacent exclusive

14  service area.

15                 ELIN KATZ:  Okay.  Thank you.

16                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So as you expand

17  and make bigger exclusive service areas, that

18  water can be utilized more fully than originally

19  envisioned under the registration in different

20  areas.

21                 ELIN KATZ:  Now you're saying

22  there's potential different interpretations of the

23  statute language, or the regulations.  Has that

24  been tested in any way, or is this the

25  Department's interpretation?
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 2  definitely the Department's interpretation.  The

 3  environmental advocates have told us at various

 4  points in time that that really should require a

 5  permit.

 6                 We believe the regs are fairly

 7  straightforward, which is one of the reasons for

 8  the straightforward change.

 9                 ELIN KATZ:  And when were these

10  regs passed?

11                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  1990, a quarter

12  century ago.

13                 ELIN KATZ:  So we've been talking

14  about this issue?

15                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  We have.

16                 ELIN KATZ:  For at least 20 years?

17                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  We have.

18                 ELIN KATZ:  You know, to see the

19  challenges around registered diversions.

20                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Margaret?

21                 MARGARET MINER:  On this question

22  of the merged ESAs, I've probably been talking

23  about it since 2010.  I would like to say that I

24  went to meetings in Newtown at that time when the

25  ESAs had merged, spoke to the state legislators,
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� 1  spoke to Aquarion.  Aquarion itself thought it

 2  needed a permit.

 3                 This language, this problem does

 4  not exist in statute.  It only exists in the

 5  regulation, and I certainly agree the regulation

 6  needs some clarification, but there were certainly

 7  plenty of people down there including lawyers who

 8  thought that a permit was needed in this kind of

 9  case.

10                 That what the statute meant and

11  what everybody had understood was, you get to use

12  your registered diversion within your ESA, the ESA

13  that you registered when you did your

14  registration, not any future ESA that you might

15  accumulate.

16            It's a common -- it seems to be

17  consistent with the statute.  I agree the language

18  in the regulations is ambiguous, but as Betsey

19  said, that there's been at least some legal

20  disagreement on how to interpret it.

21            So I regard this very welcome -- and

22  thank you -- change.  I personally regard it as a

23  clarification of a problem that is going to get

24  worse and that -- well, the clarification is

25  needed, but I think the kind of clarification
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 2  statute.  No statute change is needed and is

 3  consistent with most people's understanding of

 4  what the registrations provided as a privilege.

 5            So that's just my comment and I can send

 6  you, oh, maybe 125 e-mails that I've sent Betsey

 7  on the subject if you want more information.

 8                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Lori?

 9                 LORI MATHIEU:  Thanks for your

10  presentation.  Thanks, Mike, for attending the

11  WUCC meetings.  I really appreciate that.

12                 I think our commissioners should

13  meet because I think there's some overlapping

14  authorities.  And Kirk, you probably should take

15  some notes on this.

16                 This is probably exactly why we're

17  all here.  There's overlapping authorities.

18  There's overlapping agendas.  There's, as I spoke

19  at Bob's meeting, in the policy meeting there's

20  certain biases and everybody has their biases.

21  They have their own agendas.  They work for

22  different commissioners, but we all work for the

23  same governor.

24                 So I would appreciate that if our

25  commissioners would get together and talk about
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 2  process on our two-year window of time we haven't

 3  been silent as to what we've planned to do since

 4  2009, 2008.  And now that we're spending over a

 5  half million dollars in the health department's

 6  funding, and there's a lot of people involved in

 7  the WUCC process moving this forward, it just

 8  seems to me an interesting time to propose this.

 9                 And the interference with the WUCC

10  process, the overlapping with the WUCC process,

11  the dual responsibilities that there are, who's

12  really in charge of where water goes and comes I

13  think needs to be talked about at the highest

14  level.

15                 And I would ask before you move

16  forward with public notice that we have a chance

17  for our commissioners to sit down and talk about

18  this, about how this should move forward.  Because

19  it is a serious issue.  I take this as a concern

20  for the WUCC process in general and how it impacts

21  water supply plans that have been done for 30

22  years.

23                 I see minimum streamflow affecting

24  safe yield, not only existing safe yield, but

25  future safe yield.  So if we want to put it all on
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 2  should.  I think it just would serve our State

 3  well if we actually put all of our issues on the

 4  table, because we've gone into it now three times

 5  on minimum streamflow and we really haven't

 6  received a comprehensive response.

 7                 So I think I'm glad that you went

 8  to the WUCC meetings because they are very

 9  professionally run.  Eric McPhee and his team are

10  doing an excellent job.  We spent a tremendous

11  amount of time setting this up, and you see that.

12  It's well run.  It's well organized.

13                 And yes, it's going to be done on

14  time because of the help of all the utilities in

15  the room and the council of governments that have

16  pledged their time in the process.  So there's a

17  lot of energy out there on the WUCC, and I would

18  like to be able to work together and not against

19  each other.

20                 I see that there is overlapping

21  authorities here.  Deep, OPM and PURA as well as

22  the Health Department have a role in the review

23  and approval of exclusive service areas.  In our

24  statutes there is a role for DEEP to comment on

25  where exclusive service areas are assigned or not.
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 2  that has yet to play out.  So I think that should

 3  be discussed between agencies and commissioners so

 4  that we have an understanding of each other's

 5  processes and what we're both trying to accomplish

 6  while we've hired CDM Smith to move forward with

 7  the state water plan.

 8                 Because I think this gets to the

 9  heart of some of the very major concerns between

10  our two agencies, and I'm glad it came out.  I'm

11  glad, because, Kirk, you're seeing this play out

12  right in front of you.  Right?  It's a good thing,

13  because I think now is the time to put it all on

14  the table and see where it can go.

15                 But I think our commissioners

16  should meet and talk about it.

17                 MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  Well, I think

18  just if I can follow up on that Jack.  I'm sure

19  that the Commissioner Klee would be happy to talk

20  any time about any issues.  I do think that if

21  we're going to be talking about that, then we're

22  going to be talking about the WUCC process

23  generally as well and the speed with which it

24  goes.

25                 I mean, if one thing is up for
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 2  This is my attempt to accommodate the speed with

 3  which you're proceeding with the WUCC process and

 4  still achieve the level of environmental

 5  protection that I feel that we need for those

 6  streams.  So I'm happy to have that discussion any

 7  time.

 8                 LORI MATHIEU:  And we can put a

 9  streamflow on the table as well.  Thank you.

10                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Any further

11  comment on this?  Larry?

12                 LARRY BINGAMAN:  I'm concerned.

13  I'll say I made the point before, but I'm

14  concerned about putting these sort of major policy

15  positions out here which kind of almost seem like

16  a one-off situation.

17                 And we have a process that we're

18  just beginning to develop a state water supply

19  plan.  It's really supposed to address these kinds

20  of issues.  So I'm concerned.  I'm surprised about

21  this.  I haven't heard anything about it.  This is

22  the first time I've been exposed to it and I

23  really have some concerns here as well.

24                 Also you know, talked about whether

25  or not basins are over allocated or not or whether
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 2  state in Public Act PA04-185 that required the

 3  Department of Environmental -- Energy and

 4  Environmental Protection to develop a forum in

 5  which it would begin the process of utilities

 6  reporting what their actual consumption is in

 7  diversions.

 8                 I think that would be useful data

 9  and I think those are the kinds of things that

10  would be important to focus on first, because that

11  information will help us develop a good, solid

12  data driven state water supply plan.  So I'm

13  really surprised and had some concerns about this

14  kind of policy change.

15                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Maureen?

16                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  Certainly, I

17  echo those concerns of Larry's.  And you know,

18  this kind of question as a practical matter, even

19  how would this go forward?  I mean, there's

20  conflicting policies here about, you know,

21  consolidation of small systems and serving those

22  customers in those communities that don't have a

23  water supply.  And then something like this could

24  potentially be a significant barrier to that.

25                 And I honestly don't even know as I
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 2  supply plan that this would be?  If I have to have

 3  a main extension tomorrow, is it, you know, do I

 4  claim a whole town?  I mean, how do you delineate

 5  that as a practical matter even to see how this

 6  would work?  Did you know the answer as you make

 7  this change?

 8                 DENISE RUZICKA:  Well, the intent

 9  was to say what you have now you would continue to

10  have.

11                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  As in the

12  street I serve on, or a town I serve in?

13                 DENISE RUZICKA:  The street you

14  serve on, unless you registered an entire town.

15                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  So if a main

16  extension comes up tomorrow because there's an

17  economic development project that is well within a

18  community I serve --

19                 DENISE RUZICKA:  And you registered

20  that entire town, and many people registered an

21  entire town, then it's part of your registration.

22                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  I think that in

23  essence is putting a stop on a whole lot of

24  things --

25                 DENISE RUZICKA:  I think it
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 2  out that the general permits allow for

 3  interconnections of up to a million gallons a day

 4  as well as use of backup wells and a variety of

 5  other things.  We've really cleaned up the

 6  backlog.  Permitting is going much smoother than

 7  it had in previous decades, all the problems that

 8  we've put behind us.

 9                 But it's just a question of saying

10  where can that water go, or can that water be used

11  until it depletes that stream and then we look at

12  the use of that registered water.  If you're

13  talking about a sustainable use of the supply,

14  then where it goes is not going to be problematic.

15                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  And we would

16  also welcome if you have suggestions, Maureen.

17  What we really are concerned about is ESAs

18  growing, the utilization of that water growing to

19  the point that there is more environmental impact

20  associated with that.

21                 So if you don't believe our

22  language has hit that sweet spot which we're

23  trying to hit, which is basically what we're doing

24  is saying you can serve using that registered

25  water what you have today and what you registered
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� 1  for, and what a reasonable expectation is.  But

 2  what you can't do is then take that next increment

 3  to go into a new ESA.  That's what we're striving

 4  for.

 5                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  I understand

 6  the striving, but I, just as a practical matter, I

 7  just don't see how you can do with where we are

 8  today with water supply plans, and even where the

 9  status of approved water supply plans is today.

10                 And just, again I understand the

11  big reach, the concern there, but just the

12  day-to-day operations and the ability to serve

13  customers, I just don't know how you can do it

14  with that.

15                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So how do you

16  suggest the big reach which you're most concerned

17  about?

18                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  I don't have an

19  answer for that.  I think you address it through

20  the state water plan, which is what we're all here

21  for if you look at the whole picture, not to take

22  one issue aside.

23                 I mean, we've said all along, is it

24  really the problem that we -- I mean, that's the

25  data question we've had since the beginning.  Have
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 2                 Yes, it's the percentage of

 3  quantities and all that other stuff in your chart,

 4  but does that represent a significant real issue

 5  that has to be addressed strictly through the

 6  registrations?  Or are there other state policy

 7  issues that can support that without a single

 8  issue?

 9                 MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  That's where I'm

10  concerned.  Is the horse galloping out of the

11  barn?  And then a gap in the state water plan is

12  adopted, then okay.  Now deal with this particular

13  issue.

14                 If the WUCC are, like, continuing

15  to move forward at the speed with which they're

16  going, that decision point has gone.  And that's

17  what I'd like you to just kind of think about.  I

18  mean, if you've got a better solution for us to

19  that, I'm happy to hear it.  But that was the

20  impetus for my thinking that we needed to do this

21  now.

22                 DENISE RUZICKA:  Another way to

23  think about it, is that the WUCCs really assign.

24  Who has the intent to serve this area?  Who says,

25  hey, I want to serve that area?  The diversion
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 2  say environmental review for the allocation of

 3  supply to actually serve in that area.

 4                 LORI MATHIEU:  And I suggest a

 5  review of the WUCC statutes because, again under

 6  the ESA process there is a time for DEEP to review

 7  draft exclusive service area assignments under

 8  each one of the three WUCC areas.

 9                 So at that point in time there can

10  be a time for comment.  There is a time for

11  comment with each state agency reviewing that.  So

12  there already is a process in place under current

13  state law to review that.

14                 Now under the way the WUCC works is

15  once there's assigned ESAs each one of those

16  utilities with that assigned ESA has to go back

17  and revise their water supply plan.  And these

18  utilities have spent hundreds of thousands of

19  dollars invested over 30 years, you know,

20  reviewing those plans and updating them, keeping

21  them up to date.  And all four state agencies have

22  a chance to review and comment on those as well.

23                 So under current state law there

24  are two mechanisms for DEEP to be involved in the

25  review of exclusive service areas and existing
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 2  things that I think we need to lay out and talk

 3  about between our commissioner's office, is I

 4  think that there are some overlapping dual role

 5  responsibilities.

 6                 And I think everything we're

 7  talking about here is something we should be

 8  talking about in developing the state water plan.

 9  So I just want to make sure I make that clear.

10                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Margaret?

11                 MARGARET MINER:  Of the question of

12  the speed of WUCCs and the implications of the

13  ESAs.  In the Statute Public Act 14-163 that

14  created the state water planning mechanism there

15  is also added, and it was added as a precaution, a

16  precaution that I did not think at the time was

17  absolutely necessary, but I now appreciate there

18  was added language that in the WUCC process there

19  are a number of key environmental factors that

20  have to go into their assessment including aquatic

21  habitat, flood problems and so forth.

22                 That language was put in that the

23  WUCCs had various levels of planning all the way

24  up to a complete statewide plan.  But the

25  coordinated water system plan for each WUCC is
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 2  statute that it says this plan must make

 3  consideration of these environmental factors.

 4                 We have maintained and many have

 5  maintained, that I think will be writing the

 6  WUCCs, that they have said we look at the

 7  environmental implications after we do the ESAs.

 8  And we're saying no, that doesn't make sense.

 9                 How do you know if the sources that

10  you're applying to different service areas are

11  actually adequate for those service areas?  And

12  numerous other related environmental issues.

13                 The idea -- and the WUCCs have

14  said, and we believe, oh, well.  We could go back

15  and change things.  Well, it's not going to be

16  that easy.  There's going to be very little desire

17  once ESAs are set to go back and look at a

18  situation like Coppermine Brook or Southbury,

19  Woodbury, stressed watersheds, and change things

20  around because of the environmental impacts.

21                 We think if it was not for this

22  race to get it done that it would be clear that it

23  makes more sense to do that analysis which the

24  statute requires before ESAs are assigned, or as

25  part of the assessment of the waters in the
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 2                 So that language was put in

 3  especially to protect against a WUCC process that

 4  somehow in the state planning process and the WUCC

 5  process the environment was not attended to.

 6  That's what it's there for.  And I think that

 7  would slow it down.  That makes it undesirable,

 8  but would also make it more effective and

 9  credible.

10                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Attorney

11  Halloran to weigh in here.

12                 BART HALLORAN:  Thank you.

13                 First, as somebody who's just spent

14  the last month going over the water supply

15  assessment for the WUCCs, which we are beginning

16  to distribute now, there's an awful lot of work

17  that's going into trying to figure out what water

18  there actually is and how it's being used in the

19  WUCCs.

20                 It strikes me that this is not a

21  problem that is unique to Connecticut.  We've

22  hired consultants for this water planning.  If

23  this isn't part of water planning I don't know

24  what is.

25                 I would say that the DEEP should be
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 2  way.  I think this is far preferable to what

 3  happened last year with the Senate and nobody

 4  getting a chance to comment and serious

 5  implications on registrations.

 6                 But this is an issue that doesn't

 7  seem to me to be defined as of yet.  It's an issue

 8  that exists as it is today if somebody buys

 9  another water company.  That's not an MDC issue,

10  but it is an issue of other companies right now,

11  and this won't do anything to solve that.

12                 But secondly, it's not clear what

13  the environmental impacts, or if in fact there is

14  an environmental problem from those things

15  happening and these diversions, these hypothetical

16  diversions happening in the future.  We also have

17  no idea what the ESAs are going to be that were

18  approved by the WUCCs, and we're assuming that

19  there will be some kind of consolidation, which we

20  absolutely don't know of.

21                 And I think that we also need to

22  consider the economic impacts of something like

23  this.  I understand that the diversion process is

24  better now, but it is still a timely process, and

25  necessarily so because people get to have input
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 2                 And if you're going to actually

 3  have a situation where the extension of a water

 4  main to a new customer could trigger, in an

 5  already established ESA, could trigger a diversion

 6  application, that's a serious economic impact to

 7  the State of Connecticut which already has enough

 8  economic problems.

 9                 So while I applaud you for bringing

10  up this issue, I think there's a lot of work to be

11  done to this.  And I would think that the water

12  planning steering committee, all the various

13  subcommittees of this should weigh in on that and

14  we should have a process that works this out.  And

15  I really think that we're trying to solve a

16  problem before it exists, which is dangerous.

17                 Thank you.

18                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Consumer

19  Counsel Katz.

20                 ELIN KATZ:  Yeah I think it's good

21  that we highlighted this issue and the challenges

22  and what are obviously, you know, some contentious

23  issues in this process.

24                 But I am concerned that this

25  discussion could really derail the work of this
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 2  or in the future.  I'm just not sure this is the

 3  forum to resolve the problems.  I think they've

 4  been identified, but it strikes me this is

 5  almost -- this probably isn't the forum to resolve

 6  what DEEP should or shouldn't be proposing in its

 7  legislative agenda and the interaction with other

 8  parts of it.

 9                 If others see it differently, I'd

10  be interested, but it just seems beyond the scope

11  of the Steering Committee as a forum to resolve

12  it.

13                 MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  Well, I can say

14  a couple things about that.  This Steering

15  Committee won't resolve it.  This is, like, my

16  authority as, you know, the representative of

17  DEEP.  And we decide what we are going to, or not

18  going to do in terms of the regulatory adoption

19  process.

20                 But I think one of the values of

21  this group, and it's a very diverse group, is

22  that, like, for some of these issues -- I mean, it

23  doesn't have to be a resolution, but it's valuable

24  to me and I think it's valuable to all of us to

25  hear what you have to think about issues.
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 2  that, you know, I would want to know what you have

 3  to think and whether or not, like, how do you feel

 4  about it?

 5                 I mean, we're going to hear from a

 6  lot of people, anyways.  I mean, I agree with

 7  Bart.  The nice thing about this kind of process

 8  is the regulatory adoption process is a very

 9  public process with, like, a great opportunity for

10  people to kind of weigh in.  It's not going to

11  happen like in the still of the night and it still

12  requires legislative approval at the end.

13                 I mean, that's the essence of how

14  state government has set up its regulation

15  adoption process.  So I think we're going to have

16  that kind of input.  We want to have it, but at

17  the same time you folks have devoted, you know, a

18  considerable amount of time to this.

19                 You've come to a lot of meetings.

20  There are important issues that we're not always

21  going to agree on, but we need to bring those to

22  you to talk about.  I mean, it's just -- I don't

23  know how else to do this.

24                 And I don't expect, you know, it

25  would have to be a dreamland to think that we're
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 2  environmentalists, business folks, you know,

 3  consumer folks, all together.  And like,

 4  everything is going to be, you know, agreed upon

 5  without some discussion or debate or argument.

 6                 I mean, I do think that this is an

 7  important issue.  I do think that we legitimately

 8  have a concern about if one part of the process is

 9  going to move quickly and the other part is not,

10  what does that mean in terms of, like, my ability

11  to make sure that I'm achieving the mission of my

12  agency?

13                 And so not to say that we're always

14  right and if you've got a different way of

15  thinking about it, or a different way of solving

16  this particular problem, I'd be happy to hear

17  about it.  But the issue, even if it seems

18  hypothetical to some, it seems real to us and we

19  would rather err on the side of caution on this

20  and act, than not.

21                 But I mean, that's why, you know, I

22  push people to be ready to, you know, give you

23  guys something to think about because I wanted you

24  to think about it seriously.  So --

25                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Yes, Attorney
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 2                 BETH BARTON:  At the risk of

 3  sounding like a lawyer, but having listened to the

 4  exchange between Denise and Maureen I think that

 5  there is additional language in seven that should

 6  be redlined.

 7                 I think that in a water supply plan

 8  for a revision submitted in accordance with is

 9  also in the language, which becomes important it

10  seems to me especially if you're going to have --

11  and I don't have a particular dog in this fight,

12  but especially if you're going to have a cutoff

13  like October 1, 2016.

14                 Is the message that these people

15  should be rushing around and getting their water

16  supply plans revised over the next few weeks

17  because this may come to pass?  But that was, at

18  least according to the version I have in front of

19  me, and I think there's only been one, that's not

20  in the regulation right now.

21                 DENISE RUZICKA:  So my

22  understanding is that the water supply plans

23  include your existing service area and a proposed

24  future service area as part of a water supply

25  plan.  Those are both service areas.  Correct?  So
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 2                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  To answer that

 3  question I had earlier, it would not just be your

 4  existing service area, it would be proposed

 5  service area in the water's pipeline.

 6                 DENISE RUZICKA:  I thought the term

 7  was "future."  I'm not sure about the terminology

 8  anymore.  I've been out of the agency a little

 9  while.

10                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  But back to

11  your point, in the beginning of that sentence, is

12  it new, too?  Right?

13                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  The red is new.

14                 BETH BARTON:  Service area

15  established under Section 25-33G of the General

16  statutes, period.

17                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  So the area

18  water supply plan or revisions submitted is new?

19                 BETH BARTON:  Right.

20                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Your point is

21  the red is not correct.

22                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  The red is not

23  correct.

24                 BETH BARTON:  It's also subpart A.

25  That's an aside.
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 2  that in various discussions, including in the

 3  Water Planning Council advisory group, the exact

 4  meaning of ESAs is not always clear because there

 5  are ESAs established under, what I call, the WUCC

 6  statute.  But there are also basically ESAs

 7  established by charters and other places in the

 8  statute.

 9                 So it's often not clear what kind

10  of ESA we're talking about, although it's clear

11  now that the WUCC statute is proceeding with its

12  version of the ESAs.  I've often thought from the

13  water company point of view that they should, you

14  know, or from DPH, you should refer to those other

15  statutes also that set ESAs.

16                 As long as we're putting everything

17  on the table, we've asked I think every WUCC, and

18  we'll ask again, what is the legal standing of the

19  ESA?  Are they enforceable?  And I usually put it

20  in terms of, are they more or less enforceable

21  than a water supply plan?

22                 And I really am not sure.  There's

23  some basic legal questions that to my mind are

24  still kind of open, or I haven't seen anything

25  written and that's one of them.  So to add that
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 2  always talking about the same basis for the ESA,

 3  and then what you can actually enforce is another

 4  question.  And you know, so just that advisory.

 5                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.  Any

 6  further --

 7                 MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  Just one final

 8  point, Beth, on the date.  I mean, part of the

 9  objectives here as well was to have this be for

10  the future, not to change the rules that people

11  have been operating off of.  And my thought was,

12  well, you know, we go to a notice by October 1st,

13  or whenever it is.  Like, at least there's a date

14  which people knew about it.

15                 And you know, maybe that's the

16  wrong date.  I don't know, but it would seem to me

17  that we needed to start, like, somewhere so to

18  make it clear that anything that had happened

19  prior to that date was not going to be changed.

20                 BETH BARTON:  I appreciate that.

21  And again, I don't work in this area like

22  everybody here -- well, not everybody.  A lot of

23  people here do day in and day out, but it just

24  didn't seem to make sense to me.  You previously

25  said an exclusive service area established under a
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 2                 And now it's an exclusive service

 3  area established in the water supply plan.  And

 4  Denise is suggesting that could be very broad, but

 5  even that breadth, the way I read the language

 6  that's been added had to have been reflected as of

 7  October 1, 2016.

 8                 And if they didn't prepare their

 9  water supply plans, including any potentially

10  anticipated exclusive service area, it presumably

11  doesn't include them.  I'm just trying to figure

12  out how practically that would work.

13                 DENISE RUZICKA:  Beth, if you don't

14  mind, I'll be giving you a call.

15                 BETH BARTON:  I always take your

16  calls.

17                 MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  That's why it's

18  very important to have a lawyer on the Steering

19  Committee.

20                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  And the other

21  part, Beth, to that, even if we ran around and did

22  them now, there are plans that have been pending

23  review and approval for years already.  So it's

24  not a matter of, is the utility going to get in

25  there and change it, but what is the status of
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 2  or years, or however long they've been there as

 3  submitted plans, but not approved?  So there's a

 4  big gaping hole there.

 5                 DENISE RUZICKA:  Water supply

 6  plans?

 7                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  Yeah.

 8                 DENISE RUZICKA:  A backlog of water

 9  supply plans?

10                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  There's water

11  supply plans pending review in varying degrees of

12  tenure, but --

13                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  But I think the

14  important part is what we're trying to do is set

15  the bar as of today or at some point in the near

16  future.  If there's a different way to do it and

17  there are suggestions we would welcome those

18  suggestions.

19                 ROBERT MOORE:  Jack?

20                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Yes, and yours

21  is going to be the last comment on the subject.

22                 ROBERT MOORE:  I'm glad I'm not the

23  person responsible for diversions any longer,

24  which you know, Kerry would be from 1982 to

25  recently.  But there are going to be issues that
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 2  planning process that may require us to act.

 3                 I can't tell you what they are, but

 4  there might be, other than this diversion issue,

 5  there might be issues on registrations.  There

 6  might be other issues that require legislative

 7  action.  We may pursue funding issues.

 8                 There's a variety of issues that

 9  could rise up out of this thing.  Approval of the

10  drought plan, that shouldn't have to wait until

11  we're completely done with the water supply plan.

12  I think if this committee and others think that

13  they are necessary to act on them there may be

14  times we have vetted that enough through the

15  planning process that it might be appropriate to

16  act on it.  And not only this, but maybe other

17  issues that come up during the time period.

18                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.  To be

19  continued, I'm sure.  And if anybody knows

20  anything about how regs are approved, it doesn't

21  happen overnight.  Okay?  And that's a nice segue

22  into streamflow regs.

23                 Would you like to give us an update

24  on that?

25                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So the update is
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 2  south-central basin was published in the

 3  Connecticut Law Journal this morning.  So that's a

 4  stat for our second major basin.

 5                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Very good.

 6                 Anything else from streamflow?

 7                 WUCC update.  Things are moving

 8  along very nicely.  Aren't they?

 9                 LORI MATHIEU:  I have a really very

10  sarcastic comment to make.

11                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  No.  No.  No.

12                 LORI MATHIEU:  Then I have a second

13  sarcastic -- anyway, where are we?  The WUCCs are

14  moving ahead very nicely.  As you've heard, the

15  process is moving ahead as planned.

16                 We're in, as Bart mentioned, that

17  each one of the WUCCs is ready to release the

18  draft assessment for public comment fairly soon.

19  We are moving ahead.  Milone & MacBroom is doing a

20  marvelous job.  There's many people in the

21  audience here that are participating in those

22  meetings.

23                 I think my staff and the staff of

24  the water companies and the council of governments

25  who have pledged your time are doing an excellent
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 2                 And again, I'll say one more

 3  comment since I have the mic that there is a

 4  process to review exclusive areas and that is

 5  under the current statute.  And that it would

 6  really be interesting to look at that statute and

 7  to take that time to work together on comments

 8  about exclusive service areas.

 9                 Because Betsey, as you asked there,

10  is an option and opportunity to review ESAs

11  between the agencies during that time under

12  statute.

13                 So anyway, Eric, is there anything

14  to add to the WUCC update?

15                 ERIC McPHEE:  Not other than the

16  assessments are -- each WUCC is operating

17  individually, so they may be staggered in terms of

18  when they are released.

19                 LORI MATHIEU:  Dave is in the

20  audience.  Dave, if you want to say anything, MMI?

21                 DAVID MURPHY:  Nothing to add.  We

22  are excited to get the preliminary assessments out

23  especially so we can give them to CDM Smith.

24                 LORI MATHIEU:  Great.  Yes, and we

25  should talk later about the request for
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 2                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  I'd just like an

 3  opportunity to respond to Lori's point.  I think

 4  the question of who should serve the ESA is very

 5  different than where the water to serve that ESA

 6  should come from, which is why we think the

 7  disconnect makes sense.

 8                 It's not a question, who serves.

 9  It is a question of potentially what that source

10  is, and my instinct is that in many of these

11  circumstances there will not be enough information

12  on the table to evaluate the appropriateness of

13  movement of water if that's what's anticipated in

14  some of these things.  So I see that there is a

15  significant difference.

16                 LORI MATHIEU:  And that's the value

17  of the comments from DEEP during the ESA process,

18  is if it's inappropriate to assign that area,

19  that's the value of your comments at the time.

20  And that can be worked on, discussed and part of

21  the WUCC process.

22                 So thank you.

23                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.  Anything

24  else on the WUCC process?

25                 If not, we're going to go over to
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 2  have been so nice and quiet back there this

 3  afternoon.  Anybody have anything to say?

 4                 You've seen a lot of activity.

 5  Nobody has any?  You've got comments up here.

 6  George Logan, you awake back there?  You want to

 7  comment, George.  You wouldn't know George is a

 8  candidate for the Senate.

 9                 Identify yourself please, sir.

10                 GEORGE LOGAN:  Good afternoon,

11  everyone.  My name is George Logan, Director of

12  Environmental Management and Government Relations

13  for Aquarion Water Company.

14                 You know, my comment mainly has to

15  do with the proposed changes to the diversion

16  regulations.  You know, Aquarion Water Company

17  serves a population of over 600,000 people in 50

18  communities throughout Connecticut.

19                 You know, any changes to the

20  existing diversion regs, particularly as proposed,

21  could have a devastating impact in terms of the

22  planning that has gone on to date.  You know, even

23  putting a date of October 1st is not helpful at

24  all.

25                 Because when you look at planning,
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 2  design, the planning process has begun years ago,

 3  many years ago.  And the amount of effort and

 4  dollars that have been dedicated to the planning

 5  that is going on is tremendous.

 6                 When you look at the state water

 7  plan, the whole reason for Aquarion and the other

 8  utilities and for all of us to come together was

 9  to solve these types of issues, you know, the

10  issue of attempting to do this through this means

11  or mechanism puts us in a bad position.

12                 Because obviously Aquarion, for

13  example, as the largest private water utility in

14  Connecticut now is going to have to defend

15  ourselves.  And we're not very pleased with the

16  way the language is -- proposed changes to the

17  regulations are written.

18                 You know, hopefully there will be

19  more dialogue on this.  Hopefully the

20  commissioners will get together and find some way

21  of incorporating this into the existing process

22  that we are all involved in.

23                 I would also say, you know, in a

24  broader context or picture of things, when you

25  look at the State of Connecticut in terms of where
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 2  attractiveness for businesses, it terms of jobs,

 3  in terms of this, you know, these types of

 4  changes, these types of regulations are precisely

 5  what has given Connecticut the sort of reputation

 6  that we have.

 7                 Again, we have a process that we've

 8  all seemed to buy into.  I think it's a good

 9  process.  Aquarion thinks it's a good process.

10  Hopefully we can find a way to incorporate the

11  concerns of each of the individual agencies, each

12  individual utilities, environmental groups in a

13  way where the state water plan will, you know,

14  correct and solve these types of issues.

15                 But if the WUCC process is going to

16  fast for DEEP and if the state water planning

17  process is going to slow for DPH, I think it

18  behooves us all to just figure out a way to make

19  it work now while we're all together.  Because if

20  this disintegrates and dissolves it will be the

21  next generation's problem to deal with, because

22  this is our chance to resolve these problems here

23  and now, right now.

24                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Thank you,

25  George.  Thank you.  Any other public comment this
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 2                 LISA CHAARMUT:  Hi.  I'm Alicia

 3  Lisa Charamut with the Connecticut River Watershed

 4  Council.

 5                 It's good that you have a loud

 6  voice, George.  I was able to hear you, but I knew

 7  the mic wasn't on.

 8                 I feel like I do need to step

 9  forward as a representative of the environmental

10  community, because there are a lot of people

11  sitting around this table that represent water

12  utilities.

13                 I'm disappointed that my letter to

14  the Water Planning Council didn't make it to the

15  Steering Committee and the Water Planning Council

16  where one of the issues I wanted to bring forward

17  was the potential for undue influence of the WUCCs

18  on the water planning process.  Now we're hearing

19  so much of, we can't do this before the water plan

20  is finished.

21                 Well, then why don't we stop the

22  WUCC process until the water plan is finished?

23  Really, I mean, it's essentially -- you can't make

24  that argument, that we can't do this until the

25  water plan is done.  This is a very concerning
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 2                 You know, we fight for the

 3  in-stream flows as much as we can.  Our resources

 4  are limited and we have essentially a very large

 5  trade organization with a lot of influence on this

 6  process.

 7                 I commend DEP for bringing this

 8  forward.  This is a concern we've all had for a

 9  long time.  We're a small voice, a voice without a

10  lot of resources.  And so I ask that everybody

11  really think about this before you come up against

12  it hard.

13                 Thank you.

14                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Thank you.

15                 Any other public comment?

16                 EILEEN FIELDING:  I don't mean to

17  take your time repeating things that have already

18  been said by members of the environmental

19  community.  As representing the Farmington River

20  watershed Association, of course we --

21                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Excuse me, your

22  name and title for the record, please?

23                 EILEEN FIELDING:  Eileen Fielding,

24  Farmington River Watershed Association.

25                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  I know who you
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 2                 EILEEN FIELDING:  You didn't catch

 3  Alicia, so I though I'd get away with it.  What I

 4  would like to do by way of public comment here is

 5  just salute DEP for kicking this football out onto

 6  the field.

 7                 Whether or not what they've

 8  proposed today is actually going to be the

 9  solution, I think it is time to get this

10  discussion started, get everybody's attention and

11  get everybody really working on this.  And if this

12  is the way it had to get started, fine.  If it has

13  to be discussed and modified, that's great.  I

14  think it's just good that we're no longer

15  pretending this problem doesn't exist.

16                 Thank you.

17                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Thank you very

18  much.

19                 I saw another -- yes, please?

20                 JUDY ALLEN:  My name is Judy Allen

21  and I don't represent anyone.

22                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.  Nice to

23  have you here.

24                 JUDY ALLEN:  I've come away with

25  far more questions than I have comments.  This is
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 2  the need for transparency and public input.

 3                 And I'm really concerned about some

 4  of the WUCC process and whether those water supply

 5  plans are going to be available to the public in

 6  any way, even parts of them and how much.  And who

 7  gets a chance to see what's in them and how that

 8  gets applied to this whole process?

 9                 That's just a concern to me,

10  because I know that so many of the plans are being

11  protected by federal security laws and things like

12  that.  I don't think the entire plan needs to be

13  withheld from the public, so transparency.

14                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Thank you very

15  much.

16                 Anyone further?  Any other public

17  comment this afternoon?  Any other public comment?

18                 (No response.)

19                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  If not, before

20  we conclude the meeting for today I want to talk

21  about our next meeting.  Our next meeting we had

22  scheduled for the Steering Committee was actually

23  for October, the beginning of October, but I'm

24  going to suggest the next Steering Committee

25  meeting be November 1st.
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 2  Committee meeting.  And the October meeting I'm

 3  going to hold off to schedule, because we have to

 4  get our workshop scheduled and I've got a conflict

 5  for the next once.

 6                 So we'll get back to you on that,

 7  but it will be sometime in October when it will be

 8  the next Water Planning Council meeting.  Not a

 9  joint meeting.  Just a Water Planning Council

10  meeting, because we promised to people that are

11  involved with the Tilcon project that we would get

12  an update to them in October.

13                 So we're supposed to get an update

14  from the mayor's office in October regarding that

15  project and of course we'll have a few other

16  things to talk about.  So the next steering

17  committee we'll have more to talk about at that

18  time, November 1st.

19                 Thank you, all for taking the time

20  to be with us this afternoon.  I think we've

21  broken the record in terms meeting, length of

22  meeting.  A good turnout on the part of the

23  Steering Committee.  Appreciate everybody taking

24  time out of their schedules to be here, the

25  planning council, to be here, and those of you
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 2                 Motion to adjourn?

 3                 DAVE LeVASSEUR:  So moved.

 4                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Second.

 5                 All those in favor?

 6                 THE COUNCIL:  Aye.

 7                 (Whereupon, the above proceedings

 8  were concluded at 2:48 p.m.)
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 1                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.  We'll
 2  call this joint meeting of the Water Planning
 3  Council and the State Water Plan Steering
 4  Committee to order for Tuesday, September 6, 2016.
 5                 I'm Jack Betkoski, Chairman of the
 6  group.  The first order of business this afternoon
 7  will be the approval of the June 29, 2016 Joint
 8  WPC steering committee meeting transcript.
 9                 Would you like a motion to approve?
10                 DAVE LeVASSEUR:  So moved.
11                 LORI MATHIEU:  Second.
12                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Motion made and
13  seconded, that the Steering Committee transcript
14  for June 29th be approved.  Any questions or
15  comments?
16                 If not, all those in favor signify
17  by saying, aye.
18                 THE COUNCIL:  Aye.
19                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  The transcript
20  is approved.
21                 We have a pretty extensive agenda
22  this afternoon.  We're going to start off with the
23  update on the -- is anyone on the phone?
24                 CHRIS CLARK:  Yes, Chris Clark.
25                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Anyone else on
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 1  the phone?  Someone else just joined us.
 2                 SUSAN SAYRE:  This is Susan Sayre
 3  calling in from Smith College.
 4                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Good afternoon.
 5                 Okay.  What don't we go around the
 6  room and then we'll see if anybody else is on the
 7  phone.
 8                 DAVE LeVASSEUR:  Dave LaVasseur,
 9  Office of Policy and Management.
10                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Betsey
11  Wingfield, Department of Energy and Environmental
12  Protection.  Mike Sullivan will be joining us
13  shortly.
14                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  Virginia DeLima,
15  science and technical committee.
16                 BART HALLORAN:  Bart Halloran.  I'm
17  from the MDC.  I'm on the Steering Committee.
18                 LARRY BINGAMAN:  Larry Bingaman
19  with the regional water authority and I'm on the
20  Steering Committee and the policy subcommittee.
21                 MARGARET MINER:  Margaret Miner,
22  Rivers Alliance of Connecticut, Steering Committee
23  and the advisory group to the Water Planning
24  Council.
25                 ANDREW LORD:  Andrew Lord,
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 1  Connecticut Association of Water Pollution Control
 2  Authorities, Steering Committee.
 3                 GENE LIKENS:  Gene Likens, steering
 4  committee scientist.
 5                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  Maureen
 6  Westbrook, Steering Committee, in my capacity as
 7  Water Planning Council advisory committee cochair
 8  with Margaret, and on the policy committee as
 9  well.
10                 SAM GOLD:  Sam Gold, River COG,
11  steering committee.
12                 ROBERT MOORE:  Bob Moore, policy
13  committee.
14                 LORI MATHIEU:  Lori Mathieu,
15  Department of Public Health.
16                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  And would those
17  on the phone once again identify themselves.
18                 CHRIS CLARK:  Chris Clark, Mohegan
19  tribe.
20                 SUSAN SAYRE:  This is Susan Sayre
21  from Smith College.  I'm on the Steering
22  Committee.
23                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Anyone else?
24                 (No response.)
25                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  If not, good
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 1  afternoon to everyone.  Now we will have an update
 2  on the statewide water plan in terms of where we
 3  are as of today and the agenda for the stakeholder
 4  meeting coming later on this month, the roles
 5  committee.
 6                 Good afternoon.
 7                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  Good afternoon.
 8  Allow me to introduce ourselves.  Kirk Westphal
 9  with CDM Smith.
10                 MIKE JENNINGS:  Mike Jennings from
11  the New England Interstate Water Pollution Control
12  Commission.
13                 ELAINE SISTARE:  Elaine Sistare
14  with CDM Smith.
15                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  Thank you for
16  having us here today.  We had a meeting with the
17  Water Planning Council last week to discuss the
18  upcoming workshop.  I'd like to continue that
19  discussion today and try to see what we can do to
20  nail down a date for that workshop.
21                 There are also some preparatory
22  materials that we sent out.  Mike distributed
23  those today.  Some of you may have seen those
24  already.  It's not critical for the sake of this
25  discussion, and we'll ask that you put some
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 1  thought into those materials prior to the
 2  workshop, in some cases get back to us before the
 3  workshop so we have time to finalize those
 4  documents.
 5                 But the first thing I wanted to
 6  talk about was the agenda, the time of the agenda.
 7  We had distributed a draft agenda that we revised
 8  with the help of the planning council for this
 9  first workshop.  I'll walk through it very
10  briefly.
11                 It will be facilitated by Claire
12  Baldwin, whom some of you have met.  She's a
13  professional facilitator working with CDM Smith.
14  We will spend the majority of time during the
15  workshop refining the goals for the water plan and
16  the issues that the plan will address.  There will
17  be some nuances to some of those that we'll get
18  into some detail with.
19                 But we will stepwise provide a
20  little bit of background on the project and where
21  we are, a little bit of an update.  We will
22  collaboratively define the goals and objectives
23  for the water plan.  And we'll review the planning
24  process as it's been laid out in the scope, what
25  each workshop will do and what each workshop will
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 1  not do.
 2                 We'll talk about the scale of the
 3  plan, the issues that will be addressed by the
 4  plan and then the issues themselves, of course.
 5  And talk a little bit during the workshop about
 6  which issues should receive the most attention as
 7  we prepare for phase two just in terms of data
 8  needs and preparatory work and which ones are in
 9  pretty good shape to begin with in terms of the
10  data that support them.
11                 There will be two periods of public
12  comment during this workshop, one after we discuss
13  the goals.  That will be one of the first elements
14  of the workshop.  And defining and discussing the
15  goals and the issues, and that will be addressed
16  in the workshop.
17                 There will be a period for public
18  comment following that and then at the end of the
19  workshop after we discuss the planning process in
20  more detail there will be a period of comment for
21  that from the public.
22                 The planning council in the
23  discussion last week decided that the Steering
24  Committee would serve as a representative body of
25  stakeholders from this workshop, but there will be
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 1  support of that as well as it's currently laid
 2  out.  There will be, as I said, facilitated
 3  discussions then with this group of stakeholders,
 4  the Steering Committee, of the goals and on the
 5  issues and the objectives of the state plan.
 6                 The Steering Committee consists of
 7  the chairs of the other working and standing
 8  committees, and we've asked each chair of these
 9  other committees, the policy committee, the
10  science and technical committee and the advisory
11  group to, not only represent themselves and their
12  respective organizations, but all of the interests
13  within their groups.
14                 And in that vein the committee
15  members will be invited to attend the workshop and
16  provide advice, answer questions as needed as
17  directed by their chairs during this workshop.
18                 Of course, anybody from the public
19  is open and welcome to attend, and we encourage
20  that as there will be two periods of public
21  comment.  Anybody can offer suggestions, ask
22  questions, raise issues and we'll reinforce during
23  the workshop that there will be three subsequent
24  public meetings in which we discuss the outcomes
25  of the workshop and really focus even more time on
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 1  collecting comments from anybody who wants to have
 2  some input into the plan, and answering questions
 3  in more detail.
 4                 That's an overview of the workshop.
 5  We have set aside the date right now of
 6  September 29th from eight o'clock until
 7  twelve o'clock.  The date I think, Mike you can
 8  talk about that a little bit.  We sent out a poll
 9  to try to maximize the attendance on that date.
10  We do want to try to finalize that quickly, but
11  maybe you can address that a little bit.
12                 MIKE JENNINGS:  Yes, I did send a
13  Doodle poll out that was what you guys would like,
14  and I got eleven responses.  And unfortunately,
15  there were two responses that could not do the
16  morning of the 29th, and that's the information
17  that I have.
18                 We wanted to focus on not going out
19  to other dates initially because we had a hold on
20  a facility to have that meeting in the morning.
21  So I wanted to see if we could just make that one
22  work.
23                 So there are two folks so far of
24  the eleven that had indicated that they can't.
25  Those two folks were David Sutherland and
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 1  Elizabeth Barton.  In Elizabeth Barton's
 2  communication you mentioned you were out of the
 3  country as well.
 4                 So that adds in some additional
 5  challenge to making that meeting happen.  And I
 6  didn't ask for additional details, but that is
 7  probably a bigger block of calendar that you may
 8  or may not be able to come.
 9                 BETH BARTON:  Until the 7th.
10                 MIKE JENNINGS:  Of October, yeah.
11                 So that's the information we have.
12                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Mr. Bingaman
13  can't make that day either.
14                 MIKE JENNINGS:  He did not respond
15  to the Doodle, so that's what I have in terms of
16  responses.
17                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  But how many
18  invitations?  So we have eleven out of how many
19  invitations?
20                 MIKE JENNINGS:  It went to the
21  Steering Committee and the Water Planning Council.
22  I don't have everyone from the Water Planning
23  Council, but it seems as though everybody could
24  make it based on the call that we had earlier last
25  week.  So I think you have all the Water Planning
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 1  Council folks.
 2                 And then Bart Halloran, Mike
 3  Sullivan, Kirk, Dave LeVasseur, Elin Katz,
 4  Margaret Miner, Virginia DeLima, Maureen
 5  Westbrook, Sam Gold, Chris Clark indicated that
 6  they could make the morning of the 29th.
 7                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  I will throw it
 8  up for discussion?  Anyone from the Steering
 9  Committee or the Council wish to --
10                 ROBERT MOORE:  I thought I
11  responded, but I'd like to make it.
12                 SUSAN SAYRE:  Susan Sayre on the
13  phone.  I haven't responded because I'm not sure
14  whether I will be able to make it work with my
15  teaching schedule in the fall, but I will try.
16                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.  Thank
17  you.
18                 GENE LIKENS:  I didn't respond, but
19  I can't make it.  Sorry.
20                 LORI MATHIEU:  I think it's
21  important to have as many Steering Committee
22  members there as present.  Ideally we would like
23  to have all of that there.  So if it means
24  changing the 29th, I'm in favor of that.
25                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  I agree.
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 1                 What kind of window do we have in
 2  terms of time to not impact the other workshops?
 3  Can we push it off to --
 4                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  There will be the
 5  three public meetings that follow this workshop as
 6  well as the completion of the analysis that we'll
 7  be doing in phase one, and the finalization of the
 8  white papers, which will absorb and report back on
 9  some of the information that we glean during the
10  workshop.
11                 So if it goes much more than
12  another week or two out we'll start to be pressed
13  for time.  And I know that on our end Sue Morea
14  has a conflict that first week in October and
15  wouldn't be able to attend.
16                 So from our point of view the 29th
17  is fairly optimal, but I understand that
18  attendance is the primary issue.
19                 DAVE LeVASSEUR:  Maybe what we
20  should do is find some other dates in that range
21  and do a multiple date Doodle pole to everybody to
22  see if we could get optimum participation.  And
23  then we'll worry about the logistics of finding a
24  facility after the fact.
25                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Let me ask you
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 1  about that?
 2                 DAVE LeVASSEUR:  I don't know,
 3  because I think that was not going to be available
 4  again until sometime in October.  So we may have
 5  to look elsewhere, but if it's more important to
 6  have everybody there.
 7                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Sam?
 8                 SAM GOLD:  Just one comment.  That
 9  following Monday and Tuesday is the Jewish new
10  year.  So check the calendar.
11                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  And that's the
12  first week in October, I think, and that week
13  doesn't work well for us.  So I think what we'd
14  suggest is a Doodle pole with dates in the second
15  week of October.  I think you'll be back by then
16  and we'll avoid the holiday and we'll see what
17  happens.
18                 My experience with these as we --
19  while a hundred percent is a good goal, it's
20  rarely achievable.  But let's see how close we can
21  get.
22                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  I think what we
23  should do is, going along with what Undersecretary
24  LaVasseur said, is come up with three dates and
25  then wherever we get the most that's what it's
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 1  going to be, because we'll never get a meeting
 2  scheduled.
 3                 MIKE JENNINGS:  Right.  I think we
 4  want to put a back end on how far those dates go
 5  out and I think we're looking at the second week
 6  in October, is my understanding.
 7                 It won't be any sooner than that,
 8  but if it starts getting later than that my
 9  understanding is that's going to start causing
10  problems with other public meetings.  So I can
11  tomorrow morning send another Doodle pole to
12  everyone who got the initial one with options for
13  a.m. or p.m. of the week of the second week in
14  October.
15                 And we'll see, and probably have to
16  go with whichever one allows the most
17  participation with that.
18                 SAM GOLD:  There's only three days
19  in that week.  It's either the Tuesday, the
20  Thursday or the Friday, because Monday is a
21  holiday.  And then Wednesday Yom Kippur, the
22  Jewish holiday.
23                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  Should we be
24  looking at the week prior to the 29th?
25                 MIKE JENNINGS:  I'm not sure
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 1  that -- well, that the word could get circulated
 2  wide enough at that point and you guys can speak
 3  to that.
 4                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  There's that issue
 5  for sure, Mike.  But I think there's documents we
 6  want to try to finalize before the workshop to
 7  make them available to people that will require
 8  more time than that would allow.
 9                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  And also granted,
10  Beth is out that entire week, but another day in
11  the week of the 29th might be available for most
12  of the other folks, too.  I don't think we should
13  exclude that week.
14                 MIKE JENNINGS:  I could put that in
15  as well.
16                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  And the 6th and
17  7th, are those still dates -- I didn't realize
18  Beth wouldn't be available -- but for
19  consideration?
20                 BETH BARTON:  We were missing
21  people?
22                 MIKE JENNINGS:  Yeah, the CDM
23  folks.
24                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  Why don't we choose
25  maybe a date the week of the 29th, and then two or
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 1  three dates the second week in October and see
 2  what we can get from that?
 3                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.
 4                 LORI MATHIEU:  That works for me.
 5                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Is that
 6  acceptable to everyone?
 7                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  The calendar is
 8  the hardest thing.
 9                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  I mean,
10  personally I'm in the middle of a big rate case
11  plus a merger.  So we'll do our best to work with
12  the schedule.  Okay?
13                 So you want to give a little
14  update?
15                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  Yeah, A few other
16  things.  We have some things that will be posted
17  for review very shortly, and ask that you as this
18  Steering Committee, and in some cases, the policy
19  groups, and in some cases, the technical group
20  become familiar with these things.
21                 We'll be talking about those in the
22  committee meetings later this week as well, but
23  become familiar with them before the workshop.
24                 The two things -- the three things
25  I wanted to discuss today briefly are sort of a
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 1  reframing, a suggested reframing of the 17
 2  objectives that were in the statute and in the RFP
 3  for this, this project.  Not a rewriting, but a
 4  different way to look at them that we have found
 5  to be very useful in the past.  I'll talk little
 6  bit about that and ask people to think about that
 7  in preparation for the workshop.
 8                 I also have prepared a memorandum
 9  that some of you have probably seen on some
10  suggested roles and responsibilities for each of
11  the committees as we move forward.  That doesn't
12  really change or revise their charters, but
13  capitalizes on the strength of each committee and
14  focuses a lot of their energy right directly into
15  the plan.  So we'll talk about that.
16                 And also we have available now a
17  draft fact sheet for the state plan, which I'll
18  talk about briefly and ask for some comments on.
19  But the first thing I'd like to chat about is the
20  17 objectives that are in the state plan.
21                 Some of you have this spreadsheet
22  that was sent out in the attachment this morning,
23  Mike.  Some of you don't.  That's okay.  Check
24  your e-mail when you can.  There's a spreadsheet
25  that will look like this for you.  Some of you
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 1  have it.
 2                 What I've done here is just tried
 3  to reframe things a little bit because as I've
 4  been working on the plan so far and talking with
 5  people and working with the committees, what seems
 6  to come up as a central theme are the issues, the
 7  number of issues that we have to resolve, how far
 8  along each issue has progressed and what can be
 9  done to resolve each issue.
10                 And as I look through the list of
11  17 "issues," for lack of a better word last week,
12  I realized that some of them really are issues
13  that need to be dealt with, and others are
14  opportunities to address the issues.  And often
15  when we have done statewide planning or
16  large-scale regional planning or integrated
17  planning we like to separate these things into the
18  how and the why.
19                 Why is it that we're trying to
20  solve the problems, and how can we actually do
21  that?  And when those get confused it becomes
22  difficult to make progress.
23                 The easiest example that I like to
24  use is two people who come to a meeting with an
25  objective.  And one person's objective is to
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 1  maximize the streamflow in a river.  The other
 2  person's objective is to secure a withdrawal
 3  permit from the river.  And on the surface you
 4  could say that those objectives are conflicting
 5  and they never reach agreement.
 6                 But through facilitation we can
 7  find that their common objective is for the river
 8  to satisfy all of it's designated uses, and it's
 9  very hard to disagree with that.  And then the
10  question becomes how do you do that?
11                 And when we focus on the how after
12  defining the why, focus on the alternatives for
13  achieving the objectives after the objectives are
14  clearly defined, it becomes a whole lot easier to
15  find common ground and to find alternatives that
16  address multiple objectives.
17                 This is something we've done all
18  over the country, and to be honest, it's never let
19  us down.  We've always been able to find areas of
20  common ground when we can segregate the how and
21  the why.  Discussions become very difficult when
22  that distinction is not made.
23                 And so what I've attempted to do
24  here is identify those issues within the 17, the
25  list of 17 that really help define the problem, or
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 1  the problems, the why are we here and what are we
 2  trying to solve, and then the others that define
 3  potential actions that can be taken to deal with
 4  those problems.
 5                 And I think it's important to keep
 6  that distinction very clear.  We'll talk more
 7  about that in the workshop, and I'll talk some
 8  more about that at the committee meetings later
 9  this week.
10                 But I wanted to introduce people to
11  this concept today as it's sort of a different way
12  of looking at all of these issues, because they're
13  a little bit different in their character.  Some
14  of them are problems and some of them are
15  solutions.  And it's impossible to solve the
16  problems without understanding which ones they are
17  and which ones offer some potential solutions.
18                 So it's a very effective way that
19  we have found to make progress, to find common
20  ground, and to determine what the benefits of
21  these alternatives might be, because they can be
22  measured against very clear objectives.  Okay?
23                 So I find many comments on that at
24  this time, but again, really what I'm asking is
25  that people take a look at this, think about it
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 1  with their own thoughts and come to the workshop
 2  prepared to think about things in this framework,
 3  the how versus the why.
 4                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Any comments
 5  for Kirk?
 6                 (No response.)
 7                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  All right.  That's
 8  all I was hoping to do today is just introduce the
 9  concept.  You'll be hearing a lot more of that
10  from us as we move forward.  And this is not any
11  type of official document.  This is a brain dump
12  that I have of my thoughts.
13                 LORI MATHIEU:  I have a question.
14  In any way do you think that you're changing the
15  meaning of the original intent of the statute by
16  laying it out this way?
17                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  I hope not.  I hope
18  not.  As I read through it a number of times I
19  realized that a number of the objectives are aimed
20  at solving a particular problem.  And a number of
21  the objectives are aimed at defining a way that a
22  solution could be implemented.
23                 And they're both processes that
24  have to happen.  They're both goals, worthy goals,
25  but they're very different in how they can be
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 1  measured.  For example, the issue of climate
 2  change is a problem.  It's an issue.
 3                 There are ways that this needs to
 4  be dealt with, and some of the ways involve a lot
 5  of the potential alternatives in this.  Should we
 6  incentivize reclaimed water?  Should we
 7  incentivize class B water for non-potable use?
 8  Should we try to do these things that could help
 9  provide a buffer against the impacts of climate
10  change?  But it's important to look at those
11  things as two different types of issues.
12                 And so I think it's just a context
13  of how each particular line item in the statute is
14  considered in the plan.  Is it an issue that needs
15  to be dealt with?  Or is it a potential solution
16  to one or more of the issues that are there?
17                 So I don't think it changes the
18  intent of the statute.  I think it changes the
19  context in the way we might look at the list
20  itself.  But that's the kind of feedback that I'd
21  like, is as people read through this, if it does
22  in fact change the intent or the overall theme of
23  the statute, that's something we need to adjust.
24                 But that wasn't the goal here in my
25  mind.  This was just to try a different way to
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 1  look at it and see if we can make some progress
 2  that way by first agreeing on what the goals are.
 3                 And again, this is really in
 4  support and preparation for the workshop, to be
 5  thinking clearly about what the goals are, what
 6  problems need to be solved and what means that we
 7  have at our disposal to solve them.
 8                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Maureen?
 9                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  On the last
10  comment you had the information gathering and
11  sharing, kind of, but yet some of that gets back
12  to defining the problem.  So do you see that?
13  Sequentially, or it that kind of to be determined?
14                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  That's a great
15  question.  I think that is to be determined, and
16  that was sort of the default for where I place
17  things that didn't really fit in my mind as a
18  specific problem or a specifics solution, but
19  something that would aid the process along.
20                 And the gathering of information
21  and that sort of thing, something we need to do to
22  develop a comprehensive plan, but that in itself
23  isn't necessarily a problem -- or maybe it is.
24                 Maybe the lack of information is a
25  clear problem and the plan needs to elevate the
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 1  attention on that and find a solution to it.  So
 2  that's just my initial pass at where that might
 3  belong in the overall scheme of things, but that's
 4  wide open for discussion.  And I offer this just
 5  in preparation for the workshop so we can be
 6  thinking of things in this context.
 7                 I think it's useful for discussion
 8  and it helps to avoid people coming to a workshop
 9  like this with objectives that really are
10  solutions to one problem.
11                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  I can see that.
12  Thank you.
13                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Further
14  comment?  Yes.
15                 BETH BARTON:  I think the breakout
16  strikes me as making sense from an organizational
17  perspective.  I guess one word of -- I don't want
18  to complicate matters, but one sensitivity in
19  looking through it is that it seems to lay things
20  out within the four corners of the statute,
21  whereas I would like to suggest that as you go
22  through this you have to look outside of the
23  statute.
24                 For example, where it talks about
25  under the second item under the issues, talking
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 1  about balancing and lists a few things in the
 2  notes, while there are many other policies beyond
 3  the policies that are referenced within the
 4  context of that statute that I think were also
 5  part of the challenge or inherent in doing that
 6  balancing.
 7                 And in the second one we're talking
 8  about actions, and that there is a reference to
 9  modifications to laws and regs, but filtered
10  throughout there are things that I think but up
11  against local zoning.  And so that would just be
12  an observation generally about, not the concept of
13  breaking it out -- I can see where that make
14  sense, but just a sensitivity.
15                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  Yeah, I agree
16  completely.  And I think that's part of what makes
17  this important, is to -- in the second column
18  there where we're talking about potential
19  alternatives, different actions or policies that
20  could be implemented, there will be constraints on
21  a lot of those.
22                 And part of the discussion about
23  how far to go or what to recommend in the plan.
24  For each of these issues we'll consider all of
25  those obstacles, hurdles, constraints, whatever
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 1  they may be to determine their overall
 2  effectiveness.
 3                 So this is not a complete framing
 4  of the plan.  It's just a different way to look at
 5  the different elements of the statute.  And I
 6  also, in the first column, didn't limit myself to
 7  just the elements that I found in the statute.
 8  The last one, and an other.  Number 18, if you
 9  will?
10                 But there's room for one more, and
11  that's, again what the workshop will be aimed at
12  is defining what all the objectives are and what
13  all the potential means that you have as a State
14  to deal with what the water issues in the State
15  are, and those would be the alternatives.
16                 So I don't mean this to be
17  exclusive or comprehensive, just a reframing, if
18  you will.
19                 LARRY BINGAMAN:  On your item
20  number eight, so to speak, in the first part
21  there, on that item the water supply plans in
22  other states that were successful were those that
23  had ongoing funding mechanisms.
24                 Will this item take into account
25  some recommendations for that particular issue as
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 1  well?
 2                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  For ongoing
 3  funding?
 4                 LARRY BINGAMAN:  Yeah.  That will
 5  be important I think in order to keep the plan to
 6  keep up to date and a viable document moving
 7  forward.
 8                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  I agree completely.
 9  And I think one of our tasks in the second phase
10  of this work is to make some very explicit
11  recommendation on that.  And based on our
12  experience in other states and based of the
13  resources that are available here in Connecticut,
14  that will be a part of the plan.
15                 LARRY BINGAMAN:  Okay.  Will that
16  be a separate item or will that be included in
17  that bill?
18                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  That could very
19  easily be included in this list of issues to
20  resolve in the plan.  Again, I didn't try to be
21  comprehensive in terms of all of the issues facing
22  the State.  This is just a breakdown of the 17
23  that were specifically listed in the statute.
24                 But the goal of the workshop is to
25  sort of agree or modify this framework and add to
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 1  it all the issues that need to be dealt with.
 2                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Any further
 3  comment?
 4                 MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  Just one other.
 5  I notice on your information gathering and sharing
 6  their needs to be, I think, some sort of ongoing
 7  process of keeping the public informed on the plan
 8  even after it's developed, what's going on with
 9  it, any revisions and the like.  So that would be
10  maybe almost a number 19, maybe.
11                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  And that could fit
12  in almost any of these categories.  Right?  But I
13  think, again that will come out of the workshop
14  and is part of our scope for that to make
15  recommendations on that.
16                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Any further
17  comment?
18                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  Good feedback.  And
19  again, just asking people to think about that
20  framework as we prepare for the workshop.  It's
21  not set in stone, but have we found it to be a
22  very effective way to move forward.
23                 The next thing I wanted to talk
24  about just briefly today, and I'll follow-up with
25  the committees later this week, the meeting with
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 1  the science and technical committee meeting
 2  tomorrow, I believe the policy committee meeting
 3  on Thursday.
 4                 But I've been attending these
 5  meetings now, and so has Elaine and Mike and
 6  others for several months now.  And we've
 7  identified some strengths in each of these
 8  settings that we'd like to try to channel directly
 9  into the plan.
10                 And so we've proposed a list of
11  tasks and responsibilities, and some of these have
12  been discussed in concept with the committees
13  already, but some tasks for these committees to
14  focus on as we move forward that will channel
15  their strength directly into the plan.
16                 And let me just read off what they
17  are and then I'd welcome some comment on this.
18  And certainly we'll follow up with the committees
19  later this week.
20                 But for the policy workgroup we
21  have proposed three specific tasks for this group,
22  in addition to everything else that they're
23  already doing.  So this is not a
24  recharacterization of their roles or
25  responsibilities.  This is an attempt to channel
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 1  them.
 2                 Review the policy white papers.  In
 3  this first phase there will be four papers that
 4  define really the state of the State in terms of
 5  water management.  What are the current management
 6  options?  What's the current management structure?
 7  What are the conflicts and challenges associated
 8  with water management in Connecticut?
 9                 Those are prepared now in draft
10  form.  We're doing a little bit of reviewing of
11  those, but we hope to make those available this
12  week before the policy committee meeting and begin
13  discussing those during the meeting.
14                 And we're really looking for that
15  group to provide some substantive feedback on the
16  comprehensiveness of those papers.  Do they
17  establish a good baseline from which the plan can
18  then take its shape?  And really get some good
19  feedback on those.
20                 We also -- and Mike will be sending
21  those to you probably tomorrow.  They're in draft
22  form.  They're working documents and that's the
23  intent.  We'd like to get some feedback and
24  improve them with you.
25                 Last time we met with the policy
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 1  group we talked about the efforts that had been
 2  made to date to draft language that could
 3  hopefully address a lot of the issues that are
 4  listed in the plan with some consensus.  And I
 5  think one of the actions that the group took after
 6  that meeting was to consolidate that, that list
 7  and prepare it for discussion at the next meeting.
 8                 We'd like to ask that that continue
 9  and that we as a group, as a policy group work on
10  identifying those paragraphs or pages, or whatever
11  they may be, specific issues that had broad
12  consensus and worked on refining that language,
13  worked on focusing in on the issues that really
14  garnered some broad consensus during the past few
15  years as they've been discussed, and maybe away
16  from trying to define very clear language on all
17  of the other issues.  And we can sort of talk
18  about that with the policy group tomorrow.
19                 That's the kind of thing that I
20  think really capitalizes on the strength of that
21  group.  We've been talking about all of these
22  issues.  They've been drafting language that could
23  find its way into the plan.  And what we'd like
24  them to help us to do is identify those issues
25  that really had enough discussion to garner some
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 1  preliminary consensus and focus on that, whether
 2  it's two or three or seven issues.  It doesn't
 3  matter.
 4                 Really focus on those, and
 5  advancing those sort of outside of the context of
 6  the workshop.  So by the time we do have the
 7  workshops on those, they're further along.  Okay?
 8                 The science and technical
 9  workgroup, we talked about these two
10  responsibilities already.  One is to review -- and
11  this will start tomorrow from, Virginia -- review
12  the data summary that we'll have prepared as well
13  as the data gaps.
14                 And I think what we perceive as a
15  consultant as a data gap, we may find some
16  surprises that there are additional data sources
17  out there that can help fill some of these gaps,
18  or we just have to agree as a collective body that
19  there are some data gaps.  And let's make the best
20  use of what we do have.
21                 But we want to have a strong
22  consensus on what data are available and what data
23  are not so that we're proceeding without having to
24  come back and add things in later.  So that's one,
25  I think, important role that that committee can
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 1  take.
 2                 The other one, and we've discussed
 3  this for the last two meetings with the science
 4  and technical group, is to help us identify areas
 5  in the State where our regional scale, the
 6  regional scale of basins, the 43 basins or 44
 7  basins in the state that we're looking at in our
 8  data collection effort and in our data summary
 9  efforts are sometimes going to be too coarse to
10  evaluate the effectiveness of different
11  alternatives of specific issues.
12                 And there will be cases where we
13  need to dig in a little further and increase the
14  resolution, and look at maybe a local utility, or
15  look at a local reach of a river to determine what
16  the impacts of climate change might be, or what
17  the impacts of in-stream flow regulations might
18  be.
19                 And so we've asked this group to
20  help us identify those areas where we may need to
21  zoom in and do some case study desktop analysis to
22  determine the effectiveness of some of the
23  alternatives so that decisions can be made in a
24  more informed fashion.
25                 And one of the challenges there is
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 1  defining areas that, not only help indicate the
 2  effectiveness of that locality, but who's results
 3  can be transferred to other parts of the states.
 4  And that's where I think we can really tap into
 5  the strength of the science and technical group to
 6  help us identify where we can test the decisions
 7  that come out of these workshops as broadly and
 8  comprehensive as possible.
 9                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  A question
10  related to that.  At what point in the process?
11  As we discussed at last meeting, I think that kind
12  of identifying case study areas is most effective
13  if we already know what the issue is or the policy
14  is that is being looked at.
15                 So that to me says that this is
16  probably part of phase two, rather than phase one.
17  Is that how you see it as well?
18                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  That's how I see it
19  as well, Virginia.  Yeah, I think there probably
20  will be a few case studies that we look at in
21  phase one as we're putting our water inventories
22  together just to make sure that the water budget
23  in the basins are making make sense, and we really
24  do account for all the local use of water.
25                 But primarily it's phase two where
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 1  we're looking at the impacts of different
 2  decisions on the water availability for all the
 3  different uses that it's designated for.
 4                 The water Planning Advisory
 5  Council -- this is an idea that we floated during
 6  its last meeting -- really can begin to look at a
 7  part of the plan that's not currently well
 8  specified, we touched on in a little bit in our
 9  scope, but begin discussing it in some more detail
10  in the last advisory group meeting, and that is
11  guidelines for local implementation.
12                 There will be a lot a very
13  broad-based policy language in this plan,
14  statewide language aimed at applying everywhere.
15  But how does that translate into local action?
16  And two good examples of that are climate change
17  and drought management.
18                 The plan will have some language
19  that addressed those issues, but how do you
20  translate that to local action?  Right now the
21  State drought plan produces statewide indices of
22  drought, and that then triggers different actions.
23                 But it affects -- the drought
24  conditions may be universal throughout the state,
25  or even region to region, but that doesn't mean
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 1  that the response actions at each utility, at each
 2  municipality would be the same.  That depends on
 3  the size of storage, whether it's surface water or
 4  groundwater, the time of year that you're in, what
 5  your demand levels are, very specific things.
 6                 And so one of the things I think
 7  that that group can really, really focus on is
 8  taking some of these issues as they emerge and
 9  developing some guidelines for translating these
10  policies from the plan into local guidance, not
11  necessarily bylaws, but guidance into how to
12  implement these broader statewide policies.
13                 And then for the Steering Committee
14  itself, this group today, one of the things that's
15  come up a number of times in discussion is, what
16  are the roles of all of these groups going
17  forward?  And we're trying to capitalize on the
18  strengths and the backgrounds and the experience
19  of everybody in these committees as we developed
20  the plan.  What next?  What happens next?
21                 One of the responsibilities that we
22  have in the plan is to recommend a water
23  management structure going forward to implement
24  the plan, or to oversee the successful completion
25  of the tasks that it lays before us.  And I think
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 1  that the Steering Committee as part of its ongoing
 2  efforts can help us in the State for that.
 3                 It can help define what the roles
 4  of itself as a body can be going forward to
 5  implement the plan, to work with legislators, to
 6  continue the outreach to stakeholders.
 7                 I think this is probably the group
 8  that's best suited to help think about that
 9  probably more in phase two than in phase one, but
10  what does the structure of water management in
11  Connecticut look like once the plan is on paper
12  and it's submitted as a draft?
13                 How can the committees that are
14  standing best support that?  Are there additional
15  activities that need to happen?  That's something
16  that I think could add some very meaningful
17  discussions in this group.
18                 So this, this document is just a
19  series of recommendations.  I would be open to
20  hearing any thoughts that people have, and
21  certainly we'll discuss this with the committees
22  themselves.  But if anybody has any questions or
23  thoughts or concerns about this, I'd be very happy
24  to hear your thoughts.
25                 These were just our perceptions of
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 1  how each committee can really channel its
 2  strengths right directly into the plan.
 3                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  We might want
 4  to hear from Virginia or Bob?
 5                 ROBERT MOORE:  I think it makes
 6  sense of what you're proposing because we're at a
 7  point where we don't want to conflict with the
 8  direction of the planning documents.  And so
 9  really to focus in on your agenda makes more sense
10  than trying to go off on other issues.
11                 So I think we welcome that
12  direction and I think, as you said, we did produce
13  a list of issues that we've discussed.  Some of
14  them probably can be resolved fully by those
15  actions.
16                 So I think it's a good idea and I
17  don't have any problem, you know, bringing the
18  committee along on that direction.  And I think
19  we're trying to figure out what our role was after
20  we got started in the planning and I think it's a
21  good role.
22                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Thank you, Bob.
23                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  I'm good with it.
24                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Very good.
25                 SUSAN SAYRE:  Susan Sayre on the
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 1  phone.  I just wanted to ask sort of clarifying
 2  question about the relationship with this Steering
 3  Committee.  Am I interpreting it correctly that
 4  you are imagining as other steering committees
 5  have thoughts on some of those things that we task
 6  the subcommittees with, maybe be using the
 7  subcommittee as kind of an aggregating?  Like, we
 8  would pass that information along to the
 9  subcommittees?
10                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  I'm not quite sure
11  I understand the question.
12                 SUSAN SAYRE:  Well, as an example
13  on the policy committee responsibilities you
14  talked a lot about those white papers.  I imagine
15  that being something that a lot of the Steering
16  Committee members might have an interest in
17  providing some feedback on.
18                 And are you imagining the idea
19  being that that would be funneled through the
20  policy steering committee, then -- or, sorry.
21  Policy subcommittee, then?
22                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  Now I understand
23  your question.  I'm sorry.
24                 Yeah, the white papers are
25  certainly not anything that we'll keep under wraps
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 1  and isolate in one committee.  Anybody will have
 2  the opportunity to review those.  And it may be
 3  that what you're saying is that needs -- the
 4  finalization of those papers needs a champion
 5  outside of CDM Smith.  And what we're proposing is
 6  that the policy group be that champion for that
 7  white paper.
 8                 But certainly by collecting
 9  information from anybody on the Steering
10  Committee, of the science and technical committee,
11  anybody else who has some input on those.
12                 So those would be available to all,
13  but I think we would like to suggest that for the
14  purposes of streamlining things that somebody take
15  responsibility for collecting and aggregating the
16  input.
17                 MARGARET MINER:  So I think part of
18  her question was, where somebody who isn't, let's
19  say, on the policy committee, if they have
20  comments, do they deliver that to Bob?  Or do they
21  deliver it to you -- well, maybe simultaneously?
22  Where should that go?
23                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  That's maybe
24  something that we can talk about later in the week
25  at the policy meeting about how is it most
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 1  effective to collect the input.  I haven't thought
 2  that all the way through, yet, Margaret.  And it's
 3  a good question.
 4                 ROBERT MOORE:  We can certainly
 5  address that Thursday.
 6                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  And I had a
 7  similar question about the role of the advisory
 8  committee with respect to the white papers,
 9  because we're there on behalf of the advisory
10  committee, but presumably have to have time to get
11  through those folks.
12                 So this contemplates that as a way
13  to do that.  Right?
14                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  Right.
15                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Larry?
16                 LARRY BINGAMAN:  I have a question.
17  This may be premature, but do you see an ongoing
18  role for these groups after the plan is completed?
19                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  It would be too
20  early for me to say that at this point.  I think
21  everybody probably has some ideas about ongoing
22  roles.
23                 And it may look completely
24  different when it comes to implementing the plan's
25  recommendations, because some of what will be in
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 1  the plan will be recommended legislation.  And
 2  some of what will be in the plan will be
 3  recommendations for further study and further data
 4  collection and further collaboration to help
 5  resolve things that aren't resolved yet.
 6                 And my suspicion is that the role
 7  of the committees will be best served in those
 8  areas where we do recommend some further study or
 9  some further action and further collaboration.
10  And that's probably where the responsibilities
11  will be doled out to the committees.
12                 But who accepts what and does what
13  I think is probably too early to say.
14                 LARRY BINGAMAN:  Thank you.  That
15  makes sense, though.
16                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Bart?
17                 BART HALLORAN:  I had two
18  questions.  First, when you say that you're going
19  to be distributing these white papers this week,
20  to whom are you distributing?
21                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  Good question.  We
22  will distribute them to Mike, and Mike will then
23  probably distribute them.  I haven't honestly
24  thought that far ahead yet.
25                 But my guess is that we -- if it's
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 1  agreeable that the policy committee sort of
 2  shepherds them through and collects the comments,
 3  it may not matter who they get distributed to.  I
 4  think everybody in this -- the board will have the
 5  oppurtunity to see that.
 6                 So maybe, Mike, I don't know what
 7  your idea is here, but could we distribute them to
 8  the chairs of all of the committees and have them
 9  distribute to their membership?
10                 MIKE JENNINGS:  That would be the
11  easiest thing from my point of view, but I'm not
12  sure if that's how materials are normally
13  distributed to those groups.  So I have not either
14  thought that far ahead as well and am open to --
15                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  Do you have a
16  master list of interested participants?
17                 MIKE JENNINGS:  I have been
18  accumulating lists.  I'm still working on
19  accumulating committee lists of e-mails and things
20  like that as this is the first opportunity to
21  distribute information has come in.
22                 So I do not -- I will often send it
23  into Tyra and Gail and they'll send it out to
24  their groups if we're looking for the larger
25  group.  But as you know, my most recent experience
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 1  with this was trying to send an e-mail just to the
 2  Steering Committee, I had to go out and sort of
 3  search that out and make sure that it was going
 4  just to the right audience.
 5                 So I am not building a larger group
 6  yet of people to do that with.  What I would do is
 7  ask someone that may already have that to pass
 8  that information along and be more the point of
 9  connection between the people that want to
10  distribute it and where it's going.
11                 ROBERT MOORE:  I would just suggest
12  we send to the Steering Committee all those white
13  papers.  Just make them available.  It's easier
14  than trying to figure out who didn't get it.  I
15  would just send it to everybody.
16                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  People on the
17  Steering Committee have those roles as chairs in
18  other places.
19                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  And then they can
20  pass them along.
21                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Betsey, did I
22  see your hand?
23                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Are we done?  Is
24  that acceptable to everyone?  Did we get to a
25  resolution on that?  I would like to hear from
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 1  Maureen and Margaret as to the proposed role for
 2  the Water Planning Council Advisory Group and if
 3  that's acceptable to them.
 4                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  I missed the
 5  last meeting myself.  Was this discussed at the
 6  last meeting in August?
 7                 MARGARET MINER:  I don't believe
 8  so.  You want to know if we discussed our role
 9  with the planning as it goes forward?
10                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  My question is,
11  as the proposal was laid out by CDM Smith, is it
12  acceptable to the advisory group?  My
13  understanding was it was discussed based on what I
14  thought I understood Kirk say.
15                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  We talked about it
16  very, very briefly in sort of a concept that could
17  be discussed further.  So it was introduced, but
18  not discussed in detail.
19                 MARGARET MINER:  Then Virginia, you
20  were there.  Did you agree that we didn't actually
21  talk about whether it's acceptable or how we would
22  vote on that?  I think not because --
23                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  If we discussed
24  it, I blanked it out.
25                 MARGARET MINER:  I don't think we
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 1  discussed it.
 2                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  No.  The actual
 3  implementation wasn't discussed, but in my closing
 4  remarks I mentioned that this was a possible
 5  opportunity for the advisory group to take on a
 6  different role and that we continue to talk about
 7  that.  It certainly wasn't discussed in terms of
 8  its acceptability.
 9                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  Thank you.  I
10  think reframing as I understand or scanning this
11  quickly and listening to you, Kirk, it's, the role
12  would be the reality check.  Can this work?  Can
13  this be implemented?  Can we pull it off?
14                 And I think that's a very valid
15  role for the advisory role to be playing.
16                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  That's a great way
17  to cast it.
18                 MARGARET MINER:  We would love to
19  do that.
20                 BART HALLORAN:  It strikes me as
21  you're laying this out, I understand the roles of
22  these various committees, but it also doesn't seem
23  to me that the Steering Committee is doing much
24  steering.
25                 You know, it seems like an ill
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 1  defined role.  Normally I would expect these
 2  various committees to report sort of back up the
 3  chain of command to the Steering Committee and the
 4  Steering Committee and Water Planning, but that
 5  isn't clearly outlined, at least to me.
 6                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  And again, I wasn't
 7  trying to recast the existing roles and
 8  responsibilities of any of these committees, but
 9  to really add what they're doing already by
10  focusing their energies on these specific
11  activities.
12                 So I think the Steering Committee
13  would continue in its capacity to take reports
14  from the other committees and make recommendations
15  and certainly help us formulate the workshops.
16                 I think that's maybe another
17  unspoken role of the Steering Committee here is
18  that as we prepare for each of the workshops to
19  help us formulate the materials and participants
20  and things like that -- I didn't lay that out
21  clearly as a task.  I kind of see that as one of
22  your ongoing roles already.
23                 ROBERT MOORE:  Bart, I thought that
24  as you're bringing forth these proposed policies
25  that the Steering Committee would act on them as a
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 1  whole to accept them or support them, or provide,
 2  you know, some options.
 3                 And then the Steering Committee
 4  would then deliver that final recommendation to
 5  the Water Planning Council for their adoption.  So
 6  I assume that the policy committee would generate
 7  this issue, the issues, bring those to be full
 8  Steering Committee and then the full Steering
 9  Committee would act on them.
10                 LORI MATHIEU:  I would agree with
11  Bob.  And I think maybe what this needs is a
12  flowchart, you know, some visual to show how that
13  would be laid out.
14                 And Kirk, I appreciate you putting
15  this document together.  I think it just helps us
16  be more organized.
17                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  I love flowcharts.
18  I know not everybody does.
19                 LORI MATHIEU:  Everybody loves a
20  flowchart.
21                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  I would be happy to
22  do that.
23                 LORI MATHIEU:  And also just a
24  comment on the white papers.  I would like to see
25  the white papers, any documents that are generated
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 1  out of this group to be widely circulated and not
 2  given to one group or another group.
 3                 I think it should be widely
 4  available, widely circulated.  You know, the
 5  people that have been writing to all of us here,
 6  I've received over 250 letters concerning the need
 7  to be transparent and to broadly communicate.  I
 8  think we need to be that, very transparent and
 9  broadly communicate.
10                 So however we can get the word out
11  of what is being generated out of this group, in a
12  broad sense, I think that we're all better off for
13  that.
14                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  I'll ask a
15  follow-up question.  Is there a difference in your
16  minds as to distribution of documents that are in
17  process, which is where the white papers are now
18  where we're looking for some feedback to finalize
19  them, versus when they're final?
20                 I think when they're final we want
21  to post them on websites to make them available
22  to, you know, however many thousands of people
23  want to read them.
24                 But during the review process to be
25  streamlined, I think we're proposing that they be
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 1  reviewed by standing committees and filtered up,
 2  the comments filtered up to the policy committee.
 3  Is that in line with what you're thinking?
 4                 LORI MATHIEU:  I think so.  As long
 5  as the public knows what we're doing, and as long
 6  as that is publicly available on our website and
 7  our website is kept up to date.
 8                 So that's really very important to
 9  me, and to my department.  So that if I get a
10  question from anyone I should be able to go to our
11  website and say, look at our website.
12                 Here is the work of the Council.
13  Here's the work for the state water plan.  Here's
14  the progress we have made.  Here are some draft
15  documents that are open for public input and
16  comment.  I think that's very important.
17                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  But to that
18  point, I guess, when you just said once they're,
19  quote, final, Laura said, they're draft documents.
20  So I think that's inconsistent there.  I'm not
21  sure where.
22                 LORI MATHIEU:  I think once the
23  documents come through a certain point where we're
24  all comfortable to share, that's still a draft.  I
25  would hate to stamp something, final.  And then
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 1  give it to the public and say, you have absolutely
 2  no option for input ever.
 3                 Because you know, you've got to
 4  remember the only people in this room are just the
 5  people in this room.  And there's a lot of people
 6  out there very interested in what we're doing and
 7  how we're doing it, and they probably have good
 8  thoughts that might help us along the way.
 9                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  And the white
10  papers are ultimately chapters in the plan.  And I
11  think none of them become final until the plan
12  becomes final, and they'll all be working
13  documents throughout that process.
14                 But I do think we need to get them
15  to the point, as you say, Lori, where you as a
16  collective body are comfortable with what they
17  say.  And the challenge for all of us, I'd like to
18  be able to stand up at the workshop in three
19  weeks, or four weeks, or five weeks, whenever, and
20  say that we have draft white papers that are
21  available now.
22                 So the review process will be quick
23  and streamlined and hopefully everybody can
24  support that, but we'll talk about that, too, at
25  the policy meeting on Thursday.  But I think we're
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 1  on the same page there.
 2                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.  Further
 3  comment?
 4                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  I'm not sure you
 5  are on the same page.  I agree with Lori that the
 6  earlier in the process that we get input from the
 7  general public the more headache it will save
 8  ourselves in the overall process.
 9                 If we had something that was
10  reviewed essentially internally and not to a
11  point, where I understood you to say, we were
12  comfortably sharing it with other folks.  That
13  still, there are ideas that come in and valid
14  questions.  That still leaves us somewhat
15  scrambling.
16                 I think -- I certainly understand
17  the challenge of getting, Lori says, 250 e-mails.
18  I hesitate to say that if those came to me and to
19  Bob and to Maureen and Margaret that we would
20  handle that piece of it.  I'm not sure I want to
21  do that.  But -- and because I get that logistics,
22  if they were to come to you or some other people,
23  that it could be overwhelming.
24                 But I'm concerned of after the fact
25  even if something isn't final, even if it's sort
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 1  of final draft, after the fact scuttling of work
 2  that has been done.
 3                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  And I understand
 4  that concern.  Let me lay out how I think this
 5  could work just in the next few months using just
 6  one white paper as an example.  If we make this
 7  available to this group tomorrow and ask for
 8  comments from this group and the committees within
 9  two weeks so that it is at a point where we feel
10  comfortable sharing it.
11                 And you'll see in some of them
12  there will be probably some questions to you.  You
13  know, have we phrased this correctly?  So there
14  will be a little bit of a discussion internally.
15                 In two weeks can we get it to the
16  point where we can stand in front of the workshop
17  participants and say, this is now at a point where
18  we could share this broadly and then post it on
19  our website?
20                 It wouldn't become -- it wouldn't
21  change its form until we submitted the draft
22  report for this phase, which is sort of the
23  preliminary basis of the plans, or the skeleton of
24  the plan.  And any comments that we received
25  between those two dates, the time we post them for
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 1  anybody to see in a few weeks, and the time in
 2  November or December when we submit our phase one
 3  report, we'll have time to assimilate public
 4  comments on those papers and anything else.
 5                 How we do that, the process hasn't
 6  been defined yet, and we can talk about that a
 7  little bit, but I think there will be time for
 8  that.  I want to make sure that we understand that
 9  there will be time to take those suggestions and
10  adapt the papers as necessary.
11                 But I think you'll see that as you
12  read them for the first time you'll see things
13  that you may not want to just broadly distribute
14  yet, or there are questions that we have to you as
15  committee members that need to be addressed before
16  we post them.
17                 So I think there's this two-week
18  period where we can get them in line with each
19  other and then post them for much broader comment,
20  and incorporate those comments through some
21  process that we'll somehow define between then and
22  the time that we deliver the draft report.  Does
23  that make sense?
24                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  Sure.
25                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  It's not going to
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 1  be easy.  I mean, we're asking for some very quick
 2  turnaround time on some hefty, not necessarily
 3  thick, but they're dense.  There's full material.
 4  Some quick turnaround time on these things, and
 5  how we collect comments from what may be hundreds
 6  of people, we don't know that yet, but we'll
 7  figure that out.
 8                 BART HALLORAN:  Can I ask?  Are we
 9  going to be following the Uniform Administrative
10  Procedure Act, you know, formal notice, 30 days
11  for people to comment, that type of thing?
12                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  I think that's up
13  to you as a committee how you do that.
14                 BART HALLORAN:  Well I mean, that
15  is what the WUCCs are doing.  So, I don't know why
16  you wouldn't.
17                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  I don't see a
18  reason not to.
19                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  At what stage,
20  though, are you suggesting that?
21                 BART HALLORAN:  After you agree
22  somehow internally.
23                 LARRY BINGAMAN:  I think related to
24  that point, and also how people know that there's
25  documents on the website in order to review.
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 1  What's the notification process?  Is there going
 2  to be a banner on the headline, new documents
 3  available?
 4                 So people could claim that they
 5  didn't know, even to follow the administrative
 6  act.  So I think that's something that needs to be
 7  taken into account and thought through.
 8                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Sam?
 9                 SAM GOLD:  And what kind of mailing
10  list will this be sent out to?  What kind of
11  mailing list did we have to send out notice of
12  this.
13                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  That I don't know.
14  That's something we would look to you for in the
15  different committees.
16                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Margaret?
17                 MARGARET MINER:  Yes, the earlier
18  the better.  And the WUCC process is I don't think
19  the model that we should be following here.
20                 I understand that if you have a
21  document that's in the hands of agencies and being
22  publicly discussed, at a certain point it becomes
23  a public document.  You can make a formal finding
24  that it is in the public interest to keep this
25  back, which certainly if you're buying a piece of
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 1  real estate might be important, but I think the
 2  sooner that these documents can go up for people
 3  to look at.
 4                 One thing that's important is for
 5  people to see exactly who is arguing for what
 6  changes and what policies have dropped off.  If
 7  they are up on your website the whole world isn't
 8  going to go and look at your website.
 9                 Another issue is that the WUCCs
10  people have been told they should not show the
11  document they have to anyone.  I certainly hope
12  that whatever we get, or I get, I can show to
13  people I know would be interested.  Probably the
14  easiest way would be to send it to them, or put it
15  up on my website.
16                 So at a certain point the draft
17  becomes presumptively, I think, public.  And
18  whatever, and that should be pretty early, in my
19  view.
20                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  And our goal is to
21  have that happen before the workshop.
22                 MARGARET MINER:  Yes.  That didn't
23  answer all my questions, but thank you.
24                 ROBERT MOORE:  I think it's
25  important for what she said, to have them come at
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 1  least, you know, one of the committees to make
 2  sure there's not errors, because a chance of
 3  trying to correct errors after the fact is very
 4  difficult.
 5                 And we ought to have an opportunity
 6  to, I mean, you're going to write your
 7  interpretation of what the issue is and maybe you
 8  may have forgotten a statute.  You may have
 9  forgotten a regulation that's out there.  You
10  didn't see it, and it would be good to have for
11  the review.
12                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  I'm quite sure that
13  you'll find things to correct as you review these,
14  and that's the purpose of this two-week review
15  process with the committee.
16                 So that things are not introduced
17  to the public that are in error or incomplete and
18  that generally included the thoughts and
19  observations of the different committee members,
20  but within two weeks before the workshop to have
21  them posted for public consumption.
22                 MARGARET MINER:  I agree that there
23  should be an opportunity to correct errors before
24  it's posted, obvious errors that you could correct
25  in ten days?
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 1                 ROBERT MOORE:  You're not going to
 2  get them all.
 3                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.  Further
 4  comment on this?  Does everybody understand what
 5  we're doing here?  So when you propose these white
 6  papers, my understanding is that they'll go to the
 7  policy and science and technology committee, be
 8  vetted and then it's going to come to the Steering
 9  Committee before it goes out to the public?
10                 DAVE LeVASSEUR:  I think it's going
11  to go to the Steering Committee, and it's up to
12  the individual committees to get them out of their
13  membership for review.
14                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.
15                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  And policy is
16  going to compile it?  Is that what I heard?
17                 DAVE LeVASSEUR:  Correct.
18                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  Who will take
19  the lead on consolidating that and then it comes
20  back to the Steering Committee for the final
21  blessing before it goes out.  Is that how?
22                 LORI MATHIEU:  I think this needs a
23  flowchart.
24                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  It needs a
25  flowchart.  It also needs, you know, dropdead
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 1  dates, too, because nothing is ever going to
 2  happen if people don't comment by a certain period
 3  of time, that's it.  It's going to move on.
 4  Because you know, we can't set up dates for
 5  meetings, let alone review papers.
 6                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  Right.  I agree.
 7  And that's what we'll work through.  Bob, on
 8  Thursday the policy meeting is, what is that
 9  process and what are the dates?
10                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.  Anything
11  further?
12                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  There's one last
13  thing that I'll ask for a review on as well.
14                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  And I can tell
15  you right off the bat, you have us P-U-R-C.  It's
16  P-U-R-A.
17                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  Yeah.  You beat me
18  to that.  I was going to say, they're not going to
19  let me out of the building before I correct that
20  typo.
21                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  PERC.
22                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  PERC instead of
23  PURA, I apologize for that.  There are a couple of
24  other changes to be made as well.
25                 But this is a fact sheet that we
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 1  hope to post also before the workshop.  We hope to
 2  bring copies to the workshop that anybody can
 3  take.  And hope that people will distribute these
 4  to their own networks and readerships, but in the
 5  meantime we would like some comment on this.
 6                 Is it a comprehensive?  Is it
 7  sending the right message?  Did we miss anything?
 8  Did we overemphasize or underemphasize anything in
 9  particular?  I'm happy to take some comments
10  today, but I know it's probably early.  Some of
11  you haven't even seen this yet.
12                 So I guess we would ask that in
13  order to be ready to have these for in the
14  distribution in the workshop, that maybe somebody
15  on the Steering Committee take responsibility for
16  collecting comments on this in the next two weeks
17  and getting them back to us through Mike.
18                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.  So why
19  don't we -- if anybody has any comments on the
20  Steering Committee, get those back to Mike within
21  two weeks.
22                 LORI MATHIEU:  My one comment, the
23  second paragraph where it says, the state water
24  plan is not intended.  Can we make that more of a
25  positive statement, just turn that sentence
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 1  around?
 2                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  So it is intended?
 3                 LORI MATHIEU:  It is, what it is
 4  intended, and that's the second part of the
 5  sentence.  You know, it is intended as a
 6  framework.  I don't like the words "not intended."
 7                 Other than that, I like the
 8  graphics.
 9                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  Visually it's
10  very nice.
11                 DAVE LeVASSEUR:  It looks like a
12  flowchart.
13                 KIRK WESTPHAL:  It's just a weird
14  flowchart.  One of the things that we specifically
15  talked about is the photographs and trying to make
16  sure we've captured as broad a range of water
17  users and water uses as possible.  And it's
18  impossible to get everything, but if there are
19  different ways we can cast that we would be wide
20  open to suggestions.  Or if there are some better
21  photographs that others have that might show
22  things more clearly.
23                 ROBERT MOORE:  Just make sure
24  they're in the state.
25                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.  Any
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 1  other questions for our consultants?
 2                 (No response.)
 3                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Thank you very
 4  much.  Appreciate you being here and the work you
 5  do.
 6                 Next we'll go to the Water Planning
 7  Council advisory group update.  Maureen or
 8  Margaret?
 9                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  Since I
10  confessed I wasn't there I'm going to leave it to
11  Margaret to give the update.
12                 MARGARET MINER:  We had a meeting
13  with Kirk Westphal, which I think is basically
14  some of what you've heard here today.  And we did
15  not consider whether to approve the process or the
16  plan.  I think people are still digesting it.
17                 We did spend a fair amount of time
18  discussing the drought plan -- which Virginia, are
19  you presenting that today?  Okay -- which will be
20  presented to you today.  And I do not recall that
21  we got in much else.  Those two parts of the
22  meeting were lengthy.
23                 The drought, by the way, is still
24  giving us a lot of problems in terms of
25  streamflow.  I always ask people that were at the
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 1  meeting, did I miss anything important that comes
 2  to mind?
 3                 We did discuss the work groups.  I
 4  can tell you that the watershed lands workgroup
 5  has been trying to get a meeting.  We did have a
 6  small meeting.  The chairs are Karen Burnaska and
 7  I.  We had drafted an intention to ask the
 8  Department of Public Health for some more explicit
 9  guidelines on what criteria they use to approve or
10  disapprove proposed beneficial projects, in
11  particular, clean energy projects on class one and
12  class two land.
13                 And we would love to expand that a
14  little if we're talking about it long-term to
15  class one and class-two-like lands.  Other
16  watershed events, we'd love to see those better
17  protected.  But the main goal of that meeting was
18  to discuss that, those protections for class one
19  and class-two land with respect to the clean
20  energy projects.
21                 I'm sure you've all been reading
22  the newspapers and seeing some of the disputes
23  over what should be done on prime farmland, what
24  should be done on farmlands where there's
25  easements, what should be done on class one,
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 1  class-two lands with solar panels, winds, rock
 2  mining and a little bit of small hydro and biomass
 3  being issues.
 4                 So we look forward to -- Lori
 5  offered to talk with us and meet with us and we're
 6  looking forward to that and in everybody's
 7  interests to have these guidelines be as explicit
 8  as possible.
 9                 That they are an application
10  approving agency also, so there is always a bit of
11  a tension between of having a guideline or a
12  policy and commenting on specific applications,
13  but I think that can be worked out quite
14  satisfactorily.
15                 The science workgroup, Virginia,
16  you can report if you want, but I don't think
17  there was -- really we focused on the drought.
18  The green industry has not been back to us in a
19  while and they had reached a certain point.
20                 I did speak with a couple of the
21  agricultural people there about attending the
22  meeting, about the possibility of different kinds
23  of water storage for farms during these droughts.
24  One of the issues there involves federal rules for
25  interrogation of vegetables, which appear to set
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 1  in some cases standards that would be almost
 2  beyond what our small farms in Connecticut could
 3  do.  But that's the context in which we'll have to
 4  discuss some of that.
 5                 And small systems, I think we did
 6  not have any news on the small systems front.
 7  That is, of course, a very important topic in the
 8  WUCC discussions where it is a separate issue.  If
 9  I missed anything --
10                 TARA DOWNES:  I think towards the
11  conclusion of the meeting Mr. Zagorsky spoke and
12  talked to the group about the Tilcon New Britain.
13                 MARGARET MINER:  Oh, I thought you
14  said Gregorski -- and Zagorsky.  Yes, at the very
15  end of the meeting -- thanks Tara, Paul Zagorsky
16  from New Britain came in and he is one of the
17  local advocates there who does not support the
18  proposal to do rock mining in New Britain owned
19  land, Plainville.  That also has received a great
20  deal of press.
21                 He brought in copies of the statute
22  and some of the documents relating to that, and
23  handed them out.  He was very good about not
24  exceeding his time, which we gave him six minutes,
25  I think, so that he just had time to put
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 1  everything together.
 2                 I will say Mr. Sikorsky has
 3  impressed me as being remarkably well up on the
 4  fact and on the policy and on the law.  So he
 5  appears not to have a political agenda and he has
 6  at least -- I did, of course, ask people if they
 7  knew him.  And so far nobody said, oh, he is a
 8  horrible.  In fact, quite the opposite.
 9                 So that I'm sure will keep coming
10  up in the Water Planning Council and the Water
11  Planning Council advisory group.  There is a
12  League of Women Voters forum coming up on, I
13  think, November 2nd.  So you can expect that
14  project to take some of your attention over the
15  course of the fall.
16                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Thank you,
17  Margaret.
18                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  And just a
19  footnote on the small systems stuff.  If I have
20  this right on my calendar, there's a meeting
21  Thursday at 9:30 in the docket.  Is that still on?
22                 TARA DOWNES:  Yes.
23                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  So that docket,
24  that's taken that kind of out of the advisory
25  group, the generic docket on the acquisition
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 1  process and small systems, 9:30 on Thursday
 2  morning before the policy meeting at 1.
 3                 MARGARET MINER:  I should add, and
 4  some were here.  I think we publicized it, but
 5  PURA has created a docket on the New Britain
 6  Project.
 7                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Yes, we have.
 8                 MARGARET MINER:  And I think we've
 9  got that up on our website and people are
10  interested in it.  And I always could use a lesson
11  on how to use a docket effectively, but I'm doing
12  my homework and trying to get the word out that
13  the docket is there.
14                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Thank you.
15                 Lori, is there a question?
16                 LORI MATHIEU:  Yeah.  A couple of
17  questions.  Margaret, my door is always open for
18  anyone to come talk about water company lands.
19                 MARGARET MINER:  Good.
20                 LORI MATHIEU:  I know we're going
21  to be, so I appreciate that.  I know that Eric
22  McPhee from my staff -- who is in the room, Eric
23  McPhee.  I actually have three of my members of my
24  staff, Rachel Noweck and Kate Keenan, and Eric
25  McPhee.  So I look forward to the meeting.
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 1                 Just in general, though, water
 2  company land law is meant to be broadly protective
 3  for the use for public water supply, period.  For
 4  public health protection.
 5                 Back in the 1980s when the laws
 6  were rewritten it was meant to be extremely
 7  protective, and as you and I know over the years
 8  things have changed.  Statutes have changed.  And
 9  so I look forward to our conversation, but I just
10  wanted to say that it wasn't meant for commercial
11  uses, for outside commercial purposes.
12                 So anyway, my second question, when
13  you say, small systems, do you mean small water
14  systems, or small wastewater systems, or both?
15                 MARGARET MINER:  Well I meant,
16  small water systems.  And that's right, we didn't
17  discuss them because there was a meeting coming
18  up, which I think told us -- I'm always interested
19  in discussing small wastewater systems, and I feel
20  that that probably should be addressed in the
21  water plan, but that is not what I was referring
22  to when I said small systems.
23                 LORI MATHIEU:  Okay.  Thank you.
24                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Any other
25  questions for the Water Planning Council advisory
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 1  group?
 2                 (No response.)
 3                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  If not, we'll
 4  move on.  Thank you both very much.  We appreciate
 5  the work that you do.
 6                 Move on to drought report,
 7  Virginia.
 8                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  Okay.  On Friday
 9  you should have all received the Friday's version
10  of the drought plan.  It is my hope that at
11  today's meeting the Water Planning Council will
12  endorse this so that some of the provisions can
13  actually be put into effect.
14                 As Kirk mentioned earlier, the
15  current plan talks about statewide drought
16  designations.  That's actually not the way it's
17  been implemented over the past several drafts that
18  we've had, but still that's something that is
19  officially the policy at this point.  And we all
20  recognize that designations should be more
21  regional where they're appropriate.
22                 In that document, I don't know if
23  you had a chance to look at it.  I can summarize
24  the changes that have been made from the existing
25  document very quickly, that being the primary one.
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 1  Also we added a planning and preparedness section
 2  of things that should be in place, commonsense
 3  things that should be in place even before we're
 4  thinking about a drought so that when something
 5  like that happens it's much easier to deal with.
 6                 Also we added an additional stage
 7  which we call heightened awareness, which is
 8  basically a heads up to official folks, agencies,
 9  water companies and whatnot.  It's not a public
10  dissemination, but it's rather, things are going
11  on here.  We better start paying attention and
12  getting some of our ducks in a row.
13                 We also changed the names of the
14  stages, and that's actually something that would
15  be a question, a discussion of this group because
16  there's yet another proposed change that's
17  happened sort of amongst a few of us.
18                 If you think about it for a moment,
19  the existing names that the water industry uses of
20  drought advisory, drought warning, watch, an
21  emergency, basically came out of the weather
22  service and with very short term events,
23  tornadoes, hurricanes.
24                 And when you have a drought watch,
25  that's saying that it hasn't happened yet.  It
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 1  could happen in the future, and yet we often use
 2  the term as if it's a moderate drought.  And so
 3  using those terms that have started with a
 4  completely different type of event really doesn't
 5  make any sense at all.  But I mean, that's what
 6  we've been using for years.
 7                 We changed the terms in this
 8  drought plan so that they wouldn't conflict with
 9  what the water industry might be saying because it
10  is going to be very common that a particular
11  industry's situation could be very different than
12  the regional situation in that area.  MDC is the
13  obvious example.
14                 They have a large amount of
15  storage, and MDC customers may be doing just fine,
16  whereas in the same geographic area small systems
17  or private wells may be really, really dry.  And
18  so the public is going to be getting conflicting
19  messages and we felt that if those conflicting
20  messages were using the same terms, that would be
21  even more confusing.
22                 So we also based it on some of the
23  experience that the interagency drought workgroup
24  that has met periodically when conditions are very
25  dry -- was very leery about using the word,
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 1  "drought."  And so that term does not get used
 2  until we're in essentially stage three, the
 3  moderate drought.
 4                 That left us coming up with
 5  heightened awareness, below normal, and some other
 6  sort of hokey definitions.  And there's some talk
 7  about maybe we should use the term "drought
 8  advisory" for the below normal, but that's not
 9  what's in it at this moment.
10                 We also realize that some of the
11  criteria used by the interagency drought workgroup
12  are more defensible than others, either in terms
13  of the accuracy of those data or in terms of the
14  geographic distribution.  And so the streamflow
15  information from the USGS and the groundwater
16  information from the USGS are both geographically
17  well distributed and also a very high quality
18  information, as opposed to some of the other, take
19  fire danger for instance.
20                 That is very, very quick to change,
21  and can change from one area of the state to the
22  other.  One day to the next can be very different.
23  And so we felt that we should designate primary
24  criteria and secondary criteria.  The secondary
25  criteria certainly would be part of the
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 1  discussion, but they wouldn't be given as much
 2  weight.  It's essentially a weighting process.
 3                 So what we designate as the primary
 4  criteria were streamflow, groundwater
 5  anticipation.  And then at the suggestion of
 6  Rivers Alliance we included the U.S. Drought
 7  Monitor, which is what the news channels use as
 8  part of that because it is so much in the public
 9  domain.
10                 That tends to be a little, what
11  would the term be?  Dramatic, indicating the stage
12  of drought that might be more than what those
13  people in the interagency drought workgroup would
14  have designated for Connecticut, but that is
15  included as one of the criteria for the primary
16  criteria.
17                 All those criteria are guidelines
18  for the group.  We have a lot of very experienced
19  and knowledgeable people at the table when the
20  group meets.  And so they are expected and
21  encouraged to use professional judgment.  So the
22  various numerical criteria that are put in are
23  guidelines.
24                 And just as an example, you could
25  have a guideline that said no more than -- or that
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 1  you would need three months of below normal
 2  groundwater levels to be in a particular stage.
 3  But it could be that you were six months of not
 4  quite as severe a situation, or one month of a
 5  very much more severe situation.  And so those
 6  kinds of situations need to be considered as well.
 7                 I've used the example with this
 8  group before.  There's one time several years ago
 9  when we were talking about a drought where we
10  hadn't met the groundwater criteria for declaring
11  a drought advisory, and yet groundwater levels
12  were dropping faster than I had ever seen them
13  drop.  And the way the existing plan was written,
14  that was not able to be a consideration.  So
15  that's one of the reasons why we've added this
16  kind of flexibility.
17                 We've also streamlined the proposed
18  actions in the various tables in the group so that
19  they're easier to read.  We've grouped them by
20  responsible party, whether it be state agency or
21  municipalities, local and regional folks or
22  whether it be the water industry.  And also it
23  assumed that everything that you may have done for
24  an earlier stage you would continue doing.
25                 So we've taken them out of all the
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 1  repetition.  And also just stressing that this
 2  document will need to be updated.  As things
 3  changed we proposed that that be done as part of
 4  the water planning process in general.
 5                 So those are the changes that were
 6  made.  This process has been going on.  Denise
 7  Savageau from Greenwich and I have been sharing
 8  it, I think it's been four or five years.  And
 9  we've gotten a lot of input from a lot of folks
10  and had some very good comments and suggestions
11  made along the line.  So I think everybody here
12  has probably had an opportunity to give feedback
13  as they chose.
14                 In the cover letter that
15  accompanied the document that was sent out on
16  Friday there were three concerns that the group
17  doing the revision brought up.  One of which I
18  would actually like to see addressed today.
19                 And that is, it was pointed out to
20  us that the interagency drought workgroup which
21  has representatives from -- and it's all state
22  agencies, from the Department of Agriculture, from
23  OPM, the Department of Health, DEEP, and the
24  Department of Emergency Services and Public
25  Protection, including the Division of Emergency
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 1  Management and Homeland Security.  They're sort of
 2  represented in two pieces there, as are PURA and
 3  the environmental side of DEEP.
 4                 That group is the decision making
 5  group in terms of making a recommendation for a
 6  drought declaration and then they get technical
 7  assistance from some federal agencies, the USGS
 8  and the weather service.
 9                 But at no point that I was able to
10  find was that group officially designated as
11  having the responsibility for making those, those
12  recommendations.  For those of you who have been
13  around I actually spoke with Sid Albertson who
14  talked with John Ridesi to try and find the
15  history of the whole thing.  For those people who
16  aren't familiar with the names, those names go
17  back decades in OPM in water and drought planning.
18                 So the workgroup request, that the
19  WPC officially designate the interagency drought
20  workgroup as the entity responsible for making
21  drought stage recommendations to the governor's
22  office or to agency's commissioners as
23  appropriate.  And so as I said, that's one I would
24  like to address today.
25                 The other recommendations are sort
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 1  of more technical and would be dealt with in a
 2  longer-term discussion and might be changes to the
 3  plan in it's next revision.
 4                 Jack, is that something you would
 5  be willing to deal with today?
 6                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  You're really
 7  putting us on the spot here, aren't you?  I don't
 8  think we're prepared to adopt the whole report
 9  today.  I mean, this is like years of work.
10                 First of all, first and foremost,
11  thank you and the committee for all the work that
12  you've done on this, but it's voluminous in terms
13  of what we have here.  So I'm certainly unprepared
14  to vote on it today.
15                 And I'll turn to my colleagues in
16  the Council to add their thoughts.
17                 But in terms of your request, I
18  think we do that now.  Don't we?  In terms of when
19  there's a drought don't you make a recommendation?
20                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  We do, but there
21  is concern that it could be challenged because the
22  group has never been formally given that
23  responsibility.
24                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.
25                 LORI MATHIEU:  What I understand
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 1  there is, it's a plan.  We are advising the
 2  governor's office.  I don't believe there's a
 3  specific statute that gives us the authority, and
 4  it's something we'd have to look into and review
 5  carefully.
 6                 But Jack, I agree with you with
 7  just getting this information on Friday.  And your
 8  letter, Virginia, thank you for all your work.
 9  And Denise, thank you for all your work.  You put
10  a lot of years into this.
11                 I know there's been a lot of people
12  commenting on this internally, but I think it
13  deserves, you know, it deserves a lot of attention
14  and it deserves a good detailed review by the six
15  agencies that are involved, and a lot more
16  discussion to make sure that the changes that
17  you're proposing make sense for the six agencies.
18                 You know, I take it very seriously.
19  I been involved for a decade or so, and involved
20  in the first draft of this plan.  I think it has
21  served the State very well.  It's not perfect.
22  There is no perfect plan, but I take the
23  responsibility very seriously when we work
24  together as six agencies to give the governor some
25  advice as to what to say and how to say it about a
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 1  drought.
 2                 So I think changing this is not an
 3  overnight deal.  I think it's a very big effort
 4  that needs to be taken seriously.  And I think
 5  there needs to be more comment from, again I'll
 6  say the same thing I said previously, from all
 7  stakeholders and all parties involved.  Affected
 8  towns, we affect councils of governments.  We
 9  affect every water utility that produces a water
10  supply plan.
11                 So my recommendation is to
12  carefully take it back, carefully consider it and
13  maybe work it through the drought work plan
14  workgroup that we have representing our six
15  agencies and start from there.
16                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  David?
17                 DAVE LeVASSEUR:  As the chairman of
18  the interagency drought workgroup, I concur.  I'd
19  like to see the individual state agencies and,
20  quite frankly, a lot of the folks that attended
21  every single meeting have an opportunity to look
22  at it, some of whom haven't been in on the
23  discussions.
24                 And I think that at that point I
25  think we then need to look at the public comment.
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 1  And I was going to make the suggestion,
 2  Mr. Chairman, that perhaps it would be useful to
 3  set up a public docket for this plan going
 4  forward, since that's the format we've been using
 5  for a number of our initiatives over the years.
 6                 And certainly, the public and
 7  stakeholders are familiar with the docket system
 8  and I think would feel comfortable utilizing that
 9  system going forward.
10                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  We could
11  absolutely do that.
12                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  Let me just add
13  to this.  Well first of all, I didn't clearly
14  separate my two requests.  The very specific
15  request that I made last applies to the
16  interagency drought workgroup as they are
17  implementing the current plan.
18                 That group has never had the
19  authority to make the recommendations that it has
20  been making for decades, and there was concern
21  raised that that was inappropriate and it should
22  have that authority.  So that applies to the
23  existing plan as well.
24                 That was the very specific request
25  that I made at the end, and that was something
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 1  that that group could be blessed to have the
 2  authority that they've been actually doing.
 3                 DAVE LeVASSEUR:  And Virginia, I
 4  understand that.  I'm not sure we have the
 5  authority to do that.  I don't know if that
 6  authority comes from us, comes from the governor's
 7  office.  And quite frankly to not have an
 8  opportunity to review this at all because I was
 9  out of the office Friday, I think we need research
10  that before we can even move forward on that
11  request.
12                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  Okay.
13                 And then the other request in terms
14  of the plan as a whole, I do want to repeat that
15  this has been endorsed by the water planning
16  advisory group.  And as you know, there is wide
17  representation on that.
18                 We have had local input to it.
19  We've had agency input to it through the advisory
20  group in addition to the workgroup that actually
21  worked on this.  And so there has been many
22  opportunities for a wider public to comment
23  through the representation on the advisory group.
24                 I had a long talk, for instance,
25  last week with two people on the advisory group,
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 1  one representing the farm industry, one
 2  representing local health departments.  So you
 3  know, those individuals have weighed in on behalf
 4  of their constituencies.
 5                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Commissioner
 6  Sullivan, would you like to weigh in?
 7                 MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  No, I haven't
 8  read the report yet.  I'm looking forward to it.
 9                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Would you be in
10  agreement to defer, defer acting on it?
11                 MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  Yes.
12                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.
13                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  Just in terms of
14  the overwhelming volume of it, it's really 14
15  pages of reading.
16                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.  But I
17  think we're all in agreement that we're going
18  to -- and I think it warrants a good part of the
19  Water Planning Council meeting to really kind of
20  go through it and then we can come up with
21  recommendations.
22                 I have no problem with getting this
23  on our PURA docket system, if that's acceptable to
24  everyone in terms of letting the public know.
25                 Yes?
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 1                 LARRY BINGAMAN:  I certainly would
 2  support that.  Putting this on a docket would
 3  certainly be a good way to get public comment.
 4  I'm also concerned that we're jumping ahead here
 5  with a significant policy decision while we're
 6  just in the beginning stages of putting together a
 7  state water supply plan as well.
 8                 And the other thing is, is that I
 9  think in order to have an effective drought plan
10  you need to have some mechanism such as a
11  municipal ordinance that can be adopted by all
12  towns.  And I know there's a draft in here,
13  Virginia.  And this is a terrific job and a lot of
14  great work.
15                 But I was in Massachusetts for four
16  years and we had to have mandatory water use
17  restrictions every summer, and we did not have the
18  enforcement authority to implement that.  The
19  towns didn't want to put any resources into it and
20  the water utilities were not able to do it as
21  well.
22                 And it was an absolute nightmare
23  trying to enforce water use restrictions during
24  the summer months.  So I think that's an important
25  issue that we need to think through on this as
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 1  well, as well as making it part of the whole state
 2  water supply plan.
 3                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  Larry, I agree
 4  with you wholeheartedly and I know I was very
 5  disappointed with the water plan legislation which
 6  only said that they recommend that and didn't
 7  mandate it.  Because I think you're absolutely
 8  right.  Without that authority this is
 9  meaningless.
10                 LARRY BINGAMAN:  It's a paper
11  tiger.  You know, so we need to really think that
12  through and determine how we're going to crack
13  that nut.
14                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  And I will just
15  echo, certainly this has been through the advisory
16  group and it's had many integrations I think
17  starting to go way back from Denise, and I think
18  it is considerable progress from where we've been.
19                 I think the flexibility, we've
20  questioned for a long time whether, you know, the
21  construction works.  You know, technically it's a
22  statewide decision.  This allows for those more
23  localized decisions and is more responsive to a
24  lot of those things.
25                 I think even the concept of that
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 1  heightened awareness, I wasn't on the committee,
 2  but as I read in preparation for this, I mean,
 3  that's the one we kind of go from zero to boom,
 4  all of a sudden.  Right?  You know, absent that.
 5                 So I think there's a lot of good
 6  things in here.  I don't disagree that the folks
 7  who actually implemented need some eyes on it, and
 8  the other agencies that are not involved in the
 9  planning council are a part of that.  And the
10  advisory group, I hadn't really thought about
11  their role here.
12                 But you know, I think it's
13  certainly a big step from where we've been and
14  recognized to be kind of a continuum process here.
15  We've been working with one for ten years that we
16  knew had some deficiencies as the next step.  It
17  may need more to follow, but I think I give them a
18  line of credit for what they've done.
19                 And they really did do a lot to
20  reach out to those other stakeholders to get their
21  input.  So -- and discussions with ag I know got
22  another layer that was kind of at the end here,
23  but I know you were able to accommodate that,
24  Virginia, so I appreciate that.
25                 I think the advisory group is
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 1  comfortable with it, but understand the next step
 2  of review is important.
 3                 LORI MATHIEU:  Jack, if I could?
 4  Just another comment?  I think what's important
 5  for the health department to review, and review
 6  with water companies carefully are
 7  responsibilities in overseeing the water supply
 8  planning in total, the WUCC and individual water
 9  supply plans.
10                 And Virginia, to your point that we
11  want to make sure that there's no confusion when
12  we have differing labels for triggers within water
13  supply plans, and differing labels at the state
14  level.  What does that really mean?
15                 And what does it mean to say half
16  of the state is in this, and half of the state is
17  in that?  And 10 percent here and 10 percent
18  there?  And we have to be clear with people when
19  we make these messages and the plan needs to guide
20  us in that direction.
21                 And so to Larry, to your point just
22  thinking it even further, I think maybe this plan
23  revision needs to wait after we get done with the
24  state water plan, because there is no legislation
25  to give us the authority, which I really don't
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 1  think that there is.  But I think it's under broad
 2  authority of the governor to designate us all to
 3  do this work and develop a plan.  That's what I
 4  recall.
 5                 The Governor has pretty broad
 6  authority in so making us all responsible for
 7  this.  And I think any change to this broad plan
 8  probably should wait until the state plan is
 9  complete.  Just thinking out loud, but that's my
10  thought anyway.  Because it's a big responsibility
11  and it's a lot to change.  And that would not want
12  to just launch into a change at this point in
13  time.
14                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Margaret?
15                 MARGARET MINER:  Yes, I understand
16  that.  I would hope and I think you have the
17  flexibility to adopt some of the important changes
18  if one is to look at declaring regional water
19  stresses and water shortages, as opposed to State,
20  and I think the governor would have to understand
21  that.
22                 And also the attention to private
23  wells.  I'm in a part of the state that has some
24  small water systems and private wells, and both
25  are in trouble right now.
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 1                 LORI MATHIEU:  And I would agree
 2  with that.  It's very difficult to get that
 3  information and I think one of the things getting
 4  out to the more broad group for comment is to
 5  gather that information.
 6                 We sit in a room and we talk to
 7  each other and say, who has information from local
 8  health directors?  Who has information on private
 9  wells?  You know, and couple this, go around and
10  say this or that.  And it's hard to get that
11  information from people, because it would be great
12  to know there's 150 wells that have gone dry.
13                 There's information from well
14  drillers.  There's a lot more information that's
15  necessary to make the right decision and we have
16  in the past issued regional droughts.  So if I
17  recall that correctly, Dave, I think we have said
18  in certain parts of the state we are issuing a
19  drought, where over in other parts because it
20  clearly -- that's what's going on this year as
21  well.
22                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  Thank you, Lori.
23  You reminded me of something that I didn't
24  mention.  Another thing that has been put into
25  this plan is that the value of that ancillary
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 1  data, that it's not just these eight criteria.
 2                 But rather if there's indication
 3  that well drillers are being asked to deepen
 4  wells, or this sort of nonnumeric qualitative
 5  ancillary data that those are recognized as being
 6  an important component of the decision-making
 7  process.
 8                 MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  So Jack, just
 9  for the same reason that I didn't want to vote on
10  this, I'm not sure I'm willing to sign off on the
11  idea that we ought to wait until the state water
12  plan is done to do it either.
13                 Now I'm particularly interested in
14  reading this now, Virginia.  If it generated this
15  much discussion it's going to be worth the read.
16  So I'd rather us have a chance to actually look at
17  the document, run through it.  Then, like, talk at
18  the next Water Planning Council meeting about what
19  we want to do.
20                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  I agree with
21  you.  I don't know if we necessarily have to wait
22  until the plan is completed.  So let's read it and
23  discuss it at our next meeting, if that's
24  acceptable to everyone.
25                 LORI MATHIEU:  I would agree with
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 1  Dave's comment about opening up a docket.  Is that
 2  something we would agree?
 3                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Mr. Neeley is
 4  in back of the room there.  Mr. Neeley?
 5                 NICK NEELEY:  Your wish is my
 6  command.
 7                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Thank you,
 8  Nick.  Okay.  Very good.  Thank you, again.  We'll
 9  move down to policy.  Anything further on the
10  policy?
11                 ROBERT MOORE:  Just briefly.  Just
12  briefly, at our last meeting Lori brought up a
13  bunch of good issues about, you know, where we're
14  going.  And I think we kind of redirected, and the
15  response that we're getting out of Kirk will focus
16  on the issues that were raised.
17                 But we did produce a list of all
18  the issues that we have talked about.  I don't
19  know if everybody has gotten a copy of that, but
20  it's a list of two pages we have talked about.
21  Some of which we know we've got concurrence on,
22  which we've kind of worked on language.
23                 And they range from using the state
24  plan of conservation and development to some of
25  the water quality and some of the adoption of the
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 1  current plans like Long Island Sound and a few
 2  things, and an in-depth agricultural water use
 3  plan which is probably the one that's most
 4  finalized in terms of development of a consistent
 5  policy.
 6                 So we have that list.  I don't know
 7  if Kirk got that, but we will get it on Thursday.
 8                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  It just went to
 9  the policy subcommittee.
10                 ROBERT MOORE:  Well, we'll get that
11  out to everybody else.  I don't know if you've
12  seen that.
13                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  You want to
14  give it to Rob, and he'll make it part of the
15  record?
16                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  I think Bob, the
17  premise was we wanted the policy committee to see
18  it on Thursday before it had water distribution.
19                 ROBERT MOORE:  Well, he can have
20  it.  I mean, it's just an issue.  Just the list of
21  what we brought.  Most everything on there I've
22  brought before this committee at one time or
23  another.
24                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.  Keep it.
25  That's okay.
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 1                 ROBERT MOORE:  Most everything on
 2  that list is something I've talked about at this
 3  meeting in some form or another.  And again, we're
 4  meeting on Thursday.  We'll give you more reports
 5  at the next meeting.
 6                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Thank you very
 7  much.  Appreciate that.
 8                 ROBERT MOORE:  I did have one
 9  question on the drought, since I have the
10  microphone.  What are you going to do about this
11  year?
12                 Nevermind.  I mean, I was just
13  trying to say that, you know, you have this
14  committee and I know that you're working on it.
15  And there's somewhat of a dry spell that we're
16  going through.
17                 DAVE LeVASSEUR:  We're actually
18  meeting this Thursday.
19                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Virginia,
20  anything further on science and technology?
21                 VIRGINIA DeLIMA:  No.
22                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Mike Sullivan,
23  proposal to update the diversion regulations.
24                 MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  I was going to
25  wait until Maureen got back.
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 1                 So one of the things I wanted to do
 2  was use this opportunity just a little bit earlier
 3  than I normally would do this, but the Steering
 4  Committee doesn't get together as a whole all that
 5  often.  So I wanted to take advantage of the forum
 6  that I had.
 7                 I've basically made the decision to
 8  proceed with a change in the water diversion regs,
 9  the permitting regs and I wanted to just kind of
10  take this opportunity to kind of outline our
11  thinking on the need for that and just kind of
12  highlight that as an issue for everybody in the
13  room.
14                 This kind of started with my
15  decision to go out and visit each one of the WUCCs
16  and kind of see what this animal really is and how
17  it's moving along.  It was great.  It was really
18  interesting.  I went to the west, the central and
19  the east.  All are kind of moving along at
20  slightly different tempos, but they're all moving
21  quickly.
22                 And so the speed of the WUCC
23  process I think is commendable and I think people
24  are doing exactly what -- like their tasks are
25  that were laid out for them.  But it does create
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 1  some concern for me from DEEP's perspective solely
 2  from the point of view of the linkage between
 3  DEEP's diversion permitting regulations and what's
 4  called exclusive service areas that are covered by
 5  the WUCC process.
 6                 Given the direct linkage between
 7  those two I was kind of grappling with, like, one
 8  of two courses of action to take.  I mean, should
 9  I try to slow down the WUCC process, because I was
10  concerned about that linkage?  I wasn't inclined
11  to do that at all.  I know the WUCCs are very
12  important to DPH, and so I thought it would be
13  much better for me to kind of look at the
14  decoupling the linkage between DEEP's diversion
15  permitting process and the exclusive service areas
16  in the future.
17                 So we can do that by regulatory
18  change, and I'm pretty sure that that's what I'm
19  going to be proposing.  But I wanted to kind of
20  highlight it for everybody in the room, get some,
21  like, initial feedback to that.
22                 First I was going to ask Betsey to
23  kind of run through in a little bit more detail
24  why we feel we need to do that at this particular
25  time, and then I'm happy to open it up for
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 1  questions.
 2                 So Betsey?
 3                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Thank you, Mike.
 4                 So we have one screen.  Hopefully
 5  most people can see it.
 6                 Okay.  So the Water Diversion
 7  Policy Act was passed in 1982, so almost a third
 8  of a century ago.  And really what the Water
 9  Diversion Policy Act regulates is water coming out
10  of streams and rivers, and it looks at the impacts
11  associated with it.
12                 It was back at a time when the
13  Legislature used to put forward legislative
14  findings and pontificate on what was important and
15  why it was important.  And I think the legislative
16  findings for the diversion act are very important.
17                 What I really get out of this is
18  it's focused on sources and it's looking to
19  balance the needs of out-of-stream uses with
20  in-stream uses, and making sure that the State
21  proceeds in a manner which is mindful of that as
22  we move forward and develop, and do a whole series
23  of things.
24                 So specifically what it does is it
25  requires a permit for new withdrawals from surface
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 1  water or groundwater greater than 50,000 gallons a
 2  day.  It also addresses modification of
 3  instantaneous flow and alteration, but we're
 4  really focused on that withdrawal piece when we're
 5  talking about the connections back to it for
 6  exclusive service areas.
 7                 The other thing it does is it
 8  grandfathers existing water diversions through
 9  what's called a registered process.  And if you
10  look at the number of permitted and registered
11  consumptive diversions, so out-of-stream uses,
12  there are about 1600 of them in the state.
13  Eighty-four percent of those are registrations, so
14  the lion's share.
15                 And registered diversions, as I
16  said, are grandfathered, which means they're
17  continued to be permitted or allowed indefinitely.
18  And there were five characteristics of
19  registrations that the law required that people
20  tell us when they registered those diversions, the
21  location, the capacity, the frequency, the rate
22  and then that fifth characteristic is really
23  important.  It was description of the water use
24  and the water system where it was used.
25                 And very often we found those
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 1  registrations were based on recent memory and
 2  maximum volume that can be conceivably used.
 3  Sometimes they're sustainable.  Sometimes they're
 4  not.  I think what's important, and the
 5  Legislature looked at this issue and said, you
 6  know, the registrations are the registrations, and
 7  there is no additional environmental consideration
 8  or review at the time those registrations were
 9  made.
10                 And contrast that with diversion
11  permitting.  And for those permits that require
12  greater than 50,000 gallons a day and go through a
13  process, there were a whole series of policy
14  considerations the agency is directed to consider
15  and the applicant needs to put forward, including
16  what are the existing and projected water supply
17  needs?  What will the impact be on wetlands
18  habitat?  Waste assimilation?  Agriculture?  A
19  broad policy assortment of things that we're
20  talking about as part of the state water plan.
21                 Obviously looking at the economic
22  development and job creations associated with both
23  the proposed diversion, and importantly the
24  necessity of the diversion and an alternatives
25  analysis, is there any other way to meet that next
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 1  increment of supply or that out-of-stream use
 2  other than this specific diversion, and looking at
 3  the impacts on fish and wildlife, and clearly the
 4  interests of all affected municipalities?
 5                 Diversion permits go through our
 6  traditional public process of notice, opportunity
 7  for hearing.  So back in 1990 we adopted
 8  regulations to go along with the diversion act.
 9  And we need to put those regulations in the
10  context at the time.
11                 So this was over a quarter century
12  ago and the circumstances in the State were
13  different, but we put in specific exemptions in
14  those regulations that basically provide for
15  expanded water treatment for use of registered
16  diversions.  And we were trying to accommodate use
17  of a water supplier in a registered diversion
18  within an entity service area.
19                 And the way the regulations define
20  that service area is the service area identified
21  in the registration, one of those five
22  characteristics, or an exclusive service area
23  established under the WUCC statute, or the water
24  utility coordinating committee.
25                 So we all know, and we've been
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 1  talking about this, that diversions impact
 2  streamflow, both building a dam and taking out
 3  water behind it, and also groundwater diversions.
 4  When you begin to pump whether a stratified direct
 5  or a bedrock aquifer, you are intercepting
 6  potentially water headed to a stream.  You also
 7  may be drawing water out of that stream into your
 8  well, and addressing that.  And it's those impacts
 9  that we're concerned about.
10                 When we worked together on the
11  streamflow regulations we addressed the issue of
12  consumptive diversions, registered diversions from
13  behind dams with large impoundments and required
14  downstream releases.  So that piece has been
15  addressed in this environmental component, but for
16  registered versions for direct withdrawal, or for
17  withdrawal from groundwater that impacts
18  streamflow they can operate without regard to
19  environmental impact.
20                 And we've seen some circumstances
21  where we've ended up with some very bad
22  environmental impacts associated with these
23  activities.  Registrations have impact.  I think
24  most of you have heard about Coppermine Brook in
25  Bristol.  Two water suppliers both drawing off of
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 1  groundwater wells, and we have a dry stream
 2  trench.
 3                 We've been watching the stream for
 4  most of the summer.  It's been dry.  There's been
 5  a lot of streams across the state that have been
 6  dry, but this one in particular.  And DEP has been
 7  really working to identify dry streams and
 8  impairments caused by dry streams statewide.
 9                 And so this sort of yellow color
10  gives you a sense of distribution.  We believe the
11  ones that just turned pink are potentially
12  impacted by registered diversions.  So the problem
13  is broad, but the problem associated with the
14  registered diversions and potential impact on dry
15  streams is broad also.
16                 As Mike mentioned, DPH is moving
17  forward with the water utility coordinating
18  process.  This is fundamentally about who serves
19  where.  It's different than the sources of water
20  and where the water is going to come from, but it
21  is moving forward and the ESAs as assigned will be
22  moving forward.
23                 But for the assigned ESAs I want to
24  take you through what we're concerned about.  So
25  as consolidation moves forward in the State -- and
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 1  this was something we didn't envision back when
 2  the regulations were adopted in 1990 -- are there
 3  potential impacts to registered diversions and
 4  additional use of those registered diversions?
 5  And I want to focus us in.
 6                 So these are the areas that are
 7  presently assigned.  The gray areas are the areas
 8  that are not, but as I understand it they will be
 9  assigned through the water utility coordinating
10  committees that are ongoing.  And these are our
11  large groundwater supply level wells and these are
12  actually the level A mapping areas.
13                 Some of these are registered.  Some
14  of them permitted, but it's the registered ones
15  we're specifically concerned about.  And there is
16  consolidation that's happening.  And I'm going to
17  use Aquarion as an example of recent
18  consolidation.
19                 So we've zoomed in on Western
20  Connecticut.  And that sort of medium blue color
21  is New Milford I believe.  And through a series of
22  acquisitions --
23                 SAM GOLD:  That's Newtown.
24                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Newtown, thank
25  you.  Thanks, Sam.
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 1                 Basically, Aquarion's exclusive
 2  service area has grown and is now all of that
 3  medium blue.  When you overlay the aquifer
 4  protection areas on that, what it means is that --
 5  so this is a permitted diversion and this is a
 6  registered diversion, and these are registered
 7  diversions.
 8                 So under the existing regulations
 9  one can move water from here all the way up to
10  here utilizing one source without requiring a
11  permit.  It might be that moving water from south
12  to north is acceptable and that environmental
13  conditions in both the donor basin and the
14  receptor basin are acceptable, but if it's a
15  blanket, because your ESA has gotten bigger and
16  you can move that water, there is no review and
17  there is no public process associated with that.
18                 When you look forward in terms of
19  potential future consolidation, and I have no
20  inside message on what Aquarion's plans are, but I
21  want you to focus on that medium blue area also
22  and what we've highlighted in yellow.
23                 So I think everyone knows that
24  Aquarion also has service down in the lower part
25  of Fairfield County.  We're not really focused on
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 1  that, but look at that gray area that's up in the
 2  northwest corner of the state.  It's up in
 3  Salisbury, Kent, Cornwall, Litchfield -- I'm
 4  missing two.
 5                 But the point is, if Aquarion was
 6  to acquire an ESA for every place where there is a
 7  yellow service area, under the existing diversion
 8  regulations they could legally move water from any
 9  of those areas within all of that existing service
10  area.
11                 And we don't know what the
12  environmental impacts of that would be.  So the
13  outcome of the WUCC process has the potential to
14  cause adverse events.  It's not a given, but it is
15  possible.  So the continuing water system
16  consolidation, which may be a very good public
17  policy outcome, and ESA expansions of the WUCC
18  process may worsen in-stream conditions in some
19  locations.
20                 And the proposed timing of the WUCC
21  process necessitates decoupling the ESAs from that
22  expanded use of diversions before the state water
23  plan is completed, because if we get our job done,
24  have the state water plan done next year, if there
25  is a recommendation to address it, it would take
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 1  quite some time to sort of play out.
 2                 So what we're proposing, as Mike
 3  said, is to decouple future ESAs from un-permitted
 4  expansion of the utilization of registrations.  So
 5  really what we're saying is that if you are
 6  serving an area now utilizing existing
 7  authorizations, you can continue to do that.
 8                 But if you want to move water in
 9  the future, to a future ESA then you need a permit
10  to do that.  There are a whole series of
11  mechanisms in place to provide permits.  We have
12  general permits that we work with industry on to
13  address some of these circumstances.  We are going
14  to notice to reissue those general permits in the
15  near future because they are at the end of their
16  lifespan.
17                 But the point is diversion
18  permitting will get back to fundamentally what the
19  diversion act provides for, which is an
20  opportunity to review the socioeconomic, the
21  environmental and public involvement of the
22  impacts of moving water from a donor basin to
23  another location, sort of what was envisioned.
24                 So in hindsight, we look at our
25  regs 25 years later.  We think they're just not
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 1  keeping up with the times and that the change
 2  we're proposing is to catch up with what's
 3  actually going on, on the ground, while being
 4  respectful of the growth that has happened since
 5  those regulations were in place and at that time.
 6                 So here's the proposed change to
 7  the diversion regulations.  It's fairly simple.
 8  It goes straight at that specific exemption and
 9  it's the only one that we are proposing.  And what
10  it does is changes the definition of service area
11  to mean the area served by the water system as in
12  that, in a permanent registration, or in a water
13  supply plan that's on record and approved by the
14  commissioner of public health on or before
15  October 1, 2016.
16                 So that premise is, if you're
17  serving there now you can to do that with
18  registered water or permitted water.  If in the
19  future you're expanding into a new ESA you're
20  going to need a permit to that, maybe a general
21  permit, maybe another consideration.
22                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  Can you go
23  back, please?
24                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So this is
25  really the heart of it and I'd be glad to leave it
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 1  on that slide and take questions.  So it's our
 2  intent to go to notice with this proposed change.
 3                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  I'm sure the
 4  water company is going be thrilled.
 5                 MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  First Jack,
 6  thanks for giving us the time to kind of lay this
 7  out there for people.  I mean, again, one of the
 8  goals here is not to revisit the past.  I mean,
 9  we're looking to make this, this change for the
10  future after October 1st.
11                 The other reason why I wanted to,
12  like, kind of rush to get this out to you guys is
13  this really, in my view, I know we have some
14  differences sometimes about the scope of the state
15  water plan, but certainly at the heart of it, it's
16  at the very least a water allocation kind of set
17  of concerns, and this is exactly that.
18                 And so this is something that, one,
19  you ought to be aware of; two, you ought to be
20  thinking about; and three, like, get us any
21  feedback you want either now or, like, in the
22  future.
23                 My expectation would be for those
24  of you that are not involved in the regulation of
25  adoption process, like, we go through notice.
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 1  There's public hearing.  We respond publicly to
 2  the comments that we receive and then ultimately
 3  it gets sent to the legislative regulations review
 4  committee.
 5                 So you're not going to see us go to
 6  notice tomorrow, but I would hope, like, sometime
 7  in the next month to be doing that.  So I just
 8  wanted to give everybody kind of a heads up on
 9  that.
10                 I'm happy to answer any questions
11  you might have now, or if you think about things
12  in the next couple of days, just give me or Betsey
13  a call, or Denise.
14                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Thank you
15  Michael and Betsey.  Maureen -- Oh, I'm sorry.
16                 ELIN KATZ:  Thank you.  I just want
17  to make sure I understand the scope of the problem
18  as you've defined it in your mind.
19                 So going back to the Aquarion
20  example.  So if Aquarion, you know, they have
21  their existing diversion permits potentially
22  grandfathered, and then they buy another company.
23  Then their diversion permit essentially
24  encompasses the entire territory that they now
25  have?  That's what I'm understanding from the way
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 1  you've described it.
 2                 So that gives them the ability to
 3  move water within their entire ESA.
 4                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So if they have
 5  an exclusive service area and it's served by a
 6  registered diversion and they then acquire an
 7  adjacent exclusive service area, it's our
 8  reading -- and I know that there are others who do
 9  not read it this way, and Margaret is about ready
10  to raise her hand -- that under this exemption
11  that's in the diversion regs is that they do not
12  need a permit for moving that water from one
13  exclusive service area to an adjacent exclusive
14  service area.
15                 ELIN KATZ:  Okay.  Thank you.
16                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So as you expand
17  and make bigger exclusive service areas, that
18  water can be utilized more fully than originally
19  envisioned under the registration in different
20  areas.
21                 ELIN KATZ:  Now you're saying
22  there's potential different interpretations of the
23  statute language, or the regulations.  Has that
24  been tested in any way, or is this the
25  Department's interpretation?
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 1                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  This is
 2  definitely the Department's interpretation.  The
 3  environmental advocates have told us at various
 4  points in time that that really should require a
 5  permit.
 6                 We believe the regs are fairly
 7  straightforward, which is one of the reasons for
 8  the straightforward change.
 9                 ELIN KATZ:  And when were these
10  regs passed?
11                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  1990, a quarter
12  century ago.
13                 ELIN KATZ:  So we've been talking
14  about this issue?
15                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  We have.
16                 ELIN KATZ:  For at least 20 years?
17                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  We have.
18                 ELIN KATZ:  You know, to see the
19  challenges around registered diversions.
20                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Margaret?
21                 MARGARET MINER:  On this question
22  of the merged ESAs, I've probably been talking
23  about it since 2010.  I would like to say that I
24  went to meetings in Newtown at that time when the
25  ESAs had merged, spoke to the state legislators,
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 1  spoke to Aquarion.  Aquarion itself thought it
 2  needed a permit.
 3                 This language, this problem does
 4  not exist in statute.  It only exists in the
 5  regulation, and I certainly agree the regulation
 6  needs some clarification, but there were certainly
 7  plenty of people down there including lawyers who
 8  thought that a permit was needed in this kind of
 9  case.
10                 That what the statute meant and
11  what everybody had understood was, you get to use
12  your registered diversion within your ESA, the ESA
13  that you registered when you did your
14  registration, not any future ESA that you might
15  accumulate.
16            It's a common -- it seems to be
17  consistent with the statute.  I agree the language
18  in the regulations is ambiguous, but as Betsey
19  said, that there's been at least some legal
20  disagreement on how to interpret it.
21            So I regard this very welcome -- and
22  thank you -- change.  I personally regard it as a
23  clarification of a problem that is going to get
24  worse and that -- well, the clarification is
25  needed, but I think the kind of clarification
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 1  being sought is completely consistent with
 2  statute.  No statute change is needed and is
 3  consistent with most people's understanding of
 4  what the registrations provided as a privilege.
 5            So that's just my comment and I can send
 6  you, oh, maybe 125 e-mails that I've sent Betsey
 7  on the subject if you want more information.
 8                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Lori?
 9                 LORI MATHIEU:  Thanks for your
10  presentation.  Thanks, Mike, for attending the
11  WUCC meetings.  I really appreciate that.
12                 I think our commissioners should
13  meet because I think there's some overlapping
14  authorities.  And Kirk, you probably should take
15  some notes on this.
16                 This is probably exactly why we're
17  all here.  There's overlapping authorities.
18  There's overlapping agendas.  There's, as I spoke
19  at Bob's meeting, in the policy meeting there's
20  certain biases and everybody has their biases.
21  They have their own agendas.  They work for
22  different commissioners, but we all work for the
23  same governor.
24                 So I would appreciate that if our
25  commissioners would get together and talk about
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 1  this, because as we run ahead with the WUCC
 2  process on our two-year window of time we haven't
 3  been silent as to what we've planned to do since
 4  2009, 2008.  And now that we're spending over a
 5  half million dollars in the health department's
 6  funding, and there's a lot of people involved in
 7  the WUCC process moving this forward, it just
 8  seems to me an interesting time to propose this.
 9                 And the interference with the WUCC
10  process, the overlapping with the WUCC process,
11  the dual responsibilities that there are, who's
12  really in charge of where water goes and comes I
13  think needs to be talked about at the highest
14  level.
15                 And I would ask before you move
16  forward with public notice that we have a chance
17  for our commissioners to sit down and talk about
18  this, about how this should move forward.  Because
19  it is a serious issue.  I take this as a concern
20  for the WUCC process in general and how it impacts
21  water supply plans that have been done for 30
22  years.
23                 I see minimum streamflow affecting
24  safe yield, not only existing safe yield, but
25  future safe yield.  So if we want to put it all on
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 1  the table, let's do that, because I think we
 2  should.  I think it just would serve our State
 3  well if we actually put all of our issues on the
 4  table, because we've gone into it now three times
 5  on minimum streamflow and we really haven't
 6  received a comprehensive response.
 7                 So I think I'm glad that you went
 8  to the WUCC meetings because they are very
 9  professionally run.  Eric McPhee and his team are
10  doing an excellent job.  We spent a tremendous
11  amount of time setting this up, and you see that.
12  It's well run.  It's well organized.
13                 And yes, it's going to be done on
14  time because of the help of all the utilities in
15  the room and the council of governments that have
16  pledged their time in the process.  So there's a
17  lot of energy out there on the WUCC, and I would
18  like to be able to work together and not against
19  each other.
20                 I see that there is overlapping
21  authorities here.  Deep, OPM and PURA as well as
22  the Health Department have a role in the review
23  and approval of exclusive service areas.  In our
24  statutes there is a role for DEEP to comment on
25  where exclusive service areas are assigned or not.
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 1                 So there's a significant role there
 2  that has yet to play out.  So I think that should
 3  be discussed between agencies and commissioners so
 4  that we have an understanding of each other's
 5  processes and what we're both trying to accomplish
 6  while we've hired CDM Smith to move forward with
 7  the state water plan.
 8                 Because I think this gets to the
 9  heart of some of the very major concerns between
10  our two agencies, and I'm glad it came out.  I'm
11  glad, because, Kirk, you're seeing this play out
12  right in front of you.  Right?  It's a good thing,
13  because I think now is the time to put it all on
14  the table and see where it can go.
15                 But I think our commissioners
16  should meet and talk about it.
17                 MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  Well, I think
18  just if I can follow up on that Jack.  I'm sure
19  that the Commissioner Klee would be happy to talk
20  any time about any issues.  I do think that if
21  we're going to be talking about that, then we're
22  going to be talking about the WUCC process
23  generally as well and the speed with which it
24  goes.
25                 I mean, if one thing is up for
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 1  discussion, then everything is up for discussion.
 2  This is my attempt to accommodate the speed with
 3  which you're proceeding with the WUCC process and
 4  still achieve the level of environmental
 5  protection that I feel that we need for those
 6  streams.  So I'm happy to have that discussion any
 7  time.
 8                 LORI MATHIEU:  And we can put a
 9  streamflow on the table as well.  Thank you.
10                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Any further
11  comment on this?  Larry?
12                 LARRY BINGAMAN:  I'm concerned.
13  I'll say I made the point before, but I'm
14  concerned about putting these sort of major policy
15  positions out here which kind of almost seem like
16  a one-off situation.
17                 And we have a process that we're
18  just beginning to develop a state water supply
19  plan.  It's really supposed to address these kinds
20  of issues.  So I'm concerned.  I'm surprised about
21  this.  I haven't heard anything about it.  This is
22  the first time I've been exposed to it and I
23  really have some concerns here as well.
24                 Also you know, talked about whether
25  or not basins are over allocated or not or whether
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 1  we have enough water to supply the needs of the
 2  state in Public Act PA04-185 that required the
 3  Department of Environmental -- Energy and
 4  Environmental Protection to develop a forum in
 5  which it would begin the process of utilities
 6  reporting what their actual consumption is in
 7  diversions.
 8                 I think that would be useful data
 9  and I think those are the kinds of things that
10  would be important to focus on first, because that
11  information will help us develop a good, solid
12  data driven state water supply plan.  So I'm
13  really surprised and had some concerns about this
14  kind of policy change.
15                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Maureen?
16                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  Certainly, I
17  echo those concerns of Larry's.  And you know,
18  this kind of question as a practical matter, even
19  how would this go forward?  I mean, there's
20  conflicting policies here about, you know,
21  consolidation of small systems and serving those
22  customers in those communities that don't have a
23  water supply.  And then something like this could
24  potentially be a significant barrier to that.
25                 And I honestly don't even know as I
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 1  read this what is the service area in the water
 2  supply plan that this would be?  If I have to have
 3  a main extension tomorrow, is it, you know, do I
 4  claim a whole town?  I mean, how do you delineate
 5  that as a practical matter even to see how this
 6  would work?  Did you know the answer as you make
 7  this change?
 8                 DENISE RUZICKA:  Well, the intent
 9  was to say what you have now you would continue to
10  have.
11                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  As in the
12  street I serve on, or a town I serve in?
13                 DENISE RUZICKA:  The street you
14  serve on, unless you registered an entire town.
15                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  So if a main
16  extension comes up tomorrow because there's an
17  economic development project that is well within a
18  community I serve --
19                 DENISE RUZICKA:  And you registered
20  that entire town, and many people registered an
21  entire town, then it's part of your registration.
22                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  I think that in
23  essence is putting a stop on a whole lot of
24  things --
25                 DENISE RUZICKA:  I think it
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 1  actually leaves it pretty well open.  I also point
 2  out that the general permits allow for
 3  interconnections of up to a million gallons a day
 4  as well as use of backup wells and a variety of
 5  other things.  We've really cleaned up the
 6  backlog.  Permitting is going much smoother than
 7  it had in previous decades, all the problems that
 8  we've put behind us.
 9                 But it's just a question of saying
10  where can that water go, or can that water be used
11  until it depletes that stream and then we look at
12  the use of that registered water.  If you're
13  talking about a sustainable use of the supply,
14  then where it goes is not going to be problematic.
15                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  And we would
16  also welcome if you have suggestions, Maureen.
17  What we really are concerned about is ESAs
18  growing, the utilization of that water growing to
19  the point that there is more environmental impact
20  associated with that.
21                 So if you don't believe our
22  language has hit that sweet spot which we're
23  trying to hit, which is basically what we're doing
24  is saying you can serve using that registered
25  water what you have today and what you registered
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 1  for, and what a reasonable expectation is.  But
 2  what you can't do is then take that next increment
 3  to go into a new ESA.  That's what we're striving
 4  for.
 5                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  I understand
 6  the striving, but I, just as a practical matter, I
 7  just don't see how you can do with where we are
 8  today with water supply plans, and even where the
 9  status of approved water supply plans is today.
10                 And just, again I understand the
11  big reach, the concern there, but just the
12  day-to-day operations and the ability to serve
13  customers, I just don't know how you can do it
14  with that.
15                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So how do you
16  suggest the big reach which you're most concerned
17  about?
18                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  I don't have an
19  answer for that.  I think you address it through
20  the state water plan, which is what we're all here
21  for if you look at the whole picture, not to take
22  one issue aside.
23                 I mean, we've said all along, is it
24  really the problem that we -- I mean, that's the
25  data question we've had since the beginning.  Have
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 1  we defined there's really a problem?
 2                 Yes, it's the percentage of
 3  quantities and all that other stuff in your chart,
 4  but does that represent a significant real issue
 5  that has to be addressed strictly through the
 6  registrations?  Or are there other state policy
 7  issues that can support that without a single
 8  issue?
 9                 MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  That's where I'm
10  concerned.  Is the horse galloping out of the
11  barn?  And then a gap in the state water plan is
12  adopted, then okay.  Now deal with this particular
13  issue.
14                 If the WUCC are, like, continuing
15  to move forward at the speed with which they're
16  going, that decision point has gone.  And that's
17  what I'd like you to just kind of think about.  I
18  mean, if you've got a better solution for us to
19  that, I'm happy to hear it.  But that was the
20  impetus for my thinking that we needed to do this
21  now.
22                 DENISE RUZICKA:  Another way to
23  think about it, is that the WUCCs really assign.
24  Who has the intent to serve this area?  Who says,
25  hey, I want to serve that area?  The diversion
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 1  processes then becomes the permitting process to
 2  say environmental review for the allocation of
 3  supply to actually serve in that area.
 4                 LORI MATHIEU:  And I suggest a
 5  review of the WUCC statutes because, again under
 6  the ESA process there is a time for DEEP to review
 7  draft exclusive service area assignments under
 8  each one of the three WUCC areas.
 9                 So at that point in time there can
10  be a time for comment.  There is a time for
11  comment with each state agency reviewing that.  So
12  there already is a process in place under current
13  state law to review that.
14                 Now under the way the WUCC works is
15  once there's assigned ESAs each one of those
16  utilities with that assigned ESA has to go back
17  and revise their water supply plan.  And these
18  utilities have spent hundreds of thousands of
19  dollars invested over 30 years, you know,
20  reviewing those plans and updating them, keeping
21  them up to date.  And all four state agencies have
22  a chance to review and comment on those as well.
23                 So under current state law there
24  are two mechanisms for DEEP to be involved in the
25  review of exclusive service areas and existing
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 1  service areas.  So I mean, that's one of the
 2  things that I think we need to lay out and talk
 3  about between our commissioner's office, is I
 4  think that there are some overlapping dual role
 5  responsibilities.
 6                 And I think everything we're
 7  talking about here is something we should be
 8  talking about in developing the state water plan.
 9  So I just want to make sure I make that clear.
10                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Margaret?
11                 MARGARET MINER:  Of the question of
12  the speed of WUCCs and the implications of the
13  ESAs.  In the Statute Public Act 14-163 that
14  created the state water planning mechanism there
15  is also added, and it was added as a precaution, a
16  precaution that I did not think at the time was
17  absolutely necessary, but I now appreciate there
18  was added language that in the WUCC process there
19  are a number of key environmental factors that
20  have to go into their assessment including aquatic
21  habitat, flood problems and so forth.
22                 That language was put in that the
23  WUCCs had various levels of planning all the way
24  up to a complete statewide plan.  But the
25  coordinated water system plan for each WUCC is
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 1  about the levels up.  And it's in that part of the
 2  statute that it says this plan must make
 3  consideration of these environmental factors.
 4                 We have maintained and many have
 5  maintained, that I think will be writing the
 6  WUCCs, that they have said we look at the
 7  environmental implications after we do the ESAs.
 8  And we're saying no, that doesn't make sense.
 9                 How do you know if the sources that
10  you're applying to different service areas are
11  actually adequate for those service areas?  And
12  numerous other related environmental issues.
13                 The idea -- and the WUCCs have
14  said, and we believe, oh, well.  We could go back
15  and change things.  Well, it's not going to be
16  that easy.  There's going to be very little desire
17  once ESAs are set to go back and look at a
18  situation like Coppermine Brook or Southbury,
19  Woodbury, stressed watersheds, and change things
20  around because of the environmental impacts.
21                 We think if it was not for this
22  race to get it done that it would be clear that it
23  makes more sense to do that analysis which the
24  statute requires before ESAs are assigned, or as
25  part of the assessment of the waters in the
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 1  region.
 2                 So that language was put in
 3  especially to protect against a WUCC process that
 4  somehow in the state planning process and the WUCC
 5  process the environment was not attended to.
 6  That's what it's there for.  And I think that
 7  would slow it down.  That makes it undesirable,
 8  but would also make it more effective and
 9  credible.
10                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Attorney
11  Halloran to weigh in here.
12                 BART HALLORAN:  Thank you.
13                 First, as somebody who's just spent
14  the last month going over the water supply
15  assessment for the WUCCs, which we are beginning
16  to distribute now, there's an awful lot of work
17  that's going into trying to figure out what water
18  there actually is and how it's being used in the
19  WUCCs.
20                 It strikes me that this is not a
21  problem that is unique to Connecticut.  We've
22  hired consultants for this water planning.  If
23  this isn't part of water planning I don't know
24  what is.
25                 I would say that the DEEP should be
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 1  commended, though, for bringing this out in this
 2  way.  I think this is far preferable to what
 3  happened last year with the Senate and nobody
 4  getting a chance to comment and serious
 5  implications on registrations.
 6                 But this is an issue that doesn't
 7  seem to me to be defined as of yet.  It's an issue
 8  that exists as it is today if somebody buys
 9  another water company.  That's not an MDC issue,
10  but it is an issue of other companies right now,
11  and this won't do anything to solve that.
12                 But secondly, it's not clear what
13  the environmental impacts, or if in fact there is
14  an environmental problem from those things
15  happening and these diversions, these hypothetical
16  diversions happening in the future.  We also have
17  no idea what the ESAs are going to be that were
18  approved by the WUCCs, and we're assuming that
19  there will be some kind of consolidation, which we
20  absolutely don't know of.
21                 And I think that we also need to
22  consider the economic impacts of something like
23  this.  I understand that the diversion process is
24  better now, but it is still a timely process, and
25  necessarily so because people get to have input
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 1  into it.
 2                 And if you're going to actually
 3  have a situation where the extension of a water
 4  main to a new customer could trigger, in an
 5  already established ESA, could trigger a diversion
 6  application, that's a serious economic impact to
 7  the State of Connecticut which already has enough
 8  economic problems.
 9                 So while I applaud you for bringing
10  up this issue, I think there's a lot of work to be
11  done to this.  And I would think that the water
12  planning steering committee, all the various
13  subcommittees of this should weigh in on that and
14  we should have a process that works this out.  And
15  I really think that we're trying to solve a
16  problem before it exists, which is dangerous.
17                 Thank you.
18                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Consumer
19  Counsel Katz.
20                 ELIN KATZ:  Yeah I think it's good
21  that we highlighted this issue and the challenges
22  and what are obviously, you know, some contentious
23  issues in this process.
24                 But I am concerned that this
25  discussion could really derail the work of this
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 1  committee if we spend too much time on this today
 2  or in the future.  I'm just not sure this is the
 3  forum to resolve the problems.  I think they've
 4  been identified, but it strikes me this is
 5  almost -- this probably isn't the forum to resolve
 6  what DEEP should or shouldn't be proposing in its
 7  legislative agenda and the interaction with other
 8  parts of it.
 9                 If others see it differently, I'd
10  be interested, but it just seems beyond the scope
11  of the Steering Committee as a forum to resolve
12  it.
13                 MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  Well, I can say
14  a couple things about that.  This Steering
15  Committee won't resolve it.  This is, like, my
16  authority as, you know, the representative of
17  DEEP.  And we decide what we are going to, or not
18  going to do in terms of the regulatory adoption
19  process.
20                 But I think one of the values of
21  this group, and it's a very diverse group, is
22  that, like, for some of these issues -- I mean, it
23  doesn't have to be a resolution, but it's valuable
24  to me and I think it's valuable to all of us to
25  hear what you have to think about issues.
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 1                 And this clearly is one I think
 2  that, you know, I would want to know what you have
 3  to think and whether or not, like, how do you feel
 4  about it?
 5                 I mean, we're going to hear from a
 6  lot of people, anyways.  I mean, I agree with
 7  Bart.  The nice thing about this kind of process
 8  is the regulatory adoption process is a very
 9  public process with, like, a great opportunity for
10  people to kind of weigh in.  It's not going to
11  happen like in the still of the night and it still
12  requires legislative approval at the end.
13                 I mean, that's the essence of how
14  state government has set up its regulation
15  adoption process.  So I think we're going to have
16  that kind of input.  We want to have it, but at
17  the same time you folks have devoted, you know, a
18  considerable amount of time to this.
19                 You've come to a lot of meetings.
20  There are important issues that we're not always
21  going to agree on, but we need to bring those to
22  you to talk about.  I mean, it's just -- I don't
23  know how else to do this.
24                 And I don't expect, you know, it
25  would have to be a dreamland to think that we're
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 1  going to get a bunch of, you know, utilities,
 2  environmentalists, business folks, you know,
 3  consumer folks, all together.  And like,
 4  everything is going to be, you know, agreed upon
 5  without some discussion or debate or argument.
 6                 I mean, I do think that this is an
 7  important issue.  I do think that we legitimately
 8  have a concern about if one part of the process is
 9  going to move quickly and the other part is not,
10  what does that mean in terms of, like, my ability
11  to make sure that I'm achieving the mission of my
12  agency?
13                 And so not to say that we're always
14  right and if you've got a different way of
15  thinking about it, or a different way of solving
16  this particular problem, I'd be happy to hear
17  about it.  But the issue, even if it seems
18  hypothetical to some, it seems real to us and we
19  would rather err on the side of caution on this
20  and act, than not.
21                 But I mean, that's why, you know, I
22  push people to be ready to, you know, give you
23  guys something to think about because I wanted you
24  to think about it seriously.  So --
25                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Yes, Attorney
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 1  Barton.
 2                 BETH BARTON:  At the risk of
 3  sounding like a lawyer, but having listened to the
 4  exchange between Denise and Maureen I think that
 5  there is additional language in seven that should
 6  be redlined.
 7                 I think that in a water supply plan
 8  for a revision submitted in accordance with is
 9  also in the language, which becomes important it
10  seems to me especially if you're going to have --
11  and I don't have a particular dog in this fight,
12  but especially if you're going to have a cutoff
13  like October 1, 2016.
14                 Is the message that these people
15  should be rushing around and getting their water
16  supply plans revised over the next few weeks
17  because this may come to pass?  But that was, at
18  least according to the version I have in front of
19  me, and I think there's only been one, that's not
20  in the regulation right now.
21                 DENISE RUZICKA:  So my
22  understanding is that the water supply plans
23  include your existing service area and a proposed
24  future service area as part of a water supply
25  plan.  Those are both service areas.  Correct?  So
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 1  it's contained within your existing water supply.
 2                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  To answer that
 3  question I had earlier, it would not just be your
 4  existing service area, it would be proposed
 5  service area in the water's pipeline.
 6                 DENISE RUZICKA:  I thought the term
 7  was "future."  I'm not sure about the terminology
 8  anymore.  I've been out of the agency a little
 9  while.
10                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  But back to
11  your point, in the beginning of that sentence, is
12  it new, too?  Right?
13                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  The red is new.
14                 BETH BARTON:  Service area
15  established under Section 25-33G of the General
16  statutes, period.
17                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  So the area
18  water supply plan or revisions submitted is new?
19                 BETH BARTON:  Right.
20                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Your point is
21  the red is not correct.
22                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  The red is not
23  correct.
24                 BETH BARTON:  It's also subpart A.
25  That's an aside.
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 1                 MARGARET MINER:  I wanted to add
 2  that in various discussions, including in the
 3  Water Planning Council advisory group, the exact
 4  meaning of ESAs is not always clear because there
 5  are ESAs established under, what I call, the WUCC
 6  statute.  But there are also basically ESAs
 7  established by charters and other places in the
 8  statute.
 9                 So it's often not clear what kind
10  of ESA we're talking about, although it's clear
11  now that the WUCC statute is proceeding with its
12  version of the ESAs.  I've often thought from the
13  water company point of view that they should, you
14  know, or from DPH, you should refer to those other
15  statutes also that set ESAs.
16                 As long as we're putting everything
17  on the table, we've asked I think every WUCC, and
18  we'll ask again, what is the legal standing of the
19  ESA?  Are they enforceable?  And I usually put it
20  in terms of, are they more or less enforceable
21  than a water supply plan?
22                 And I really am not sure.  There's
23  some basic legal questions that to my mind are
24  still kind of open, or I haven't seen anything
25  written and that's one of them.  So to add that
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 1  complication let me talk about ESA.  We're not
 2  always talking about the same basis for the ESA,
 3  and then what you can actually enforce is another
 4  question.  And you know, so just that advisory.
 5                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.  Any
 6  further --
 7                 MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  Just one final
 8  point, Beth, on the date.  I mean, part of the
 9  objectives here as well was to have this be for
10  the future, not to change the rules that people
11  have been operating off of.  And my thought was,
12  well, you know, we go to a notice by October 1st,
13  or whenever it is.  Like, at least there's a date
14  which people knew about it.
15                 And you know, maybe that's the
16  wrong date.  I don't know, but it would seem to me
17  that we needed to start, like, somewhere so to
18  make it clear that anything that had happened
19  prior to that date was not going to be changed.
20                 BETH BARTON:  I appreciate that.
21  And again, I don't work in this area like
22  everybody here -- well, not everybody.  A lot of
23  people here do day in and day out, but it just
24  didn't seem to make sense to me.  You previously
25  said an exclusive service area established under a
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 1  particular statute 25-33G.
 2                 And now it's an exclusive service
 3  area established in the water supply plan.  And
 4  Denise is suggesting that could be very broad, but
 5  even that breadth, the way I read the language
 6  that's been added had to have been reflected as of
 7  October 1, 2016.
 8                 And if they didn't prepare their
 9  water supply plans, including any potentially
10  anticipated exclusive service area, it presumably
11  doesn't include them.  I'm just trying to figure
12  out how practically that would work.
13                 DENISE RUZICKA:  Beth, if you don't
14  mind, I'll be giving you a call.
15                 BETH BARTON:  I always take your
16  calls.
17                 MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  That's why it's
18  very important to have a lawyer on the Steering
19  Committee.
20                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  And the other
21  part, Beth, to that, even if we ran around and did
22  them now, there are plans that have been pending
23  review and approval for years already.  So it's
24  not a matter of, is the utility going to get in
25  there and change it, but what is the status of
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 1  ones that have been in there in process for months
 2  or years, or however long they've been there as
 3  submitted plans, but not approved?  So there's a
 4  big gaping hole there.
 5                 DENISE RUZICKA:  Water supply
 6  plans?
 7                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  Yeah.
 8                 DENISE RUZICKA:  A backlog of water
 9  supply plans?
10                 MAUREEN WESTBROOK:  There's water
11  supply plans pending review in varying degrees of
12  tenure, but --
13                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  But I think the
14  important part is what we're trying to do is set
15  the bar as of today or at some point in the near
16  future.  If there's a different way to do it and
17  there are suggestions we would welcome those
18  suggestions.
19                 ROBERT MOORE:  Jack?
20                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Yes, and yours
21  is going to be the last comment on the subject.
22                 ROBERT MOORE:  I'm glad I'm not the
23  person responsible for diversions any longer,
24  which you know, Kerry would be from 1982 to
25  recently.  But there are going to be issues that
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 1  come up during this next year in the water supply
 2  planning process that may require us to act.
 3                 I can't tell you what they are, but
 4  there might be, other than this diversion issue,
 5  there might be issues on registrations.  There
 6  might be other issues that require legislative
 7  action.  We may pursue funding issues.
 8                 There's a variety of issues that
 9  could rise up out of this thing.  Approval of the
10  drought plan, that shouldn't have to wait until
11  we're completely done with the water supply plan.
12  I think if this committee and others think that
13  they are necessary to act on them there may be
14  times we have vetted that enough through the
15  planning process that it might be appropriate to
16  act on it.  And not only this, but maybe other
17  issues that come up during the time period.
18                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.  To be
19  continued, I'm sure.  And if anybody knows
20  anything about how regs are approved, it doesn't
21  happen overnight.  Okay?  And that's a nice segue
22  into streamflow regs.
23                 Would you like to give us an update
24  on that?
25                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So the update is
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 1  that the notice for final classification of the
 2  south-central basin was published in the
 3  Connecticut Law Journal this morning.  So that's a
 4  stat for our second major basin.
 5                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Very good.
 6                 Anything else from streamflow?
 7                 WUCC update.  Things are moving
 8  along very nicely.  Aren't they?
 9                 LORI MATHIEU:  I have a really very
10  sarcastic comment to make.
11                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  No.  No.  No.
12                 LORI MATHIEU:  Then I have a second
13  sarcastic -- anyway, where are we?  The WUCCs are
14  moving ahead very nicely.  As you've heard, the
15  process is moving ahead as planned.
16                 We're in, as Bart mentioned, that
17  each one of the WUCCs is ready to release the
18  draft assessment for public comment fairly soon.
19  We are moving ahead.  Milone & MacBroom is doing a
20  marvelous job.  There's many people in the
21  audience here that are participating in those
22  meetings.
23                 I think my staff and the staff of
24  the water companies and the council of governments
25  who have pledged your time are doing an excellent
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 1  body of work.
 2                 And again, I'll say one more
 3  comment since I have the mic that there is a
 4  process to review exclusive areas and that is
 5  under the current statute.  And that it would
 6  really be interesting to look at that statute and
 7  to take that time to work together on comments
 8  about exclusive service areas.
 9                 Because Betsey, as you asked there,
10  is an option and opportunity to review ESAs
11  between the agencies during that time under
12  statute.
13                 So anyway, Eric, is there anything
14  to add to the WUCC update?
15                 ERIC McPHEE:  Not other than the
16  assessments are -- each WUCC is operating
17  individually, so they may be staggered in terms of
18  when they are released.
19                 LORI MATHIEU:  Dave is in the
20  audience.  Dave, if you want to say anything, MMI?
21                 DAVID MURPHY:  Nothing to add.  We
22  are excited to get the preliminary assessments out
23  especially so we can give them to CDM Smith.
24                 LORI MATHIEU:  Great.  Yes, and we
25  should talk later about the request for
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 1  information.  So Jack, thank you.
 2                 BETSEY WINGFIELD:  I'd just like an
 3  opportunity to respond to Lori's point.  I think
 4  the question of who should serve the ESA is very
 5  different than where the water to serve that ESA
 6  should come from, which is why we think the
 7  disconnect makes sense.
 8                 It's not a question, who serves.
 9  It is a question of potentially what that source
10  is, and my instinct is that in many of these
11  circumstances there will not be enough information
12  on the table to evaluate the appropriateness of
13  movement of water if that's what's anticipated in
14  some of these things.  So I see that there is a
15  significant difference.
16                 LORI MATHIEU:  And that's the value
17  of the comments from DEEP during the ESA process,
18  is if it's inappropriate to assign that area,
19  that's the value of your comments at the time.
20  And that can be worked on, discussed and part of
21  the WUCC process.
22                 So thank you.
23                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.  Anything
24  else on the WUCC process?
25                 If not, we're going to go over to
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 1  public comment?  Any public comment?  You people
 2  have been so nice and quiet back there this
 3  afternoon.  Anybody have anything to say?
 4                 You've seen a lot of activity.
 5  Nobody has any?  You've got comments up here.
 6  George Logan, you awake back there?  You want to
 7  comment, George.  You wouldn't know George is a
 8  candidate for the Senate.
 9                 Identify yourself please, sir.
10                 GEORGE LOGAN:  Good afternoon,
11  everyone.  My name is George Logan, Director of
12  Environmental Management and Government Relations
13  for Aquarion Water Company.
14                 You know, my comment mainly has to
15  do with the proposed changes to the diversion
16  regulations.  You know, Aquarion Water Company
17  serves a population of over 600,000 people in 50
18  communities throughout Connecticut.
19                 You know, any changes to the
20  existing diversion regs, particularly as proposed,
21  could have a devastating impact in terms of the
22  planning that has gone on to date.  You know, even
23  putting a date of October 1st is not helpful at
24  all.
25                 Because when you look at planning,
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 1  particularly when it comes to water systems and
 2  design, the planning process has begun years ago,
 3  many years ago.  And the amount of effort and
 4  dollars that have been dedicated to the planning
 5  that is going on is tremendous.
 6                 When you look at the state water
 7  plan, the whole reason for Aquarion and the other
 8  utilities and for all of us to come together was
 9  to solve these types of issues, you know, the
10  issue of attempting to do this through this means
11  or mechanism puts us in a bad position.
12                 Because obviously Aquarion, for
13  example, as the largest private water utility in
14  Connecticut now is going to have to defend
15  ourselves.  And we're not very pleased with the
16  way the language is -- proposed changes to the
17  regulations are written.
18                 You know, hopefully there will be
19  more dialogue on this.  Hopefully the
20  commissioners will get together and find some way
21  of incorporating this into the existing process
22  that we are all involved in.
23                 I would also say, you know, in a
24  broader context or picture of things, when you
25  look at the State of Connecticut in terms of where
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 1  we are, in terms of our fiscal health, in terms of
 2  attractiveness for businesses, it terms of jobs,
 3  in terms of this, you know, these types of
 4  changes, these types of regulations are precisely
 5  what has given Connecticut the sort of reputation
 6  that we have.
 7                 Again, we have a process that we've
 8  all seemed to buy into.  I think it's a good
 9  process.  Aquarion thinks it's a good process.
10  Hopefully we can find a way to incorporate the
11  concerns of each of the individual agencies, each
12  individual utilities, environmental groups in a
13  way where the state water plan will, you know,
14  correct and solve these types of issues.
15                 But if the WUCC process is going to
16  fast for DEEP and if the state water planning
17  process is going to slow for DPH, I think it
18  behooves us all to just figure out a way to make
19  it work now while we're all together.  Because if
20  this disintegrates and dissolves it will be the
21  next generation's problem to deal with, because
22  this is our chance to resolve these problems here
23  and now, right now.
24                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Thank you,
25  George.  Thank you.  Any other public comment this
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 1  afternoon?
 2                 LISA CHAARMUT:  Hi.  I'm Alicia
 3  Lisa Charamut with the Connecticut River Watershed
 4  Council.
 5                 It's good that you have a loud
 6  voice, George.  I was able to hear you, but I knew
 7  the mic wasn't on.
 8                 I feel like I do need to step
 9  forward as a representative of the environmental
10  community, because there are a lot of people
11  sitting around this table that represent water
12  utilities.
13                 I'm disappointed that my letter to
14  the Water Planning Council didn't make it to the
15  Steering Committee and the Water Planning Council
16  where one of the issues I wanted to bring forward
17  was the potential for undue influence of the WUCCs
18  on the water planning process.  Now we're hearing
19  so much of, we can't do this before the water plan
20  is finished.
21                 Well, then why don't we stop the
22  WUCC process until the water plan is finished?
23  Really, I mean, it's essentially -- you can't make
24  that argument, that we can't do this until the
25  water plan is done.  This is a very concerning
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 1  issue for many of us.
 2                 You know, we fight for the
 3  in-stream flows as much as we can.  Our resources
 4  are limited and we have essentially a very large
 5  trade organization with a lot of influence on this
 6  process.
 7                 I commend DEP for bringing this
 8  forward.  This is a concern we've all had for a
 9  long time.  We're a small voice, a voice without a
10  lot of resources.  And so I ask that everybody
11  really think about this before you come up against
12  it hard.
13                 Thank you.
14                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Thank you.
15                 Any other public comment?
16                 EILEEN FIELDING:  I don't mean to
17  take your time repeating things that have already
18  been said by members of the environmental
19  community.  As representing the Farmington River
20  watershed Association, of course we --
21                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Excuse me, your
22  name and title for the record, please?
23                 EILEEN FIELDING:  Eileen Fielding,
24  Farmington River Watershed Association.
25                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  I know who you
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 1  are, but for our transcriber.  Thank you.
 2                 EILEEN FIELDING:  You didn't catch
 3  Alicia, so I though I'd get away with it.  What I
 4  would like to do by way of public comment here is
 5  just salute DEP for kicking this football out onto
 6  the field.
 7                 Whether or not what they've
 8  proposed today is actually going to be the
 9  solution, I think it is time to get this
10  discussion started, get everybody's attention and
11  get everybody really working on this.  And if this
12  is the way it had to get started, fine.  If it has
13  to be discussed and modified, that's great.  I
14  think it's just good that we're no longer
15  pretending this problem doesn't exist.
16                 Thank you.
17                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Thank you very
18  much.
19                 I saw another -- yes, please?
20                 JUDY ALLEN:  My name is Judy Allen
21  and I don't represent anyone.
22                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Okay.  Nice to
23  have you here.
24                 JUDY ALLEN:  I've come away with
25  far more questions than I have comments.  This is
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 1  really interesting.  And I just want to emphasize
 2  the need for transparency and public input.
 3                 And I'm really concerned about some
 4  of the WUCC process and whether those water supply
 5  plans are going to be available to the public in
 6  any way, even parts of them and how much.  And who
 7  gets a chance to see what's in them and how that
 8  gets applied to this whole process?
 9                 That's just a concern to me,
10  because I know that so many of the plans are being
11  protected by federal security laws and things like
12  that.  I don't think the entire plan needs to be
13  withheld from the public, so transparency.
14                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Thank you very
15  much.
16                 Anyone further?  Any other public
17  comment this afternoon?  Any other public comment?
18                 (No response.)
19                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  If not, before
20  we conclude the meeting for today I want to talk
21  about our next meeting.  Our next meeting we had
22  scheduled for the Steering Committee was actually
23  for October, the beginning of October, but I'm
24  going to suggest the next Steering Committee
25  meeting be November 1st.
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 1                 November 1st will be next Steering
 2  Committee meeting.  And the October meeting I'm
 3  going to hold off to schedule, because we have to
 4  get our workshop scheduled and I've got a conflict
 5  for the next once.
 6                 So we'll get back to you on that,
 7  but it will be sometime in October when it will be
 8  the next Water Planning Council meeting.  Not a
 9  joint meeting.  Just a Water Planning Council
10  meeting, because we promised to people that are
11  involved with the Tilcon project that we would get
12  an update to them in October.
13                 So we're supposed to get an update
14  from the mayor's office in October regarding that
15  project and of course we'll have a few other
16  things to talk about.  So the next steering
17  committee we'll have more to talk about at that
18  time, November 1st.
19                 Thank you, all for taking the time
20  to be with us this afternoon.  I think we've
21  broken the record in terms meeting, length of
22  meeting.  A good turnout on the part of the
23  Steering Committee.  Appreciate everybody taking
24  time out of their schedules to be here, the
25  planning council, to be here, and those of you
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 1  from the public that are here today as well.
 2                 Motion to adjourn?
 3                 DAVE LeVASSEUR:  So moved.
 4                 CHAIRMAN BETKOSKI:  Second.
 5                 All those in favor?
 6                 THE COUNCIL:  Aye.
 7                 (Whereupon, the above proceedings
 8  were concluded at 2:48 p.m.)
 9
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